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Editors’ introduction1 
MARK W. POST 
University of New England 
STEPHEN MOREY 
LaTrobe University 
SCOTT DELANCEY  
University of Oregon 
1 Robbins Burling: His life 
This volume celebrates the life and work of Robbins Burling, Emeritus Profes-
sor of Anthropology and Linguistics at the University of Michigan, giant in the 
fields of anthropological linguistics, language evolution, and language peda-
gogy, and pioneer in the ethnography and linguistics of Tibeto-Burman-
speaking groups in the Northeast Indian region. We offer it to Professor Burling 
– Rob – on the occasion of his 90th birthday, on the occasion of the 60th year of
his extraordinary scholarly productivity, and on the occasion of yet another – 
yet another! – field trip to Northeast India, where his career in anthropology and 
linguistics effectively began so many decades ago, and where he has amassed so 
many devoted friends and colleagues – including ourselves. 
As Editors, we are aware that this volume is unusual for its type. That is, it 
is customary for scholars with such a long and illustrious career as Burling’s to 
have left behind a similarly long trail of devoted students, who go on to edit and 
populate the pages of a volume such as this a great deal sooner than the 60th 
year of a scholar’s career. None of the Editors or Contributors are Rob’s stu-
dents, strictly speaking, and many of us did not even meet Rob until relatively 
late in his career. We have come to understand that the reason for this is that, 
when serving as graduate advisor in the Michigan Department of Anthropology 
early in his career, Rob was so sensitive to the perception that he might himself 
‘poach’ the best incoming students, that he foreswore – permanently – advising 
any students at all. What a great loss this has been to the fields of anthropology 
and linguistics! At the same time, however, what a great illustration of Rob’s 
1 The Editors would like to thank the following members of Rob’s family, friends and 
colleagues for helping us learn more about Rob’s life and career over the decades before 
we met him: Nono (Helen), Steve and Deborah Burling, Sheila Procter and Thomas Tra-
utmann. We also acknowledge Brereton (2006), which provides a much more detailed 
account of Rob’s life and career than we have been able to here, as well as Burling 
(2010). 
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simultaneously selfless and yet stubborn disposition, and what a testimony to 
the fact that, despite not having cultivated the customary train of proteges, Rob 
has nonetheless won so many friends, and inspired so many people, that this 
volume came about all the same. 
Rob Burling was born on April 18, 1926 in Minneapolis, Minnesota, his 
father a psychiatrist and his mother a reportedly tireless homemaker. After 
graduating from high school in Providence, Rhode Island, Rob had a brief stint 
as a naval radar technician in 1944. He studied pre-med and eventually sociolo-
gy at Yale and after what seems to have been a formative year hitchhiking 
around the world, Rob undertook his graduate studies in anthropology at Har-
vard. In 1954, Rob was awarded a Ford Foundation fellowship to conduct 
fieldwork in Northeast India among the Garo over a period of two years. Rob’s 
wife Sibyl joined him on this trip, as well as his son Steve, whose early acquisi-
tion of Garo became the subject for a pioneering study of child language 
acquisition in a non-Western context (Burling 1959). They were later joined by 
a daughter Helen, who was born in Guwahati in 1955, and whose Garo name 
Nono ended up staying with her throughout her life. In Burling (2010), Rob 
recounts some of his experiences during this period, at a time when it was nec-
essary to travel for two days by jeep to reach Tura from Guwahati (nowadays, it 
takes just a few hours), and when marches through thick jungles of anywhere 
from several hours to several days were necessary to reach villages in the ‘inte-
rior’ of the Garo country. Rob returned to the United States in 1956, where he 
taught anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania and where his second 
daughter and last child Adele was born. In 1959, Rob brought his family east 
again to spend a year lecturing in anthropology at the University of Yangon 
(then Rangoon) in Burma on the Fullbright Program. After returning to the 
United States, Rob spent a year at Stanford University before settling down in 
1964 to a long and exceptionally productive career at the University of Michi-
gan, where he retired Emeritus in 1995. But it’s probably fair to say that some 
part of him never really left the Tibeto-Burman area, and kept him returning, 
and with increasing frequency, over the decades. 
2 Robbins Burling: His work 
Rob Burling is in the truest sense a seminal figure in Tibeto-Burman studies, 
and especially in the linguistics and ethnography of Northeast India. He wrote 
the first modern descriptive grammar of a Northeast Indian language (Burling 
1961), and his ‘Proto-Bodo’ (1959) and Proto-Lolo-Burmese (1967) represent 
the first Tibeto-Burman branch-level reconstructions based on fieldwork. Jim 
Matisoff in his contribution to this volume speaks eloquently of the foundation-
al contribution made by these works to comparative Tibeto-Burman. 
Rob is just as important a pioneer in descriptive Tibeto-Burman linguis-
tics. His 1961 Garo Grammar is the first grammar of any Tibeto-Burman 
language to be written in a modern linguistic framework, and for years, as the 
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only available model of its kind, it was the inspiration for Indian and foreign 
fieldworkers as they eventually began to follow Rob in the immense task of 
documenting the linguistic riches of the Northeast. The new and improved mod-
el, The Language of the Modhupur Mandi (Garo) (2004), whose virtues again 
are well sung by Jim Matisoff, continues to serve as a a model for young schol-
ars and community language workers in the Northeast. It is, of course, an 
excellent model from a linguistic point of view, but two other factors are im-
portant. The first is the accessibility of the writing: the grammar is manifestly 
written to be read by anyone interested, including readers with little or no lin-
guistic training. And the second is the accessibility of the physical volume: 
where grammars of Northeast Indian languages published in Europe often cost a 
month’s stipend for a teacher or research scholar in India, Rob went to great 
lengths to have his grammar published in India, where it can be sold at Indian 
prices, and thus bought by young linguists who may never in their lives have the 
opportunity to lay eyes on a Brill or Mouton grammar. 
Though none of us are anthropologists, we have learned much about 
Northeast India and its people through Rob’s major contributions to Northeast 
Indian ethnography, including Rengsanggri: Family and Kinship in a Garo Vil-
lage (1963), Hill Farms and Padi Fields: Life in Mainland Southeast Asia 
(1965), and The Strong Women of Modhopur (1997). The reader of any of these 
will be struck by their scholarly rigor and penetrating observation – in no little 
part because, like his grammar, they are written to be read and understood – but 
perhaps even more by the author’s deep and palpable love and respect for the 
people he is writing about. 
And, although it is peripheral to the focus of this volume, no account of 
Rob’s scholarly contributions can neglect to mention his work in other areas of 
linguistics, especially the question of language origin and evolution, culminat-
ing in his wonderful The Talking Ape: How Language Evolved (2005). And one 
of us (DeLancey) recalls with nostalgia Rob’s magnificent introductory linguis-
tics textbook Patterns of Language, and his despair when it finally went out of 
print and there was no substitute to be had. The beautiful sociolinguistics text-
book, Man’s Many Voices, is likewise unique and precious. 
3 Robbins Burling: A celebration 
A career as full and as productive as Rob Burling’s is honoured herein by pa-
pers that are as much personal tributes to Rob as they are valuable scholarly 
works in their own right. Thomas R. Trautmann’s long personal and profession-
al association with Rob Burling has involved careful ‘first readings’ of each 
other’s work, and in this paper we see much of the process of academic writing 
and hints to how we can all, perhaps, be more successful. James A. Matisoff, a 
seminal figure in the field of Tibeto-Burman linguistics, pays tribute to Rob by 
summarizing for a new audience some of Rob’s most important historical lin-
guistic work on Proto-Lolo-Burmese, Karen and Bodo-Garo, and whetting 
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again our appetite for Rob’s 2004 grammar The Language of the Modhupur 
Mandi (Garo). 
The next section of the book is on the Sal languages, a group established 
by Rob in his eponymous 1982 paper. It commences with Stephen Morey’s re-
port on the Tangsa group, enriching the lexical data presented by Rob in 1982 
with morphological data, confirming its general findings while presenting more 
of the tantalizing diversity of this Northern Naga language. Scott DeLancey 
brings his broad knowledge of Tibeto-Burman languages to expand our under-
standing of adjectival constructions in the family, including the *gV- 
nominalizing prefix, and illustrating this with high quality data from the Bodo 
language. The third paper in the section, by two rising scholars who are also 
native speakers of Bodo, Krishna Boro and Prafulla Basumatary, analyses a 
range of monosyllabic adverbial suffixes with initial clusters, derived from 
verbs by a process of initial syllable vowel deletion. 
The next section, on New Directions, presents an overview by François 
Jacquesson of the little described Meyor language, with verb paradigms, infor-
mation on aspect, and a discussion of the story telling style of the language, how 
the different words for ‘speak’ or ‘say’ are employed to convey meaning. Boyd 
Michailovsky's paper details the forms and function of the five direction-
al/locative markers in Limbu with comprehensive exemplification and cross-
linguistic comparison with other Kiranti languages. 
Language Contact, another area of Rob’s deep interest, commences with 
a paper by Monali Longmailai, a Dimasa native speaker, whose work compares 
phonological, morphological and lexical similarities between unrelated lan-
guages Dimasa and Khasi that have been in close contact for many years. A 
paper from U. V. Joseph and Linda Konnerth carefully considers borrowings 
from Indic languages into Tiwa, giving evidence for borrowings that may have 
occurred at different times in the history of the Indic languages and suggesting 
the importance of understanding the place of Khasi as a contact language as 
well. Toni Huber makes a thorough study of a word for ‘ancestral deity’, per-
haps derived from a form se, using as its basis examples of the word as found in 
old literary as well as modern spoken sources, and grounding his study in a 
wealth of ethnographic information. 
Historical Phonology is yet another of Rob’s specialties, and in this sec-
tion Mark W. Post gives a fieldworker’s guide to one of the thorniest problems 
for the description of languages of this area – tone. The paper focusses on the 
Tani subgroup of Tibeto-Burman, giving both the new fieldworker and the sea-
soned language researcher clear suggestions on both theory and methodology. 
Martine Mazaudon gives an account of an uncommon feature in Tibeto-Burman 
languages: vowel length contrasts on open syllables. She shows how those dis-
tinctions have been retained, or merged, in a variety of Tamangic languages, 
relating this to similar processes in the languages of Europe. Sarah Thomason 
presents a detailed analysis of sound changes involving velars in Montana Sa-
lish, a language of North America, giving readers a considered account of a 
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very common occurrence in comparative linguistics: irregularities that can’t 
easily be explained. 
Our final section, Language in Culture goes to the heart of yet another 
key area of Rob’s work. Yankee Modi, a native speaker of several languages of 
Arunachal Pradesh, writes about the importance of social organization to lan-
guage distributions and language change in the Tani area. Tanka Subba’s 
chapter considers a number of major issues affecting the tribes of the Northeast 
Indian region today in relation to the wording of the Indian Government policy 
documents that affect them. Gwendolyn Hyslop’s chapter takes a detailed look 
at terms for grains and dairy and suggests that only some can be reconstructed 
for Proto East Bodish in Bhutan, specifically the dairy terms and buckwheat and 
barley. This suggests that before the breakup of the East Bodish, these were the 
items farmed. Shobhana Chelliah presents a complete narrative in Meitei – a 
story grounded in agricultural practices – but the focus of the paper is on the 
rhetorical structures of the story telling and why the study of these is so essen-
tial for language documentation. George van Driem’s wide-ranging paper places 
language in a broader context, as part of human evolution. Citing biologists, 
anthropologists and other scientists as well as linguists and authors of literary 
note, the paper treats language as life form, constantly growing and changing. 
To round off the volume, Roger Blench presents a brief overview of the litera-
ture from the emerging field of ophresiology, the study of taste and smell, 
exemplifying it using the wide range of specialised taste terms in the Kman lan-
guage of Arunachal Pradesh (also known as Miju or Miju Mishmi). 
The wide range of Rob’s scholarly interests is reflected, albeit incomplete-
ly, not only in the diversity of topics covered here, but in the diversity of its 
authorship. Some of our contributors, such as James Matisoff and Thomas Tra-
utmann, have known Rob for decades, and have worked with him extensively. 
Others, such as Mark Post and Stephen Morey, came to know Rob only relative-
ly recently, as our areas of scholarly and geographical interest suddenly fell 
together. Most of our contributors are affiliated with the Western universities 
in which Rob also spent most of his career. However, nearly half of our 
contributors are from India, a country on which Rob has focused so 
much of his scholarly energies, and four of our contributors are themselves 
native speakers of Northeast Indian languages.  
Finally, it will be important for readers of this volume to understand that 
Rob Burling is not very impressed by the state of academic publishing today, 
and neither are we. Publication of grammars and other works of linguistics and 
anthropology with for-profit international publishers whose price tags can ex-
ceed three hundred US dollars per volume places such works out of the reach of 
many academic libraries, and well beyond the reach of almost all ordinary peo-
ple in a country such as India. Even more to the point, they are placed 
completely beyond the reach of the ethnolinguistic communities many of their 
authors had hoped to in some way serve. This is not such a book. Thanks to the 
wisdom and generosity of our publisher, Asia-Pacific Linguistics, this volume 
will be downloadable in ebook form at  http://hdl.handle.net/1885/38458  at the  
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cost of exactly zero dollars and zero cents, and will be available for order in 
hard copy at the cost of its paper, binding, and distribution only. Copyright 
pertaining to the chapters in this volume remains vested with the authors 
themselves, who have licensed their work herein for free distribution without 
modification. So please: copy this book! Send it to a friend! Donate it to your 
local library! We are very grateful to Asia-Pacific Linguistics for their 
flexibility, and for supporting quality not-for-profit scholarly publishing in 
anthropology and linguistics in the Asia-Pacific region. 
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1
Burling as first reader 
THOMAS R. TRAUTMANN 
University of Michigan 
ob Burling and I have been meeting for lunch on Monday at Frank’s, a 
venerable eating establishment on the edge of campus. Our Monday lunch 
has been a fixture for over a decade. The foundation of it is not the food at 
Frank’s, fine as it is, or the ambiance, which is comfortingly old-fashioned. It 
has to do with simple friendship, which began some time after my arrival at the 
University of Michigan in 1968, when Rob was already here. I was in History 
and India, and he in Anthropology and the Tibeto-Burman-speaking parts of 
India and Southeast Asia. We got to know each other through the Center for 
South and Southeast Asian Studies. Both the difference and overlap of our in-
terests were sufficient to draw us together, especially in the anthropology of 
kinship and the history of language and language study, in those parts of the 
world. Eventually we became first reader of manuscripts for one another.  
A first reader has specific qualifications. Rob expressed it this way in a gift 
copy of The Talking Ape (Burling 2005): 
For Tom Trautmann: I had such trust in your tollerance that I selected you as 
the first reader of the first readable draft of this book. I thank you for your 
encouragement & for the many helpful comments & suggestions that make 
this a much better draft than that first one.  
The key words are trust and tollerance. 
The second of them illustrates itself. I am tollerant of Rob’s signature un-
willingness to cringe before the authorities who enforce the rules of spelling 
English. He has felt strongly about it since he first learned his letters. He retains 
vivid memories, these many years after, of the pain and humiliation which he 
suffered as a child, a martyr to the irrationality of English orthography. He has 
now written a whole book about spelling, shortly to appear.  
Trust is needed, because showing your work at an early state when it is at 
its most unlovely is similar to bringing someone into the mess of your basement 
to help fix the plumbing. I do not draw this metaphor out of the air. Rob is seri-
ously skilled in plumbing and other of the building trades, which he learned at 
Washtenaw Community College, after which he designed and built his house. 
He built every bit of it except the foundation, with the help of his son Steve. 
R 
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And so I called him in for a plumbing consultation when my basement drain 
backed up, and he brought his biggest, baddest plumber’s snake and a length of 
steel pipe with which to get more leverage on the wrench to open the trap. I 
have complete trust in Rob when it comes to my pipes. And in the same way, 
we trust one another when it comes to our first readable drafts. 
Thus a first reader must be someone the writer trusts for his tolerance of 
mess. In return, the first reader must be forthright. I tried to capture this in a 
book of mine, Arthashastra: The Science of Wealth, where I wrote: 
The first reader of the manuscript was Robbins Burling, a friend who does an 
author the kindness of giving comments that are intelligent, blunt and unin-
hibited. (Trautmann 2012a: xxvi) 
Rob was mightily pleased by the words intelligent, blunt and uninhibited, and 
likes to quote them of himself. In another book I put the same sentiment in a 
slightly different form:  
Robbins Burling, my first reader, believes as I do that merciless critique of a 
piece before its publication is the sincerest form of friendship. (Trautmann 
2015: xv) 
On the part of the writer, then, trust and tolerance; on the part of the first reader, 
intelligence, bluntness, holding nothing back, criticism without mercy. Those 
are the terms of the unwritten contract, and the bedrock of our Mondays at 
Frank’s. 
I can show you concretely what Rob is like as first reader. As I was prepar-
ing to write this short tribute I went through a pile of draft chapters of mine 
covered with his comments. I have scanned a page of them to illustrate. They 
are like chicken tracks in their visual aspect, but in their substance express the 
best attributes of a first reader. I draw your attention to the sentence at the bot-
tom, which says, ‘“Time of onset” seem[s] a rather pompus way to describe it’. 
Note especially the stinging phrase, with its free-range spelling, ‘rather pom-
pus’.  
An inventory of the descriptors he uses is very revealing, of the vices of 
my own writing, to be sure, but, more to the point, of what for Rob is the pan-
theon of the writerly virtues. They capture the peculiar flavor of his own 
writing, as well as the nature of the benefit conferred upon someone fortunate 
enough to have Rob as first reader. Here is the list, compiled from a substantial 
sample: abrupt, ambiguous, awkward, condescending, contradictory, cumber-
some, cute, fancy, graceful, hedge, humano-centric (of elephant ‘lovemaking’), 
imprecise, (overly) intricate, jargon, murky, mushy (= hedge), odd/oddly word-
ed, (lacking) oomph, pompous, puzzling, redundant, relevance, repetitious/ 
repetition, run-on, tangled, unclear, vague, weak, and, indicating blank incom-
prehension, the one-word sentence ‘Hunh?’ 
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Some of these are words we all use when correcting student papers or comment-
ing on a colleague’s work. We all strive to remove ambiguous, awkward, 
imprecise, unclear and vague constructions. Rob’s own writing succeeds in this 
in a superlative degree. But the special flavor of it lies in some of the other 
terms of his critical vocabulary. The words that really smart are condescending, 
cute, fancy and pompous. Ornamentation of any kind is liable to provoke his 
criticism.  
But more than excessive ornamentation he especially dislikes it when the 
writer pulls rank on the reader to coerce consent. It is for this reason that he is 
allergic to the use of ‘we’. He says in one place,  
I am not hugely fond of the editorial ‘we’. It often seems to me to be a slight-
ly condescending effort to make the reader a sort of junior associate.  
In another passage he likens it to the admonition, ‘Now children, we will learn a 
new song,’ perhaps remembering one of those teachers who tried to curb his 
relaxed spelling practices. The overall aim of his critique is to put the writer and 
the reader on a level, and in doing so putting the argument itself to the fore.  
The drive to promote clarity and directness, the anti-embellishment imper-
ative, does have one aspect that I find surprisingly conservative, namely a 
resistance to new coinages or words that are in any way unusual. I find in these 
papers many Burling comments such as, ‘I do not think much of that word!’ or 
‘Is that a recognized word?’ – this of such innocent and immediately intelligible 
coinages of mine, for example, as bigness (as the salient aspect of an elephant, 
for Indian kings). I see him scowling now, when he reads this essay and comes 
across the word baddest. 
That is not to say that the whole Burling program is towards simple clarity 
and against embellishment. Writing, for example, should not only be clear, it 
should be graceful, a term that pops up a lot in his scribbles on drafts of mine. 
Moreover, it should be fun. Here is a piece of advice from his father: 
The paragraphs are reasonably clear & pertinent but they remind me of a sto-
ry that my father told me more than fifty years ago. Jack asked Bill to read a 
MS. Bill came back to Jack & said, ‘It is good & thoughtful, but it lacks your 
usual effortless flow.’ Jack replied, ‘Oh, I haven’t put that in yet.’ Your writ-
ing seems effortful. I have to bear down on it. I can’t just sit back & enjoy it. 
It is a fascinating subject & should be fun to read. 
He told me frankly on one occasion that I did not manage to convince him that 
the topic of the paper was all that fascinating. I needed somehow to show him 
that he should find it so, as I plainly did. Perhaps it my writing was too distant 
from speaking; in any case he said, ‘I guess what I am getting at here, is that 
this paper seems not to have the oompf that I have learned to expect in your 
talks.’ While his goals as a writer bring the data, analysis and argument to the 
fore, the program is not austerely rational, but includes all the other arts of per-
suasion that serve to engage readers. 
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A notable example is his use of the simple word hedge. By this he means 
weakening a strong assertion with a qualifying word or phrase. Rob often at-
tacks a hedge, and what he promotes is views that are strongly and plainly 
stated. Primary colors, rather than subtle shades. 
There is a history to this. To explain it to readers who are not codgers like 
Rob and me I will have to picture for them the age when the Bobbs-Merrill re-
print roamed the earth. Long ago there were no laptops and digitalized articles 
to assign our students, and we had to rely upon the coursepack and the copy 
machine. Before they had been invented there was an even more primitive age, 
when the only way to assign an article for class reading was to put it on reserve 
in the library, or require students to buy, for 25 cents, the reprint of an article 
published by the Bobbs-Merrill publishing company. These were the most im-
portant articles in a particular field. I made binders of such reprints as a way of 
being in touch with the most important writings in anthropology, for example. 
Two of them were by Rob Burling, one an analysis of the relation of economic 
anthropology to the discipline of economics (Burling 1962), and the other on 
kinship analysis, called ‘Cognition and componential analysis: God’s truth or 
hocus–pocus?’ (Burling 1964). In this second article note, please, the unhedged, 
stark alternative readers are offered. Rob has told me that, to his surprise and 
delight, the article provoked a flow fan mail and brickbats, strongly for and 
against his position. It taught him, he said, that it is good to put ones views just 
slightly more strongly than one really believes.  
Rob’s first readings were immensely valuable to me in innumerable ways, 
and the benefits were not confined to matters of style. His greatest service con-
cerned a piece on kinship analysis, an article called, ‘Crossness and Crow-
Omaha’ (Trautman 2012b). I had been lured by Peter Whiteley into contributing 
to a conference on the classic and technical topic of kinship terminologies called 
‘Crow-Omaha.’ By increments Peter got me more deeply involved until I found 
myself co-editing the volume that came out of the conference. Crossness, or the 
division of kin into large categories of cross and parallel, and skewing, or the 
merger of kin categories of different generations, typical of the Crow-Omaha 
terminologies, had been noticed among American Indian terminologies at the 
very beginning of anthropological analysis of kinship, by L.H. Morgan, in his 
great work Systems of Consanguinity and Affinity of the Human Family (Mor-
gan 1997 [1871]). As it happens, Tibeto-Burman languages have abundant cases 
of both. 
My paper for the conference was painful to produce, as I had not published 
on kinship for quite a while, and needed to work hard to get back into it. It took 
many drafts, each greatly different from the last, to find the right analysis and 
get the argument up to the mark. Rob patiently read several of those successive 
versions of the paper and his comments helped in ways no one else’s could 
have. As it happened, he had published data of direct relevance, in a very scarce 
series called Occasional Papers of the Wolfenden Society on Tibeto-Burman 
Linguistics, which had published an article of his reporting kinship terms of the 
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Maru collected by himself, and Lounsbury’s data, correcting that of Leach, on 
Jinghpaw (Burling 1971). Because this volume is so very hard to find, I was 
glad to be able to publish these valuable data in my article, to make them acces-
sible to others. 
Rob’s virtues as first reader are the outward projection of the virtues of his 
writing. As I prepared to compose this tribute I phoned Bob McKinley at Mich-
igan State University, who had been a graduate student of our Anthropology 
department and who knows Rob and his writings well, and had taken a course 
with him. In the course of our conversation about Rob’s work Bob said some-
thing that is profoundly true. He said, ‘You meet him in his work.’ For many 
scholars the person you meet in the work is a fancy-dress version of the author, 
the official self. Rob is the opposite. Even people who have not had the pleasure 
of meeting him in person can meet him in his writings: intelligent, blunt, and 
uninhibited in the expression of his ideas, putting them clearly and gracefully, 
engaging ones interest, making it fun. If you want to meet the man, read the 
works. Or you can find him, of a Monday, with me at Frank’s. 
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Burling’s contributions to Tibeto-Burman studies: 
A personal appreciation 
JAMES A. MATISOFF 
University of California at Berkeley 
ob Burling and I go back a long way, to the late ’60’s of the previous cen-
tury. (He is half a generation older than me, which makes him venerable 
indeed.) We first met at the 1967 Summer Institute of the Linguistic Society of 
America in Ann Arbor. I had recently returned from my first fieldtrip in Thai-
land, where I had begun my study of Lahu, while Rob had just completed his 
first monograph-length linguistic work, Proto-Lolo-Burmese (Burling 1967/68). 
Burling is as well known as an anthropologist as he is as a linguist,1 but I 
will pass over that aspect of his career in an admiring silence, focusing instead 
on some of his major contributions to Tibeto-Burman studies, first with respect 
to particular subgroups of the family – Lolo-Burmese (§1), Karenic (§2), and 
Bodo-Garo (§3) – then in connection with more general issues of TB subgroup-
ing and nomenclature (§4). Finally, I’ve chosen the feature of glottalization to 
illustrate Burling’s significant contributions to Southeast Asian areal phonology 
(§5). 
1 Burling and Lolo-Burmese 
Burling’s monograph Proto-Lolo-Burmese (1967) marked a milestone in the 
comparative/historical study of this important subgroup. Basing himself partly 
on original fieldwork he had carried out in Rangoon, he used data from three 
Burmish (Modern Burmese, Atsi, Maru)2 and three Loloish languages (Lahu, 
Lisu, Akha), which allowed him to make several important discoveries concern-
1 Among his influential anthropological works on Southeast Asia, we should at least 
mention Burling 1965, a pioneering treatment of what later came to be referred to techni-
cally as “vertical ecological zonation”. 
2 Atsi and Maru are the Jingpho names for the groups that are called Zaiwa and Langsu 
in Chinese, respectively. The Atsi and Maru are part of the Kachin/Jingpho cultural area, 
and Chinese linguists and administrators consider them to be subdivisions of the Kachin 
people. Burling is quite right in assigning them to the Burmish group rather than to Ka-
chinic. 
R 
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ing all parts of the PLB syllable: initial consonants, vowels, final consonants, 
and tones.3 It is fair to say that his monograph was a great impetus for me to 
devote myself to Lolo-Burmese historical phonology. In fact it is to Burling that 
I owe the term ‘Lolo-Burmese’ itself, which I adopted and have stuck with de-
spite all proposed alternatives before or since.4  
Burling’s contributions to PLB reconstruction in this monograph include: 
 
• His discovery of the glottalized syllables in Atsi and Maru, which led 
him to reconstruct a *glottalized series of initials for PLB.5 This led to 
great advances in the understanding of initial and tonal developments in 
the family. 
• His discovery of the Maru development of secondary final stops in the 
*-əy and *-əw rhymes: *-əy > Mr. -it; *-əw > Mr. -uk.6 This has turned 
out to be absolutely valid, despite the shrill criticisms of Miller (1968), 
who had deep reservations about segments arising ‘ex nihilo’, making a 
feeble attempt to show that Chinese cognates to some words with these 
rhymes ended in stops. 
• He figured out many of the basic tonal correspondences among the six 
languages in his study, demonstrating the connections between initial 
manners of articulation and tonal developments.7 
• He correctly followed Lewis’ (1968) analysis of Akha initial manners of 
articulation,8 confirming that the *voiceless series became Akha 
aspirates in non-checked (= non-laryngealized) syllables, but became 
Akha voiceless unaspirates in checked syllables. That is, you can’t get 
both aspiration and glottalization in the same Akha syllable, a 
phenomenon rather like Grassman’s Law, or my ‘glottal dissimilation’ 
(Matisoff 1970).  
• He discovered a striking case of syntactic conditioning for the Atsi tonal 
reflexes of PLB Tone *2. In Atsi, Tone *2 verbs developed the high 
short falling tone / ´ /, while Tone *2 nouns developed the low falling 
tone / ` /. Burling explains this in terms of a tonal perturbation caused 
                                                                                                                       
3 In my review of this monograph (Matisoff 1968) I emphasized these positive contribu-
tions, but also included several criticisms (see below). My review is to be contrasted with 
the typically negative hatchet-job produced by the late Roy Andrew Miller (1970). 
4 Burmese-Lolo (Shafer and Benedict), Yi-Burmese (China), Burmese-Yipho (Benedict), 
Mran-Ni (Bradley), Mran-Ngwi (Bradley), Burmic-Nisoic (Qiu Fuyuan). 
5 See below 5.1. During fieldwork with LaRaw Maran at Berkeley in the summer of 
1963, he pointed out to me the existence of previously unrecognized glottalized liquids, 
semivowels, and tsʔ- in Jingpho. See the outline of Jingpho phonology in Matisoff 
(2013: 45–46). 
6 Burling had already discussed this phenomenon in a separate article (Burling 1966b). 
7 See especially Table 4 in Burling (1967: 69). Burling neatly figured out the PLB ori-
gins of six of the seven Lahu tones, leaving only the high-rising tone unexplained. See 
Matisoff 1970, 1972. 
8 Rather than the analysis of Nishida 1965/66. 
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by a suffix, since Atsi verbs ‘seem always to require a suffix’, while 
nouns do not (Burling 1967: 57).9 
Nevertheless, there are a few problems with Burling’s monograph:10 
The most serious of these was his use of Modern instead of Written Bur-
mese, which led to a number of self-inflicted problems, like the failure to 
distinguish between PLB *-y- and *-r-, which are kept quite distinct in WB, but 
which fell together to -y- in standard modern Burmese. Burling’s choice of 
Modern rather than Written Burmese was perhaps due to an exaggerated respect 
(anthropological and/or American structuralist) for spoken as opposed to written 
language. 
He correctly distinguished three PLB manner series, but called them 
*aspirated, *voiced, and *glottalized, a formulation which left no simple series,
or in Praguian terms, no ‘unmarked member of the opposition’. It would have 
been preferable to interpret these as *voiceless,11 *voiced, and *glottalized. 
Burling did not reconstruct a *prenasalized series, though subsequent work has 
shown this to be necessary to explain certain manner developments, especially 
the voiced series in Lahu.12 
Burling (1966a) had already discussed an intricate problem in Lahu pho-
nology, to which he returned in Proto-Lolo-Burmese (Burling 1967: 26–27). 
Unfortunately he did not come up with the solution, which involves two cases 
of mutual complementary distribution between Lahu initials and vowels: (1) 
Lahu /u/ loses its rounding after labial initials, becoming [ɯ], with the labials /p, 
ph, b, m/ becoming affricated in this environment to [pf, phf, bv, mv]. (2) Lahu 
/ɨ/ becomes the superhigh central vowel [ɿ] after palatal initials, with the palatals 
becoming dentals in this environment: /c, ch, j, š, y/ > [ts, tsh, dz, s, z]. The 
Baptist missionary orthography wrote both [ɯ] and [ɿ] as ‘uh’, thus forcing 
them to recognize nine subphonemic initials. Burling is hardly to be blamed for 
falling into the same trap on the basis of the inadequate data at his disposal. 
All in all, Burling’s Proto-Lolo-Burmese was a pioneering and highly orig-
inal work, to which subsequent scholarship in this field will always be indebted. 
9 This rings true, since verbs in Lahu and Akha are normally cited with a nominalizer 
(Lahu ve, Akha eu). Most similar to Atsi is Mpi, a Southern Loloish language, where all 
the PLB tones (including those in checked syllables) have separate realizations for nouns 
and verbs, a phenomenon also explainable in terms of a now-vanished verbal suffix 
(Srinuan 1976; Matisoff 1978). 
10 These were discussed both in my review (1968) and in Matisoff (1969: 131–138; 152–
170). The latter article appeared in the same issue of the Occasional Papers of the Wolf-
enden Society on Tibeto-Burman Linguistics as Burling’s brilliant reanalysis of Jones’ 
(1961) Karenic reconstructions (see §2). 
11 Aspiration is to be regarded as a redundant feature of the PLB *voiceless series. 
12 See, e.g. Matisoff (1972). 
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2 Burling and Karenic 
Burling’s ‘Proto-Karen: a reanalysis’ (1969) is a polite but devastating 116-page 
critique of R.B. Jones’ Karen Linguistic Studies (1961). It comprises several 
sections, including: 
(1) The internal Stammbaum of Karen 
Jones used 6 Karenic languages (two types of Pwo, two types of Sgaw, 
Palaychi, and Taungthu (Pa-O). Burling points out that he mis-subgrouped 
them, putting Taungthu together with Pwo (because they preserve aspirates) vs. 
Sgaw and Palaychi (which have lost the aspirates under certain conditions). 
Burling did observe that the correspondences between Taungthu/Pwo aspirates 
and Palaychi/Sgaw voiceless unaspirates only occur under tones *1, *3, and *ʔ¹, 
whereas the correspondences between aspirates in both T/P and P/S occur only 
under tones *2, *4, and *ʔ². But Burling doesn’t go on to say where these tones 
came from phonetically, saying merely that ‘aspiration is lost in Palaychi and 
Sgaw in syllables under *1, *3, and *ʔ¹’.13  
(2) Jones’ theory of ‘linguistic bifurcation’ 
Burling rightly criticizes Jones’ overly rigid theory of ‘linguistic bifurcation’, 
which insisted on ‘pairwise reconstruction’, two languages at a time. Jones re-
fused to reconstruct a cognate set backward beyond a single missing or deviant 
term. If an item was defective in a single one of his six languages, Jones re-
frained from reconstructing a form from which the other five could be derived. 
He thus only reconstructed 195 of his 859 sets back to Proto-Karen. 
(3) Eccentricity of Jones’ rules 
Burling excoriates with restrained amusement Jones’ exceedingly complex and 
ad hoc rules, which he calls ‘often downright eccentric’. They rely on weird 
conditioning factors, and are often meagerly exemplified, forcing Jones to re-
construct a bewildering variety of proto-phonemes, many of which ‘fell 
together’ at later stages. This aspect of Jones’ work is best illustrated by the 
array of pKarenic final stops which he reconstructs. Final stops have been much 
eroded in Karenic (as they have been in Loloish). Pho and Sgaw only have -ʔ. In 
Jones’ analysis, Palaychi has both ‘-q’ (lenis) and the relatively rare ‘-ʔ’ (fortis). 
Only Taungthu has -p -t -k, in a relatively few words. To handle the ‘irregulari-
ties’ he claims to have found, Jones postulated 13 final stops, including four 
‘laryngeals’ -’, -h, -q -ʔ, four aspirates, and five things with capital letters, viz: 
13 It was Haudricourt (1946, 1953) who had discovered that one source of the aspirates in 
Taungthu and Pwo was the pKaren *voiced series, a development identical to what hap-
pened in Siamese.  
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TABLE 1 – Jones’ (1961) Proto-Karenic final stops 
-t -k -ʔ 
-th -Kh -’ 
-T -K -h 
-d -g -q 
-dh -gh 
-D -G 
It goes without saying how typologically alien this scheme is for a TB language, 
or indeed any language of the Southeast Asian linguistic area. 
Burling goes on to criticize Jones’ tortured accounts of Karenic vocalic 
and tonal developments. In particular, Jones did not realize that tones in 
checked vs. non-checked syllables must be regarded as two separate subsys-
tems, attempting instead to analyze the checked tones as allophones of the non-
checked ones. Here Burling is in total agreement with Haudricourt, who be-
moans the pernicious influence of neo-Bloomfieldian ‘parsimony of inventory’. 
Burling’s criticisms testify to his anthropological acuity: ‘The normal his-
tory of any group of languages would include some lexical change and some 
dialect borrowing, and these are bound to obscure the perfection of the phono-
logical rules.’ 
Despite the generally negative tone of his critique, Burling feels that 
Jones’ data are ‘entirely reliable, even if here and there an error of detail may 
have crept in.’ On the other hand, he is totally convincing when he says that 
Jones’ reconstructions ‘are not to be trusted’. 
It is quite interesting to compare Burling’s review of Jones with that of 
A.G. Haudricourt (1963),14 both of whom praise the richness of Jones’ lexical 
data but decry his reconstructions. Haudricourt says that Jones knew of his 1946 
article,15 but remarks sarcastically that ‘he either did not read it or did not un-
derstand it; in any case he does not honor it with a refutation’. He goes on to 
attack Jones’ Bloomfieldian approach to phonology, and asks rhetorically 
whether it was a lack of theoretical background, or merely a chauvinist bias 
against reading or discussing work published outside of the U.S.A. 
3 Burling and Bodo-Garo 
‘Proto-Bodo’ (Burling 1959) 
The important TB subgroup called ‘Barish’ by Shafer, and ‘Bodo-Garo’ by 
Benedict, has always been right in Burling’s wheelhouse. His early paper ‘Pro-
14 Recently translated by David Solnit (Haudricourt in press). 
15 Apparently Burling was not aware of Haudricourt’s articles. 
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to-Bodo’ (Burling 1959) was the first modern attempt to do reconstruction at the 
TB subgroup level.16 He used data from four Bodo-Garo languages: Kachari 
(Bodo), Garo, Atong, and Wanang, with the latter two branching off from an 
intermediate group called ‘Koch’. 
This early paper already showcases Burling’s talent for comparative re-
construction. It is a great improvement on Shafer (1953), due especially to the 
better quality of Burling’s data, much of it based on original fieldwork in Assam 
(especially on Garo), in 1954–1956. Among the interesting points to be gleaned 
from this study: 
• There is ‘an old and widespread tendency’ in BG for the weakening of
stops to affricates or spirants (Burling 1959: 448). A case in point is the
development of PBG *k- > Wanang h-, as in ‘burn’ PBG *kam >
Wanang ham-, ‘salt’ PBG *k(a)ri > Wanang ha-ri, ‘tie’ PBG *ka >
Wanang ha-.17
• These languages underwent a drag-chain with respect to PTB *s- and
*ts-, in a manner very similar to what happened in Kuki-Chin.18 First
PTB *s- became a dental stop in PBG, after which PTB *ts- became
PBG *s-:
PTB *səy ‘die’ > PBG *təi > Kachari təi, Atong təi, Garo si, Wanang 
ci.  
PTB *tsyar ‘day/sun’ > PBG *sal > Garo sar, other san19  
• The rhotic liquid is preserved better than the lateral liquid. *r- and *-r
are preserved in all four languages. On the other hand, final *-l is never
preserved as such (*-l > Garo -r, other -n), while initial *l- > r- in Garo
and Atong, remaining l- only in Kachari (Bodo) and Wanang.
• Several glottalized ‘final clusters’ must be set up for PBG: *-ʔm, *-ʔn,
*-ʔŋ, *-ʔr. These glottal clusters behave identically to a final simple
glottal stop in inducing the interesting phenomenon of ‘echo-vowels’ in
Garo (Table 2).20
Here too, Burling’s anthropological sophistication is evident with respect to 
genetic vs. borrowing relationships: 
None of these languages are completely out of contact with each other; there 
is every reason to believe that they have been influencing each other 
16 In Burling’s usage “Proto-Bodo” corresponds to Benedict’s “Proto-Bodo-Garo”. 
“Bodic” would not do as a general name for this subgroup, since that term has been re-
served for Tibetan-type languages. Bod means ‘Tibet’ in Tibetan. 
17 A similar development is also attested in Asakian (Luish). See Matisoff (2013: 29). 
18 See VanBik (2009: 16–18). 
19 Thus PTB *ts- and *s- merged in Garo to /s/. This root for ‘day/sun’ is the eponymous 
etymon that inspired the name of Burling’s “Sal” group. See below §4.1. 
20 See § 5.1, below. 
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throughout their history. Moreover, they have all been borrowing from a 
common source – Bengali and Assamese – and it is not always easy to tell 
whether similar words are genuinely cognate or the result of common bor-
rowing from these Indic languages or from another Bodo language. (Burling 
1959: 439) 
TABLE 2 – ‘Echo-vowels’ in Garo 
Gloss Proto-Bodo-Garo Garo 
‘bamboo’ *waʔ waʔa 
‘bird’ *dauʔ doʔo 
‘earth’ *haʔ aʔa 
‘foot/leg’ *jaʔ jaʔa 
‘mother’  *maʔ maʔa 
‘fire’ *waʔr waʔar 
‘worm’ *joʔŋ joʔoŋ 
The supporting data for Burling’s analysis is provided, with modest diffidence, 
in a list of some 169 apparent Bodo-Garo cognate sets (Burling 1959: 440–445). 
In a separate list (Burling 1959: 451–453) he presents 62 additional sets that are 
supported by cognates from TB languages in other groups. 
Modhupur Mandi (Garo) (Burling 2004) 
I have already reviewed this remarkable book at length (Matisoff 2008), so I 
will only touch on a few highlights here. It is as user-friendly as the subject mat-
ter allows, with every section marked by (A), (B), or (C), according to the 
particular audience for which it is intended: the general public (A), curious na-
tive speakers (B), or professional linguists (C). A unique way to present a 
grammar indeed! 
It is of particular interest for (C)-category readers to compare and contrast 
the phenomena so well described in this grammar with what goes on in other 
TB or Southeast Asian languages. To mention a couple of these in passing:21 
• As in many SEA’n languages, Mandi passives are rare, and are usually
adversative. As Burling remarks (Burling 2004: 342), a language that
can omit subjects so easily has less need for a passive than one where a
subject is required.
• In a discussion of semantic variation among speakers, Burling mentions
a confusion with respect to the names of internal organs of the body,
especially between HEART and LIVER. A similar vacillation is
characteristic of the Chin languages, where the PKC root *m-luŋ has
21 For more details along these lines, see Matisoff (2008: 156–159). 
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either meaning, undoubtedly because both of these organs are 
considered to be the seats of human emotions and thought processes.22 
• On the other hand, Kuki-Chin languages have thoroughgoing verb-
agreement morphology, but this is totally lacking in Mandi.
• Mandi noun compounds, like those in Thai and Vietnamese, frequently
begin with a prefix that gives a clue as to the semantic category of the
noun (Burling 2004: 168–173). A few examples: do·- ‘bird’ (cf. Thai
nók-); na·- ‘fish’ (cf. Thai plaa-); bol- ‘tree’ (cf. Thai má(a)j-).
I find myself in total sympathy with Burling’s general approach to grammatical 
description. His primary purpose is to understand the subtleties of the meaning 
of what people say. He refuses to subordinate the data to somebody else’s lin-
guistic theory. ‘This grammar is a bit thin on formalities’ (Burling 2004: 7). 
Speaking of the sparing use of pronouns in Mandi, he permits himself a touch of 
sarcasm:  
For what it is worth, the non-native speaker who is writing this paragraph 
finds the term ‘pro-drop’ to be whimsically misleading as a characterization 
of Garo. Subjects, whether pronouns, nouns, or NPs, simply never need to be 
put into the sentence at all, so there is nothing to be ‘dropped’. (Burling 
2004: 305) 
Burling is highly sensitive to variational phenomena, both those that arise with-
in a language and those due to contact influences from outside. Along with this 
mindset goes a recognition that grammatical categories are far from mutually 
exclusive entities. He defines the Garo word as a form that is able to stand 
alone, choosing to regard the bound functorial morphemes that tend to pile up 
after the verb as ‘suffixes’ rather than as ‘particles’. He thus comes down on the 
side of morphology rather than syntax. Yet he freely admits that the question of 
‘what is a Garo word?’ is a vexatious one (Burling 2004: 102–104). 
Burling finds it impossible to draw a sharp line between ‘case markers’ 
(there are from 9 to 14 of them, depending on the criteria used) on the one hand, 
and ‘postpositions’ on the other (Burling 2004: 201-203). As he observes, ‘Most 
Garo grammatical categories have fuzzy boundaries’ (Burling 2004: 202).23 Or 
as others have put it, ‘All grammars leak.’ 
The Garo language obviously occupies a special place in Burling’s heart, 
much as Lahu does in mine. His love for the Garo and other TB peoples shines 
through this book.  
22 See VanBik (1998). 
23 I have encountered similar wrenching decisions with respect to Lahu, wondering 
whether I should call a certain class of morphemes nouns or adverbs. My solution was to 
call them “nadverbs” (Matisoff 1973: 118ff, 265, 306ff). 
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4 Burling and super-grouping 
4.1 The sal languages (Burling 1983) 
The higher-order grouping24 of the TB subgroups remains extremely controver-
sial, with several different schemas having been proposed. Some sort of special 
relationship among Jingpho, Northern Naga (=Konyak), and Bodo-Garo has 
been posited ever since the Linguistic Survey of India (Grierson and Konow 
1903–1938) lumped them together as ‘Bodo-Naga-Kachin’. This closeness, 
whether due to genetic or contact factors, was noted in Benedict (1972: 6–7), 
who went on to give the two most ‘striking’ lexical examples of this special 
relationship, distinctive roots for SUN and FIRE (Table 3).25 
TABLE 3 – SUN and FIRE in the Sal languages 
PTB 
Kachin  Namsang Moshang Garo 26 Chairel 
(Jingpho) (N. Naga) (N. Naga) (Barish) (Luish) 
‘sun’ *tsyar dźan san śar sal/sar sal 
‘fire’ *b-war ʔwàn van var waʔl/waʔar phal 
In 1983, Burling developed this idea in detail, generalizing Benedict’s example 
of the distinctive etymon for SUN by dubbing Bodo-Garo, Northeastern Naga, 
and Jingpho collectively ‘the Sal languages’. Later, based on classic data on 
Sak/Cak (Bernot 1967) and Kadu (Brown 1920), he suggested that Luish be-
longs in the ‘Sal group’ as well, observing that Sak’s ‘special similarities to 
Jingphaw are obvious (Burling 2003: 178). 
However, a close re-examination of Burling’s evidence seems to show that 
while the Bodo-Garo/Northern Naga relationship seems quite solid, the connec-
tion of either of them to Jingpho is much more tenuous and distant.27 A large 
proportion of the putative Sal-specific etyma are actually general TB roots. 
Burling himself was aware that this would someday be demonstrated: ‘I have no 
doubt that a fair number of the cognate sets that I offer . . . will finally turn out 
to have cognates outside the Sal group, but the collective weight of the exam-
ples I have collected seems to me to demand an explanation’ (Burling 1983: 
15). 
24 I’d like to use the term “super-grouping” for these efforts. 
25 These forms actually represent general TB etyma, although their “semantic center of 
gravity” is elsewhere: reflexes of *tsyar usually mean ‘shine’, while those of *b-war 
most often mean ‘burn; roast; warm up’. The most widespread TB etyma for SUN and 
FIRE are *nəy and *mey, respectively. 
26 The transcriptions with -l are from Benedict (1972); those with -r are from Burling 
(1959). 
27 See the discussion in Matisoff (2013: 16–18, 37–44). 
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In general, I feel that Burling’s Sal supergroup should be maintained, with 
some modifications. Modern data (e.g. Huziwara 2012, Sangdong 2012) on two 
of the Luish languages (Sak and Kadu, respectively) make it clear that Jingpho 
is closer to Luish (now better called ‘Asakian’) than to any other TB sub-
group.28 I would like to propose a schema like the following Figure 1, from 
Matisoff (2013: 40). 
 
 
 
FIGURE 1 – Internal relations of the Sal languages 
4.2 The Kamarupan kerfuffle 
About 15 years ago, seeking a geographical cover-term for the myriad TB lan-
guages of Northeast India and adjacent areas, I came up with ‘Kamarupan’, 
based on Kāmarūpa, the Sanskrit name for the region, thinking that it had a 
charming folk etymology (‘Love Form’, or ‘Form of Love’) that nobody could 
possibly object to. I proceeded to use this term in my Handbook of Proto-
Tibeto-Burman (Matisoff 2003), as well as in the database and etymologies of 
the Sino-Tibetan Etymological Dictionary and Thesaurus project (STEDT). 
To my surprise, this seemingly anodyne term was vigorously objected to 
by scholars who had actually carried out fieldwork in the Northeast Indian area, 
                                                                                                                       
28 Contrary to my previous view, I no longer consider Jingpho to be particularly close to 
Nungish, since the lexical similarities between them seem to be due to borrowing (Mati-
soff 2013). 
Sal 
Jingpho-Konyak 
Jingpho-Asakian 
Jingphoic Asakian Konyakian 
(Northern Naga) Bodo-Garo 
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including Burling,29 on the grounds that it has unwelcome Indo-Aryan and even 
colonialist30 connotations for the TB groups of the region. I invited Burling to 
express his views on this matter in Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman Area, 
which he did (Burling 1999), reserving the right to reply in the same issue, 
which I did as well (Matisoff 1999). 
Burling pointed out that nowadays ‘Kamrup’ is taken to refer only to the 
district that contains the important city of Gauhati (Guwahati), the capital of 
India’s Assam Province, where there are very few speakers of TB languages. He 
found the term both historically and geographically inappropriate.  
All this was quite convincing. Unfortunately, however, Burling went on to 
claim that it is ‘just a bit presumptuous for outsiders to give names to other peo-
ple’s languages and language groups’ (Burling 1999: 170). In my reply 
(Matisoff 1999: 176), I took ‘a bit of umbrage’ at the charge of presumptuous-
ness, pointing out that Burling himself coined the term ‘Sal languages’, which 
native speakers would find quite hermetic. My reply brought up notions of po-
litical correctness, chauvinism with respect to one’s own language, and other 
general issues: ‘nothing . . . is more unstable than the political correctness of 
glossonyms, loconyms, and ethnonyms’ (Matisoff 1999: 177).31 And, ‘scholars 
should steer a middle course between nomenclatural insensitivity and hypersen-
sitivity’ (Matisoff 1999: 178). 
In the end I let myself be swayed by arguments from native speakers of TB 
languages of the region.32 Kicking and screaming, I have indeed abandoned the 
term Kamarupan, and have purged it from the STEDT database and etymolo-
gies. 
All this may seem like something of a tempest in a teapot, but perhaps our 
back-and-forth is not without interest for the field as a whole. 
Meanwhile, we are left with what Burling (1999: 170) calls the ‘accurate, 
though admittedly awkward’ circumlocution ‘Tibeto-Burman languages of 
Northeast India’.  
29 Jacquesson (in personal communication 1999) called Kāmarūpa “the dream of a Mo-
ghul”, since it never referred to anything like all of Northeast India. van Driem (1999), 
while conceding that it is a “colourful name”, points out that most of the TB languages 
are spoken outside the territory of the medieval Hindu kingdom of Kāmarūpa (fl. 4th–13th 
centuries). 
30 van Driem feels that the term “celebrates the colonization of the Brahmapūtra fluvial 
plains by an Aryan élite and their continuing socio-economic, political and cultural dom-
ination over the native TB peoples of the region.” 
31 I have in fact devoted a lot of thought to questions of language names in TB. See Mati-
soff (1986). 
32 Especially Yankee Modi, whom I had the pleasure of meeting again at ICSTLL #46 
(Dartmouth, 2013). 
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5 Burling’s contributions to Southeast Asian areal 
phonology 
5.1. His treatment of glottalization in three language families 
Glottal stop is fundamentally different from oral stops in a number of ways, 
especially in terms of predictability vs. distinctiveness, suprasegmentality, and 
tonogenetic potential. It is instructive in this connection to take a look at Mary 
R. Haas’ treatment of glottal stop in standard Thai.33 Thai short vowels in open 
syllables end predictably in glottal stop, while long vowels in such syllables do 
not. There are three possible ways of indicating this (Table 4). 
TABLE 4 – Representation of long and short vowels in Thai 
Long Short 
(A) ca caʔ 
(B) caa ca 
(C) caa caʔ 
If solution (A) is chosen, length in the long syllables is taken to be automatic, 
and can be supplied by rule. If (B) is selected, glottalization in short syllables is 
taken to be automatic, and can be supplied by rule. Haas opted, however, for the 
redundant solution (C), where both the length and the glottalization are indicat-
ed in the transcription. This is eminently sensible in a learner’s dictionary, since 
it frees the student from constantly having to run through rules in his/her head to 
come up with the proper pronunciation. Haas also insisted on writing glottal 
stop before a vowel in word-initial position, where it is automatic (as, e.g., in 
German), claiming, with some exaggeration, that not writing ʔ- initially would 
be tantamount to not writing a stop like t-. 
Burling has shown extraordinary sophistication in his treatment of laryn-
geal phenomena in the TB subgroups he has worked on: 
• We have seen (§1 above) how his discovery of the glottalized syllables
in Atsi and Maru enabled him to reconstruct a *glottalized series of
initials for Proto-Lolo-Burmese, thus greatly improving our
understanding of LB tonal developments.
• In Karenic (§2 above), Burling surgically demolishes Jones’ overblown
and meagerly exemplified inventory of Proto-Karen syllable-final
laryngeals -’, -h, -q -ʔ.
• In Bodo-Garo (§3 above), Burling convincingly reconstructed a series
of glottalized ‘final clusters’ -ʔm, -ʔn, -ʔŋ, -ʔr, and showed how Garo
33 See, e.g., Haas 1964. 
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has developed ‘echo-vowels’ where Proto-Bodo-Garo had -ʔ as word 
final or as a member of a word-final cluster, e.g. ‘bamboo’ PTB *g-pʷa 
> PBG *waʔ > Garo waʔa.
Most impressively, Burling has documented the role of glottal stop in Bodo-
Garo tonogenesis:  
In Kachari [Bodo] the glottal stop is apparently just one phonetic aspect of a 
phonemic feature that includes pitch. Morphemes which when used alone 
end in a glottal stop are followed by a rise in pitch on a following syllable if 
there is one. The symbol /ʔ/ in Kachari bisyllabic words does not actually 
denote a phonetic glottal stop, but instead means that the second syllable is 
spoken with a raised pitch. This is the only feature reminiscent of tone in any 
of the Bodo languages . . . One may speculate that the Bodo languages are 
derived from a language with a fully developed tonal system and that in Ka-
chari the glottal stop reflects the last gasp of tone. (Burling 1959: 450) 
Joseph and Burling (2001) went on to demonstrate that the contrast between a 
glottal stop and its absence in Garo is cognate to the two-way tone contrast in 
several closely related languages (Tiwa, Boro, Rabha). 
* * *
It has been a pleasure to have had Rob Burling as a colleague in TB studies for 
so many years and decades. While we may have had our differences here and 
there, our approaches to linguistics are basically very similar.34 We both mis-
trust formalism for its own sake, and try to understand languages on their own 
often messy terms. We recognize that all languages are rife with synchronic 
variation, and are rule-governed only up to a point. We realize that contact phe-
nomena are basic to language history, and are responsible for much of the 
complication and imperfection of our phonological, grammatical, and semantic 
descriptions. 
Among Burling’s endearing personal qualities are: 
• The empathy and affection he feels for the peoples whose language and
culture he studies, and his concern that his work actually be useful to
them.
• The fact that he is a terrible speller, and rather proud of it. He has just
written a book bemoaning the vagaries of English orthography, and has
developed his own off-beat proposals as to how spelling ought to be
taught in the schools (Burling 2015).
34 We have reviewed each other’s work sympathetically (Burling 1980; Matisoff 2008a). 
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Robbins Burling is a true original, and the fields of Southeast Asian linguistics 
and anthropology have richly benefited from his life’s work. 
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The internal diversity of Tangsa: 
vocabulary and morphosyntax1 
STEPHEN MOREY 
La Trobe University 
1 Introduction 
obbins’ Burling’s substantial research over several generations, particularly 
the documentation and description of the Garo language, taken together 
with his wide range of comparative and anthropological publications makes him 
one of the giants of the field of Sino-Tibetan languages and an inspiration to all 
of us who have been working in the Northeast of India and bordering areas. 
1 Research on Tangsa languages in India, and more recently Myanmar, has been possible 
due to funds provided by the Dokumentation der Bedrohter Sprachen (DoBeS) project of 
the Volkswagen Stiftung, and more recently an Australian Research Council Future Fel-
lowship. Both of these fellowships were taken up at La Trobe University. I thank my 
many Tangsa consultants in both India and Myanmar, in particular Lukam Tonglum, 
Chonja Tongum, Yan Linn Aung  (Cholim), Rev. Gam Win, Wanglung Mossang and 
Renman Keluim (Mueshaung), Ninshom Chena and Rev. Longkhap Yanger Thungwa 
(Chamchang), Shinyung Ngaimong and Wangkui Ngaimong (Ngaimong), Ngopung 
Peter (Haqcheng), Rev. Ranjung Jugli, Khiltan Jugli (Joglei), Khithong Hakhun and 
Phulim Hakhun (Hakhun), Satum Ronrang (Rera), Nongtang Langching, Daniel Mawyio 
(Lauchang), Bynn Kham Lann (Shecyü, Mungre), John Ingga (Yvngban Wvng), Rabe 
Gaqlun (Gaqlun), Kheshem Shangthi (Shangthi), Longrang Lungkhi and Pongshan 
Lungkhi (Lungkhi), Rennan Longri (Longri), Woilim Kelim, Panglan Maitai, Tonwang 
Maitai, Munglau Maitai and Khapran Maitai (Maitai), Kehang Jiingi (Jiingi), Naw Aung 
Sann and Shapwon Wonti (Rinkhu), Dungmon Thamphang, Ranjung Thamphang, Na-
wang Thamphang (Champang), Kam Vang (Haqchum), Kewang and Aingwang 
(Yasawa), Anong Pinkhu (Pinkhu), Muncha Khimhun, Tangseng Thangha and N. 
Changmi (Muklom), Kanak Longkho (Phong), Mawa Haidley (Haidley). I am also very 
grateful to project colleagues, especially students from Gauhati University Linguistics 
Department, Palash Kumar Nath, Iftiqar Rahman, Niharika Dutta, Deepjyoti Goswami, 
Poppy Gogoi, as well as Jürgen Schöpf, Meenaxi Barkataki-Ruscheweyh, La Seng and 
Solomon Chui. I also thank Nathan Statezni for many useful discussions and sharing his 
wonderful collection of data. Thanks also to John Mansfield, Mijke Mulder, Kellen Par-
ker van Dam and the editors and anonymous reviewers of this paper. 
R 
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My contribution to this celebration of his achievements is to revisit some 
of the information in his seminal paper establishing, by well-motivated 
linguistic principles, the group of languages that is termed either Sal, based on 
the word for ‘sun’ (Burling 1982), or sometimes Bodo-Konyak-Jinghpaw. 
This 1982 paper posited a clear genetic relationship between three groups 
of languages – (1) Boro-Garo, on which Burling has done substantial research, 
(2) Jinghpaw, for which his long contact with the linguist-native speaker La
Raw Maran was of great significance, and (3) a group of other languages, which
he variously called northeastern or eastern Naga and is now more usually
termed Northern Naga. The Northern Naga data was taken from some local
Indian publications from the 1970s and Burling (1982: 5) had cause to regret the
quality of the transcriptions in some of those sources. This paper will endeavour
to improve on those sources and offer an insight into the somewhat more
substantial internal variation within part of this group than was apparent in
earlier times.
The sophistication of Burling’s approach was underlined by his careful 
observation that while the genetic similarity between Jinghpaw and Northern 
Naga was clear, there was also substantial borrowing by some Northern Naga 
groups, specifically the Tangsa and Nocte, because of their proximity to 
Jinghpaw/Singpho (1982: 17). 
Another of Burling’s substantial contributions is the 2003 overview of the 
languages of North East India, clearly indicating the close connection between 
Tangsa and Nocte within Northern Naga. What is now called Northern Naga 
had probably been first suggested in Damant (1880: 249–250) and then further 
developed by Sten Konow in Grierson (1903: 329), where the group is called 
the ‘Eastern Subgroup of Naga’. The most substantial comparative work on this 
group is French (1983). 
This paper will present recent data on some of the ‘most convincing’ 
examples that demonstrated the ‘Sal’ group (Burling 1982: 8), as well as 
presenting information on the morpho-syntax of some of these Northern Naga 
languages and suggesting some criteria for sub-grouping the varieties. 
2 The Tangsa languages 
The language referred to as Tangsa in Burling (1982, 2003), is in fact a large 
number of distinct varieties, grouped together under the names Tangsa in India 
and Tangshang in Myanmar.2 In general these are groups that have lived in the 
Patkai range that forms the India-Myanmar border for a long period, with 
migration from the Myamar side into India ongoing over hundreds of years. 
2 The group names Tangsa and Tangshang are of relatively recent coinage – 1950s for 
Tangsa and 2003 for Tangshang – and are not cognate. Tangshang includes groups that 
would be called Nocte, Tutsa and Wancho in India. See Statezni (2013) andMorey (in 
press) for a more detailed discussion of these names. 
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Within Tangsa/Tangshang, there are around 80 subtribes3. Each of these 
subtribes speaks a distinct linguistic form, some of which are almost identical 
and fully mutually intelligible (for example Ngaimong and Haqcheng, or 
Chamchang and Shecyü), while others are completely mutually unintelligible, 
as for example Yasawa and Tikhak. Each of these subtribes has an autonym, for 
example Shecyü /ʃe²ʨɯ²/, as well as exonymns, the pronunciation of the name 
in each one of the other varieties, so that, for example, the Cholim word for 
Shecyü is /kʰai²kʰja²/ and the Joglei word is /ʃakeŋ/. In addition to these, each 
group has what is termed a ‘general name’, apparently an outsiders’ name from 
an unknown linguistic variety. The ‘general name’ for Shecyü is Shangke. In 
this paper I use the autonymns. 
Since the Tangsa varieties are so diverse, it is desirable to group them, in 
order to understand the level of mutual intelligibility and relatedness. Statezni 
(2013) employs interviews and literacy testing to conclude that the level of 
mutually intelligibility within Tangsa/Tangshang is quite low, suggesting, for 
example, that only 5 out 55 subtribes in Myanmar would easily understand the 
Shecyü variety, although it is a lingua franca in some areas (see Morey in 
progress). 
Within India, the main division of Tangsa groups is between those often 
termed Pangwa, mostly of relatively recent arrival from the Myanmar side, and 
other groups that have been in India for much longer. The Tangsa groups that 
have been in India for some time can be categorised as follows: 
(1) Tikhak group (Tikhak, Yongkuk, Longchang, Kato, Nokja)
 Muklom group (Muklom, Hawoi)
 Phong (also known as Ponthai)
 Pangwa varieties
The first three groups listed in ((1) have been in India for a long time. The 
Tikhak group is relatively homogenous, with mutually intelligibility probably 
between all the varieties, though Tikhak and Yongkuk are the most similar. 
Muklom and Hawoi also form a group, and Phong is quite distinct from all 
other varieties. Pangwa, on the other hand is a much larger and much more 
diverse group, with perhaps 30 subtribes, of which there is data presented 16 or 
17 in Table 2 and Table 4 below. As will be discussed below, clear linguistic 
criteria for defining Pangwa still elude us, but one feature the Pangwa varieties 
have in common is the singing of the Wihu song (see Barkataki-Ruscheweyh 
and Morey 2013). 
Study of more recently arrived groups in India, such as the Hakhun and 
Champang, combined with the work of the Linguistic Society Naga Survey 
Team in Myanmar, some of the findings of which are published in Statezni 
3 A full list of these is available on the Wikipedia site, ‘Tangsa people’ (accessed 2015-
08-05), http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tangsa_people; a similar list is in Statezni (2013: 9).
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(2013), and some of my own preliminary observations in Myanmar, can add to 
this two other groupings for which data is presented here, Olay and Hakhun, as 
well as two varieties spoken only in Myanmar, Pinkhu and Yasawa. 
3 The ‘most convincing’ examples that established ‘Sal’ 
Burling (1982: 8) discusses a number of words that were ‘the most convincing’ 
examples established ‘Sal’ as a subgroup. There are altogether 24 words lists in 
Table 1a (1982: 19–20), and in this section I will discuss some of those and 
present more recently collected data for them. This new data, collected between 
2007 and 2015, is presented in Table 2,4 which also includes the proto forms 
suggested by French (1983). Where tone is marked, it has been checked with 
native speakers who have a clear intuition for the tone categories; where this 
was not possible, tone is not marked. Nevertheless there are some 
inconsistencies of tone categories across the varieties. The realisation of these 
tone categories varies considerably from variety to variety, so that for example 
Tone category 1 is a high tone in Rera and a low tone in Chamchang (see Morey 
in print for further details).  
Also, in the tables the semivowels are often in variation with fricatives or 
affricates, as [j] ~ [ʒ] ~ [ʤ] or [w] ~ [β] ~ [v]. I have not found any variety in 
which these distinctions are contrastive, but between the varieties there is 
variation in their realization. 
‘sun’ and ‘sky’ 
The first word listed in Table 2, not surprisingly, is ‘sun’, which in most cases 
also combines the form for ‘sky’. Burling (1982: 8) said that ‘the words for 
‘sun’ in these languages – san, sal or jan . . . have been widely cited as offering 
the clearest evidence for the special status of this group. The correspondences 
. . . are reassuringly regular, except that the hi of the Konyak term is not an ideal 
cognate’. 
Of ‘sky’, Burling observed ‘the syllable rang crops up in most of these 
languages as the first syllable of compounds that refer to celestial phenomena 
. . . When rang occurs by itself, it seems always to have the meaning “sky”’ 
(1982: 8). 
Table 2 shows that there is considerable diversity in the realisation of the 
final of *sal, with finals /-al/, /-ai/, /-e/, and /-i/ in the Pangwa varieties, as well 
as /-ən/ in the Olay varieties, and /-a/ in Tikhak and Phong. A group of Southern 
Pangwa varieties (Yvngban Wvng, Shangthi, Gaqlun, Rinkhu, Rera) do not 
have a reflex of *sal in the word for ‘sun’, but a variety of tokens probably 
based on the form for ‘eye’ 
4 I am very grateful to Krishna Boro and Karen Parker for the data on Hakhun and 
Tikhak respectively. 
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The word for ‘sky’is regularly /r-/ initial in Pangwa, with significant 
changes to the final Chamchang and Shecyü (to /-a/) and in Mungre (to /-ɔ/). In 
some non-Pangwa varieties, however, the initial of this word undergoes sound 
change, to /ʒ-/ ~ /j-/ in Olay and Yasawa and being dropped (*r- → Ø-) in 
Pinkhu.  
‘father’ 
Burling (1982: 9) said that ‘terms for “father” beginning with w are rare enough 
in the world’s languages to invite notice. Within Tibeto-Burman, these seem to 
be unique.’ This is found with initial /w-/, /β-/ or /v-/ throughout the Tangsa 
varieties. This word also provides us examples of sound changes within the 
Pangwa group for the *-a final, going to /-e/ in Cholim and Shangthi, to /-i/ in 
Lauchang and to /-əi/ in Mungre. The change of the final in Chamchang/Shecyü 
to /-e/ here is irregular for a reflex of *-a, which in those varieties is usually /-i/ 
(see ‘leg’), but is /-e/ in ‘father’ and also ‘son’. 
‘fire’ 
Burling (1982: 10) said of this that ‘except for the word “sun” this has probably 
the second most widely cited example of a unique Sal language innovation’. 
These two words are discussed by Matisoff (this volume), where the 
reconstruction of ‘fire’ and ‘sun’ to Proto Tibeto-Burman are respectively *b-
war and *tsyar. French (1983) reconstructs them for Northern Naga to *ʔ-waˑr, 
and *cər respectively. This distinction between final /-aˑr/ and /-ər/ is reflected 
in Ngaimong, Joglei and Muklom by the longer /-al/ final in ‘sun’ and the 
shorter /-əl/ in ‘fire’, while in Mueshaung and Mungre it is reflected by final /-l/ 
for ‘sun’ and final /-r/ for ‘fire’. This information is presented in Table 1, which 
also includes Haqcheng, the variety closest to Ngaimong where the distinction 
between these two finals has been lost. 
TABLE 1 – Final liquids in Tangsa varieties 
sun fire monkey 
Ngaimong rəŋ²sal² vəl¹ vui² 
Haqcheng rəŋ²sai² vai¹ vui² 
Joglei rəŋ³ʃal² vəl¹ voi² 
Mueshaung rauŋ²ʃal² βər¹ βir² sɯl² 
Mungre rɔ²ʃəl² var¹ vi²səl² 
Muklom raŋsal vəl vi 
I assume that the presence of final liquids is a retention of an earlier feature. Its 
loss in Haqcheng must be very recent indeed, since one of the few significant 
differences between Ngaimong and Haqcheng is in the /-l/ final codas which are 
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realised as /-ai/ in Haqcheng, without any length distinction noted between the 
coda of ‘sun’ and ‘fire’. My Ngaimong consultant, on the other hand, was clear 
that there was a shorter, more back and central vowel in ‘fire’, which I write 
with schwa /ə/ and a longer, lower more front vowel in ‘sun’ which I write /a/. 
This length-quality distinction was also confirmed by speakers in Joglei and 
Mueshaung but in Mungre the reverse is true. 
The word for ‘monkey’ was also included in Table 2 showing the 
retention of a final liquid only in Mueshaung. The words for ‘monkey’ vary 
between those have the */w-/ initial syllable first, and others that have an initial 
syllable similar to /juk/. 
‘leg’ and ‘moon’ 
Burling (1982: 10) mentions that the group of words for ‘insect-arm-foot-moon’ 
have the ‘peculiar pattern of initial correspondences: Garo j-, Atong, Wanang 
c‑, Konyak y-, Nocte d-, Tangsa j-’. In Table 2 below, the words for ‘leg’ and 
‘moon’ are exemplified. They have initials varying between /j-/ and /ʒ-/ for 
most of the varieties, including all of the Pangwa varieties, but /d-/ initials for 
Hakhun, Phong, Champang and Yasawa. The first two of these are included 
under ‘Nocte’ when speakers are living in the Tirap district of Arunachal 
Pradesh, so the initial /d-/ accords with Burling’s observation. The other two 
varieties with initial /d-/, Champang and Yasawa are mostly spoken in 
Myanmar, though some Champang people now live in Tirap district as well as 
those who live in Assam, with whom I worked. Note that the word for ‘monkey’ 
in Champang, /ʒukku/ is cognate with the /j-/ ~ /ʒ-/ initial in a number of 
Pangwa varieties, perhaps suggesting that this word is a later borrowing in 
Champang otherwise /d-/ initial would be expected (something not seen for the 
cognate word in Yasawa). The word for ‘worm’ is not included in the Table 2, 
but is typically /juŋ/ ~ /ʒuŋ/ in most varieties for which it has been recorded, but 
/kupku/ in Champang. 
‘burn’ 
Burling pointed out that ‘words such as kam with the meaning “burn”, appear to 
be unique to the Sal languages [within Sino-Tibetan]’ (Burling 1982: 9). Table 
2 shows that forms such as /kʰam/ (the initial is usually aspirated) are found 
throughout the Tangsa varieties, with very little variation of the form. One 
example worth noting is that in Lauchang, where there is a regular process of 
*-am → /-e/, the form is /kʰe³/.  
‘drink’ 
Burling lists ling for Tangsa and ying for Konyak (1982: 19), saying that ‘the 
Konyak y is unexplained . . . Still the Tangsa term seems unarguably related to 
the general Bodo term’ (1982: 9) (examples given were Bodo /ləŋ/, Garo /riŋ/). 
The Tangsa data presented here shows that the forms in the Pangwa varieties 
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have a coda that is presumably cognate with the ‘general Bodo term’, but the 
initial is usually /n-/ or /ɲ-/. Only in Muklom is there a form /liŋ/. A second 
etymon /juk/ is found in most non-Pangwa varieties, save Pinkhu where there is 
an unrelated word. 
‘mother’ 
Pointing out the most Tibeto-Burman languages have a form for ‘mother’ with 
initial /m-/, Burling (1982: 11) suggested that forms ‘with initial n- invite no-
tice’. Most of the varieties in Table 2 have initial /n-/ or /ɲ-/, with several 
having a form /po/ (Yvngban Wvng, Rera, Champang, Pinkhu). 
‘long’ 
Burling (1982: 11) observed that outside of Sal words meaning ‘long’ were 
rarely cognate with /lu/. Table 2 shows that this word has /l-/ initial throughout. 
In most of the Pangwa varieties, it means both ‘long’ and ‘far’, and there is verb 
stem alternation as seen in Ngaimong, where the verbal form, given first, is lu¹ 
and the nominalized form is əloəl³. This stem alternation in Mungre is taken 
one step further, where only the alternate form loi³ is now used to mean ‘long’, 
and the underived form lu¹ now means ‘far’.  
‘earth’ 
There is a set of words, ‘body’, ‘dog’, ‘earth/ground’, and ‘steal’, which 
typically have /h-/ initials in Ngaimong, Haqcheng, Joglei, Maitai, Jiingi, 
Mungre, Chamchang, Shecyü, Champang, Haqchum, Hakhun, Haidley, Tikhak, 
Muklom and /g-/ ~ /ɣ-/ initials in Mueshaung, Yvngban Wvng, Shangthi, 
Gaqlun, Lungkhi, Cholim, Lauchang, Rinkhu, Rera, Pingku and Yasawa. 
Burling (1982: 6) wrote of ‘earth’ and ‘mother’s brother’ that they ‘have initial 
h- throughout the eastern Naga languages and Bodo, except in Garo where the
initial is lost. The word for “dog” also suggests that initial h- in eastern Naga
may correspond to an initial velar in Jinghpaw, but the evidence is by no means
decisive.’ Where a cognate word is found in the Turung variety of Singpho,
they have initial /g-/ as gui² ‘dog’ ŋ¹gaa¹ ‘earth/ground’, ləguu¹ ‘steal’ (Morey
2010). The presence of the initial velar in many Tangsa varieties suggests that
Burling’s speculation is correct and can be confirmed.
‘blood’ 
There are other words with the initial /h-/ ~ /g-/ variation, such as ‘blood’ that 
have a different cognate set. This word has a sibillant initial in Turung, as sai² 
‘blood’, the same initial being found in Haidley and Phong. Maitai and Jiingi 
have initial /ʨʰ-/ for this word, as seen in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 – Comparative word lists in Tangsa varieties (1) 
sun father fire monkey leg moon 
Pangwa 
Ngaimong rəŋ²sal² va¹, əva⁴ vəl¹ vui² ʒa¹ ʒa³pui² 
Haqcheng rəŋ²sai² va¹ vai¹ vui² ʒa¹ ʒa³pui² 
Joglei rəŋ³ʃal² ava¹ vəl¹ voi² ʒa¹ ʒapoi 
Mueshaung rauŋ²ʃal² əβa¹ βər¹ βir² sɯl² ja¹ ja³pi² 
Mungre rɔ²ʃəl² vei¹ var¹ vi²səl² xəɯk jɤ³pi² 
Maitai raŋʃe a-βa¹ βai¹ βai² je¹ jepai 
Jiingi rəŋ²ʃai² ɪβa¹ βəi¹ βɔ² ʒa¹hok ʒa³pɔ² 
Cholim raŋ²xai² βe¹ βai¹ βo² ʒjɤ¹ ʒjɤ³po² 
Chamchang ra²ʃe² βe¹ βa¹ jokβi² hok ʒi³pɯ² 
Shecyü ra²ʃe² ve¹ va¹ jɔkvi² ji¹ ji³pi² 
Lauchang ra²si² vi¹ ve¹ ɣɯ¹sai² ʒi¹ ʒi³pu² 
Lungkhi rəŋ²ʃəi² əva¹ vən¹ jokvi² ja¹ ja³pi² 
Yvngban Wvng rəŋ²mik iwa¹, owa² wən¹ jukbe² ja¹ ja¹pe² 
Shangthi rəŋ²lik əve¹ vɤn¹ jukvi² je¹ je³pʰi² 
Gaqlun raŋ²mik a³va² vən¹ ʒukvi¹ ʒa¹ ʒa³pʰi² 
Rinkhu raŋ²mek awa¹ wɤn¹ jukwi² ja¹pa³ ja³pi² 
Rera raŋ²mit awa¹ wan¹ jɔkwi ja¹pa³ japi 
Olay 
Champang ʒəŋsən papa wən ʒukku daʨuk dəpu 
Haqchum ʒəŋʃən βən βɤ ʒəkʰuk ʒa pɤ 
Hakhun 
Hakhun se² i²ʋa¹ ʋan¹ vi³ da¹ da¹pʰi¹ 
Haidley se²pʰo² ava¹ vi¹ vɯ² ʒa¹ ʒa³pʰɯ² 
Tikhak 
Tikhak raŋ³sa:² iɰa:², aɰa:¹ ɰə:¹ ɰəɪ² jaː² ja³pɤɪ² 
Others Myanmar 
Pinkhu aŋ ŋen apa vən jukvi lətaŋ netɕiko 
Yasawa jaŋ mik awa wan duk ve dake d̪ape 
Others India 
Muklom raŋsal va vəl vi ɟa ɟapi 
Phong rəŋsa (ŋi²)va¹ vɛ vo da¹ dafo 
French *rəŋ +*cər *pwa *ʔ-waˑr *woˑy *ɡla *ɡla poy
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burn drink mother long earth blood sleep 
Pangwa 
Ngaimong kʰam³ niŋ² ɲəu¹ lu¹, loəl³ haʔ həi¹ kun¹ 
Haqcheng kʰam³ niŋ² ɲəu¹ əlu² haʔ həi¹ kon¹ 
Joglei ʨʰak niŋ² aɲəu¹ alu¹ haʔ həi¹ kun¹ 
Mueshaung kʰam³ nɯŋ² əɲɯu¹ əlu¹ ɣaʔ təgɯi¹ kətsol² 
Mungre kʰim³ nəŋ² ɲɔŋ¹ lu¹, loi³ heiʔ tahai¹ kun³, jəp 
Maitai əkʰjam³ naŋ a-ɲuŋ alau haʔ ʨʰi¹ jap 
Jiingi5 niŋ ɪɲoŋ¹ həʔ ʨʰi³ʨʰi¹ jəp 
Cholim ikʰjam³ ɲiŋ² ə-ɲu¹ alɯ¹ geʔ təgi¹ ʒɤp¹ 
Chamchang ɲai² ɲaŋ² ɲuŋ¹ lu¹ hiʔ təʒai¹ kon¹ 
Shecyü kʰɤm³ ɲəŋ² ɲuŋ¹ lu³ hiʔ təjəi¹ kɔn³ 
Lauchang kʰe³ ɲaŋ² ɲoŋ¹ lau¹ ɣɯk təɣai¹ kon¹ 
Lungkhi kʰam² niŋ² əny¹ əlu¹ gaʔ tsəgi¹ jup, ten³ 
Yvngban 
Wvng 
kam³ niŋ² po²po²,
inu¹
alu¹ gaʔ igi¹ jup 
Shangthi ʨʰək niŋ² ənu¹ əly¹ geʔ təgi¹ jip 
Gaqlun kʰam² ma³ niŋ² a³nu² lɯ¹ a³ gaʔ gi¹ ten³ 
Rinkhu ʨʰak ŋen² ano¹ alu¹ gaʔ tagi¹ jup 
Rera nin² apo² gaʔ gi¹ jup 
Olay 
Champang kam ʒuk popo holok həʔduŋ hi ʒup 
Haqchum əkam ʒuk əlu həʔʒuŋ he ʒyp 
Hakhun 
Hakhun a²kʰam² ʒuʔ i²ɲu¹ lu¹ haʔ a³hi¹ a²ʒip² 
Haidley ʒup aɲɯ¹ alɯ¹ haʔ si¹ aʒam³ 
Tikhak 
Tikhak akʰan² nəŋ² ita:², ɪn² alu:² haʔ⁴ tə²hiː¹ ajəp⁴ 
Other Myanmar 
Pinkhu tak men pak men apo lu ə ga(ʔ)luŋ aji jap ma 
Yasawa kʰam ne ɪnɯ lo ka kətaʔ gaʔ agi d̪ap 
Other India 
Muklom uliŋ nu alo haʔ tahi uɟip 
Phong kʰam ʒuk ŋi²nu¹ lu haʔ si¹ vik 
French *grəˑn,
*chak
*N-liˑŋ/
*N-luˑŋ
*ɲəˑw *low *ka *C-həˑy/
*syi
*C/V6 
-yuˑp/
‘sleep’ 
The final word in Table 2 is one listed as a ‘tantalizing possibility’ by Burling 
(1982: 12), for which he listed jip as the Tangsa form. This meaning is covered 
by a range of words in Tangsa, some with a form related to /jup/, some to /kon/, 
5 I was unable to collect a list of verbs in Jiingi (Dunghi). The words for ‘drink’ and 
‘sleep’ were collected by the Linguistic Society Naga Survey Team, Myanmar. I would 
expect the form for ‘burn’ to be /kʰa/ based on a probably regular /-a/ reflex of *-am in 
Jiingi 
6 French writes C with a V underneath it. I’ve not been able to find out from reading his 
thesis what this symbol means. 
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some to other forms. Notice that this word does not show the /j-/ ~ /d-/ 
correspondence observed for ‘leg’ and ‘moon’ above; in both Champang and 
Hakhun it has initial /ʒ-/, which is not contrastive with /j-/. Only Yasawa has 
initial /d-/, here observed as having a clear dental realisation. 
This brief examination of some Tangsa forms for those given by Burling 
has confirmed some of his suggestions, while adding new information that 
allows the comparison of some words to be looked at in a new light (for 
example ‘drink’). I will now turn to an examination of the some of the 
morphology of Tangsa.  
4 Morphological profile 
Most of the Tangsa varieties investigated so far have verbal agreement particles, 
marking both tense/aspect/modality and person and number on particles that 
were probably originally independent auxiliaries or copula (see DeLancey 
2011) but are now bound morphemes, sometimes realised as phonologically 
bound suffixes. A fuller discussion of these is found in Morey (in print). The 
forms were mostly elicited but are also confirmed in those varieties for which 
there are substantial collections of glossed texts (e.g. Chamchang, Cholim, 
Mueshaung, Lauchang). 
Table 4 lists past and future forms for the varieties given in Table 2, save 
for Champang, Pinkhu and Yasawa, which, based on data collected to this point, 
do not have person/number agreement marking on the verbs in any form at all. 
More research is certainly needed on this point, but, for example, the Haqchum 
consultant gave a set of past agreement markers quite typical for Tangsa 
varieties, whereas data collected from a number of speakers of the variety 
regarded as the closest to Haqchum, Champang, does not show agreement at all. 
DeLancey (1989, 2011) has argued that agreement is a conservative feature of 
these languages which has therefore been lost in varieties like Champang, 
possibly quite recently since in other ways Haqchum and Champang are alike. 
The markers shown in Table 4 combine with the verbal, non-nominalized 
stem of the verb, as for example ka¹ tək ‘I went’ in Ngaimong, combining the 
verb root ka¹ ‘go’ with the 1st person past form tək. In the case of the future, 
there is sometimes a preverbal element or prefix, which is a schwa in 
Ngaimong, Haqcheng and Joglei, and a form varying between /ma/, /me/ and 
/mi/ in Mungre, Cholim-Longri, Chamchang-Shecyü, Lauchang,7 Shangthi and 
Rera (this form generally has more phonological / prosodic independence than 
the schwa prefix and is not shown as prefixed in the table). Yvngban Wvng also 
has an /m-/ future, but it is post-verbal. Readers will note that the Yvngban 
Wvng future particles are shown as /ma-/ plus the agreement marker. The 
                                                                                                                       
7 One of two main consultants realised this future marker as /mə-/, the other as a syllabic 
nasal /m̩/. 
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Yvngban Wvng consultant was very clear that there was a double vowel in both 
the 1st singular and 2nd plural, /ma-əŋ²/ and /ma-ən²/ respectively, and that the 
distinction between the future marker and the agreement marker could be 
shown. 
Space has not allowed the negative forms to be included here, but in most 
varieties negative is marked by an /m-/ initial particle, following the verb, as ki¹ 
maŋ³ in Chamchang or ka¹ muk in Ngaimong for ‘I did/do not go’. The form of 
the negative particle in Chamchang is thus very similar to the future in Yvngban 
Wvng. Furthermore, Rera, Rinkhu, Yvngban Wvng and Shangthi have a 
preverbal /mi/ ~ /miʔ/ in the negative, with the verb marked by the agreement 
marker. Thus negatives in some varieties are very similar to futures in others. 
Within the past, Ngaimong, Haqcheng, Joglei, Mueshaung, Mungre, Jiingi 
and Maitai all have final agreement particles with final stops, whereas other 
varieties have final nasals/open syllables usually marked by the 3rd tone. In the 
future the markers are always nasal/open final but generally marked by the 2nd 
tone. This distinction is summarised in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 – Summary of agreement markers in Tangsa 
past (stop final) past (open final) future 
1sg -ək / -ak -aŋ³ -aŋ²
1pl -iʔ -i³ -i²
2sg -uʔ -u³ -u²
2pl -it / -at -in³ / -an³ -in² / -an²
The fact that the past shows variation between stop final and open final forms 
parallels Jinghpaw, where DeLancey (2011) has pointed out that there is ‘alter-
nation between nasal and voiceless stop variants of the 1st and 2nd person 
endings . . . (and) that the devoiced alternant has a perfective or punctual sense 
relative to the nasal’. In the varieties that have final stops for the agreement 
markers in the past, the negatives also have final stops. Our hypothesis is that 
the distinction of tense/aspect between past/negative and future was originally 
marked in the Sal languages by stop versus open finals.  
There are a number of categorical distinctions shown in Table 4 which are 
not present in all varieties. For example in Mueshaung the form of the future 
marker alters depending on whether the verb is transitive or intransitive, with 
the former always marked by a particle with initial /t-/ and the latter by one with 
initial /ʃ-/. The Mueshaung /t-/ future form is formally similar to the past 
markers in a number of varieties that have open finals in the past, such as Rera 
and Muklom. It seems likely that the /ʃ-/ initial form is a better candidate for an 
older future marker, as it is cognate with Lungkhi and Tikhak at least. I 
therefore assume that at some point Mueshaung innovated a transitivity 
distinction in the future and brought the /t-/ form from the past but with the 
future agreement markers to indicate this. 
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There is also a transitive distinction in Yvngban Wvng, this time in the 
past, between /t-/ initials for transitive and /k-/ initials for intransitive. This 
distinction in Yvngban Wvng is not completely categorial, with examples of 
both ‘sleep’ and ‘say’ collected with both /t-/ and /k-/ forms of the past marker. 
This complexity remains to be further investigated. It is noteworthy, however, 
that in both the systems where a transitivity split has so far been identified, the 
transitive form has initial /t-/. The /k-/ initial forms are found in both past and 
future in different varieties, and may have originally been a present or 
continuous marker, which is its function today in the Haidley variety. 
In some of the non-Pangwa varieties, such as Hakhun, as well as in related 
Nocte varieties, there is a complex hierarchical marking system (DeLancey 
2011, Krishna Boro personal communication 2015). This hierarchical marking, 
which also encodes transitivity, is of a different type from the Mueshaung future 
in that it distinguishes the marking of verbs with 1st or 2nd person objects from 
the marking of intransitive verbs or transitive verbs that have 3rd person objects. 
In Mueshaung, this type of hierarchical marking is found in some situations, as 
exemplified in (2), where the form pʰɤ² is a past marker when a 3rd person 
subject is acting on a 1st person object. If the object was 3rd person, it would be 
marked with tɤʔ, the 3rd person past marker given in Table 4, which also marks 
intransitive verbs. 
(1) lungz kuiux rueq tok phuex. 
luŋ¹ kɯu² rɤʔ tok pʰɤ² 
stone CLF AG break PST.3>1 
‘The stone rolled and broke my (leg).’ 
As mentioned earlier, the agreement markers were generally collected by 
elicitation and then confirmed in the analysed texts. In most varieties it is not 
very difficult to collect them, but for Maitai there were some difficulties. I first 
collected information about Maitai from the village of Lakla in Assam, where 
Ngaimong is the local lingua franca (see Morey forthcoming). The 
inconsistency of forms as seen in Table 4 were first assumed to be due to 
Ngaimong influence, however the same inconsistencies were found on the 
Myanmar side, with consultants both in India and Myanmar giving alternate 
forms in the past. The only generalization possible at present is that the stop 
final forms were specifically stated to be used with questions in the 2nd person, 
whereas open final forms were used in declaratives.  
One more categorial distinction not shown in Table 4 is that in a few varie-
ties there is a distinction between inclusive and exlusive for the 1st plural but 
only in the future. For Chamchang/Shecyü and Mungre future, the forms shown 
in the Table are for the inclusive, the exclusive forms being hai² in 
Chamchang/Shecyü ŋai² in Mungre. These exclusive forms are predictable from 
the other future forms, and what appears to have happened is that the inclusive 
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is an innovation, extending the meaning of a widespread hortative that has the 
form i in a number of varieties, but has now extended its meaning ‘let’s’ to the 
meaning ‘we (incl.) will’. 
In the past, several varieties, Jiingi and Haidley, show palatalization of the 
initial /t-/ in the 1st person plural, in front of a high front vowel. 
As already mentioned in Table 3 above, the most common forms of the 2nd 
person plural have final alveolar stops or nasals, but there are exceptions. In 
Haqcheng the 2nd plural now has final labial (/-p/ in the past and /-m/ in the 
future), a feature shared in part by Maitai. In contrast, both Cholim and 
Shangthi have final velar /-ŋ/ for both past and future. In Haqcheng at least this 
change must be very recent, since it is one of very few features that differ from 
Ngaimong. 
Something can be said about the kinds of changes that have occurred to 
lead to the current variety of Tangsa agreement marking. Cholim was the first 
variety that I studied and had I based the analysis of Tangsa on that variety 
alone, it would have presented a very inaccurate picture of Tangsa morphology. 
Assuming that at an early stage of Tangsa, perhaps proto Sal, the past was 
marked with stop final forms (see Table 3), we suggest the sound changes in 
Cholim were as shown in (2): 
2) (i) stop final to open final syllables (marked by Tone 3) in the non-
future
 (ii) adoption of k- initials in the non 3rd person past
 (iii) final 1st person /-aŋ/ changes to /-jo/ in the past
 (iv) final 2nd plural /-in/ changes to /-iŋ/
The first of these changes apply to many varieties; the second to a more limited 
group, so far only Cholim, Longri, Chamchang, Shecyü and Lauchang. The 
third change only applies to Cholim and the variety closest to it, Longri. The 
fourth change must be the most recent, since it does not apply to Longri. I as-
sume that this type of change has happened in order to differentiate Cholim 
from Longri. 
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5 Subgrouping within Tangsa 
It is not yet possible to provide clear and consistent linguistic criteria for 
defining the Pangwa varieties as a single group within Tangsa, despite their 
many lexical similarities. Within Pangwa, speakers on both sides of the border 
recognise certain varieties as being similar, often in pairs (see Morey in print). 
For example Ngaimong and Haqcheng are a pair that form a clear subgroup 
with Joglei (and also Sangwan, for which no data is presented here) on 
linguistic grounds, for example sharing /t-/ initial past forms with stop final 
agreement markers. 
Chamchang and Shecyü also form such a group having as features a clear 
morphological innovation – the mixture of /k-/, /l-/ and /t-/ initials for the past, 
as well as some regular sound changes including *-a → /i/ except for father 
(and also *sa ‘son’) which have /-e/, and *-aŋ → /a/. The Lauchang variety 
shares all of those features with Chamchang/Shecyü, but differs from them in 
terms of verb stem alternations (see Morey in print). Another pair on the basis 
of morpological features in Cholim and Longri, although Cholim has undergone 
two additional changes not found in Longri, *-a → /e/ and 2nd plural /-n/ → /-ŋ/, 
discussed in Section 0 above.  
It is generally accepted that morphological innovations are a more secure 
basis for subgrouping than sound change innovations, so assuming that the in 
these varieties stop-final forms for the past are a retention (see above Table 4), 
then the change to open finals may be a lower level subgrouping innovation. 
Table 5 lists those varieties that (in this analysis) have retained stop finals and 
those that have innovated open finals, and shows that this feature does not 
distinguish Pangwa from non-Pangwa varieties. 
TABLE 5 – Retention of stop final past markers and innovation of open finals 
retention of stop final innovation of open final 
Pangwa Ngaimong/Haqcheng/Joglei Shangthi/Rinkhu/Yvngban 
Wang/ Gaqlun/Rera 
Mueshaung Chamchang/Shecyü 
/Lauchang 
Mungre Cholim/Longri 
Jiingi/Maitai Lungkhi 
Non-Pangwa Hakhun / Haidley Muklom 
Phong 
Tikhak group 
The retention or innovation of stop finals is also not a predictor of mutual 
intelligibility. Statezni (2013: 251) found that the subtribes which have ‘suffi-
cient intelligibility’ with Shecyü were Lauchang, Cholim, Mungre and Maitai, 
subtribes found on both sides of Table 5. Moreover, since the innovation of 
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open finals is found in both Pangwa and non-Pangwa varieties, it is not clear 
this criteria can be used for subgrouping. 
The tables of data in this paper (Table 2 and Table 4), have been arranged 
in the following order (1) Pangwa (with stop final retention groups first) (2) 
Olay, (3) Hakhun, (4) Tikhak, (5) Others in Myanmar (Pinkhu and Yasawa), (6) 
Others in India (Muklom and Phong). 
In ordering the Pangwa varieties in Table 2 and Table 4, I have tried to 
group together those varieties that have similar features, using the following 
criteria 
i) stop final or open final past markers
ii) /ma/ ~ /me/ ~ /mi/ preverbal future marker
iii) presence of /k-/ markers in the past
iv) lexical forms such as *sal for ‘sun’, /h/ versus /g/ initials for ‘earth’,
/juk-/ for ‘monkey’
Thus in Table 2 and Table 4 those Pangwa varieties that have final stops for the 
past markers are listed first (Ngaimong, Haqcheng, Joglei, Mueshuang, Mungre, 
Maitai, Jiingi). Those that have /mV-/ preverbal markers and /k/ past are listed 
next (Cholim, Longri, Chamchang, Shecyü and Lauchang – all groups 
suggested by Statezni 2013: 251 to have ‘sufficient intelligibility’) and those 
that do not retain the reflex of *sal for ‘sun’ are listed last. 
These criteria do not always combine well, with, for example Mungre 
being a variety having stop final past markers, but having the /me/ preverbal 
future marker, which is otherwise only found with varieties having open final 
past markers. 
It remains to be seen whether the ordering of the groups in Table 2 and 
Table 4 is a guide towards the eventual subgrouping of these varieties. 
Nevertheless this can be said: the basic findings of Burling (1982) are 
confirmed by the data here, but the complexity of variation within Tangsa is 
such that the well motivated grouping of these varieties still remains to be done. 
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Adjectival constructions in Bodo and 
Tibeto-Burman1 
SCOTT DELANCEY 
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON 
1 Introduction 
ince the initial work of Dixon (1977, 1982), it has been widely recognized 
that adjective categories cross-linguistically tend to be strongly linked by 
morphosyntactic behavior to either the noun or verb category, to the point that 
in many languages it is not clear that a distinct adjective category can be estab-
lished. In Sinitic and Southeast Asian languages, for example, adjective 
functions are carried out by words which can be analyzed as a subcategory of 
verbs, while in Indo-European and Uralic languages adjectives, while identifia-
ble as a distinct category, have a great deal in common with nouns. The oldest 
and commonest pattern in Tibeto-Burman languages is a category of stative or 
change-of-state verbs used as predicates, and nominalized to function as modi-
fiers.  
In Bodo there are two ways in which we could define an Adjective2 cate-
gory. There is a broad category of words which occur as predicates denoting a 
quality of the referent of the subject noun phrase, and as modifiers of head 
nouns, and in the latter function are never marked as genitive. Only this and the 
ability to combine with certain intensifiers distinguishes these Adjectives from 
nouns. But within this category is a smaller set of words derived from stative 
verbs by an otherwise obsolete nominalizing construction. In this category we 
1 The work reported here was done with the help of Prafulla Basumatary, Krishna Boro 
and Bihung Brahma, and supported in part by the Fulbright Scholar Program and the 
Department of Linguistics and English Language Teaching at Gauhati University.  
2 I will use Haspelmath’s (2010) suggestion of capitalizing category names when they 
are used to refer to an explicitly defined syntactic category in a specific language. Thus 
“adjective” refers to a cross-linguistic phenomenon, while “Adjective” refers to a mor-
phosyntactically-defined category in a particular language, here Bodo unless otherwise 
specified. 
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can see the older characteristic Tibeto-Burman pattern, which has disappeared 
in some of the other Bodo-Garo languages. 
In this section we will briefly examine a few examples of the general TB 
pattern. In §2 I will describe the grammar of Adjectives in Bodo, which is quite 
different from what we see elsewhere in the family. In §3 we will look at the 
last surviving remnant of the earlier pattern in Bodo, with corresponding traces 
in Garo, and consider the shift from the earlier to the modern pattern in terms of 
the overall history of the Bodo-Garo languages. 
1.1. Adjectival constructions in Tibeto-Burman languages 
Some Tibeto-Burman languages have a definable adjective category, usually 
only marginally distinguishable from nouns or from verbs. But in a larger num-
ber, not restricted to any genetic subgroup, we see a characteristic pattern less 
familiar in the typological literature, where the predicate adjective function is 
carried out by a syntactically definable subset of stative verbs, and the noun 
modifying function by morphologically nominalized forms of those verbs. This 
recalls the grammar of adjectivals in Southeast Asian-type languages like Chi-
nese and Thai, where adjectives are a marginally distinct category of stative 
verbs (Post 2008), but in those languages we see these stative verbs occurring in 
their base form as both predicates and modifers, while in Tibeto-Burman lan-
guages the verbs in modifier function must be morphologically nominalized. In 
most languages these nominalized adjectives can also function as predicates, 
formally predicate nominals but functionally property concept terms. 
For example, in Meithei, verbs and clauses are nominalized with the suffix 
-bə ~ -pə, and in this form can function as modifiers to a head noun (Chelliah 
1997: 157–159): 
 
(1) kolom pá-lə-pə nipa 
 pen hold-PROX-NMLZ boy 
 ‘The boy who held the pen’ 
 
(2) Ram-nə phú-pə Tombə-tu 
 P.N.-ERG beat-NMLZ P.N.-DET 
 ‘Tomba who was beaten by Ram’ 
 
There is a special category of stative verbs characterized by their ability to form 
adjectives through affixation of both this nominalizer and the ‘attributive’ prefix 
ə- (Chelliah 1997: 86–87, 164–165, see also Singh and Singh 2002): 
 
(3) ə-waŋ-pə nupa ə-tu 
 ATT-tall-NMLZ man ATT-DET 
 ‘that tall man’ 
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(4) sadhəbiget ə-sa-pə 
certificate ATT-hot-NMLZ 
 ‘a false certificate’ 
Sometimes where there is an identifiable adjective category we can show by 
internal reconstruction that it originated in this characteristic system, as in Ti-
betan3 (DeLancey 1994). In Central Tibetan adjectives in predicate (5) or 
modifying (6) function consist of a monosyllabic stem and one of a small set of 
old nominalizing suffixes, generally -pa ~ -ba, or -po ~ -bo: 
(5) deb ‘di yag=po red 
 book this good be 
‘This book is good.’ 
(6) ‘di deb yag=po red 
this book good be 
 ‘This is a good book.’ 
This pattern has been regularizing over the attested history of Tibetan; earlier 
texts show a larger range of nominal suffixes here, with the feminine forms -ma 
and -mo attested as well; there is still a remnant set of adjectives with these suf-
fixes.4 
The adjective stem no longer has any independent verbal function, but the 
bare stem occurs in the comparative construction, where it is inflected as a verb 
(Denwood 1999: 182): 
(7) bod-las dbyin.ji-‘i lung-pa rgya chung=gi  red 
Tibet-ABL Britain-GEN region extent small=IMPF be 
‘The British Isles are smaller than Tibet.’ 
This internal evidence suggests that these stems were originally stative verbs, as 
in Meithei. 
1.2 *gV- adjectives across the family 
This configuration of adjectival forms and functions is reported across the most 
of the Tibeto-Burman languages, and is sometimes instantiated with new mor-
phological material. On the other hand, the ə- prefix in Meithei represents a 
well-known and well-documented nominalizer of PTB provenance (Wolfenden 
3 Lhasa Tibetan analysis and data from work with Yungdrung Manang in Eugene, OR, 
1982–1986, see also Denwood 1999: 179–184. 
4 Francke (1929) presents a short list of adjectives which he says still choose a masculine 
or feminine suffix in concord with the head noun, but this pattern seems to be lost in 
contemporary spoken Lhasa. 
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1929, Matisoff 2003). Of special interest for our present purpose is a nominaliz-
ing prefix *gV- (Matisoff 2003: 136–138) which is attested in a number of 
Tibeto-Burman languages in a wide range of nominalizing functions. We will 
see a remnant of an adjective-deriving function in Bodo (§3). This function is 
widespread across the family: Matisoff cites examples from West Himalayish, 
Jinghpaw, Qiangic, Bodo-Garo, and Kuki-Chin-Naga. Detailed description of 
this and related constructions with *g- ~ k- in these and other languages can be 
found in Konnerth 2012, to appear. Here we will look at only three representa-
tive examples, two geographically and perhaps genetically close to Bodo, the 
third quite distant. 
In Karbi, a language of Assam which is probably close to the Kuki-Chin 
branch, a general-purpose nominalizer ke- serves, among other things, to derive 
adjectives from a set of stative verbs (Konnerth 2014): 
 
(8) kasú ke-mē 
 plate NMLZ-be.good 
‘a good plate’ 
 
This form is found in many of the ‘Naga’ groups of Northeast India, including 
Tenyidie (Kuolie 2006: 115) and Tangkhul (Jayshree Devi 2014): 
 
(9) əmo pha-je 
 P.N. be.good-REALIS 
‘Amo is good.’ 
 
(10) əŋa kə-pha 
 child nomz-be.good 
‘[a] good child’ 
 
The same construction is well-attested outside NE India, for example in the 
rGyalrong (Qiangic) languages of Sichuan. As in Karbi and Tangkhul, also in 
rGyalrong this is the only adjectival construction. Predication of a property is 
accomplished with stative verbs (Japhug rGyalrong; Jacques 2004: 466): 
 
(11) ki tɕeme ɲɯ-mpɕɤr 
 this girl MIR-pretty 
‘This girl is beautiful.’ 
 
And nominal modifiers are stative verbs nominalized with kɯ-:5  
 
                                                                                                                       
5 All the rGyalrong languages have two distinct velar nominalizing prefixes (in Japhug 
kɯ- and kɤ-) which divide up the set of functions carried out by Karbi ke-; this seems to 
be a secondary development unique to rGyalrongic. 
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(12) tɕheme kɯ-mpɕɤr 
girl NMLZ-be.pretty 
‘a beautiful girl’ 
In the next two sections we will examine the Adjective category in Bodo. §2 
will describe a category quite different from those we have looked at so far. But 
in §3 we will see an archaic subcategory clearly cognate to the Karbi, Tangkhul 
and rGyalrong derivations described in this section. 
2. Adjectives in Bodo
In this section I will outline the behaviors of property concept terms, and the 
syntax of predication and nominal modification. In Bodo and the other Bodo-
Garo languages, the Adjective category is only marginally distinct from Nouns. 
Words with more nominal semantics tend to be marked as genitive when they 
modify another nominal, and there is always a set of words which cannot be so 
marked when they function as modifiers, but beyond this very little distin-
guishes words which typically denote referents from those which typically 
denote properties of referents. Many words occur productively in both func-
tions, especially those which as nouns refer to humans who have a particular 
characteristic, e.g. bwrai ‘old man, elderly (of a man)’, burwi ‘old woman, el-
derly (of a woman)’, phisa ‘child, small’. Others, e.g. mwzang ‘good’, have 
primarily adjectival function. There are words which do not normally occur as 
modifiers without genitive marking, and others which function primarily as 
modifiers, so we can meaningfully refer to Noun and Adjective categories in 
Bodo. All, however, have essentially nominal morphosyntax. 
§2.1 deals with predicate adjective constructions, and §2.2 with nominal
modification. §2.3 shows that in these functions Adjectives are barely distin-
guishable from Nouns. In §2.4 we see that while comparative and intensifying 
constructions do serve to distinguish Adjectives from Nouns, they are shared 
with Verbs, so that there is no combinatorial pattern which is unique to Adjec-
tives. Finally, §2.5 will briefly survey nominalization and relative clause 
constructions. 
2.1. Predicate complements 
There is no distinction between predicate nominals and predicate adjectives. In 
simple equational sentences, both occur without additional marking, and with-
out any overt copula:6 
6 Bodo examples with source noted are from oral texts collected and transcribed by Pra-
fulla Basumatary, Krishna Boro, and Bihung Brahma, or from a transcription of dialogue 
from the Bodo film Hainamuli made by Basumatary. Examples are presented in a 
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(13) nwng-bw sakri ang-bw sakri 
 you-also civil.servant I-also civil.servant 
 ‘You’re a government worker, and so am I.’ (Ungrateful Son) 
 
(14) khanai gwlao 
 hair long 
‘[Her] hair is long.’ (Mirror) 
 
Negation requires the copula nong: 
 
(15) bara gwdwr nong-a 
 much big be-NEG 
‘[It]’s not that big.’ (Mirror) 
 
Both can also occur as complement to za ‘happen, become’: 
 
(16) sikhla mansi-phwr hw-phwi-naya gwdwi za-w 
 young person-PL give-PROX-NF sweet become-GENERIC 
‘When young girls give [it] (water), it’s sweet.’ (Hainamuli) 
 
(17) bi-nw hinzao za-bai 
 this-CONTRAST woman become-PERF 
‘Is this the woman?’ (Mirror) 
2.2. Modifiers 
The modifer of a head noun may precede or follow the head noun. In (18) 
mwzang ‘good’ precedes the head noun, and in (19) it follows: 
 
(18) be-bw nwng baidi-nw 
 he-ALSO you like-CONTRAST 
 
 sa-se mwzang mansi-sw 
 CLS-one good man-ONLY 
‘He’s also a good man like you.’ (Hainamuli) 
 
(19) nwng-ha hinzao mwzang mẃn-gwn 
 you-POSS woman good get-FUT 
‘You’ll get a good woman.’ (Hainamuli) 
 
There is no difference in distribution to distinguish nouns from adjectives; both 
occur freely either as head or modifier. The same word can occur in either func-
                                                                                                                       
spelling system commonly used by Bodo authors who prefer roman script. The letter w 
represents the high back unrounded “sixth vowel” (Burling 2013). 
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tion, e.g. phisa ‘child, small’, which we see occurring as the head noun modi-
fied by gidir ‘big’ in (20), and as a modifier of the head noun aina ‘mirror’ in 
(21): 
(20) isibang  gidir phisa-ni bipha za-nanwi 
so much big child-GEN father be-NF 
‘Being the father of such a big child . . . ’ (Hainamuli) 
(21) bi aina phisa-khw la-na 
that mirror small-OBJ take-NF 
 ‘taking that small mirror’ (Mirror) 
In the following sequence (two successive lines from a film) we see similar be-
havior with bwrai ‘old (man)’: 
(22) guru bwrai 
teacher old 
‘The old teacher!’ 
(23) wi abou abou? dong na gwi-a bra 
Hey grandfather exist or not.exist-NEG EXCL 
be sala lwkhisara bwrai-a-lai 
this epithet scoundrel old.man-SUBJ-INTIMATE 
‘Hey, grandpa, is he there or not, the worthless old man?’ (Hainamuli) 
In (22) bwrai is a modifier of guru ‘teacher’. In the second clause of (23), the 
syntactic analysis is not clear. Both lwkhisara ‘scoundrel, immoral’ and bwrai 
‘old man, elderly’ are able to function either as referential head or modifier, and 
since the order of head and modifier is not fixed, lwkhisara bwrai can be inter-
preted either as ‘immoral elder’ or ‘old scoundrel’. 
2.3. Adjectives as nominal heads 
Adjectives occur freely as heads of NP’s. In exx. (18)–(19) we saw mwzang 
‘good’ as a pre- and a postnominal modifer. In (24–25) we see it as a head noun, 
with case and discourse-status marking: 
(24) malai-baidi nong-a mwzang-a-nw 
stranger-like be-NEG good-SUBJ-CONTRAST 
 ‘The good one is not like the others.’ (Hainamuli) 
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(25) nwng za mao-w 
 you whatever do-GENERIC 
 mwzang-khou-nw maomar-w gosai 
 good-OBJ-CONTRAST do-GENERIC (name of a god) 
 ‘Lord Gosai, whatever you do, you do good!’ (Hainamuli) 
 
And they are eligible for the same (quite limited) set of morphological construc-
tions as any other noun, e.g. they can not only take case marking, but also the 
(optional) plural suffix -phwr: 
 
(26) hisri mwzang-phwr-zẃng bu sri bu sra 
 cleaning.rag good-PL-with beat clean REDUP REDUP 
 khalam-na ladw 
 do-NF take 
 ‘Clean [it] with good (clean) rags.’ (Onla) 
2.4. Comparative and intensifying constructions 
Dixon (2004) proposes that even where adjectives are otherwise undistinguish-
able from one of the other major categories, we can identify an adjective 
category based on eligibility to occur in a comparative construction (see also 
Post 2008). In many languages co-occurrence with one or more intensifiers (e.g. 
English very) is another test. There is no dedicated comparative or intensifying 
construction in Bodo; these functions are carried out by various adverbial suf-
fixes. Adverbial suffixes otherwise occur only with Verbs. Thus while 
Adjectives in Bodo have no unique morphosyntactic construction which defines 
them (i.e. nothing corresponding to English comparative -er or intensifying 
very), they are distinguished from Nouns by the comparative and intensifying 
constructions which they share with Verbs, and from verbs by the rest of their 
behavior, which they share with Nouns. 
If there is a grammaticalized comparative construction in Bodo, it is that 
illustrated in (27): 
 
(27) bihao bikhumzu-ni uwa-a-lai ma uwa bi-ni-sai 
 f-i-l m-i-l-GEN bamboo-SUBJ what bamboo s/he-GEN-THAN 
 sab-sin  sabsin beseba gwdwr-sin romromai  
 nice-more REDUP very big-more flourish  
 za-bai bi-ha 
 happen-PERF s/he-POSS 
‘Her bamboo grew much better and bigger than any of her father and 
mother-in-law’s bamboos.’ (Treasure) 
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The relevant features are -sai, at the end of the first line, marking the standard 
of comparison, and -sin, glossed as ‘more’, suffixed to sab ‘nice’ and gwdwr 
‘big’ in the second line. The former occurs only in this function, but is not nec-
essary in it: 
(28) Laogi-ni-khrui mahazwn-ni phisazw-khou-sw 
P.N.-GEN-very landlord-GEN daughter-OBJ-ONLY 
sab-sin nu-lailang-bai-bra 
pretty-more see-fetch-PERF-EXCL 
 ‘[I] find the landlord’s daughter prettier than Laogi.’ (Hainamuli) 
The suffix -sin occurs freely with verbs in the sense ‘additionally, on top of that, 
more than is expected, more than is appropriate’: 
(29) bi sa-au-nw buŋ-sin-na hw-bai 
s/he on-LOC-CNTR say-more-NF give-PERF 
‘He said more on top of that.’ 
It occurs with both the change-of-state verbs and the gV-prefixed adjectives 
derived from them: gwdwr-sin ‘bigger’, der-sin ‘to grow more’. A basis of 
comparison can be included in either a verbal or adjectival clause, marked by 
the ablative -ni-phrai. In this construction the -sin suffix is optional: 
(30) Krisna-ya ang-ni-phrai undwi(-sin) 
Krishna-SUBJ I-GEN-from young(-more) 
‘Krishna is younger than me.’ 
(31) bi ang-ni-phrai der-sin-bai 
s/he I-GEN-from grow-more-PERF 
‘He has grown more than me.’ 
Intensification is also usually accomplished with adverbial suffixes, most com-
monly -drai ‘too, excessively’ and -thar which with verbs means ‘definitely, 
without fail’, and with adjectives ‘very, too’. Like -sin, these occur with both 
adjectives and verbs: gwdwr-drai ‘bigger than it should be’, báŋ-drai ‘increase 
more than is necessary’, gwdwr-thar ‘very big’, phwi-thar ‘definitely come’. 
2.5. Nominalization and relativization in Bodo 
Many Tibeto-Burman languages do not make a sharp distinction between nomi-
nal modification by adjectives and by relative clauses, forming both 
constructions by nominalization (DeLancey 1999, 2002). In Bodo, as we have 
seen, Adjectives are not necessarily derived. But, as in other Tibeto-Burman 
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languages, relative clauses are simply nominalized clauses used as modifiers. 
Clausal nominalization is marked by -nai: 
 
(32) dáosin-dáola bír-nai-a uhhhhh-na bír-na hw-bai 
 birds fly-NMLZ-SUBJ uhhhhh-QUOT fly-NF give-PERF 
‘The birds flying made a “uhhhh” sound.’ (Mirror) 
 iniphrai-tho be bakos-khw phwr 
 then-ADV that box-OBJ swiftly 
 bwr-khang-nai-khw nu-yw-nw 
 open-complete-NMLZ-OBJ see-GENERIC-CONTRAST 
‘Then [she] saw [him] quickly opening the box.’ (Mirror) 
 
Nominalized clauses function as headless relative clauses: 
 
(33) phipha thwi-dar-lai-nai 
 father die-EMPH-DISTAL-NMLZ 
‘one whose father had died’ (Mirror) 
 
And like other nominals, they can be used as modifiers of the head of a noun 
phrase: 
 
(34) mai ha-nai manswi-phwr 
 paddy reap-NMLZ person-PL 
‘the people who were harvesting rice’ (Boy Who Cried Tiger) 
 
This is the only relative clause construction, and can be used for relativization 
for any function of the head noun, including objects (35) and obliques (36): 
 
(35) o ang gái-nai uwa-khw dán-bai 
 yes  I plant-NMLZ bamboo-OBJ cut-PERF 
‘Yes, [he] has cut the bamboo which I planted.’ (Treasure) 
 
(36) dáosin-dáola thá-nai zaga 
 birds stay-NMLZ place 
‘the place where the birds live’ (Mirror) 
 
The important point for our present purpose is that the gV- prefix described in 
the next section is in no way involved in any of these constructions. In follow-
ing sections we will see comparative evidence which suggests that it originally 
had a broad nominalizing function including relative clause formation. 
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3 gV- adjectives 
Within the Adjective category as defined in the preceding section there is a 
much more clearly defined category of morphologically analyzable nominal 
stems which represent an older, characteristically Tibeto-Burman adjectival 
system. §3.1 will describe the synchronic phenomenon in Bodo; in §3.2 we will 
see that this construction has deep roots in the family. 
3.1 gV- adjectives in Bodo 
Bodo has a substantial set of Adjectives which are characterized by an initial 
minor syllable gV-, where V is realized most commonly as the neutral vowel 
/w/, as in Table 1 (a) or as a copy of the stem vowel, as in Table 1 (b): 
TABLE 1 – Bodo gV- adjectives 
Prefixed form Gloss PBG PTB 
a) gw-zam ‘old, ancient’ *Gw0-cam1
gw-dan ‘new’ *Gw0-dal4
gw-zwu ‘tall’ *cu1
gw-láu ‘long’ *lao2 *low
gw-khá ‘bitter’ *kha2 *kha
gw-khwi ‘sour’ *khwi1 *kywa:r
gw-dẃi ‘sweet’ *twi2 *twi
gw-swm ‘black, dark’ *Gw0-swm4 *syim
gw-zá ‘red’ *Gw0-cak *tsyak
b) ga-ham ‘good’ 
ga-hai ‘short’ 
gi-zi ‘old’ 
gi-si ‘wet’ *Si4
gu-suŋ ‘short’ *SVŋ1
gu-phúr ‘white’ *phu[r]4
ge-phé ‘soft’ 
ge-séng ‘thin, sparse’ 
It is possible that these two patterns represent two different lexical strata; in this 
small sample the first type (list a) are more likely to have Proto-Bodo-Garo re-
constructions (from Joseph and Burling 2006), and often Proto-Tibeto-Burman 
reconstructions as well (from Matisoff 2003), than the second type. However, 
we have not yet made any systematic study of this question. 
These have the same syntactic distribution as other nominal property con-
cept terms, but they are morphologically analyzable. Adjectives of this type 
correspond to an unprefixed monosyllabic inchoative state verb: 
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(37) be gotho-a gwswm 
this boy-SUBJ dark 
‘The boy is dark (in complexion).’ 
(38) be gotho-a swm-bai 
this boy-SUBJ darken-PERF 
‘The boy got dark (as, sunburned).’ 
The prefixed forms seem to be felt as basic; at least, I have heard more than one 
literate Bodo speaker describe the relation between the verb and adjective forms 
as a rule which removes the first syllable of an adjective to form a verb. 
The set of change-of-state predicates which form adjectives through pre-
fixation of gV- are also characterized by their eligibility for causativization by 
means of a special prefix phV-: 
TABLE 2 – gV-adjective and causative derivation 
Stative verb Adjective Causative 
dér ‘be, get big’ ge-der ‘big’ phe-der ‘make big’ 
sung ‘be, get short’ go-sung ‘short’ pho-sung ‘shorten’ 
zam ‘become old (of 
things), wear out (intr.) 
gw-zam‘old, worn out’ phw-zam ‘wear out 
(tr.)’ 
We will say more about this prefix in §3.3. 
3.2. gi- adjectives in Garo 
The grammar of property concept terms in Garo (Burling 2004: 109–110) is 
quite different from Boro. Stative verbs are used to predicate property concepts, 
and relative clauses, which is to say nominalized verbs, are used as modifiers. 
But Burling devotes special attention to the remnants of the gV- class in Garo, 
the seven ‘gi- type adjectives’ (2004: 273): 
TABLE 3 – Garo gi-adjectives in Bodo-Garo and PTB 
Garo Bodo PBG PTB 
‘white’ gip-bok *bok *bok
‘black’ gi-sim gw-swm *Gw0-swm4 *syim
‘red’ git-chak gw-zá *Gw0-cak *tsyak
‘new’ git-dal gw-dan *Gw0-dal4
‘old’ git-cham gw-zam *Gw0-cam1
‘fresh’ git-tang gw-thang *thaŋ[1]
‘unripe, raw’ git-ting *Gw0-thiŋ4
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Given the Bodo evidence, there is of course no surprise in seeing a small rem-
nant category in another language of the branch. But the grammar of this set in 
Garo is interesting. First, only four of the seven occur with and without the pre-
fix, like their Bodo counterparts; gitdal ‘new’, gitchak ‘red’, and gitting ‘unripe’ 
do not have corresponding verbs *dal, *chak and *ting. More interestingly, all 
the full prefixed forms can conjugate as verbs, just like the unprefixed forms 
(Burling 2004: 273): 
(39) ba.ra bok-jok-ma 
cloth whiten-COS-INTERR 
(40) ba.ra gipbok-jok-ma 
cloth white-COS-INTERR 
‘Did the cloth get white?’ 
But like nouns, and unlike stative verbs, they can occur uninflected as modifi-
ers: 
(41) leka gi-sim 
paper black 
‘black paper’ (NOT ‘the paper is black’) 
So, at least in the final stages of the disappearance of the old system, the gram-
mar is lost, one word at a time, leaving a residue of disyllabic adjectives.  
3.3 Bodo-Garo gV- adjectival stems as a fossilized construction 
This PTB deverbal adjective construction is not attested in all members of the 
branch. It is most productive in Bodo, Dimasa, and Kokborok. We have seen 
the traces which remain in Garo. There is no evident trace of it in Rabha (Joseph 
2007), or Atong (van Breugel 2014). Jacquesson (2005: 113) notes that alt-
hough derivation of adjectives with the velar prefix is not productive in Deuri, 
evidence of such derivation in an earlier stage of the language is seen in a hand-
ful of adjectives and deadjectival nouns like gija ‘thick’, giri ‘thin’, and gira 
‘elderly, old person’.  
But as we have seen, there is no doubt that the construction predates Proto-
Bodo-Garo, in fact Adjective derivation with gV- in Bodo-Garo represents in-
heritance from PTB. This is interesting because the Bodo-Garo branch 
preserves very little inherited morphology. The only fully productive morpho-
logical construction in Bodo-Garo which can be traced back to PTB is the 
prohibitive prefix ta-, reflecting PTB *da ~ *ta (Matisoff 2003: 586). Aside 
from this the only remnants of pre-Proto-Bodo-Garo morphology in Bodo are 
the causative sV-, found only in a few lexical relics, and the nominalizing gV- 
and causative phV- which characterize our set of change-of-state stems. The 
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productivity of the last two forms is strictly limited; both occur with all and only 
this set of stems. Thus the gV- adjective formation represents a pocket of an-
cient structure preserved in a conspicuous and somewhat important insulated 
module of the grammar, which has otherwise been completely restructured 
since ancestral Bodo-Garo first became a major language of the Brahmaputra 
Valley (DeLancey 2012, 2014, cf. Burling 2007).  
As shown in the previous section, the gV- prefix is inherited from Proto-
Tibeto-Burman, and its adjective-deriving function apparently also. The phV- 
prefix may not be not so ancient. Resemblant and probably cognate forms are 
found in a number of languages of NE India and northern Myanmar, including 
Karbi and some ‘Naga’ languages. Matisoff (2003: 132) notes the obvious simi-
larity to PTB *bəy ‘give’, but it there is room for doubt about this hypothesis. 
For one thing this etymology requires irregular development of *b. For another, 
it is syntagmatically odd; while many languages in the area do have periphrastic 
causatives based on a verb ‘give’ – for example, the productive causative con-
struction in Bodo is based on the verb hw ‘give’ – the grammaticalized 
causative verb typically follows the main verb, and could not easily develop 
into a prefix. More recently Konnerth (2014) has argued that it is an areal bor-
rowing from an Austroasiatic substrate. In any case, while the phV- prefix, like 
the gV- prefix, is demonstrably older than Proto-Bodo-Garo, unlike gV- it does 
not date back to PTB. It appears, rather, to be an innovation shared with other 
languages of Northeast India and northern Myanmar, possibly characteristic of a 
possible Central branch of the family (DeLancey 2015).7 (Bodo also retains a 
few lexical pairs which show the more ancient PTB *s- causative prefix: buŋ 
‘full’ / su-phuŋ ‘fill’, gó ‘escape’ / so-kho ‘set free (tr)’, and a dozen or so 
more). 
In Bodo the inherited construction of adjectives derived by nominalization 
of stative or change-of-state verbs has served as a nucleus around which an in-
choate category of property concept-denoting nominals has formed into a 
barely-delineable Adjective category. The gV- complex is a last remnant of the 
more structured, categorial grammar characteristic of more conservative lan-
guages. The other members of the Sal branch, Jinghpaw and the conservative 
Northern Naga languages, show much greater, and more conservative, morpho-
logical complexity than Bodo-Garo; this disappeared in Proto-Bodo-Garo and 
the daughter languages over a millennium or more of intense language contact. 
The modern Adjective category as a whole in Bodo, and the other BG lan-
guages, arose as the languages constructed new grammar to replace structure 
lost under conditions of creolization.  
                                                                                                                       
7 Guillaume Jacques (personal communication) suggests that a secondary causative in 
rGyalrongic (see Jacques in press) may be cognate with these forms. 
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1 Introduction 
odo is one of the Bodo-Garo languages spoken in the state of Assam in 
Northeast India by around a million speakers. This paper describes a class 
of verbal suffixes in Bodo, which will be called ‘Adverbial suffixes’ following 
Burling (2004). Burling (2004:139–154) provides a description of Adverbial 
affixes in Garo, a closely related language of Bodo spoken in the neighboring 
state of Meghalaya. The Adverbial affixes in Garo are numerous in number and 
in fact too many for a verbal category. According to Burling, they ‘permit verbs 
to convey a great deal of specific meanings that is conveyed in English by sepa-
rate words. They are a distinctive feature of the Garo language, and skillful 
speaking requires the ability to toss them off easily’. Some of the Adverbial 
affixes are highly productive, i.e. they can be used with a wide range of verbs. 
Other Adverbial affixes are limited in productivity and occur with limited num-
ber of verbs. The higher productivity positively correlates with abstract and 
schematic meaning, and lesser productivity with more concrete and specific 
meaning. Roughly speaking, the higher the productivity of an Adverbial affix is, 
the farther it is from the verb root, and vice versa. One can say some are more 
grammaticalized than the others. Some of the Adverbial affixes are known to 
have derived from verbs historically. Adverbial affixes are found in other close-
ly related languages also such as Rabha (Joseph 2007:181) and A’tong (van 
Breugel 2008:449). 
The category of Adverbial suffixes in Bodo is very similar to that of Garo, 
even though the actual forms are different, suggesting they are secondary devel-
opments. Bodo has more than hundred Adverbial suffixes. They are a set of 
stem formatives that create new verb stems adding a very wide range of seman-
tic/pragmatic contents to the meaning of the verb base. The verb stems then take 
B 
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various finite or non-finite inflectional morphemes depending on the type of 
clause in which they function as a predicator. Adverbial suffixes are truly dis-
tinctive and stand out from the rest of the Bodo morphology in several ways. 
First, they are phonologically peculiar. No other affixes in Bodo have initial 
clusters except the Adverbial suffixes. Some of them are even multi-syllabic. 
Second, they ascribe an agglutinating synthetic character to Bodo verbs. Multi-
ple Adverbial suffixes can be added to a verb root and form highly synthetic 
verb stems. No other word class is as synthetic as the verb. As many as three 
Adverbial suffixes are found in a verb stem. An aspect which is challenging to 
describe is the combination of the Adverbial suffixes in a string. There are hun-
dreds of possible combinations. It will be very difficult to describe all the 
possible combinations and find out which combinations do not exist. Another 
aspect difficult to describe, albeit for a different reason, is the variation in the 
order of the Adverbial suffixes with respect to one another. The seman-
tic/pragmatic nuances that come with the different orders of the same Adverbial 
suffixes are difficult to pinpoint. Third, Adverbial suffixes in Bodo are syntacti-
cally diverse. They do not all behave in the same way. While most of them are 
limited to verbal clauses, a couple of them occur with non-verbal clauses as 
well. Almost all Adverbial suffixes can be used in both affirmative and negative 
sentences. One Adverbial suffix in particular has been found to be restricted to 
negative clauses. Almost none of the Adverbial suffixes change the verbal na-
ture of the verb stem, i.e. the verb base has the same syntactic distribution 
before and after the addition of the Adverbial suffix. However, there is one Ad-
verbial suffix in particular, i.e. -haŋ ‘about to’, which changes the very nature of 
the verb stem. When this suffix is added to a verb base, the resulting verb stem 
does not behave like most other verbs. For instance, we usually find a nominal-
ized form of verb stems marked with -nai when the verbs function as a 
predicator of certain types of subordinate clause, such as the clausal comple-
ment of the verb za ‘happen’ (see on page 13). Thus, this Adverbial suffix 
attributes some kind of nominal nature to the verb stem. Finally, the semantics 
is even more fascinating. Some Adverbial suffixes add very specific and con-
crete meaning, for instance ‘specific ways of cutting’ in words like dan-kʰao 
‘cut-split’, dan-bre ‘cut-a.lot’. Such Adverbial suffixes have more of a lexical 
semantics. There are others which add very abstract and schematic meaning, 
such as ‘completive’, ‘exhaustive’, ‘proximal’ and ‘distal motion’. Such Adver-
bial suffixes have more of a grammatical meaning.1 
This study is conducted on the basis of a very large corpus of written and 
spoken Bodo. There are 871,609 word tokens, 122,451 word types, and 91,792 
                                                                                                                       
1 This wide range of variation in the semantic content of the Adverbial suffixes makes it 
hard to gloss them systematically. It will be difficult to create abbreviations and more 
importantly to read the abbreviations of the Adverbial suffixes. Therefore, we will use 
abbreviations only when such abbreviations are commonly found, otherwise we will use 
full words, just like in lexical glosses. 
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sentences in the written corpus and 60,711 word tokens, 16,465 word types, and 
7,682 sentences in the spoken corpus. The written data represents the Standard 
variety of Bodo, and the spoken data represents dialects from Kamrup, Udalgu-
ri, and Karbi Anglong, besides the Standard variety of Kokrajhar. The corpora 
are mostly compiled by the second author. The authors also have used con-
structed examples to illustrate ungrammaticality of certain expressions. The first 
author is a speaker of Kamrup variety and the second author is a speaker of 
Udalguri variety. Examples in this paper are tagged with WB (written Bodo) or 
SB (spoken Bodo) based on which corpus they belong to, followed by text 
number, and then sentence number, such as [WB-778-2.45]. Frequency counts 
and concordances have been conducted using SIL FLEx software. Frequency 
counts were also checked manually since there were similar forms that are not 
the Adverbial suffixes we were looking for. All the data are currently in Deva-
nagari script in the corpus. The data presented in this paper is, however, in IPA 
broad transcription. Since tone has a very low functional load in Bodo, we are 
marking only the high tone on the words which have a low tone counterpart. In 
other words, words with low tone and words that are not found to have minimal 
pair counterpart are not marked for tone. 
This paper has the following structure. §2 will provide a couple of facts 
about Bodo verb morphology that would be helpful in appreciating the exam-
ples later. This will include a brief discussion of a number of finite and non-
finite morphemes in the language. §3 discusses phonological, morphological, 
syntactic and diachronic aspects of the Adverbial suffixes. §4 provides a de-
scription of a set of individual Adverbial suffixes, all of them are very common 
except for the last one. §5 provides a brief comparison of Adverbial suffixes in 
Garo and Bodo. §6 summarizes the paper. 
2 Bodo verb morphology and Adverbial suffixes 
We will briefly introduce the structure of verb morphology in this section. We 
can broadly divide the verb morphology into four positional classes, presented 
in table 1 below. 
TABLE 1 – Position class of verbal morphology 
-1 0 1 (multiple) 2 (multiple) 3 
Causative 
prefixes 
Verb root Adverbial suffixes Finite suffixes Terminal 
suffixes 
Non-finite suffixes 
Among the morpheme classes in the table above, only the verb root and the fi-
nite/non-finite morphemes are obligatory. A verb stem depending on whether it 
is in a finite clause or a non-finite clause must have one of the finite/non-finite 
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morphemes. The rest of the morphology is optional. The prefixes, a set of two 
causative morphemes pʰV- and sV-, are a coherent class of morphemes with a 
paradigmatic relation. The Terminal suffixes are a set of four or five mor-
phemes, such as -daŋ/-zaŋ ‘perhaps’, -kʰɯma ‘probably’, -nɯ ‘quotative’, and 
‑zen ‘precative’, which follow finite morphemes. The Adverbial suffix comes 
immediately after the verb root. There can be more than one Adverbial suffix in 
a row (indicated by ‘multiple’ in the table). The finite/non-finite morphemes 
follow the Adverbial suffixes, if there are any. We can also have multiple finite 
morphemes in a row, what typically creates a meaning which might not be quite 
transparent. A somewhat more detailed discussion of finite, non-finite, and 
Terminal suffixes follows. 
All finite clauses must have one of the morphemes on the verb stem pre-
sented in Table 2 below, unless it is an imperative clause, which does not 
require any morphology on the verb. All other morphology is optional, includ-
ing the Adverbial suffixes. The following examples illustrate the 
ungrammaticality of a verbal clause that does not contain any of the morphemes 
in Table 2. 
 
(1) aŋ no-ao tʰáŋ-gɯn. 
 1SG home-LOC go-FUT 
‘I will go home’ 
 
(2) *aŋ no-ao tʰáŋ. 
 1SG home-LOC go 
 
(3) *aŋ no-ao tʰáŋ-tʰo 
 1SG home-LOC go-a.while 
 
The only morphology the verb tʰáŋ ‘go’ has in (1) is -gɯn, a morpheme from 
Table 2. Example (2) is not an imperative sentence and the verb does not have 
any morphology, and thus ungrammatical. Example (3) has an Adverbial suffix 
‑tʰo, but it does not have any finite morphemes from the Table 2, and thus un-
grammatical. 
TABLE 2 – List of finite morphemes in Bodo 
Finite morphemes Function 
-mɯn Past/Irrealis 
-gɯn Future 
-gou Immediate future/Desiderative 
-ɯ Habitual/Affirmative 
-bai Perfect 
-dɯŋ Realis 
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Finite morphemes Function 
-a Negative 
-dia Did not any more 
-lia Will not any more 
-akʰɯi Negative perfect 
-dɯ Imperative 
-ni Jussive 
-dɯni/dini Jussive 
-tʰɯŋ Optative 
-sɯi Change of state 
Verb stems also require certain morphology when the clause is embedded in 
another clause. We will call these non-finite morphology. One type of non-finite 
morphology is the clausal nominalizer -nai. When a clause functions as an ar-
gument of a verb or modifies a noun like a relative clause, the verb in the 
dependent clause usually takes the nominalizer -nai. Another piece of non-finite 
morphology is the ‘infinitive’ -nɯ. Verbs like sań ‘think’, naigir ‘want’, naŋ 
‘need’, há ‘can’, rɯŋ ‘know’, etc. take a complement clause marked with -nɯ 
on the verb. Moreover, when clauses are chained together, all but the final 
clause take a non-final marker -na or -nanɯi. Finally, adverbial clauses take 
varieties of subordinating suffixes on the verb stem, such as tem-
poral/conditional -ba, reason -kʰai, concessive -babɯ/-blabɯ, etc.  
The following examples illustrate the use of the above-mentioned non-
finite morphemes. 
(4) birgrɯsri-ni buŋ-nai-kʰou pʰɯtʰai-bai. 
PN-GEN say-NMLZ-ACC believe-PRF 
‘(He) believed what Birgwsri said.’ [WB-270-35.1] 
The verb buŋ ‘say’ in (4) is part of a clause that functions as the Object argu-
ment of the matrix verb pʰɯtʰai ‘believe’, and therefore has the nominalizer ‑nai 
on it. The nominalized clause is then marked with the accusative marker ‑kʰou. 
(5) bi-kʰou-nɯ nɯŋ haba kʰalam-nɯ naigir-dɯŋ. 
3SG-ACC-FOC 2SG marry do-INF want-RLS 
‘You want to marry her!’ [WB-747-2.216] 
The verb kʰalam ‘do’ in (5) is part of a clause that functions as the Object of the 
matrix verb naigir ‘want’. This verb requires that the verb of the dependent 
clause be marked with -nɯ infinitive. It is worth mentioning that both -nai 
‘nominalizer’ and -nɯ ‘infinitive’ are also found on certain finite clauses, and it 
seems that those non-finite clauses are now starting to function as finite clauses 
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in Bodo. We will see some finite use of both -nai and -nɯ later. Moreover, ‑nɯ 
is also found on purpose clauses. 
 
(6) bipʰa-ni rao-pʰɯr-kʰou kʰɯna-nanɯi monzula-ja 
 father-GEN saying-PL-ACC hear-NF PN-NOM 
 ese gidob-ɯ.  
 little fear-HAB 
‘Hearing what her father said, Manjula was afraid.’ [WB-325-11.50] 
 
The above sentence expresses two events, the event of hearing and the event of 
being afraid. Those two events are expressed by two chained clauses – one final 
and one non-final. The non-final clause takes -na or -nanɯi on the verb, such as 
kʰɯna-nanɯi above, and the final clause takes a finite verb, such as gidob-ɯ. 
 
(7) mobail-ni som-kʰou nai-ba nu-bai hor-ni 
 mobile-GEN time-ACC look-when see-PRF night-GEN 
 nou  bazi-bai. 
 nine strike-PRF 
‘When (he) looked at the time on his phone, he saw that it struck 9 in the 
evening.’ [WB-213-3.3] 
 
The verb nai ‘look’ in (7) is part of an Adverbial clause that expresses a 
timeframe for the event of the Matrix clause. Such adverbial clauses are re-
quired to have subordinating suffixes on the verb, such as -ba as in nai-ba. 
There are several types of Adverbial clauses and they take different subordinat-
ing suffixes. Table 3 presents the most common non-finite morphemes in Bodo. 
TABLE 3 – List of common non-finite morphemes in Bodo 
Non-finite morphemes Function 
-nɯ Infinitive/Purpose 
-nai Nominalizer 
-na/-nanɯi Non-final 
-bla When/If 
-ba When/If 
-kʰai Because 
-ni Because 
 
All the Adverbial suffixes come between the verb base and the finite/non-finite 
suffixes. The terminal suffixes come at the end of the string of morphemes on 
the verb base. The following illustrates one of the Terminal suffixes. 
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(8) bi-sɯr tʰɑ́ŋ-bɑi-dɑŋ. 
3-PL go-PRF-DUB 
‘They have probably left.’ 
The morpheme -daŋ ‘perhaps’ comes after the finite morpheme -bai ‘perfect’ in 
(8). The form kʰɯma is found both before and after the finite morphemes and 
expresses completely different meanings, as shown in (9) and (10) below. 
(9) unou udis-bɯ gɯi-a za-bai-kʰɯma . . . 
later sense-also not.exist-NEG happen-PRF-perhaps 
‘(He) also perhaps lost track of things.’ [WB-658-2.149] 
(10) bitʰaŋ-a gɯsɯ-zɯŋ gɯsɯ tʰɯi-nai-kʰou-sɯ 
3SG.HON-NOM mind-COM mind die-NMLZ-ACC-FOC 
sán-kʰɯma-bai. 
think-secretly-PRF 
‘He secretly thought about dying in his mind.’ [WB-750-3.113] 
In (9) -kʰɯma comes after the inflectional suffix -bai, hence a terminal suffix, 
and adds the meaning of ‘perhaps’, whereas in (10) it comes before the inflec-
tional suffix -bai, hence an Adverbial suffix, and adds a sense of ‘secretly’. As 
an Adverbial suffix, -kʰɯma ‘secretly’ comes from kʰɯma ‘lose’. 
3 Some characteristics of Adverbial suffixes in Bodo 
In the previous section we have looked at the morphological structure of verbs, 
position classes and the individual morphemes that occupy those position clas-
ses. We have seen illustrations of various finite and non-finite morphemes. By 
now we should have a sense of where the Adverbial suffixes come and what 
precedes or follows them. In the following sub-sections, we will provide some 
description of various aspects of Adverbial suffixes, such as phonological, mor-
phological, syntactic, and diachronic. In the subsequent section, we will be 
looking at individual Adverbial suffixes in terms of their distributions and func-
tions. 
3.1 Phonological properties 
We will begin by mentioning some of the notable phonological properties of the 
Adverbial suffixes here. Almost all Adverbial suffixes are monosyllabic. Some 
disyllabic Adverbial suffixes in our database are -kʰɯmɯr ‘erase, extinguish’, 
‑gɯma ‘lose’, which are very transparent grammaticalized serial verbs derived 
from lexical verbs kʰɯmɯr ‘erase, extinguish’ and gɯma ‘lose (intransitive)’ 
respectively. We have found one disyllabic Adverbial suffix, -baibai ‘do some-
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thing similar’, which does not seem to have an identifiable synchronic lexical 
source. It appears that Adverbial suffixes lose their syllabic weight (i.e. disyl-
labic ones become monosyllabic) through a process of vowel deletion of the 
initial syllable, provided the resulting sequence of the consonants is a Conso-
nant+l/r. Perhaps, the existing disyllabic Adverbial suffixes have not undergone 
this process because the resulting sequences of consonants (i.e. kʰm, gm, bb) are 
not allowed. Otherwise, we wouldn’t have seen any disyllabic Adverbial suffix-
es. This process does not seem to be restricted to verbs, but also found in nouns 
(see the next paragraph). The existence of this process becomes obvious when 
we look at the sources of some of the Adverbial suffixes shown in Table 4 be-
low. 
TABLE 4 – List of Adverbial suffixes with onset cluster derived from verbs 
Lexical source Adverbial suffix 
siri ‘to fall (of leaves)’ sri ‘clean’ 
kʰɯlɯi ‘drop something’ kʰlai ‘make somebody/something fall’ 
pʰoloŋ ‘to make a hole’ pʰlong ‘make a hole’ 
sɯraŋ ‘to become morning’ sra ‘clean’ 
sɯlab ‘have time to do something’ slab ‘have time to do something’ 
sɯlai ‘to change’ slai ‘change’ 
 
The onset clusters is another notable phonological feature of the Adverbial suf-
fixes. They are the only productive affixes with onset clusters. Onset clusters 
are found only in sound symbolic words and in non-initial syllables (mostly 
second syllable) of certain lexical items, mostly nouns. Certain nouns are 
known to have developed this cluster on the second syllable through the same 
process mentioned above, see for instance maizli ‘seed for sowing’ below. 
However, there are many whose etymology is unknown, such as san.sri ‘to 
swim’, and therefore the development of the onset clusters in those words is 
uncertain. 
 
mai.zli ‘seed for sowing’ (<mai ‘rice’, zɯlɯi ‘seed’) 
dɯi.zlaŋ ‘rainy season’ (<dɯi ‘water’, zlaŋ ‘???’) 
baŋ.griŋ ‘earthquake’ 
za.braŋ ‘spice type’ 
go.sla ‘shirt’ 
san.sri ‘to swim’ 
 
None of the items above contains any productive morphological form. Never-
theless, the first lexical item has two identifiable morphemes mai ‘rice’ and 
zɯlɯi ‘seed’. The second lexical item has only one identifiable morpheme dɯi 
‘water’. The rest have no known morphological composition. Irrespective of 
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their diachronic status, they all end up having onset clusters on non-initial sylla-
ble. This also happens to borrowed items, such as the one below, which is not 
known to have any morphological complexity in the source language. 
tʰo.pʰla ‘bag’ (< Assamese topola ‘bag’) 
While we know how the Adverbial suffixes in Table (4) above ended up having 
onset clusters, there are many more Adverbial suffixes with onset cluster for 
which such information is not available, because the origin of these suffixes is 
unknown. The following table presents Adverbial suffixes with onset clusters 
with no known source of origin. 
TABLE 5 – List of some Adverbial suffixes with initial clusters 
Adverbial suffix Meaning (approximate) 
-blang ‘wide’ 
-bra ‘harsh’ 
-brob ‘without preparation’ 
-drai ‘more than necessary’ 
-glab ‘loudly’ (laugh) 
-gluŋ ‘around’ (as in beat around) 
-grwm ‘feel’ 
-kʰleŋ ‘bend’ 
-pʰla ‘pretend’ 
-pʰram ‘lightly’ 
-slai ‘change’ 
-sro ‘clear’ 
-tʰro ‘all’ 
3.2 Morphological properties 
The set of morphemes that we are dealing with is all suffixes. Adverbial suffix-
es are stem formatives, i.e. they form new verb stems which still require 
additional morphology to be able to be used in a finite or non-finite clauses. The 
following examples illustrate the Adverbial suffix -pʰin ‘again’ with various 
types of finite and non-finite morphology in various clause types. 
(11) arɯ be tren-zɯŋ-nɯ pʰɯi-pʰin-gɯn. 
and this train-INST-FOC come-back-FUT 
‘And (I) will come back on the same train.’ [WB-618-5.13] 
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(12) boro-ni harimu-kʰou pʰɯ-tʰaŋ-pʰin-nai-ni 
 Bodo-GEN culture-ACC cause-be.alive-again-NMLZ-GEN 
 som za-bai. 
 time happen-PRF 
‘It is time to revive the Bodo culture.’ [WB-36-9.10] 
 
(13) bi-kʰou raobɯ nu-pʰin-nɯ mɯ́n-akʰi-sɯi. 
 3SG-ACC no.one see-again-INF get-NEG.PRF-CS 
‘No one got to see him again.’ [WB-467-2.100] 
 
(14) arɯ dán-pʰin-nanɯi lir-pʰin-dɯŋ. 
 more cut-again-NF write-again-RLS 
‘(He) crosses out more and writes (it) again.’ [WB-431-2.2] 
 
(15) hostel-ou tʰáŋ-pʰin-bla sunɯi-kʰou la-nɯ 
 hostel-LOC go-back-when lime-ACC take-INF 
 bao-dɯŋ-mɯn aŋ-ɯ. 
 forget-RLS-PAST 1SG-NOM 
‘I forgot to take the lime when I went back to hostel.’ [WB-106-1.621] 
 
Example (11) illustrates Adverbial suffix with the finite suffix -gɯn ‘future’, a 
finite morpheme, (12) with nominalizer -nai, (13) with infinitive -nɯ, (14) with 
non-final marker -nanɯi, and (15) with subordinating suffix -bla. These exam-
ples illustrate the range of clause types in which verb stems with -pʰin can be 
used. 
Adverbial suffixes are optional in the sense that a verb form may or may 
not have an Adverbial suffix. Verbs generally contain between 1 to 3 Adverbial 
suffixes. The order of the Adverbial suffixes is fixed except for when both of 
the Adverbial suffixes are highly productive and have very abstract schematic 
meaning. Example (16) and (17) illustrate a fixed order relation between two 
Adverbial suffixes. 
 
(16) boibɯ undu-sri-zɯb-bai. 
 all sleep-quiet-exhaustive-PRF 
Everyone slept (and it is) all quiet.’ [WB-494-2.7] 
 
(17) *boibɯ undu-zɯb-sri-bai. 
 
The order between sri ‘silent’ and zɯb ‘exhaustive’ is fixed. The Adverbial suf-
fix -sri has to be next to undu ‘sleep’. This Adverbial suffix seems to occur only 
with the verb undu ‘sleep’. On the other hand, the order between -hor ‘distal 
motion’ and -pʰin ‘again’ is not fixed, as illustrated by (18) and (19) below. 
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Both of these Adverbial suffixes are highly productive and can be used with 
almost any verb. 
 
(18) gosai-a aŋ-kʰou nai-hor-pʰin-dɯŋ. 
 god-NOM 1SG-ACC look-DIST-again-RLS 
‘God looked back at me from distance (i.e. from heaven).’  
[WB-108-2.292] 
 
(19) bi-sɯr nai-pʰin-hor-lai-dɯŋ. 
 3-PL look-again-DIST-RECP-RLS 
‘They looked back at each other from distance.’ [WB-493-2.142] 
 
Even though both orders are found, they may not be equally frequent. One order 
may be more frequent than the other. The order in (18) is found 25 times and 
the one in (19) 7 times in our corpus. The following table presents variable or-
ders between commonly found pairs of Adverbial suffixes. 
Table 6: Frequency of variant orders of pair of Adverbial suffixes 
Order A Gloss Frequency Order B Frequency 
-tʰar-mar ‘really-for.real’ 7 -mar-tʰar 4 
-kʰaŋ-zɯb ‘completive-exhaustive’ 13 -zɯb-kʰaŋ 7 
-hɯi-zɯb ‘distal-exhaustive’ 6 -zɯb-hɯi 1 
-pʰin-zɯb ‘again-exhaustive’ 12 -zɯb-pʰin 0 (but possible) 
-laŋ-zɯb ‘distal-exhaustive’ 28 -zɯb-laŋ 13 
-laŋ-pʰin ‘distal-again’ 28 -pʰin-laŋ 4 
-haŋ-tʰar ‘about.to-really’ 3 -tʰar-haŋ 3 
-tʰar-bao ‘really-more’ 6 -bao-tʰar 0 (but possible) 
-bɯ-zɯb ‘proximal-exhaustive’ 3 -zɯb-bɯ 3 
-hɯi-mar ‘distal-for.real’ 10 -mar-hɯi 1 
 
Sometimes the difference in meaning between the two orders is very subtle and 
often negligible, but sometimes it may turn out to be significant, especially 
when an Adverbial suffix creates an idiomatic meaning along with the verb 
base. For example, the difference between -zɯb-bɯ in (20) and -bɯ-zɯb in (21) 
is insignificant. If we change the order, the hearer won’t notice much. 
 
(20) gasɯi-kʰou-bɯ pʰan-zɯb-bɯ-bai rakʰeb-a. 
 all-ACC-also sell-exhaustive-PROX-PRF PN-NOM 
‘Rakheb sold everything on his way here (i.e. proximal motion).’  
[WB-106-1.978] 
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(21) pʰoraisa som-ou-nɯ lɯgɯ mɯ́n-bɯ-zɯb-dɯŋ. 
 student time-LOC-FOC friend get-PROX-exhaustive-RLS 
‘(I) met all in my student life.’ (i.e. on his lifetime from student life to the 
present time) [WB-238-3.7] 
 
On the other hand, the order between -zɯb-pʰɯi in (22) and -pʰɯi-zɯb in (23) is 
significant when the verb base is mɯn ‘get’, because mɯn ‘get’ and pʰɯi ‘come’ 
together may denote a unique sense of ‘arrive’. 
 
(22) bi gasi-kʰou-bɯ mɯ́n-zɯb-pʰɯi-bai. 
 3SG all-ACC-also get-exhaustive-PROX-PRF 
 ‘He came and got everything.’ or ‘He got everything here.’ 
 
(23) bi-sɯr mɯ́n-pʰɯi-zɯb-bai. 
 3SG-PL get-PROX-exhaustive-PRF 
 ‘They all arrived.’ 
 
The occurrence of -pʰɯi ‘come’ next to the verb mɯ́n ‘get’ in (23) allows us to 
draw the sense of ‘arriving’, which is not possible in (22). 
Some of the Adverbial suffixes are highly productive, such that they can 
occur with almost any verb. Others are limited to a very few number of verbs, 
sometimes just one. The frequency of occurrence of some of the Adverbial suf-
fixes in our database is given in the following table. This table gives us an idea 
of the range of frequency distribution of the individual Adverbial suffixes. 
TABLE 7 – Frequencies of some of the individual Adverbial suffixes 
Adverbial suffix Meaning (approximate) Frequency 
-sling cut diagonally, on a slant 21 
-kʰleng to make something bend 31 
-kʰlab detaching a small part of something 66 
-glaŋ do something leisurely 71 
-pʰer to have an experience in/of something 73 
-kʰao to split in half 95 
-gluŋ do something chaotically (such as 
beating unscrupulously) 
100 
-kʰlai to make something fall down 134 
-pʰla to pretend to do something 230 
-pʰlaŋ to do something by mistake 249 
-pʰɯi proximal motion 300 
-pʰin do something again 1070 
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3.3 Syntactic properties 
While most of the Adverbial suffixes occur only on a verbal predicate, some of 
them occur on both verbal and non-verbal predicates. Example (24) illustrates 
an Adverbial suffix -pʰin, which occurs only on a verbal predicate. 
(24) san-nɯi-sɯ mao-nanɯi mɯzaŋ mɯ́n-a-ba zrab 
day-two-around work-NF good get-NEG-if SS 
gar-pʰin-gɯn aŋ 
leave-again-FUT 1SG 
‘If I do not like (it) after working a few days, I will leave the job again 
instantly.’ [WB-116-2.93] 
The Adverbial suffix like -tʰar, on the other hand, can be used with both verbal 
and non-verbal clauses. Example (25) illustrates a verbal predicate clause with 
‑tʰar, example (26) with nominal predicate, (27) with adjectival predicate and 
(28) with existential clause. 
(25) aŋ-kʰou mitʰi-a sán-tʰar-dɯŋ nɯŋ. 
1SG-ACC know-NEG think-really-RLS 2SG 
‘You are really thinking that I do not know (that).’ [WB-171-2.87] 
(26) aŋ kʰibroma-tʰar na? 
1SG dung.beetle-really Q
‘Am I really a dung beetle?’ [WB-816-2.94] 
(27) bɯtʰɯr-a zɯbɯr gusu-tʰar. 
weather-NOM lot cold-really 
‘The weather is really very cold’ [WB-743-2.46] 
(28) san-a gɯi-tʰar-lja. 
sun-NOM not.exist-really-not.anymore 
‘The sun is not there at all anymore.’ [WB-112-2.110] 
The Adverbial suffixes that can occur in both non-verbal and verbal clauses are 
few in number. They are given in the following table. 
TABLE 8 – List of Adverbial suffixes which can occur in both 
verbal and non-verbal clauses 
Adverbial suffix Meaning 
-tʰar ‘really’ 
-mar ‘for real’ 
-zɯb ‘exhaustive’ 
-kʰa ‘for sure’ 
-bao ‘more’ 
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Almost all Adverbial suffixes can occur in both affirmative and negative sen-
tences. There is one in particular which is restricted to only negative clauses, 
namely -baŋ, illustrated below. 
 
(29) bi-ɯ hinzao-pʰɯr-zɯŋ batʰra railai-baŋ-a. 
 3SG-NOM woman-PL-COM speech talk-much-NEG 
 ‘He does not talk to women much.’ [WB-22-3.8] 
 
(30) *bi-ɯ hinzao-pʰɯr-zɯŋ batʰra railai-baŋ-ɯ. 
 
While the negative sentence in (29) is grammatical, the positive counterpart in 
(30) is not. This restriction of -baŋ is applicable not only to matrix clauses as in 
(29), it is also applicable to non-matrix clauses. Thus, -baŋ cannot be used in 
non-matrix clauses that do not have a negative form. This would include nomi-
nalized clauses with -nai, infinitive clauses with -nɯ, chained clauses with 
‑na/‑nanɯi among others, since these subordinating suffixes do not have an 
inherent negative meaning. On the other hand, subordinating suffix like -kʰai 
‘because’ allow negative forms such as -ɯi ‘not’ (see description of -baŋ in 
section 4 below for details). 
Adverbial suffixes in general do not change the word class of the verb 
base. Thus, the verbs marked with Adverbial suffixes function only as a verbal 
predicate. However, one Adverbial suffix in particular, namely -haŋ ‘about to’, 
can change the word class resulting in functions and behavior of the verb stem 
that is not typical of verbs at all. Example (31) illustrates the verbal use of a 
verb stem containing -haŋ. 
 
(31) dose zirai-haŋ-dɯŋ-mɯn. 
 a.while rest-about.to-RLS-PAST 
 ‘(I) was just about to rest for a while.’ [WB-170-2.43] 
 
Example (32) illustrates non-verb-like behavior and use of verb stems contain-
ing -haŋ. The non-verb-like quality would become apparent when we compare 
(32) with (33) which contains an Adverbial suffix that does not change the class 
of verb stem, namely -mar ‘for real’. 
 
(32) san-a-bɯ mablabanɯ hab-haŋ za-bai. 
 sun-NOM-also long.time.ago set-about.to happen-PRF 
 ‘The sun was about to set long time ago.’ [WB-325-14.98] 
 
(33) bi-sɯr-ɯ zoipur-ou-nɯ tʰáŋ-mar-nai za-si-gɯn. 
 3-PL-NOM PN-LOC-FOC go-for.real-NMLZ happen-IMM-FUT 
 ‘They are going to go to Joipur for real.’ [WB-618-24.18] 
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The verb za ‘happen/take place’ takes nominal participants (or finite clauses, 
but not bare verb stems). The verbal constituent needs to be nominalized first to 
be used in a za construction as in (33). However, verb stems with -haŋ does not 
take the nominalizer -nai in a za construction as in (32). There are several other 
non-verb-like behavior of verb stem with -haŋ (see the description of -haŋ in §4 
for details).  
3.4 Historical source 
The historical source of most of the individual Adverbial suffixes is unknown. 
However, it is clear that there are at least two types of sources – serial verbs and 
sound symbolic words. Serial verbs, also known as ‘versatile verbs’, account for 
approximately 40% of all the Adverbial suffixes. 28% of the Adverbial suffixes 
sound like sound symbolic words. We have no idea about 33% of the Adverbial 
suffixes where they came from. Serial verbs are grammaticalized forms of a set 
of lexical verbs, which are still in use. The following examples illustrate both 
lexical use and serial verb use of the verb hor ‘send’. 
(34) . . . bipʰa-ni-sim teligram hór-bai. 
. . . father-GEN-to telegram send-PRF 
‘(He) sent a telegram to his father.’ [WB-678-2.40] 
(35) binipʰrai bipʰa-ni-tʰiŋ megon gɯza dɯntʰi-na 
then father-GEN-towards eye red show-NF 
nai-hor-bai.  
look-DIST-PRF 
‘Then, (he) looked at his father from distance showing red/angry eyes.’ 
[WB-326-4.107] 
The verb hór ‘send’ is used as a lexical verb in (34) meaning ‘send something’, 
and as a serial verb in (35) meaning ‘doing an activity from a distance’, such as 
‘looking from a distance’. For more detailed discussion on serial verbs, see Bo-
ro (2012). The following table presents the most commonly used serial verbs. 
TABLE 9 – Commonly used serial verbs in Bodo along with their lexical source 
Serial verbs Lexical source 
-pʰɯi ‘Proximal motion’ (the event of the verb 
base takes place at the end of the proximal 
motion) 
pʰɯi ‘come’ 
-bɯ ‘Proximal motion’ (the event of the verb 
takes place along the proximal motion) 
bɯ ‘pull’ 
-hɯi ‘Distal motion’ (the event of the verb base 
takes place at the end of the distal motion) 
hɯi ‘go and give’ 
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Serial verbs Lexical source 
-laŋ ‘Distal motion’ (the event of the verb base 
takes place at the beginning of the distal motion) 
laŋ ‘take away’ 
-hor ‘the event of the verb base is conducted from 
distance’ 
hor ‘send’ 
-zɯb ‘exhaustive’ zɯb ‘finish’ 
-kʰaŋ ‘completive’ kʰaŋ ‘finish cooking’ 
It is likely that some of the Adverbial suffixes historically come from verbs and 
they no longer have the source lexical verbs. In fact, many of the serial verbs in 
our list do not have the lexical counterparts in the first author’s dialect, namely 
Kamrupia/Sanjari dialect. Only the second author recognizes them as having a 
lexical source. 
The second source of the Adverbial suffixes is sound symbolic words. Bo-
do is very rich in sound symbolic expressions. They are often found in 
reduplicated form and allow initial consonant clusters on the first syllable of the 
word. Note the use of bre ‘cutting something too many times’ and glab ‘bois-
terously’ in the following examples. 
(36) . . . tʰaizou-pʰɯr-a . . . empʰou bre bre 
. . . mango-PL-NOM insect SS RED 
su-bre-nai 
sting-many.times-NMLZ 
‘The mangoes are spoilt by insects.’ (Insects stung the mangoes too many 
times) [WB-371-2.4] 
(37) domon-a glab glab mini-jɯ. 
PN-NOM SS RED laugh-HAB 
‘Domon laughs boisterously.’ [WB-337-8.9] 
(38) bibdi buŋ-nanɯi mini-glab-laŋ-ɯ. 
like.that say-NF laugh-boisterously-DIST-HAB 
‘Saying like that, (she) laughs boisterously. [WB-119-2.253] 
In example (36) brebre is a sound symbolic word, which is reduplicated and has 
a /br/ cluster. brebre modifies the verb su ‘sting’. In the same sentence, we have 
the Adverbial suffix with the same form and meaning, i.e. bre, on the main 
verb. It is obvious that they are historically related. Similarly, in (37) glabglab 
is a sound symbolic word, which is reduplicated and has /gl/ cluster. It modifies 
the verb mini ‘laugh’. In (38) we see an Adverbial suffix with the same form 
and meaning on the main verb. The following table presents list of Adverbial 
suffixes which we think to be sound symbolic. 
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TABLE 10 – List of some Adverbial suffixes which sound like sound symbolic 
Adverbial suffix Meaning 
-kʰraŋ ‘turn upward’ 
-kʰrao ‘loudly’ 
-srao ‘in strewing manner’ 
-srɯt ‘tightly’ 
-tʰrɯt ‘slightly’ 
-zrao ‘sounding like hitting with leaves’ 
There are several Adverbial suffixes which are neither serial verbs nor look like 
sound symbolic words. A couple of them are listed below. 
TABLE 11 – List of Adverbial suffixes with unknown source 
Adverbial suffixes Meaning 
-bai ‘casually, with no specific purpose’ 
-bao ‘more’ 
-drai ‘more than necessary’ 
-kʰe ‘by mistake’ 
-kʰon ‘encircle’ 
-pʰa ‘together, along with’ 
-pʰla ‘pretend to’ 
-sin ‘more than’ 
-tʰer ‘have no patience to’ 
4 Some common adverbial suffixes 
In this section, we will describe some of the most common Adverbial suffixes 
individually. In this description, we will highlight (i) their semantics/ 
pragmatics, (ii) types of clauses in which they can be used, and (iii) any class 
changing functions they may have. In this description we will exclude most of 
the serial verbs. See Boro (2012) for a description of those. We have included 
one Adverbial suffix which is less common, restricted to Standard dialect only, 
namely -pʰam ‘do something to improve it’. The Adverbial suffix -baŋ ‘much’ 
is commonly used in daily speech. The frequency of -baŋ in the table below is 
unexpectedly low. The suffixes described in this section are presented in the 
table below with their respective frequencies and possible sources.  
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TABLE 12 – Some common Adverbial suffixes 
Adverbial 
suffix 
Meaning Possible source Frequency 
-bao ‘more’ Unknown 1899 
-pʰin ‘again, back’ Unknown 1070 
-grɯ ‘first, before anything 
else’ 
Unknown 525 
-tʰo ‘for the time being’ Unknown 705 
-zen ‘just starting’ Unknown 223 
-haŋ ‘about to’ Unknown 642 
-pʰu ‘take a momentum’ Unknown 176 
-baŋ ‘much’ baŋ ‘increase’ (a verb) 31 
-tʰar ‘really’ Unknown 3003 
-mar ‘for real’ Unknown 308 
-hab ‘get deeply involved in’ hab ‘enter’ (a verb) 505 
-pʰam ‘do something to improve 
it’ 
pʰaham ‘repair’ (a verb) 18 
 
The order of description of individual adverbial suffixes below is in the order 
the Adverbial suffixes are listed in the above table. 
a) -bao ‘more’ (glossed as ‘more’) 
In general this suffix indicates that more of a particular event takes place. This 
presupposes that the event already took place or was taking place, and the added 
information is that more of that same event takes place. For example, if some-
one was reading a book, with this suffix a sentence would mean that that person 
read more of the book, resulting in an increase in the number of total pages of 
the book read. Consider the following examples. 
 
(39) zi sase sanɯi doŋ, bisɯr-bɯ arɯ sanbɯse 
 REL one two exist they-also more how.many.days 
 tʰa-bao-nɯ. 
 stay-more-INF 
‘The few who are there, how many days are they going to stay more? 
[WB-54-3.22] 
 
(40) tʰɯt pʰagla-pʰɯr, aŋ-kʰi sikʰla-bao 
 EXCL mad-PL 1SG-FOC young.woman-more 
 nama, nɯŋ-sɯr-zɯŋ railai-za-bao-nɯ. 
 Q 2SG-PL-COM talk-possible-more-INF 
‘You crazy peopleǃ Am I still young to talk to you guys anymore?  
[WB-456-2.59] 
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Both (39) and (40) have presuppositions that the event of staying in (35) and the 
event of talking in (40) has been taking place or took place prior to the utterance 
of the above expressions. The above sentences with -bao simply indicate 
whether or not more of staying in (39) and talking in (40) will take place. A 
couple more examples follow. 
(41) anandopal-ni pʰɯler-ni zɯhɯlao-pʰɯr-a unau-bɯ 
PN-GEN race-GEN hero-PL-NOM later-also 
mamud-zɯŋ zuzi-bao-dɯŋ-mɯn. 
PN-COM fight-more-RLS-PAST 
 ‘Anandopal’s races’ heroes fought more with Mamud later.’ 
[WB-697-4.17] 
(42) dinɯi-ni roŋza-nai san-ou-bɯ nɯŋ bidi 
today-GEN be.happy-NMLZ day-LOC-also you like.this 
zá-ja lɯŋ-a kʰalam-ɯ-bla aŋ sɯr-ni 
eat-NEG drink-NEG do-AFF-if 1SG who-GEN 
tʰakʰai tʰaŋ-nanɯi tʰa-bao-nɯ. 
sake live-NF stay-more-INF 
‘If you do not eat or drink on a happy day like this, for whose sake I 
should stay alive anymore.’ [WB-499-2.63] 
(43) aŋ nai-bao-ni, be sakʰri-kʰou la-nai-ja 
1SG see-more-jus this job-ACC take-NMLZ-NOM 
ham-gɯn-na ham-a. 
be.good-FUT-DIS  be.good-NEG 
‘I will think more on whether it is a good idea to take this job or not.’ 
[WB-116-2.92] 
Note that -bao not only denotes ‘more occurrence of an event’, but also ‘contin-
uation of a state’. Consider example (41) reproduced as (44) below only with 
relevant portion. 
(44) . . . aŋ-kʰi sikʰla-bao nama, . . . 
. . . 1SG-FOC young.woman-more Q . . . 
‘Am I still young? [WB-456-2.59] 
The utterance in (44) is a rhetorical question about the speaker’s age and the 
expected answer is ‘No’. The adverbial suffix on the predicate sikʰla ‘young 
woman’ indicates the continued ‘state of youth’ as the point in question. Exam-
ple (44) implies that the speaker was young once. 
The ‘continued state’ does not have to be a physical state, such as ‘youth’, 
it can be a state of a particular event. The following example is about ‘the event 
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of reaching a particular place’. In the past, the state of affair was such that this 
event was likely to happen. The marking of -bao indicates the continuation of 
that state (that the event is in a position to take place) of the event. The rhetori-
cal question in (45) with a negative expected answer (such as ‘Never’), negates 
this continued state of likelihood of occurrence of the event in the light of the 
information that the destination is very far. 
 
(45) epʰa gɯzan lama-jao nɯŋ-lai mabla 
 so distant road-LOC 2SG-polite when 
 so-hɯi-bao-nɯ? 
 reach-DIST-more-INF 
‘When are you going to reach there, the destination is so far?’ (lit. On such 
a long road, when are you going to reach?) [WB-504-2.82] 
 
So far we have looked at use of -bao on the matrix verbs. Below we will look at 
use of -bao on the verbs of non-matrix clauses. First, a verb stem containing 
‑bao can be nominalized with -nai, and the nominalized clause in turn can be 
used to modify nouns or used as a complement clause. Consider the following 
examples. 
 
(46) mɯnpʰrɯmbɯ pranto-kʰou makʰase porgona 
 each area-ACC many district 
 eba toropʰ-ou ran-bao-nai za-dɯŋ-mɯn. 
 or block-LOC divide-more-NMLZ happen-RLS-PAST 
‘Each area was further divided into districts or blocks.’ [WB-718-1.68] 
 
(47)  [be-zɯŋ lɯgɯse aŋ buŋ-nɯ sán-bao-nai 
 this-COM along 1SG say-INF think-more-NMLZ 
 batʰra-ja] za-bai  zerou zouga-nai doŋ 
 matter-NOM happen-PRF where develop-NMLZ exist 
 beohai gɯzɯn arɯ roŋza-nai tʰa-jɯ. 
 there be.satisfied and be.happy-NMLZ stay-HAB 
‘The matter which I was thinking more about saying is that where there is 
development, there is satisfaction and happiness.’ [WB-763-2.54] 
 
Sentence (46) has the structure in (48) below, which shows that the verb za 
takes a nominal constituent as a participant, and the sentence means ‘X hap-
pened’, where ‘X’ can be an event, such as ‘dividing’, or a state. The verb stem 
ran-bao ‘divide-more’ is predicator of that nominalized clause. 
 
(48)  [[Nominal constituent] za] 
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Sentence (47) has the structure in (49), which shows that the verb za ‘happen’ 
takes two constituents – one NP and one finite clause. The NP is headed by 
batʰra ‘matter’ which is being modified by a nominalized clause marked with 
‑nai. The verb stem san-bao ‘think-more’ is the predicator of that modifying 
clause and thus bearing the nominalizer -nai. 
(49) [[NP] za [Finite clause]] 
The following examples illustrate the use of verb stems with -bao in infinitive 
clauses marked with -nɯ. The -nɯ marked infinitive clauses function as argu-
ments of certain verbs, such as ha ‘can’, naŋ ‘need’, naigir ‘want’, san ‘think’, 
etc. Consider the following examples. 
(50) bisɯr bara gɯbao zó-bao-nɯ há-jakʰɯi-sɯi. 
they much late sit-more-INF can-NEG.PRF-CS 
 ‘They could not sit more for long.’ [WB-112.109] 
(51) maba buŋ-bao-nɯ naigir-dɯŋ-mɯn. 
something say-more-INF want-RLS-PAST 
 ‘(He) wanted to say something more.’ [WB-787-2.67] 
The verb stems zó-bao ‘sit-more’ and buŋ-bao ‘say-more’ are part of clauses 
that function as arguments of the verbs há ‘can’ and naigir ‘want’ in (50) and 
(51) respectively. As predicator of those embedded clauses, they take the subor-
dinating suffix -nɯ. 
Finally, the following examples illustrate the use of the verb stems with 
‑bao in chained clauses marked with the non-final markers -na or -nanɯi. 
(52) maba-mabi buŋ-bao-nanɯi horbilas-a ɯŋkʰar-laŋ-bai . . . 
something-RED say-more-NF PN-NOM get.out-away-PRF 
 ‘Saying something more, Horbilas went away.’ [WB-325-11.49] 
(53) . . . dos minit-sɯ gɯdou-hɯ-bao-nanɯi dundia 
. . . ten minute-around boil-cause-more-NF coriander 
hɯ-nanɯi kʰaŋ-naŋ-gou. 
give-NF put.down-need-AFF 
 ‘Let (it) boil more for around ten minutes, and then put coriander, and 
then take (it) down.’ [WB-197-2.52] 
Example (52) expresses a sequence of two events – event of saying something 
and then leaving. Example (53) expresses a sequence of three events – events of 
boiling, putting coriander, and taking down. All events but the final one are 
coded by non-final clauses marked with -nanɯi. As predicator of non-final 
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clauses the verb stems buŋ-bao ‘say more’ and gɯdou-hɯ-bao ‘cause to boil 
more’ take the non-final markers. Verb stems with -bao is also found in various 
types of Adverbial clauses. However, we think the above discussion of use of 
‑bao is sufficient to give a good feel about the use of this Adverbial suffix in 
various clause types. 
b) -pʰin ‘again’ (glossed as ‘again’) 
In general, this suffix indicates that an event takes place all over again from the 
beginning or from a certain earlier point. Thus, this suffix adds a sense of repeti-
tion of what is considered to be the same event. Thus, there is presupposition 
that the event took place already in the past. Consider the following examples. 
 
(54) mase sɯima-ja seŋdaŋ-kʰou nu-nanɯi dose 
 one dog-NOM PN-ACC see-NF a.while 
 ner-nanɯi  unao sri tʰa-pʰin-dɯŋ. 
 snarl-NF  later quiet stay-again-RLS 
‘A dog saw Sengdang, snarled for a while, and then stayed quiet again.’ 
[WB-176-2.7] 
 
The use of -pʰin in (54) indicates that the dog was quiet before it saw Sengdang, 
and thus the event of staying quiet was repeated by the dog.  
Depending on context, we may get a slightly different reading in some 
cases. Instead of indicating a repetition of the event coded by the verb that car-
ries -pʰin, what it indicates is the repetition of the resultant state of that event as 
a repeated state of affair. Consider the following example. 
 
(55) san-nɯi-sɯ mao-nanɯi mɯzaŋ mɯn-a-ba zrab 
 day-two-around work-NF good get-NEG-if SS 
 gar-pʰin-gɯn aŋ. 
 leave-again-FUT 1SG 
 ‘If I do not like (it) after working a few days, I will leave the job again 
instantly.’ [WB-116-2.93] 
 
Example (55) is from a famous Bodo story titled mɯihur ‘Hunting’. The main 
character Golo utters (55) in which he promises to leave his job of forest guard 
again, if he does not like it. Example (55) indicates that he left his job at least 
once in the past. According to the story, however, he was actually fired from his 
original job and demoted to a forest guard (his current job). One can argue 
whether ‘getting fired’ and ‘leaving a job’ are ‘same/similar’ or not. But, they 
certainly have one thing in common, the end result of ‘losing a job’. Therefore, 
one can interpret -pʰin in (55) as indicating a repetition of the resultant state of 
the action of leaving a job. 
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Sometimes with verbs like pʰɯi ‘come’, tʰaŋ ‘go’ and others it is more ap-
propriate to gloss -pʰin as ‘back’, rather than ‘again’. The interpretation of ‑pʰin 
in (56) is the same as in (55). Example (56) does not indicate that the people 
returned to the village at any point in the past prior to the present return. What it 
indicates is that ‘they were present in the village before and they are present 
now as a result of the event of their coming back’. Thus, it is ‘the state of their 
being present’ which is being repeated, not ‘the event of their return’. 
(56) gami-ni kʰár-nai mansi-pʰɯr-a sapʰa sanɯi gidiŋ-na 
village-GEN run-NMLZ people-PL-NOM one two turn-NF 
pʰɯi-pʰin-bai-mɯn. 
come-back-PRF-PAST 
‘People who ran from the village, some (of them) returned back.’ 
[WB-242-14.1] 
The above examples illustrate use of verb stems with -pʰin in matrix clauses. 
This Adverbial suffix can also be used in non-matrix clauses such as nominal-
ized clauses with -nai, infinitive clauses with -nɯ, chained clauses with 
‑na/‑nanɯi, and in Adverbial clauses of various types. First, the following ex-
amples illustrate use of -pʰin in nominalized clauses which function as 
arguments or nominal modifiers. 
(57) un-tʰiŋ nai-pʰin-nai-ni tʰakʰai bi-ha 
back-towards look-back-NMLZ-GEN reason 3SG-POSS 
arzɯ zebɯ-a-nɯ tʰa-jakʰɯi-sɯi. 
necessity any-NOM-FOC stay-NEG.PRF-CS 
‘He did not have any reasons for looking back.’ [WB-382-2.136] 
The verb stem nai-pʰin ‘look back’ takes the nominalizer -nai, which nominal-
izes the clause untʰiŋ nai-pʰin. The nominalized clause takes a genitive case -ni 
and modifies the relator noun tʰakʰai ‘reason’. The following example illustrates 
use of verb stems with -pʰin in infinitive clauses. 
(58) bi-kʰou raobɯ nu-pʰin-nɯ mɯ́n-akʰɯi-sɯi. 
3SG-ACC nobody see-again-INF get-NEG.PRF-CS 
‘Nobody got to see him again.’ [WB-467-2.100] 
Finally, the following example illustrates verb stems with -pʰin in clause chain-
ing construction. 
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(59) bisi hab-pʰin-nai sigaŋ budʰiram-a 
wife enter-back-NMLZ before PN-NOM 
tʰáŋ-pʰin-nanɯi . . . undu-pʰla-nanɯi tʰa-ja-sɯi. 
go-back-NF . . . sleep-pretend-NF stay-NEG-CS 
‘Before the wife comes back, Budhiram goes back (to his bed) and 
pretends to be asleep.’ [WB-171-2.128] 
Note the negative form on the matrix verb, i.e. tʰa-ja-sɯi ‘did not stay’, actually 
adds a positive meaning and seems to have effects that are not clear to us at this 
point. 
c) -grɯ ‘first’ (glossed as ‘first’)
This Adverbial suffix indicates that an event takes place before some other 
event. Thus, it presupposes that there are multiple events that may take place. 
Consider the following example. 
(60) agɯi sures zirai-tʰo-de. ro aŋ saha 
brother PN rest-a.while-IMP wait 1SG tea 
pʰuduŋ-hɯi-grɯ-ni. 
make-DIST-first-JUS 
‘Brother Suresh, rest for a while. Wait, I will make tea first.’ 
[WB-456-2.43] 
(61) . . . gɯbaŋ seŋra-sikʰla-ja dʰon-doulot 
. . . many young.man-young.woman-NOM money-property 
mohor-musri-kʰou-sɯ nai-grɯ-jɯ. 
appearance-RED-ACC-FOC look-first-HAB 
‘Many young people look at wealth and appearance first.’ [WB-112-2.13] 
Example (60) states that event of making tea will precede another event, namely 
talking. Example (61) is talking about priority of young people, what they pay 
attention to first and what next. 
This Adverbial suffix is also found in various types of non-matrix clauses. 
Example (62) illustrates use of verb stems with -grɯ in a nominalized clause. 
The expression in (62) is commonly used in personal letters, which generally 
starts by wishing people love. Example (63) illustrates use of verb stems with 
‑grɯ in infinitive clauses and example (64) in chained clauses. 
(62) aŋ-ni gɯrbɯ-ni bibar báo-hor-grɯ-nai-kʰou  
1SG-GEN heart-GEN flower offer-DIST-first-NMLZ-ACC 
nazao-dɯ. 
accept-IMP 
‘Please accept the love that I am sending first of all.’ [WB-589-3.1] 
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(63) matʰɯ hɯ-grɯ-nɯ mɯn-a. 
voice give-first-INF get-NEG 
‘(You) should not speak first.’ or ‘(You) are not allowed to speak first.’ 
(lit. You do not get to give your voice first.) [WB-112-2.53] 
(64) aroz kʰalam-grɯ-nanɯi-sɯ sɯlɯŋ-nai pʰari 
prayer do-first-NF-FOC learn-NMLZ activity 
la-naŋ-gou. 
take-need-AFF 
‘We should take/start learning activity, after doing the prayer first.’ 
[WB-255-24.4] 
a) -tʰo ‘for the time being’ (glossed as ‘a.while’)
This Adverbial suffix indicates that something is/remains true till a certain point 
of time and that no claim is made about its validity beyond that point of time. 
(65) kʰapʰal-a mɯzaŋ be tʰagida-jao zɯŋ 
forehead-NOM good this pressure-LOC we 
gɯi-tʰo-a. 
not.exist-a.while-NEG 
‘(We) are lucky that we are not under this pressure currently.’ 
[WB-932-2.19] 
In (65) the state of us not being under pressure is true up till the time of speak-
ing. The Adverbial suffix -tʰo indicates that the speaker is not making any claim 
if this will continue to be true in the future. Similarly, in (66) the speaker is 
claiming that his sister-in-law continues to have certain old habits, but he is not 
claiming that this will continue in the future beyond the time of his speech. 
(66) gɯzam akʰutʰai-kʰou-nɯ baogar-nɯ 
old habit-ACC-FOC forget-INF 
há-tʰo-akʰɯi. 
can-a.while-NEG.PRF 
‘(She) has not been able to get rid of the old habits yet.’ [WB-456-2.39] 
A very close but slightly different sense of -tʰo is that an event takes place for a 
little while, not long. In (67) the sister-in-law asks her brother-in-law to rest a 
while, while she makes tea. In (68) the speaker asks the addressee to wait for his 
grandfather for a while.  
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(67) agɯi sures zirai-tʰo-dɯi, ro aŋ saha 
 brother PN sit-a.while-polite hold.on 1SG tea 
 pʰuduŋ-hɯi-ni. 
 make.hot-DIST-JUS 
‘Brother Sures, sit for a while. Wait, I will go and make tea.’  
[WB-456-2.47] 
 
(68) nɯmbou-kʰou nɯŋ-nɯ ne-tʰo-dɯ. 
 2SG.grandfather-ACC 2SG-FOC wait-a.while-IMP 
‘You wait for your grandfather a while.’ [WB-504-2.62] 
 
The following examples illustrate use of verb stems containing -tʰo in non-
matrix clauses. Example (69) illustrates use of verb stems containing -tʰo in a 
nominalized clause which functions as a complement of the verb za. Example 
(70) illustrates use of verb stems containing -tʰo in an infinitive clause that func-
tions as an argument of the verb naŋ ‘need’. Example (71) illustrates use of -tʰo 
in a chained clause. 
 
(69) zɯb-nai-ou ma lir-bao-nɯ dinɯi bekʰini-ou-nɯ 
 end-NMLZ-LOC what write-more-INF today this.point-LOC-FOC 
 kʰɯlɯm-kʰou dikʰaŋ-tʰo-nai za-bai. 
 pen-ACC put.down-a.while-NMLZ happen-PRF 
‘At the end, what else am I going to write? Today (I) am going to put 
down my pen for the moment.’ [WB-558-3.1] 
 
(70) empʰou enla-kʰou-bɯ zá-tʰo-nɯ naŋ-a. 
 insect-ACC-also eat-a.while-INF need-NEG 
‘(You) should not also eat insects for the time being.’ [WB-290-40.3] 
 
(71) gubun habahukʰa-kʰou dɯn-tʰo-nanɯi 
 other activity-ACC keep-a.while-NF 
 pʰorai-nai-ou gɯsɯ pʰo-zo-nai. 
 read-NMLZ-LOC mind cause-sit-polite 
‘Putting hold to other activities for a while, pay attention to your study.’ 
[WB-765-2.29] 
b) -zen ‘just starting’ (glossed as ‘start’) 
In a matrix clause, this Adverbial suffix adds the sense that the event of the 
main verb is just starting to take place. In other words, what this suffix indicates 
is that the event is in its very early stage. This suffix is used in contexts in which 
people want to convey that (i) it has not been very long since the event has 
started, and/or (ii) the event is still in an early/premature stage. Thus, often this 
suffix is found in expressions that people use to convey an excuse for their ina-
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bility to do something. For instance, people may say ‘I do not know the answer 
yet, because I just started to read the book.’ The suffix -zen will be used on the 
verb for ‘read’ to indicate that reading is at a very early stage. There is, howev-
er, the entailment that the event has begun or would have begun by a certain 
point of time.  
 
(72) dasɯ pʰorai-nɯ la-zen-dɯŋ. 
 just.now study-INF take-start-RLS 
‘(I) am just starting to study (it). [WB-557-2.14] 
 
(73) saon dan-a hab-zen-dɯŋ-lo-sɯ-mɯn. 
 month.name month-NOM enter-start-RLS-only-FOC-PAST 
‘The month of Saun barely started.’ [WB-254-35.1] 
 
(74) geolang  mel-a zagai-zen-bai. 
 opening  ceremony-NOM begin-start-PRF 
‘The opening ceremony has started.’ (i.e. starting to begin) [WB-79-2.171] 
 
The sentence in (72) is used as an excuse for not having enough knowledge on a 
journal, saying that the speaker has not read enough of the journal because he 
just started. Sentence (73) is used in a context in which the speaker is talking 
about early rain. It has not been very long when the month of Saun started and 
the rain started pouring. Sentence (74) is used like a live commentary where the 
speaker is describing what is happening in front of him. He is describing as 
things happen. 
In a non-matrix clause, -zen may have an additional sense of ‘in the begin-
ning of an event’. First, the following example illustrates verb stems with -zen 
in a nominalized clause. 
 
(75) bi-jɯ monzu-kʰou-bɯ skul-ou nu-zen-nai-ni-pʰrai-nɯ 
 3SG-NOM PN-ACC-also school-LOC see-start-NMLZ-GEN-since-FOC 
 gɯsɯ tʰɯ-kʰɯma-dɯŋ. 
 mind suffice-secretly-RLS 
‘He has loved Manju ever since he saw her first time.’ [WB-325-14.54] 
 
In (75) the experiencer falls in love first time he sees the woman. That the event 
of falling in love takes place in the beginning of his acquaintance with the girl is 
indicated by -zen. It of course implies that he saw her many times later. Exam-
ples (76) and (77) illustrate verb stems containing -zen in infinitival clauses and 
non-final clause respectively. 
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(76) be suzug-ou-nɯ bi-sɯr-ɯ gao-sɯr-ni  
 this opportunity-LOC-FOC 3-PL-NOM self-PL-GEN 
 pʰlen-pʰɯr-kʰou  zagai-zen-nɯ sán-bai. 
 plan-PL-ACC  start-start-INF think-PRF 
‘They are thinking about starting to actualize their plans at this 
opportunity.’ [WB-752-2.42] 
 
(77) tʰasari-ni tʰakʰai oronbari-ni-pʰrai 
 environment-GEN sake forest-GEN-from 
 hóm-zen-nanɯi labɯ-nai mɯider . . . 
 catch-start-NF bring-NMLZ elephant 
‘An elephant just caught and then brought from the forest for the sake of 
environment . . .’ [WB-647-2.16] 
 
In (77) -zen adds the sense that it has not been long since the elephant has been 
caught, and when it was still fresh it was brought elsewhere. 
The meaning we have seen in a matrix clause is that an event is just start-
ing. This meaning seems to make -zen incompatible with instantaneous events, 
such as ‘slap’, ‘sit’, etc. Thus, the following examples do not sound right to us. 
 
(78) *aŋ bi-kʰou sɯba-zen-bai. 
 1SG 3SG-ACC slap-start-PRF 
 
(79) *bi da-sɯ zó-zen-dɯŋ. 
 3SG now-FOC sit-start-RLS 
c) -haŋ ‘about to’ (glossed as ‘about.to’) 
This suffix adds the sense that the event of the verb is about to start. However, it 
does not necessarily entail that the event actually takes place. Consider the fol-
lowing examples. 
 
(80) sansu-ni ɯŋkʰam zá-nɯ zó-haŋ-tʰar-dɯŋ-lo-mɯn. 
 noon-GEN rice eat-PURP sit-about.to-really-RLS-only-PAST 
‘(We) were really about to sit down to eat lunch.’ [WB-242-5.27] 
 
(81) kʰanai-ja dɯŋ-pʰa dɯŋ-nɯi-lo mɯn-haŋ-dɯŋ. 
 hair-NOM CL-one CL-two-only become.gray-about.to-RLS 
‘The hair is starting to go gray just a few.’ [WB-175-2.93] 
 
Example (80) describes a situation in which the speakers were about to sit (but 
did not in this context) when people started running in the street. Example (81) 
describes a situation in which hair is about to go gray. In this situation of course 
there has to be some gray hair for one to be able to say that sentence.  
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This Adverbial suffix may look similar to -zen ‘just starting’ sometimes, as 
in (81), but they are not always interchangeable. Suffix -zen entails that the 
event takes place, while suffix -haŋ does not. This explains why -haŋ cannot be 
used in (77) above. Example (77) expresses a sequence of two events, catching 
and then bringing an elephant. In this context, the later event of ‘bringing’ pre-
supposes the event of ‘catching’ takes place. If we mark verb ‘to catch’ with 
‑haŋ, it wouldn’t entail that the elephant has been caught. Therefore, the seman-
tic content of the second clause (i.e. bringing the elephant) would be odd (since 
one cannot bring something if one has not got it in one’s hand already). 
The suffix -haŋ stands out from the rest of the Adverbial suffixes for it 
changes the behavior of the resulting verb stem, such that the -haŋ marked verb 
stem is used in ways in which verb stems are not generally used. First, a verb 
stem with -haŋ can be used in a non-matrix clause without taking any of the 
non-finite suffixes. For instance, a -haŋ marked verb stem can occur in a com-
plement clause of a za construction without taking the nominalizer -nai. 
Compare the following examples. 
(82) komoli basumotari-kʰou lakʰi-pʰin-nai za-jɯ. 
PN PN-ACC keep-again-NMLZ happen-HAB 
‘Komoli Basumatari has been kept again (in the previous position).’ 
[WB-212-2.30] 
(83) dor-kʰou kʰeŋ-haŋ za-jɯ. 
door-ACC open-about.to happen-HAB 
‘(He) was about to open the door.’ [WB-137-19.2] 
Verb stems like lakʰi-pʰin ‘keep-again’ requires the nominalizer -nai in order to 
occur in the complement clause of the verb za ‘happen’, as in (82), whereas 
verb stems containing -haŋ does not take/allow the nominalizer on the verb 
stem in the same construction, as in (83). 
Another way in which a -haŋ marked verb stem behaves in an atypical 
manner is that the case markers like -ou ‘locative’ can be directly attached to the 
verb stem, without requiring a nominalizer in between. Compare the following 
examples. 
(84) beseba gɯbao raizlai-bai bi-sɯr zenla 
how.much late talk-PRF 3SG-PL scaffold 
mɯ́n-haŋ mɯ́n-haŋ-ou. 
reach-about.to reach-about.to-LOC 
‘They talked for a long time near the scaffold.’ [WB-493-2.127] 
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(85) natʰai pʰɯi-pʰin-nai-ou razdʰani tren-zɯŋ 
 but come-back-NMLZ-LOC PN train-INST 
 pʰɯi-gɯn. 
 come-FUT 
‘But, when we will come back, (we) will come by Rajdhani train.’  
[WB-618-5.31] 
 
The expression mɯ́n-haŋ mɯ́n-haŋ and pʰɯi-pʰin, both containing Adverbial 
suffixes, are marked with the locative case marker -ou, in (84) and (85). How-
ever, the former does not allow the nominalizer -nai between the verb stem and 
the locative marker, whereas the latter requires it. Moreover, note that verb 
stems with -haŋ allow reduplication as in (84) above and (86) below, which 
verb stems with other Adverbial suffixes do not allow. 
 
(86) raŋrasi-ja gab-haŋ gab-haŋ za-jɯ. 
 PN-NOM cry-about.to cry-about.to happen-HAB 
‘Rangrasi was about to cry.’ [WB-168-2.184] 
 
A final non-verb-like behavior of verb stems with -haŋ is that they can be used 
as a predicate without any finite morphemes on them, as illustrated below. A 
necessary condition is that they need to be in reduplicated form. Structurally, 
the following clauses are pretty much like Adjectival/Nominal predicate claus-
es, which also do not require any of the verbal morphology. 
 
(87) orga-ja bihari laŋ-haŋ laŋ-haŋ 
 PN-NOM second.wife take.away-about.to take.away-about.to 
‘Orga is about to take a second wife.’ [WB-168-2.33] 
 
(88) tʰeubɯ tʰembairam-a tʰáŋ-haŋ pʰɯi-haŋ. 
 still PN-NOM go-about.to come-about.to 
‘Thembairam is still impatient (moving to and fro).’ [WB-76-2.112] 
 
Example (88) does not really have a reduplicated verb stem. Rather it consists 
of two related verbs (opposites or negated). These kinds of expressions of relat-
ed verbs with -haŋ on them expresses a sense of hesitation or indetermination. 
A similar expression is (89) below. The expression buŋ-haŋ ‘say-about to’ and 
its negated version buŋ-a-haŋ ‘say-not-about to’ expresses indetermination. 
 
(89) obla-sɯ buŋ-haŋ buŋ-a-haŋ buŋ-nɯ 
 then-FOC say-about.to say-not-about.to say-INF 
 nagir-ɯ sɯmbɯr-a. 
 want-HAB  PN-NOM 
‘Only then, Swmbwr was willing to say (it) hesitantly.’ [WB-493-2.156] 
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The negation in general follows all Adverbial suffixes including -haŋ, but in 
(89) the negative marker precedes -haŋ. Thus, the -haŋ expression in (89) is 
somehow idiomatic and fixed. 
Most of the above discussion highlights the non-verb-like use of the verb 
stems with -haŋ in various types of clauses. The following shows the ordinary 
verb-like use, like any other Adverbial suffix, of -haŋ. Example (90) illustrates 
verb stems with -haŋ in nominalized clauses, example (91) in infinitive clauses, 
and example (92) in chained clauses. 
(90) gari-ja kʰár-nɯ la-haŋ-nai som-ou-nɯ sanɯi 
vehicle run-INF take-about.to-NMLZ time-LOC-FOC two 
hoa hinzao-a zirai-pʰɯi-dɯŋ. 
man woman-NOM sit-come-RLS 
‘At the time when the vehicle was about to start, two man and woman 
came and sat.’ [WB-776-2.9] 
(91) sukʰu dukʰu-kʰou sán-haŋ-nɯ rɯŋ-haŋ-bai. 
happiness sadness-ACC think-about.to-INF know-about.to-PRF 
‘(S/he) is starting to learn to think about emotions.’ [WB-226-19.2] 
[Modified] 
(92) sni-san-sɯ-ni unou daumɯina-ja ese mɯzaŋ 
seven-day-around-GEN later mynah-NOM little good 
za-haŋ-nanɯi epʰa epʰa adar zá-nɯ hóm-nai-sɯi. 
happen-about.to-NF little RED food eat-INF start-NMLZ-CS 
‘About seven days later, starting to feel little better, the mynah started to 
eat some food.’ [WB-923-23-2.45] 
d) -pʰu ‘take a momentum’ (glossed as ‘take.momentum’)
This Adverbial suffix indicates that an event is just taking a momentum. This 
presupposes that the event is ongoing and the participants of the events are just 
starting to get ‘busy’ participating in the event. Consider the following exam-
ples. 
(93) obla hatʰa kʰúr-gɯn-ni ɯŋkʰam sóŋ-nɯ 
then wedding.type-FUT-GEN rice cook-INF 
lahar pʰahar kʰalam-pʰu-dɯŋ. 
arrangement RED do-take.momentum-RLS 
‘Then, (they) were starting to get busy preparing to cook rice for the 
wedding (a special type).’ [WB-504-2.75] 
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(94) be  som-ao mulug daoha za-pʰu-tʰar-dɯŋ. 
this time-LOC world war happen-take.momentum-really-RLS 
‘At that time, world war really started to take a momentum.’ 
[WB-192-9.23] [modified] 
Example (93) describes a situation when people were getting busy cooking food 
as a part of the preparation for the wedding. Example (94) describes a point of 
time when the world war took a momentum.  
The following examples illustrate use of verb stems with -pʰu in non-
matrix clauses. Example (95) shows their use in nominalized clauses, and ex-
ample (96) in non-final clauses. No instance of verb stems containing -pʰu being 
used in infinitive clause is found, but we believe it is just a gap. 
(95) zɯ́ŋ-pʰu-nai ór-ni sá-jao gar-sɯm-bai. 
burn-take.momentum-NMLZ fire-GEN on-LOC put-submerge-PRF 
‘(He) put (him) on fire that was burning up.’ [WB-739-5.6] 
(96) pʰagladia ser-ni kʰasi bibar-a 
PN bank-GEN plant.type flower-NOM 
bar-pʰu-nanɯi siri-bai. 
bloom-take.momentum-NF fall-PRF 
‘Khasi flowers at the Pagladia river bank bloomed a lot and then fell.’ 
[WB-256-29.1] 
In example (95) the verb stem zɯ́ŋ-pʰu with the nominalizer -nai modifies the 
noun ór ‘fire’ describing that the fire was just burning up. Example (96) de-
scribes the flower on a river bank, which bloom up and then fall. 
e) -baŋ ‘much’ (glossed as ‘much’)
This Adverbial suffix indicates that an event is taking place with greater fre-
quency. This adverbial suffix is restricted to negative sentences. Thus, the 
utterances actually mean that something does not take place much or frequently. 
(97) bi-sɯr akʰolkʰantʰi mani-nanɯi kʰamani mao-nai-ni 
3SG-PL manners obey-NF work do.work-NMLZ-GEN 
huda-kʰou nu-baŋ-a. 
habit-ACC see-much-NEG 
‘(We) do not see their habits of working following good manners much.’ 
[WB-648-2.49] 
(98) lɯmza-nai mansi-ja gɯlɯmdɯi ɯŋkʰar-baŋ-a. 
fever-NMLZ person-NOM sweat get.out-much-NEG 
‘People with fever do not sweat much.’ [WB-371-6.52] 
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Verb stem with -baŋ are also restricted in non-matrix clauses. Subordinate 
clauses that do not allow a negation cannot have -baŋ on their verb stem. Thus, 
we do not find verb stems with -baŋ in nominalized clauses with -nai, infinitive 
clauses, and chained clauses. We find -baŋ in non-matrix clauses that allow 
negation of the subordinate clause, as shown below. 
(99) nɯŋ pʰɯi-baŋ-ɯi-kʰai ai-ja som-som 
2SG come-much-NEG-because mother-NOM time-RED 
gab-bai tʰa-jɯ. 
cry-PROG AUX-HAB 
‘Because you do not come here often, mother keeps crying from time to 
time.’ [WB-839-72.3] 
(100) natʰai kʰɯma-ja bara kʰɯna-baŋ-ɯi-lai 
since ear-NOM much hear-much-NEG-because 
ɯrɯi-nɯ kʰɯna-dɯŋ  sán-na sikʰar-akʰɯi-sɯi. 
casual-ADVZ hear-RLS think-NF get.up-NEG.PRF-CS 
‘Since (I) do not hear well, (and) thinking that I misheard, I did not get 
up.’ [WB-494-2.38] 
Reason adverbial clauses, marked with subordinator -kʰai in (99) and -lai in 
(100), allow negation with -ɯi, and thus -baŋ can be used in such clauses. 
f) -tʰar ‘really’ (glossed as ‘really’)
Unlike many other Adverbial suffixes, -tʰar is used on verbal as well as non-
verbal predicates. -tʰar expresses a certain state of speaker’s mind. It indicates 
that a speaker has a firm belief on the truth condition of his/her statement. The 
following examples illustrate -tʰar on Adjectival predicate clauses.  
(101) bɯtʰɯr-a zɯbɯr gusu-tʰar. 
weather-NOM lot cold-really 
‘The weather is really very cold’ [WB-743-2.46] 
(102) gɯbaŋ-tʰar nama? 
lot-really Q
‘Is it really a lot?’ [WB-211-143.3] 
(103) . . . boibɯ soman mɯntʰai mɯ́n-nai-a gɯnaŋ-tʰar. 
. . . all equal right get-NMLZ-NOM necessary-really 
‘. . . That everyone gets equal right is really necessary.’ [WB-452-6.7] 
In (101), the speaker expresses his firm believe that the state that the weather is 
very cold is true to his knowledge. Similarly, in (102) the speaker questions 
whether the addressee has a firm believe on the state that the addressee is very 
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ill. Example (103) expresses a firm belief on the necessity of equal right. The 
following examples illustrate -tʰar on Nominal predicate clause. 
 
(104) gɯdɯ be bɯrsi ser ser boro 
 past this PN bank RED PN 
 gami-lo-tʰar-mɯn. 
 village-only-really-PAST 
‘In the past, (those) were really all Boro villages on the bank of the Bwrsi 
river.’ [WB-112-2.82] 
 
(105) aŋ kʰibroma-tʰar na? 
 1SG duŋ.beetle-really Q 
‘Am I really a dung beetle?’ [WB-816-2.94] 
 
In (104) the speaker is trying to convince his listeners of a past state by express-
ing his firm belief that that past state (there were all Bodo villages) was true to 
his knowledge. Example (105) questions how strongly the addressee believes 
the fact that ‘he is a dung beetle’? The following example illustrates -tʰar in 
existential clause. 
 
(106) san-a gɯi-tʰar-lja. 
 sun-NOM not.exist-really-not.anymore 
‘The sun is not there at all anymore.’ [WB-112-2.110] 
 
In verbal predicate clauses -tʰar indicates the speaker’s strong belief on whether 
an event does or does not happen, did or did not take place, or should or should 
not take place. Consider the following examples. 
 
(107) be baigor mɯider-kʰou saza 
 this disobedient elephant-ACC punishment 
 hɯ-tʰar-naŋ-gɯn. 
 give-really-need-FUT 
‘(We) will have to really punish this disobedient elephant.’ [WB-666-3.2] 
 
(108) aŋ kʰár-baibai-nɯ tʰin-tʰar-dɯŋ-mɯn. 
 1SG run-similar-INF ask-really-RLS-PAST 
‘I did ask him to run or do something like that.’ [WB-242.5.31] 
 
(109) ɯzɯŋhai pulis-pʰɯr-a-bɯ lama-sim 
 this.way police-PL-NOM-also road-till  
 sopʰɯi-tʰar-bai. 
 reach-really-PRF 
‘On the other hand, the police also have really arrived on the gate.’  
[WB-242-5.29] 
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Example (107) indicates that the speaker believes that there is a real necessity to 
punish the elephant, that the punishment should take place. Example (108) is 
used to convey that the event of requesting to run did take place. Example (109) 
conveys that the police’s arrival is real enough (implying that now they should 
run), although the police have not arrived in reality in that context. All of them 
express the sense that the speaker has a firm believe that the event must take 
place (in 107), or did take place (in 108 and 109). 
The following examples illustrate use of verb stems with -tʰar in non-
matrix clauses. Example (110) illustrates use of -tʰar in nominalized clauses, 
example (111) in infinitive clause, and example (112) in chained clauses. 
(110) zɯb-tʰar-nai-ou mɯider-a tʰɯi-nɯ gɯnaŋ 
end-really-NMLZ-LOC elephant-NOM die-INF necessary 
za-dɯŋ-mɯn. 
happen-RLS-PAST 
‘At the very end, the elephant had to die.’ 
(lit. When it was really coming to an end, . . .) [WB-666-3.32] 
(111) mugol santʰri-pʰɯr-a natʰai mewar-kʰou dokʰol 
PN soldier-PL-NOM but PN-ACC occupy 
kʰalam-tʰar-nɯ há-jakʰɯi-mɯn. 
do-really-INF can-NEG.PRF-PAST 
‘But, the Mugol soldiers could not really occupy Mewar.’ [WB-715-1.20] 
(112) no-sim tʰáŋ-tʰar-nanɯi dodore-mɯn-ni no-ao 
house-till go-really-NF PN-PL-GEN house-LOC 
kʰobor  la-hɯi-nai-ja-nɯ ham-gɯn sán-nanɯi 
news take-DIST-NMLZ-NOM-FOC be.good-FUT think-NF 
agan sur-ɯ. 
set.out-HAB 
‘Thinking that it will be better to really go to Dodore’s house and see how 
she is doing at home, (he) sets out.’ [WB-116-2.197] 
g) -mar ‘for real’ (gloss ‘for.real’)
This Adverbial suffix also occurs on both non-verbal and verbal predicate 
clauses. It also expresses a state of speaker’s mind. It indicates that the speaker 
used to have an assumption which is opposite of or different from the one ex-
pressed by the -mar marked utterance. Thus, utterances containing -mar 
expresses a corrected assumption or belief. 
The following demonstrates use of -mar in non-verbal clauses. In (113) 
‑mar occurs with an adjective onsuli ‘affectionate’ and indicates the speaker 
now believes his sister-in-law to be affectionate. Example (113) has an implica-
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ture that the speaker did not believe his sister-in-law to be affectionate. In (114) 
-mar occurs with a nominal predicate baŋgal ‘Banladeshi’ and expresses the 
idea that now the speaker believes or it is clear in general that the thief was in-
deed a Bangladeshi. In (115) -mar is used with a negative existential copula and 
expresses a question regarding how strongly does the addressee believe the state 
that ‘there is no new year festival’, which is against the prior believe that ‘there 
is a new year festival’. 
 
(113) tʰarɯinɯ bazɯi-ja onsuli-mar. 
 truly sister.in.law-NOM loving-for.real 
‘(My) sister-in-law is truly affectionate.’ [WB-456-2.63] 
 
(114) sikʰao-a bidibla baŋgal-mar. 
 thief-NOM then Bangladeshi-for.real 
‘Then, the thief is really a Bangladeshi.’ [WB-176-2.65] 
 
(115) gɯi-mar-lia hɯmbla  
 not.exist-for.real-any.more then  
 boro-ni-ao  bɯisagu-a? 
 Bodo-GEN-LOC PN-NOM 
‘Then, the Bodo people do not really have Bwisagw festival anymore?’  
[WB-48-3.13] 
 
The following illustrates use of -mar in verbal clauses. Example (116) implies 
that the speaker was dubious about the prediction of the fortune teller, but now 
he is convinced that he was wrong and the fortune teller did predict right. Simi-
larly (117) implies that the speaker had a belief that physically disadvantaged 
people also lack ideas, but his addressee proves him wrong. 
 
(116) gonok tʰakur-a sɯitʰɯ-kʰou-nɯ 
 fortune.teller PN-NOM truth-ACC-FOC  
 buŋ-mar-dɯŋ. 
 say-for.real-RLS 
‘Fortune teller Thakur actually told the truth.’ [WB-55-5.14] 
 
(117) sala rɯŋ-mar-tʰar-gou-lɯi nɯŋ-ɯ 
 cursing know-for.real-really-AFF-INFOR 2SG-NOM 
 kʰoŋga-bla-bɯ. 
 handicapped-if-also 
‘Sala, even if you are physically disadvantaged, you really know stuff.’ 
[WB-211-296.2] 
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The following examples illustrate the use of -mar in non-matrix clauses. Exam-
ple (118) illustrates use of -mar in nominalized clauses, example (119) in 
infinitive clause, and example (120) in chained clauses. 
(118) bi-sɯr zoipur-ou-nɯ tʰáŋ-mar-nai za-si-gɯn. 
3-PL PN-LOC-FOC go-for.real-NMLZ happen-about.to-FUT 
‘They are going to go to Zoipur for real.’ [WB-618-24.18] 
(119) aŋ-kʰou be gami-ni pʰrai danɯ 
1SG-ACC this village-GEN from instantly 
hɯkʰar-hor-mar-nɯ sán-bai. 
send.away-DIST-for.real-INF think-PRF 
‘(They) thought about throwing me out of the village for real.’ 
[WB-327-3.74] 
(120) aŋ sopʰɯi-mar-na sombaidi mɯ́n-laŋ-ba-tʰo ham-gou. 
1SG reach-for.real-NF timely get-away-if-FOC be.good-AFF 
‘If I arrive for real and get (the good) on time, (that) would be good.’ 
[WB-774-2.37] 
h) -hab ‘be deeply involved’ (glossed as ‘immerse’)
This suffix indicates that the agent/experiencer is intensely involved in an event, 
such that s/he finds himself/herself lost in the event momentarily. It is used to 
describe a limited number of events, such as ‘looking’, ‘paying attention’, 
‘sleeping’, ‘exhaustion’, ‘crying’, ‘getting lost’, etc. Consider the following 
example.  
(121) pʰuŋ-ni saha kap-kʰou akʰai-ou la-nanɯi 
morning-GEN tea cup-ACC hand-LOC take-NF 
radab bilai-ou gɯsɯ hɯ-hab-dɯŋ-mɯn aŋ. 
news paper-LOC mind give-immerse-RLS-PAST 1SG 
‘Taking the morning tea in my hand, I paid attention to the newspaper.’ 
[WB-401-3.2] 
(122) raga zɯ́ŋ-na kʰaolai-ja gɯza za-hab-dɯŋ. 
anger light-NF cheek-NOM red happen-immerse-RLS 
‘The cheeks became intensely red in anger.’ [WB-201-2.78] 
The Adverbial suffix -hab describes the action of paying attention intensely in 
(121) and change of color to higher intensity in (122). It describes a sound sleep 
in (123) and engaging in work intensely in (124) below. 
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(123) bi dania aŋ-ni zanzi-ou gɯdɯ-gɯdɯ 
 3SG now 1SG-GEN lap-LOC SS-RED 
 undu-hab-dɯŋ. 
 sleep-immerse-RLS 
‘He is now sleeping fast on my lap.’ [WB-784-2.59] 
 
(124) bi-jɯ kʰamani-ou naŋ-hab-bai. 
 3SG-NOM work-LOC engage-immerse-PRF 
‘He engaged himself intensely in the work.’ [WB-784-2.65] 
 
Use of verb stems containing -hab in non-matrix clauses is shown below. Ex-
ample (125) illustrates use of verb stems with -hab in nominalized clauses, 
example (126) in infinitive clause, and example (127) in chained clause. 
 
(125) saon-ni okʰapʰɯr zó-hab-nai hor. 
 PN-GEN moon sit-immerse-NMLZ night 
‘(That was) a night in the month of Saon in which the moon sits tight (and 
thus appear late in the sky).’ [WB-168-2.67] 
 
(126) bima-ja hemlet-ni mohor nu-nanɯi 
 mother-NOM PN-GEN appearance see-NF 
 sán-hab-nɯ hóm-bai. 
 think-immerse-INF catch-PRF 
‘Seeing Hamlet’s appearance, the mother started to think deeply.’  
[WB-751-2.26] 
 
(127) maba-mabi sán-hab-nanɯi harsiŋ-nɯ 
 something-RED think-immerse-NF alone-ADVZ 
 sitʰla-ou beseba gɯbao zó-na tʰa-bai. 
 yard-LOC how.long late sit-NF stay-PRF 
‘Thinking deeply about things, he kept sitting on the yard for a long time.’ 
[WB-504-2.134] 
i) -pʰam ‘do something to improve it’ (glossed as ‘improve’) 
In general -pʰam adds a sense of doing something to improve or get good or 
better result. A sense of repetition is often found in sentences with -pʰam. How-
ever, this does not seem to be a part of the semantics of -pʰam. It is probably 
due to the fact that when we make improvements, we do so over our past per-
formances, which entails a multiple repetition of the same event. Consider the 
following examples that show the sense of repetition is not always there. 
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(128) baizɯ-ou hapʰaŋ-ni rao-kʰou kʰɯna-bao-nanɯi 
outside-LOC PN-GEN voice-ACC hear-more-NF 
sɯ́ŋ-pʰam-hor-nai-sɯi, ‘san zou-bai nama 
ask-improve-DIST-NMLZ-CS sun grow-PRFQ 
hapʰaŋ?’ 
PN
‘Hearing more of Haphang’s voice outside, (he) asked to confirm, ‘Is the 
sun up, Haphang?’’ [WB-280-6.3] 
(129) be-ou  hisri gɯba sɯm-nanɯi seb-nanɯi 
that-LOC clothe thin dip-NF squeeze-NF 
hu-pʰam-naŋ-gou. 
rub-improve-need-AFF 
‘Dipping a thin cloth there, squeezing it, (you) should rub (him) to make 
(him) better.’ [WB-289-58.4] 
In example (128), the speaker wakes up in the morning and is not sure if it is 
already morning. He asks his friend Haphang to confirm that the sun was al-
ready up. In (129) the speaker is rubbing an ill person with wet cloth to make 
him feel better. 
The following examples illustrate use of verb stems with -pʰam in non-
matrix clauses. Example (130) illustrates -pʰam in a nominalized clause, exam-
ple (131) in infinitive clause, and (132) in chained clause. 
(130) be apʰad-ou roŋia zila boro tʰunlai 
this meeting-LOC PN district Boro literature 
apʰad-ni da-pʰam-nai  sɯmɯndɯi 
committee-GEN form-improve- NMLZ about 
guar-ɯi saorai-nai za-jɯ. 
wide-ADVZ discuss-NMLZ happen-AFF 
‘In this meeting, a detailed discussion about Rongia District Bodo 
Literature Committee’s reconstitution takes place to make it more active.’ 
[WB-673-2.29] 
In (130) -pʰam adds a sense of reconstitution of a committee to improve it. The 
nominalized clause is a dependent of the relator noun sɯmɯndɯi ‘about’. 
(131) be-pʰɯr-kʰou nai-bizir-a subuŋ-a gao-ni 
this-PL-ACC look-analyze-NEG people-NOM own-GEN 
hari-kʰou  da-pʰam-nɯ naza-jɯ. 
community-ACC form-improve-INF try-HAB 
‘People try to reform their community without inspecting these.’ 
[WB-744-2.11] 
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In (131) -pʰam creates a sense of ‘reform’ (forming something better), and the 
infinitive -nɯ marked clause functions as a complement of the main verb naza 
‘try’.  
 
(132) solo-pʰɯr-kʰou nai-pʰam-nanɯi . . .. gɯrɯntʰi-kʰou 
 story-PL-ACC look-improve-NF mistake-ACC 
 asi tʰu-na dintʰi-nai-ni tʰakʰai . . . doctor 
 finger point-NF show-NMLZ-GEN reason . . . doctor 
 anil boro sar-ni-sim . . . aŋ sabaikʰor 
 PN PN sir-GEN-to . . . 1SG gratitude 
 báo-hor-bai. 
 offer-DIST-PRF 
‘I offer my gratitude to Sir Dr. Anil Boro for reviewing the stories and 
pointing out the flaws.’ [WB-492-2.5] 
 
In (132) -pʰam creates a sense of ‘review’ (reading a piece of writing and im-
proving it), and the event of nai-pʰam ‘look-improve’ is chained to the event of 
‘showing the flaws’ indicated by the marking -nanɯi on nai-pʰam ‘see-
improve’.  
5 A brief comparison of Garo and Bodo Adverbial 
suffixes 
Both Garo and Bodo have scores of Adverbial suffixes and they are a distinctive 
feature of these languages. As a category Adverbial suffixes in Garo and Bodo 
are very similar. Adverbial suffixes are (i) stem formatives, (ii) optional, (iii) 
come between the verb base and the inflectional suffixes in both languages. 
Some of the Adverbial suffixes are highly productive, others are less produc-
tive, and highly productive ones have more abstract meaning, less productive 
ones do not. They also have very similar semantic space. Bodo has semantically 
equivalent counterparts of most of the Adverbial affixes in Garo. The following 
table gives a glimpse of how similar Garo and Bodo Adverbial suffixes are in 
terms of the functions they carry out. 
TABLE 13 – Adverbial suffixes with similar functions in Garo (Burling 2004) 
and Bodo 
Garo Adverbial suffixes Bodo Adverbial suffixes 
-ang ‘away, distal motion’ -laŋ ‘away, distal motion’ 
-a-ri ‘for no special reason’ -baibai ‘casually, for no special 
reason’ 
-ba ‘proximal motion’ -bɯ ‘proximal motion’ 
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Garo Adverbial suffixes Bodo Adverbial suffixes 
-pil ‘return, reversed’ -pʰin ‘again, back’ 
-be/-bi ‘very, a lot’ -tʰar ‘really’ 
-kal ‘more than, comparative’ -sin ‘more than, comparative’ 
-tok ‘all, everything’ -zɯb ‘all, everything, exhaustive’ 
-grik ‘mutually, each other’ -lai ‘reciprocal’ 
-cheng ‘first, before doing anything 
else’ 
-grɯ ‘first, before doing anything 
else’ 
-bat ‘more than, exceed, go across’ -drai ‘more than necessary’ 
-bru ‘falsely, pretending’ -pʰla ‘falsely, pretending’ 
-chrit ‘in slices, into long pieces’ -kʰao ‘into long pieces’ 
-pru ‘through, cut through’ -pʰru ‘cut/stab/stamp and make burst 
-chap ‘together’ -pʰa ‘together, along with’ 
 
The meaning of Garo and Bodo Adverbial suffixes are probably not identical, 
but the ones given above are similar enough to translate Adverbial suffixes in 
one language with the ones from the other language in many contexts. As one 
may notice that some of the Adverbial suffixes are not just similar in function, 
but also in form. Judging from the fact that the meanings are so close, we find it 
highly unlikely that the similarity in form is accidental. They may be historical-
ly related. The suspected cognates are presented in the table below. 
TABLE 14 – Suspected cognate Adverbial suffixes in Garo and Bodo 
Garo Bodo 
-aŋ ‘motion away from deictic 
center’ 
-laŋ ‘motion away from deictic 
center’ 
-ba ‘motion towards the deictic 
center’ 
-bɯ ‘motion towards the deictic 
center’ 
-pil ‘return, reverse’ -pʰin ‘again, back’ 
-pru ‘through, cut through’ -pʰru ‘cut/hit something burst’ 
 
Another point of similarity between the two languages is that some of the Ad-
verbial suffixes have origin in lexical verbs. We have discussed serial verbs 
above. In Garo, the verbs dil ‘lead, guide’ and pil ‘return’, for instance, can be 
used as Adverbial suffixes (Burling 2004:140). One possible difference between 
the two languages may be in the ordering of the Adverbial suffixes. According 
to Burling (2004:139), unlike word order, where there is word order variation, 
the order of the adverbial affixes is almost completely fixed. In Bodo, on the 
other hand, we have seen that the most common Adverbial suffixes can be used 
in different orders relative to each other without changing the meaning much. 
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6 Summary 
In this paper we have presented a description of the Adverbial suffixes in Bodo. 
Adverbial suffixes are a distinctive feature of the Bodo verb morphology. They 
form new verb stems and add very specific semantic/pragmatic contents to the 
verbal meaning. They are very large in number and a verb stem may have be-
tween one and three of them. Some of them are highly productive, while others 
are less productive. The more productive ones have very abstract and schematic 
meaning, while the less productive ones have more specific and concrete mean-
ing. The more productive ones generally come near the end of the word, while 
the less productive ones come close to the verb root. Among the notable phono-
logical properties of the Adverbial suffix is that several of them have initial 
consonant clusters, a consonant plus a liquid (/l/ or /r/), which we do not find in 
any other morphology. Among the notable morphological properties of the Ad-
verbial suffixes is that more than one of them may occur in a verb stem and 
sometimes the order between the Adverbial suffixes may vary. Sometimes one 
of the two orders between a pair of Adverbial suffix is preferred, but sometime 
both orders may be equally found. Among the notable syntactic characteristics 
is their use in various clause types. Most of them are limited to verbal clauses; 
just a few are used both in non-verbal and verbal clauses. Most of them can 
occur in both affirmative and negative sentences. One particular suffix, -baŋ 
‘frequently’, is limited to negative clauses. Most of them do not change the 
class of the verb stem. However, -haŋ ‘about to’ allows use of the verb stem that 
is atypical of verb stems, but is rather typical of nominal or adjectival constitu-
ents. We have also discussed the possible sources of the Adverbial suffixes. 
Lexical verbs and sound symbolic words are the two main known sources. 
There is however a large number of Adverbial suffixes, approximately one 
third, whose origin is unknown. After discussing the various properties of the 
Adverbial suffixes, we have provided a detailed description of twelve individual 
Adverbial suffixes. All of them, except the last one, are commonly used in daily 
speech. We mainly highlight their semantics and their use in different clause 
types. Finally, we provided a brief comparison of Adverbial morphemes in Garo 
and Bodo. What is notable here is that the semantic space of the two categories 
is very similar. A few of them might even be shared between the two languages. 
 
Abbreviations 
1 First person JUS Jussive 
2 Second person LOC Locative 
3 Third person NEG Negative 
ACC Accusative case NF Non-final clause marker 
ADVZ Adverbializer NMLZ Nominalizer 
AFF Affirmative NOM Nominative case 
CL Classifier PAST Past tense 
COM Comitative PL Plural 
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CS Change of state PN Personal name (person, place) 
DIS Disjunctive POSS Possessive marker 
DIST Distal PROX Proximal 
DUB Dubitative PRF Perfect 
EXCL Exclamatory PURP Purpose clause marker 
FOC Focus marker of various types Q Question marker 
FUT Future tense RECP Reciprocal 
GEN Genitive case RED Reduplicated 
HAB Habitual REL Relativizer 
HON Honorific RLS Realis 
IMM Immediative SG Singular 
IMP Imperative marker of various 
types 
SS Sound symbolic 
INF Infinitive 
INFOR Informal 
INST Instrumental 
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Persons and grammar in Meyor1 
FRANÇOIS JACQUESSON 
CNRS-Lacito 
 will try to describe some features of persons, tense and aspect, and the 
grammar of ‘reported speech’ in Meyor, the language of a small group living 
in easternmost Arunachal Pradesh, India. I will conclude with some thoughts 
about languages being counter-intuitive and about grandfathers being innova-
tive. 
1 Introduction 
There are about 400 persons speaking three varieties of Meyor on the Indian 
side of the border, in Anjo (Anjaw) District, Eastern Arunachal Pradesh.2 The 
Meyor people live mostly in nine villages between the border with China and 
the township of Walong. They are found in Musai (15 houses3), Tinai (13 hous-
es), Walong-village (12 houses), Dong (10 houses), Kaho (9 houses), Khroti (5 
houses), Tilam (5 houses), Kundun (4 houses), and Mulam Kembring (4 hous-
es). These people do not all have the same history; they belong to five groups, 
called Khordjap-pu, Litsi-pu, Netan-pu, Phitsi-pu and Sunggu-pu. Netan and 
Sunggu are the names of two Meyor villages on the Chinese side, and the line-
ages of Netan-pu and Sunggu-pu come from these two places. Communication 
between these communities stopped after 1962. The three other groups appar-
1 This paper is the result of a new investigation among the Meyor people living in Tezu, 
in February 2015. I thank my old and dear friend Dr Chhinjo Meyor for having orga-
nized my stay there and numerous fruitful contacts, and Ajit Meyor (the son of Chhinjo’s 
elder sister Rosalia), born c. 1980, for his courage and acumen during our long work 
sessions. The trip was funded by my Research Unit, LACITO (French CNRS, 
UMR7107) associated with the Sorbonne Nouvelle University at Paris. 
2 The Meyor language was first mentioned in my 1996 paper. I added some information 
in Jacquesson 2001. Vocabulary and some grammatical information, from the Indian 
side, later appeared in Landi 2005. 
3 Approximately. Total would be between 70 and 80 houses. A newly married couple 
shifts to its own house after one year. A few houses accommodate more than 6–7 people; 
a few only one person. 
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ently are not from specific places, or may have been living in their present loca-
tion for a longer period. The last well-known batch of people coming from the 
Chinese side is the family of Tsering Tunduk Zakhring, whom, his people say,4 
British officials convinced in the 1940s to move to this side. The varieties of 
speech that I know of are Kaho (the last village before the border), Walong, and 
the Netan-pu variety, reputed for its ‘tunes’, maybe the only one to have tones.5 
The three dialects are more or less mutually comprehensible, but have differ-
ences in prosody, lexicon, and grammar. Some Meyor people (actually Meye or 
M’ye, because the name Meyor seems to result from a British adaptation) also 
live in China. The language has many characteristics in common with Miju, the 
easternmost group of the so-called Mishmi. The examples given here are in 
Kaho dialect, all from Ajit Meyor, in his thirties, living in Kaho village and at 
Tezu. 
The verb in Meyor consists of a verb root, sometimes with a pre-verb, and 
a number of suffixes that express both person and tense/aspect. Negation occurs 
before the verb root. The verb phrase is at the end of the sentence. Definite pa-
tients (O) are marked with -vik; agents (A) with -kui if necessary; word order in 
such cases is AOV. In glosses, I will use 1SG, 2SG, 3SG, 1PL, 2PL, 3PL for the six 
traditional persons. The apostrophe denotes a super short vowel: 
(1) mik khǝr-m 
sun rise-PST.3SG 
‘The sun is rising.’ 
(2) u m’-tai-mu 
3SG NEG-hear-HAB.3SG 
‘He does not hear.’ 
(3) ko i-vik thir-miŋ 
1SG 2SG-O call-PST.1SG 
‘I am calling you.’ 
(4)  (ko) phu m’-tsǝt-kiŋ 
(1SG) ‘phu’ NEG-blow-PST.NEG.1SG 
‘I am not blowing (on something).’ 
4 Chhinjo Meyor is one grand-daughter, through her mother Pema Lamu, of Ts. T. 
Zakhring. 
5 Partition between groups whose speech has tones and groups who do not have seems 
not an uncommon phenomenon in Arunachal. As far as I know, this happens in the west 
(close to Bhutan) among Sherdukpens where only three small villages still have tones, 
among Miju where only some remote villages ‘have tunes’, and among Meyor where 
tones are the privilege of the Netan-pu. We think of the influence of Hindi, indeed very 
considerable in Arunachal, but it may not be the sole reason. 
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In the last example, with pre-verb, the positive form would be phu tsǝt-miŋ ‘(I) 
make phu, I blow’ with the PST.1SG -miŋ ending as in (3). Negation triggers 
another ending, here labelled PST.NEG.1SG. Since -miŋ and -kiŋ can be used only 
in 1SG, the use of ko in the beginning of such sentence may indicate focus, or 
stress. 
2 Two kinds of ‘you’ 
Personal pronouns in Meyor do not indicate gender. They are: 
TABLE 1 – Personal pronouns 
1 2 3 
singular ko no / i u 
plural ki ni vi 
The subject pronoun for ‘you’ is no, and the plural form ‘you.pl’ is ni, parallel 
to ko and ki, also to u and vi.6 Instead of no, a form i- is used with a suffix; ex-
ceptions will be examined. It occurs with postpositions like -tshi ‘both’ and phai 
‘with’: 
(5) i-tshi 
2SG-both 
‘you both’ 
(6) ko kar-li i-pha khuk-aŋ 
I car-in you-with come-Ps.1SG 
‘I came with you in a car.’ 
And with -yak indicating determination or ‘possession’: 
TABLE 2 – Possessives 
subj. my house 
1SG ko ko-yak nam 
2SG no i-yak nam 
3SG u u-yak nam 
1PL ki ki-yak nam 
2PL ni ni-yak nam 
3PL vi vi-yak nam 
6 The sound here written ‘v’ is a bilabial /β/. 
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Most importantly, it occurs with vik that marks the definite patient or object: 
(7) ko i-vik suk-miŋ 
1SG 2SG-O see-PST.1SG 
‘I see you.’ 
(8) no ko-vik suk-i (wo) 
2SG 1SG-O see-PST.2SG 
‘You see me.’ 
1SG ko has one form only, be it independent or affixing (here: agent or patient), 
while 2SG is no when independent or subject and i- when suffixing -vik. We 
could say that no is the direct form, i the oblique form.  
Regarding 2SG/PL persons, verb paradigms can be classified in 3 groups: 
the ‘e forms’, the ‘i forms’, the ‘tsi forms’. The ‘e forms’ serve for noun predi-
cates like ‘You are a Meyor’, no Meyor e, or ‘you are tall’ etc. In fact, me in 
3SG is dispensable. Suffix ku marks plural in 3PL predicates: 
TABLE 3 – Predicate nominal conjugation 
be tall 
1SG ko khreŋ kiŋ 
2SG no khreŋ e 
3SG u khreŋ (me) 
1PL ki khreŋ ke 
2PL ni khreŋ neŋ 
3PL vi khreŋ ku 
The ‘i forms’ and ‘tsi forms’ occur with verb roots. These i or tsi are often fol-
lowed by a suffix. In the third column in Table 4, the 2nd person suffix is 2SG i 
or 2PL i neŋ. In the following columns, i is followed by a suffix, mu or khuk. In 
the ‘you like stories’ example, no tampi go-i-mu, i comes before mu or map. 
These i or tsi only occur with 2nd persons: 
TABLE 4 – Examples of i forms in 2nd person
eat rice like stories will go to Walong 
1SG ko tso miŋ go maŋ ti khuk kiŋ 
2SG no tso i go i mu ti i khuk 
3SG u tso m go mu ti khuk 
1PL ki tso me go map ti khuk ke 
2PL ni tso i neŋ go i map ti i khuk neŋ 
3PL vi tso m ku go mu ku ti khuk ku 
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TABLE 5 – Examples of tsi forms in 2nd person 
  be ill have seen have forgotten 
1SG ko ndǝm aŋ ŋoŋ aŋ tsak ki ŋ 
2SG no ndǝm tsik ŋoŋ tsik tsak tsi ki 
3SG u ndǝm e ŋoŋ ik tsak ki 
1PL ki ndǝm eke ŋoŋ eke tsak ki yap 
2PL ni ndǝm tsik neŋ ŋoŋ tsik neŋ tsak tsi ki yap 
3PL vi ndǝm e ku ŋoŋ ik ku tsak ki ku 
 
In no Waloŋ ti-i-khuk ‘you will go to Walong’, the verb ‘to go’ is ti-, but the 
final suffix is actually the verb meaning ‘to come’, khuk-, the regular auxiliary 
verb for future. Among the various suffixes that express person+tense/aspect, 
only 2SG -i comes before the auxiliary, while others, -kiŋ, -ke, -neŋ and ku all 
come after. If we consider the tsi forms, no tsak-tsi-ki ‘you have forgotten’ of-
fers the same conclusion: only 2nd person tsi comes before the ki auxiliary ‘to 
do’, and other suffixes come after. In the other two examples no ndǝm-tsik ‘you 
are ill’ and no ŋoŋ-tsik, ‘you have seen’ (the common past tense), the paradigms 
only differ in one important detail: active verbs have -ik where stative verbs 
have -e. 
Verbs khuk- and ki- can be employed with their full meaning, for instance 
in sentences like: 
 
(9) (u) khuk-e 
 (3SG) come-Ps.3SG 
‘He has come.’ 
 
(10) u sek ki-m 
 3SG what do-PST.3SG 
‘What is she doing?’ 
 
Instead of considering the 2nd person, if we start our perusal from the 3rd person, 
we can formalize our remarks in the following table: 
TABLE 6 – Conjugation patterns 
if 3SG ends in then 2SG has example  
zero -e you are tall no khreŋ e 
-m -i you eat rice no andek tso-i 
-mu -i-mu you like stories no tampi go-i-mu 
-khuk -i-khuk you will go no ti-i-khuk 
-e -tsik you are ill no ndǝm-tsik 
-ik -tsik you have seen no ŋoŋ-tsik 
-ki -tsi-ki you have forgotten no tsak-tsi-ki 
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There are other possible endings in 3SG, for instance -lek, but these above will 
suffice to describe the main lines. The 3SG -m form probably is the most com-
mon one; it means that the action is being done now or that the subject is now 
beginning doing it; it is also a narrative present. The 3SG -mu form indicates 
usual or habitual action, for instance ‘you like apples’. The 3SG -khuk form is a 
future, not an urgent one. The 3SG -e form is a stative result, ‘you are now being 
ill’. The 3SG -ik form is a past tense for active verbs. Finally the 3SG -ki form is 
a recent past, ‘you have (just) forgotten’. 
Such a table, were it still more detailed, would not solve all problems, es-
pecially when persons are involved. Even within the scope of these Tables, we 
shall remark that 2SG -i form is found as a last or last but one element in ‘i 
forms’ of verbs. It comes last in sentences like no andek tso-i ‘you are eating 
food (rice)’, and last but one in no andek tso-i-khuk ‘you will eat food’. 
A last point is to be mentioned here about i- meaning ‘you’. When you ad-
dress a number of people one after the other, supposing you give them 
indications or orders, you will tell i-vik ‘you’ to the first one, but no-vik to the 
next ones. 
3 Aspects 
One difference between ko tampi tsǝr-miŋ and ko tampi tsǝr-maŋ ‘I am telling 
story’7 is that with tsǝr-miŋ the speaker is actually now telling one, while tsǝr-
maŋ is simply mentioning a habit; tampi tsǝr-maŋ could also be translated as ‘I 
have/had been telling many stories’. One would use tsǝr-aŋ to say ‘I was telling 
stories’ (in some more or less remote past), and tsǝr-kiŋ to say ‘I was just telling 
a story’ (e.g. when you came in): 
(11) ko raptse simu-vik vale tampi tsǝr-maŋ 
1SG own daughter-O much story tell-HAB.1SG 
‘I have been telling many stories to my daughters.’ 
Yet, if it is a matter of custom or habit, and not a repeated action, we fall back 
to -miŋ type. To inquire whether French people eat fish, the question is:  
(12) Frans-lik, kǝntshi tham-i.neŋ wo? 
France-LOC fish eat8-PST.2PL INT 
‘In France, do you.PL eat fish?’ 
Interrogative final wo is used only when necessary for clarity or stress. 
7 This translation is ‘baby English’, in order not to decide which stories are told and how 
or when. 
8 Verb tham- is used only for meat and fish; otherwise, the general verb is tso-. 
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The aspectual contrasts are different with a verb like ŋi- ‘sleep, get asleep’: 
u ŋi-m is ‘he is going to sleep’ (Table 4), u ŋi-lo ‘he just fell asleep, he (now) 
sleeps’, u ŋi-e ‘he is sleeping (please don’t disturb!)’ (Table 5). As for aspect (in 
the broad sense), one might inquire as to the contrast between ‘to sit’ and ‘to be 
sitting’ etc. The Meyor answer, consistent with the example concerning ‘getting 
asleep’, is: 
 
(13) ts’-lap! 
 IMP-sit 
‘Sit down!’ 
 
(14)  (ko) ato lap-miŋ 
 (1SG) now sit-PRS.1SG 
‘I (am going to) sit down.’ 
 
(15)  (ko) lap-aŋ 
 (1SG) sit-PRS.1SG 
‘I am sitting.’ 
 
(13) shows the Imperative prefix ts’- at work. Negative imperative would be 
with prefix he- instead of ts’-. (14) is for action and is a typical use of the -miŋ 
paradigm which often indicates something taking place now, about to occur etc. 
(15) is for a continuing state, and a good opportunity for the -aŋ paradigm (Ta-
ble 5), which is a present-past, often a ‘perfective’ if we mean the description of 
the present result of a past action. 
Moreover, there is a distinction for ‘actual witnessing’: 
 
(16) uŋ maiso ndzur-e 
 that girl pretty-PRS.3SG 
‘That girl is pretty (look!)’ 
 
(17) uŋ maiso ndzur-tek 
 that girl pretty-PRS.3SG 
‘That girl is pretty.’ 
 
The use of -e in (16) shows that you are seeing her, whereas -tek in (17) is a 
more general indication when talking about girls with friends. In the negative, 
only -e is possible; the nuance disappears. Persons (in the grammatical sense) of 
course make a difference in aspect during conversation. Suppose you call a girl 
or a lady who is walking over there; she does not hear you. You may tell a 
friend: 
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(18) ko u-vik thir-miŋ. u m’-tai-mu 
1SG 3SG-O call-PST.1SG 3SG NEG-hear-HAB.3SG 
‘I am calling her, she does not hear.’ 
Because the ‘calling action’ is viewed as going on, it triggers the usual present 
tense. The ‘not hearing action’ does not go on at all, and is viewed as an inabil-
ity to hear. Suppose you then decide to tell your friend: ‘I am not calling her’, 
you could perhaps say ko u-vik m’-thir-kiŋ (the expected negative for -miŋ end-
ings) but in this context the sentence is a bit awkward, and a certainly more 
natural reaction is ko u-vik m’-thir-khuk-kiŋ ‘I will not call her (anymore)’, with 
a future tense stressing purpose or vexation.  
Meyor is sensitive to ‘immediacy’: it makes a grammatical difference if 
things happen at once or not; if the past was just now (-ki ‘past’, see Table 5) or 
not (-ik ‘past’, Table 5); if events are to happen right now (-m ‘present’, see 
Table 4) or not (future with khuk, Table 4). The same is true when actions are to 
follow. Where English has to use ‘as soon as’, Meyor uses a specific -lek verb 
form, here glossed as ‘So’: 
(19) i-yak tsaŋ phri-lek dzapma, ko-vik ndzom-wa-i.khuk? 
2SG-G work finish-So after 1SG-O meet-can-FUT.2SG 
Right after finishing your work, can you visit me? 
Note that if, instead, you mean ‘before you do something, do something else’, 
you will have, as in French, to use a negative dependent clause: 
(20) ko tsaŋ m’-thrui toŋgu i-vik ko ndzom-khuk.kiŋ 
1SG work NEG-work before9, 2SG-O 1SG meet-FUT.1SG 
‘Before I work, I will meet you.’ (Fr. Je te verrai avant que je ne me mette 
au travail.) 
This sentence also shows a more relaxed word order, a natural way of telling 
things. The second ko might be dropped altogether. 
4 Telling stories 
Most stories, either true or not, need at least three persons: one who listens or 
tells, the other one who tells or listens, and that other person, the topic of all 
gossip, a raja, a girl, a frog. However, complications arise when rajas tell about 
girls or frogs, and you in turn tell what they tell. By far the most common 
grammatical solution to the problem of reported speech is to report it as it was 
9 Toŋgu does not really mean ‘before’ but ‘earlier, in the past’. 
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spoken. If the raja said: ‘Laila, my girl, what a godly person you are’, it is far 
more economical to state it as (19) than as 20): 
 
(21) And the raja said: ‘Laila, my girl, what a godly person you are’. 
 
(22) And the raja said that Laila, his dear girl, was indeed a godly person. 
 
Complicated grammar such as (21) would rapidly throw us in dire embarrass-
ment, were Laila to tell stories about frogs to her raja, and were these same 
frogs then to tell her stories about me – these embedded frames that storytellers 
love. Yet, in a number of languages, techniques were developed to trace who is 
speaking. Sometimes, anaphora develops as a sub-department of deixis and spe-
cial pronouns are used to indicate which third person is talking about another 
third person. In Meyor, the solution is different.  
First, we should know the difference between sro-, ndo- and tsǝr-. The 
verb sro means ‘speak’, as in: 
 
(23) ko Meyor lai m’-sro-kiŋ 
 1SG Meyor language NEG-speak-PST.NEG.1SG 
‘I do not speak Meyor.’ 
 
More important for us, ndo-mai is ‘saying’ and tsǝr-mai is ‘telling’. If you re-
quest someone to give you his mobile phone number, while he is busy with 
something else, he may realize after some time you requested it, and then ask 
you: 
 
(24) ko ndo-aŋ wo?  
 1SG say-Ps.1SG INT 
‘Did I say (it)?’ 
 
(25) no ŋyit-i-mu wo ato i-vik sek ndo-aŋ 
 2SG know-HAB.2SG INT now 2SG-O what say-PRS.1SG 
‘Do you know what I told you (said to you) just now?’ 
 
With ‘say’ the stress is more on form and sound, with ‘tell’ rather on meaning. 
In English as in Meyor, you can ask if you have said (the sound) shglumph, but 
can hardly say that you ‘told’ shglumph. You can say that French cocks say 
kokoriko while German ones say kikiriki, you cannot say they ‘tell’ it. You say 
something, but you can tell about something. We have come back to the main 
point of this chapter. 
If no hearer is mentioned, you may have sentences like: 
 
(26) i-yak tsepni tampi tsǝr-m tha 
 2SG-G brother story tell-PST.3SG PAST 
‘Your brother was telling a story.’ 
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This is normal past continuous tense in Kaho dialect: the present-past marked 
with tha. Without tha, the sentence would be interpreted as a present continuous 
‘He is telling a story’. The short past is also possible: 
(27) u tsǝr-ik 
3SG tell-PST.3SG 
‘He told (something).’ 
This would be, probably, an answer to your question: ‘Did he tell it?’ – He told 
it, yes. If you told a story, even mentioning to whom, the tense setting remains 
‘normal’: 
(28) ko moŋor i-vik tampi tsǝr-aŋ tha 
1SG yesterday 2SG-O story tell-PRS.1SG PAST 
‘I have told you a story yesterday.’ 
When the agent (A) is 3rd person (sing. or plural) and when the verb has an 
object (O), we shift out of the normal setting: 
(29) i-yak tsepni-kui i-vik tampi tsǝr-pu 
2SG-GEN brother-A 2SG-O story tell-RS 
‘Your brother has told you a story.’ 
Each function is marked: agent who told (with -kui) and patient who is told 
(with -vik). More remarkably, the verb ending is specific: -pu (in Kaho speech, 
in Walong pronounced -phu) makes it clear that the teller is a 3rd person. The 
same -pu would work in sentences like: 
(30) laŋ gǝdzom  siŋ ko-vik tshar ki-pu 
other  person  PL 1SG-O joke do-RS 
‘Some people made fun of me.’ 
This implies that they made fun of me by telling things. In reported speech, the 
‑pu form naturally occurs. Compare the two following sentences. 
(31) dzik-kui tsor sat-ki 
tiger-A cow kill-PsI.3SG 
‘A tiger has killed a cow.’ 
(32) laŋ gǝdzom-kui ko-vik sai-pu dzik-kui tsor sat-ki 
other person-A 1SG-O report-RS tiger-A cow kill-PsI.3SG 
‘Someone told me that a tiger killed a cow.’ 
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Until now, a 3rd person told something. I or you also can tell a story to some-
body. 
 
(33) ko i-vik tampi tsǝr-e ko-apa-yak 
 1SG 2SG-O story tell-R1SG 1SG-father-G 
‘I will tell you a story about my father..’ 
 
(34) no ko-vik tampi tsǝr-tsu 
 2SG 1SG-O story tell-R2SG 
‘You (will) tell me a story.’ 
 
Examples (33 and 34) need a (virtual) hearer to be valid. The point is not only 
to ‘tell stories’, but to tell them to someone definite. The pattern no ko-vik . . . 
‑tsu has a possible plural with ni ko-vik . . . -tsu-neŋ. However, with 1SG or s2PL 
agents, the respective -e and -tsu endings suggest future, and are equivalent to a 
polite request in (35), and to a promise in (36):  
 
(35) ko-vik sabun tat-tsu 
 1SG-O soap give-R2SG 
‘Give me soap please.’ 
 
(36) ko to tat-e 
 1SG now give-R1SG 
‘Now I will give [you] soap.’ 
 
It may be that the -tsu suffix is related to the Imperative ts- prefix, or maybe to 
the ‘tsi forms’ in our chapter 2. Whatever the link, these three suffixes, -pu, ‑tsu, 
-e, do not belong to a formal paradigm. They express distinct positions in 
speech and are difficult to compare within a convenient common frame. Alt-
hough they do not form a paradigm, and are more difficult to pinpoint when the 
investigation starts from formal questionnaires, they have an interesting role in 
the grammar of story-telling. 
5 On persons and paradigms 
Is there a paradigm for persons in Meyor? Our idea of the three grammatical 
persons is derived from rhetoric or from semantic considerations about dia-
logues with a topic: someone talks to someone else, and this ‘else’ now takes 
over and answers; they are talking about somebody or something, the traditional 
3rd person.10 Since we accept this frame for granted, we look for ‘the 3 persons’ 
                                                                                                                       
10 The earliest list of definitions of grammatical persons, already in the familiar order, is 
found in the Tekhne Grammatike by Dionysius Thrax (2nd c. AEC). Lallot 1998: 56–57. 
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in any language – and we usually find them. Linguistic documentation has 
shown a number of interesting cases about ‘4th persons’ or switch reference, but 
this is the domain of reference or 3rd person, not the scene of dialogue that ac-
commodates the first two ones. 
If we look at the Meyor ‘analytic’ verbal morphology, which uses auxil-
liaries khuk- and ki-, we observe its striking dissymetry. 1st person is marked 
after the auxiliary, 2nd person is marked before, and 3rd person is not marked at 
all: 
TABLE 7 – Dissymetric person marking 
aux. aux. 
1SG V khuk kiŋ V ki ŋ 
2SG V i khuk V tsi ki 
3SG V khuk V ki 
We are not surprised by the 3rd person ‘zero’ marking. Benveniste (1946. 1956), 
more than 60 years ago, has shown that characteristics of the 3rd person, cross-
linguistically, on semantic and morphological grounds, suggest to see it as a 
‘non person’. He observed that in most cases this person is not a person at all, 
but anything (‘rain fell, darkness came with melancholy, everything was 
blurred, light itself seemed dull’) and in some cases only a person. He remarked 
that many languages do not trace this ‘person’ by any marker; his favorite ex-
amples were in Semitic languages but evidence comes from many cases, 
including Meyor. The 3rd person is not marked because it is the most obvious 
candidate or default subject for any predicate.  
As far as person marking (any person) on verbs is concerned, we can ob-
serve several possibilities. Non-marking for any person is common, especially 
(for us here) in Eastern Asia, a region where cultural/linguistic habits refrain 
from showing persons, even if the map of person non-agreement does not com-
pletely correspond with the map of polite escape from pronouns. The other 
extreme situation is the marking of all 1SG, 2SG, 3SG, as in many Indo-European 
languages. However, 3SG marking *-t is a demonstrative, while the marks for 
1SG and 2SG are not, a feature underlined by the plural parallel in *-n-t. The 
marking of 1SG and 2SG (not 3SG) in Semitic languages, a major example of 
Benveniste, is not a uniform pattern because it fits noun/verb suffixes,11 not 
verbal prefixes. The problem of the two series of morphemes is found in many 
languages often with the same difference between verb and noun forms 
(Jacquesson 2008), for instance in Kuki languages, sometimes with stylistic 
motivation, as with Kamhau in Tiddim, according to Henderson 1957. In 
11 It is usually assumed that original person marking on verbs was with prefixes, while 
the tenses with suffixes (which look more like the possessives of nouns) are nominal in 
origin. 
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Meyor, the two series are identical for 1SG but not for 2SG: noun forms (2SG i-) 
are distinct from verb forms (2SG no). The result is that 1SG ko is used whichev-
er the function, while a speaker has to choose which to use for 2SG, depending 
on subject (2SG no) or non-subject (2SG i). 
This pattern seems all the more significant for being fragile. Analogy 
would rapidly erase such a morphosyntactic anomaly. In Standard Miju the pat-
tern does not exist in syntax, although it is still clear in morphology: 1SG and 
2SG are both consistently ki and nyo, but the trace of 2SG i is still clear in the 
verb suffix -yi-maŋ: 
(37) ki nyo-wi ŋuŋ-mi 
1SG 2SG-O see-FUT.1SG 
‘I will see (find) you.’ 
(38) nyo ki-wi ŋuŋ-yi.maŋ 
2SG 1SG-O see-FUT.2SG 
‘You will see (find) me.’ 
I am not saying the Meyor pattern is archaic and precious, while Miju would be 
on the road to mass-treatment and global dullness; I hope to evade such sweep-
ing pseudo-historicism. Moreover, what about the strange usage of marking the 
1SG object by a suffix in Miju, and only this one?12 
Yet, it seems only reasonable to admit that small groups of people who 
speak a specific language at home would more easily either shelter awkward 
features as typically theirs or produce innovative awkward ones that would 
seem homely to them. It is more difficult to maintain or evolve dissymmetric 
features when your language is spoken by crores of people, because so many 
people have to learn it as a second language, and would tend to minimize its 
difficulties by analogy – except perhaps if this language has a strong and pres-
tigious literacy. On the whole, the question is not whether such dissymmetric 
features are old (‘archaic’) or new (‘innovative’) because innovation may of 
course appear any time, including grand-fathers’. The problem is to know if 
dissymmetric features are random or guided by semantics. If they are random, I 
cannot well see why people like Robbins Burling or me have spent so much 
time pestering for details these people in North-East India. If randomness is 
arranged by semantics, the awkward features we discover are what luck and 
obstinacy bring to us, and among them are features that give us an idea of some 
of the tendencies that human minds do have. 
12 In Standard Miju, 1SG as O, -ŋǝ, is commonly suffixed to the verb form; only 1SG can 
do it. wi ki-wi thoŋ-mǝ-ŋǝ ‘he is looking at me’ (3SG 1SG-O look-PST+3SG-1SG). Compare 
with ki m-nat-ŋǝ ‘I am not ill’ (1SG NEG-be.ill-1SG). 
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7
On Limbu directionals and locative expressions 
BOYD MICHAILOVSKY 
CNRS, Lacito 
he Kiranti languages, including Limbu, are generally presented as having a 
three-way system of vertically oriented directional morphemes, 
up/down/across, used as ‘adverbs’ and, in composition with demonstratives, as 
deictics ‘up here’, ‘down there’, etc. In most of the languages, but not in Limbu, 
these morphemes have been reported as acting as vertically specified locative 
case markers postposed to nominals, ‘up in/at’, ‘over in/at’, ‘down in/at’, a phe-
nomenon that has been called ‘vertical case’ (Ebert 1994). Limbu has been 
described as having only a general locative case marker, distinct from the direc-
tional adverbs. 
The Tamarkhole dialect of Limbu contradicts this picture in two respects. 
First, it uses directional morphemes as locative markers on nominals in the 
manner described above. Second, and apparently uniquely among Kiranti lan-
guages, it has a five-way system of vertically oriented directionals, 
distinguishing topographic (‘uphill/upstream’ vs ‘downhill/downstream’) from 
gravitational (up vs down) axes. Comparable systems are found in the rGyal-
rong languages of Western Sichuan. 
The Tamarkhole general locative marker is different from the one that has 
been found in other Limbu dialects, but it is clearly related to the ‘down’ direc-
tional; this suggests an etymology, confirmed by early 20th century data, for the 
locative marker of the other Limbu dialects. 
1 Directionals and the locative in Panchthar and Phedape 
Two modern studies of Limbu dialects, Weidert and Subba (1985) (Panchthar 
dialect), and van Driem (1987), (Phedape), both cited by Ebert, present a three-
term system of vertically specified ‘directionals’, but only a single locative case 
marker. It will be useful to keep this system in mind for comparison with the 
Tamarkhole system. 
T 
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(1) Panchthar and Phedape directionals 
 tho up 
 yo down 
 na on the same level 
The directionals appear both independently and in a series of deictics, related to 
the proximal and distal demonstratives kɔŋ ‘this’ khɛŋ ‘that’, e.g. kɔtyo~kɔʔyo 
‘down here’, khɛʔyo ‘down there’, etc. (glossary entries, van Driem 1987). Nei-
ther van Driem nor Weidert and Subba reports their use on lexical nouns. 
(2) The Panchthar and Phedape locative suffix 
 Panchthar (Weidert and Subba 1985): -o, -oʔ. 
 Phedape (van Driem 1987: 49) -ʔo.  
This marker, suffixed to demonstrative elements, forms vertically unspecified 
deictics, e.g. kɔʔo, khɛʔo ‘here, there’. On nominals it marks locative case, e.g. 
himʔo~himmo ‘in the house’ (Driem 1987: 49). I suspect that the glottal stop is 
the same (undefined) linking element as the t~ʔ of kɔtyo~kɔʔyo above; van Dri-
em analyses it as part of the locative suffix. 
2 Tamar Khole directionals and locatives 
The Tamar Khole directionals (here represented by the Mewa Khola subdialect) 
are a superset of (1): 
(3) Mewa Khola directionals: 
 tho up, uphill, upstream [gloss: ‘uphill’] 
 yo down, downhill, downstream [gloss: ‘downhill’] 
 thaŋ up, overhead [gloss: ‘up.v’ (‘up.vertical’)] 
 mu down, under [gloss: ‘down.v’ (‘down.vertical’)] 
 na across, on the same level [gloss: ‘hz’ (‘horizontal’)] 
These can appear suffixed to demonstratives to form vertical deictics, e.g. 
kɔtthaŋ, kɔttho ‘up here’, etc. In Tamarkhole as recorded in the Mewa Khola, a 
large variety of demonstratives is found, perhaps due to dialect mixture. Distal 
deictic forms based on demonstratives ha, kha, and khɔ ‘that’, and proximal 
deictics based on ɛ and kɔ ‘here’ are recorded.1 All are followed by a linking 
1 The proximal demonstratives (and demonstrative pronouns) are ɛn, kɔn, with the defi-
nite article (ɛ)n. The distal demonstrative adjectives khɔ ‘that’, etc. appear without the 
article, the pronouns (khɔn ‘that one’) with it. The distal ‘there’ always carries a direction 
marker (e.g. khɔtna ‘over there’). It is possible that the directional sense is neutralized for 
one of these forms.   
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element before the directional suffix. This element is often realized as glottal 
stop, especially before sonorants, or assimilated to p before mu.  
Vertically-specified locative case markers have the same form as the verti-
cal deictics, but in the Mewa Khola they are only based on the deictic ɛ ‘here’. 
These are suffixed to nominals. If the nominal ends in a vowel, the ɛ is elided, 
an elision which I indicate here by an (unpronounced) apostrophe: paŋphe-’tyo 
‘down in the village’.  
 
(4)  Mewa Khola locative postpositions:2  
 -(ɛ)ttho  
 -(ɛ)tyo (~ -(ɛ)ʔyo)  
 -(ɛ)tthaŋ  
 -(ɛ)tmu (~ -(ɛ)ʔmu ~ -(ɛ)pmu) 
 -(ɛ)tna (~ -(ɛ)ʔna) 
 
Ebert (1994) has coined the term ‘vertical case’ for such vertically specified 
locative suffixes or postpositions on nominals, and shown many Kiranti exam-
ples. But on the basis of the descriptions of van Driem and Weidert & Subba, 
she has asserted (and theorized) their absence in Limbu (Ebert 1999). 
I have no personal evidence of the presence or absence of this kind of ex-
pression in Limbu dialects other than Tamar Khole. On the other hand, I am 
quite sure that the general locative -o is absent from the Mewa Khola variety of 
Tamar Khole. We will see that a different morpheme fills this function. 
2.1 The five directionals as a system 
We may start with two examples which might suggest that the possibilities are 
exhausted by the trio tho, yo, na: 
 
(5) tho-haŋ-nu-aŋ mɛ-ghɔkt-igɛ yo-haŋ-nu-aŋ <trade41> 
 uphill-side-ABL-
CONJ 
3PL-cut.off.S2-
1PL.EX 
downhill-side-ABL-
CONJ 
 
 mɛ-ghɔkt-igɛ na-haŋ-nu-aŋ mɛ-ghɔkt-igɛ        
 3PL-cut.off.S2-
1PL.EX 
horiz-side-ABL-CONJ 3PL-cut.off.S2-
1PL.EX 
‘They cut us off from above, they cut us off from below, they cut us off on the 
same level.’ 
 
                                                                                                                       
2 The vocalic initial appears after a consonant final. Syllable-final t is often weakened to 
ʔ before a sonorant. It should be noted that all syllable-final stops are accompanied by 
glottal closure in Limbu (Driem 1987). There is some confusion in descriptions concern-
ing the glottal stop and the glottal feature (ˀ) on vowels. For an introduction to Limbu 
phonology see Michailovsky 1986, 2002.  
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(6) lamdhet-ɛtmu yo-haŋ lamdhet-ɛtmu yuŋ-igɛ, kohi tho-haŋ 
door-LOC downhill-side door-LOC stay.S2-1PL.EX some uphill-side 
lamdhet-ɛtmu yuŋ-igɛ, kohi na-haŋ lamdhet-ɛtmu 
door-LOC stay.S2-1PL.EX some across-side door-LOC 
yuŋ-igɛ    <mari47> 
stay.S2-1PL.EX 
‘At the door, some of us stayed on the downhill side, some of us on the uphill side, 
some of us directly opposite.’ [Preparation for an attempted marriage by capture.]  
But what about mu and thaŋ? That they constitute a pair, like yo and tho, is sug-
gested by the two compounds glossed ‘up and down’ in the Academy 
dictionary: thoːyo and muthaːŋ (Kainla 2059, entries thoː, mu) 
We will see that the directionals which are shared with Panchthar and 
Phedap (yo, tho, na) appear almost exclusively as markers of topographic verti-
cal directions (uphill/downhill/level; up/downstream; ritual higher/lower on the 
ground floor of the house (Sagant 1973)), while mu and thaŋ are less closely 
tied to topography (with some overlap).  
The table below gives a rough count of the occurrences of the five Tamar 
Khole directionals in a set of 11 Mewa Khola texts (10 of these are available for 
consultation in the Lacito Pangloss archive).3 
(7) directional independent with demonstrative with nominal 
thaŋ 30 11 4 
tho 89 25 9 
na 89 30 14 
yo 77 70 13 
mu ~18 (56)4 118 200 
It can be seen that the distribution of the directionals in their various uses is not 
uniform. There are 4 main asymmetries: 
1. thaŋ ‘up’ is relatively infrequent in all uses
2. the pair thaŋ/mu is less frequent than the corresponding ‘topographic’
directionals in independent uses
3. the three topographic directionals seem to be roughly equally distribut-
ed, except that deictics with yo (e.g. ɛtyo) are more frequent than those
with tho or na.
3 The Nepali loan bhitri ‘in, inside’ also appears, twice independently and 10 times as a 
nominal postposition. 
4 The count is somewhat uncertain because of the existence of a homophonous emphatic 
discouse particle. 
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4. mu ‘down, below’ is over 10 times more frequent than the other direc-
tionals as a postposition, and also more frequent (as is yo ‘down’ to a 
lesser extent) in deictic compositions. 
 
The last of these is the most striking. It is explained by the fact that -mu, in its 
postpositional use, but not as an independent directional, has taken on a general 
locative sense ‘at, in, on’ in addition to its vertically specified sense ‘down, un-
der, below’. 
All five directionals appear in Limbu dictionaries, e.g. Cemjong n.d. [2018 
VS; 1961–1962]), Subba 1979 (based on the Tamar Khole variety spoken in 
West Sikkim), and the comprehensive, multi-dialectal Nepal Academy diction-
ary (Kainla 2002), but in the dictionaries they do not appear as a system, and the 
opposition between the two ‘up’/‘down’ pairs is not brought out.5 When asked 
(p.c. 1999), however, B. B. Subba (author of Subba 1984) unhesitatingly pro-
vided definitions similar to those given here. 
2.2 Independent uses of directionals: 
The five directionals can be used independently as directional/locative words, as 
seen in the following examples, which also illustrate the difference (and some 
overlap) between tho and thaŋ. 
tho ‘uphill, upstream’ 
(8) khɛni tho thaŋ-innɛ! 
 you.PL uphill come.up.s2-PL.IMP.INTR 
‘Youp comep on up!’ [The target of (6) invites her suitor and his party to come up 
to her home to negotiate with her father.] <mari39> 
 
(9) tho-nu mɛ-y'y-ɛ kɔrɔ . . . 
 uphill-ABL 3PL-come.down.S2-PST when 
‘When they came down from above . . .’ <kana43> 
 
(10) kohi ɛttho tho pandɔtluŋ kɛ-yuŋ-m’-aŋ mɛ-way-ɛ 
 some up.here uphill Pandotlung ACT-stay.S1-fem 3PL-be.S2-PST 
‘There were some women who lived up here (?) up in Pandotlung.’ [spoken in 
Libang, downstream from Pandotlung; cf. (14)] <dance4> 
thaŋ ‘up’ (and sometimes ‘uphill’) 
(11) khemsikpa yammu mɛ-liŋ-ɛ thaŋ mɛ-dhaːb-ɛ    
 star again 3PL.SA-climb.s2-PST up.v 3PL.SA-be.seen.S2-PST 
Again the stars rose and were visible up above. <trade179> 
                                                                                                                       
5 The Academy dictionary gives ‘above, up’ for both thaːŋ and tho, but adds a posposi-
tional meaning ‘on, over (something)’ for the former, and, similarly, ‘under’ for mu. 
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(12) anigɛ thaŋ ʈopi khuːks-umbɛ-b’-ɛn mɛ-nis-u 
1.PL.EX up.v cap wear.S2-1PL.EX>3-DEF 3PL.SA-see.S2-3O
‘They saw us wearing Nepalese caps [‘up’, i.e. on our heads].’ <trade83> 
(13) thaŋ tal-dhaŋ mɛ-ips-ɛ 
up.v storey-up.v 3PL.SA-sleep.S2-PST 
‘They slept up on the upper storey.’ (cf. Nep. talā ‘upper storey’) <jari38>
(14) thaŋ pandotluŋ kɛ-yuŋ-ma mɛnchia-haˀ 
up.v Pandotlung ACT-stay.S1-FEM woman-PL 
‘women who live up in Pandotlung’ [spoken in Libang, downstream from 
Pandotlung] <sogha163> 
yo ‘downhill, downstream’ 
(15) atti pe-si-aŋ yo mɛ-deˀr-u-i 
where go.PST-DU-CONJ downhill 3PL.SA-take.S2-3O-Q 
tho mɛ-deˀr-u-i? 
uphill 3pl.sa-take.S2-3O-Q 
‘[Find out] where the couple went, did they take her down or up?’ <jari19> 
(16) yo-nu laːks-ɛ-rɔ thaŋ-ɛ-aŋ 
below-ABL dance.S2-PA-PROG come.up.S2-PST-CONJ 
‘Having come dancing up from below . . .’ <sogha272> 
mu ‘down, downhill’ 
Note that our examples of the independent use of mu clearly have the direction-
al sense ‘down, below’, and not ‘in’ or ‘out’ or any general sense. The sense in 
(17) appears to be more topographic than gravitational, however. 
(17) a-ŋguŋba kancha kɔ mu-nu thaŋ-ɛ 
1-pat.uncle youngest TOP down.v-ABL come.up.S2-PST 
‘My youngest paternal uncle came up from below.’ <nuppa68> 
(18) mu ɔg-aŋ-aŋ th’y-aŋ 
dn.v come.off.S1-1SG.NA-CONJ fall.S2-1SG.NA 
‘I lost hold and fell down [from a cliff].’ <naro100> 
(19) thaŋ siŋ-ɛtthaŋ kit-chiŋ-aŋ kɔ thakpa kusik mu 
above tree-up.v coil-REFL-CONJ TOP rope like dn.v 
 yu-aŋ kɔ a-ɔːk-pa 
come.down.S1 TOP 1PL-strike.S1-NOM 
‘[snakes] coiling themselves up up in trees and then coming down like ropes and 
striking people [lit. ‘striking us (INCL.)’] . . .’ <trade129> 
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(20) siŋ-ɛtthaŋ-nu mu mut mɛ-dha-aŋ mɛ-si-mu  
 tree-up.v-ABL down.v PRE.V 3PL-fall.S1-CONJ 3PL-die.S1-PART 
‘They fall down to their deaths from up in trees.’ <sogha60> 
na ‘across’ 
(21) uhi-sa phɛr-ɛ na-nu khunɛ kɔ 
 3.INTENS-EMPH come.level.S2-PST across-ABL 3 TOP 
‘in the same way, he came over’ <nuppa39> 
 
(22) na-ba paːn dewəl mɛ-mɛtt-u 
 across-NOM speech dewəl 3PL-say.S2-3O 
‘In the language over there [in Sikkim], they say ‘dewal’ [for ‘wall’].’ <naro49> 
 
(23) na c'waːtt-ɛtmu nanak nanak las-igɛ ci-dhaŋdhak 
 across water-in across.RED across.RED enter.S2-1PL.EX a.little-high.RED  
 c'waːtt-ɛn thaŋ-ɛ  
 water-DEF rise.s2-PST  
 ‘Straight on, into the water, we went in further and further, and the water rose a bit 
higher.’ <trade47> 
 
(The directionals have reduplicated forms, with a progressive sense, cf. also 
yoyok, thodhok.) 
2.3 Postpositional uses 
Postpositions formed from the directionals seem to conserve their vertical sens-
es, except in the case of -ɛtmu (see below). For -ɛtthaŋ, see also (19), (20) 
above. 
 
(24) yo kɛŋ-ɛ-ba tɛnn-ɛtyo pe-aŋ 
 down fall.S2-PST-NOM place-downhill go.PST-CONJ 
 
 khɔ-tyo kɔ laːks-ɛ iːr-ɛ 
 there-downhill TOP dance.S2-PST turn.S2-PST 
‘Hei [the shaman] went down to the place where hej [the victim] had fallen and 
danced around down there.’ <sogha96> 
 
(25) təmər khola liŋghim a-nuppa-si-rɛ-’ttho peg-aŋ-aŋ 
 Tamar river Lingkhim 1-f.in.law-PL-GEN-uphill go.S2-1SG-CONJ 
 
 way-aŋŋ-ɛllɛ 
 be.S2-1SG-when 
‘When I had gone up to my father-in-law’s place in Lingkhim, in the Tamar Khola 
. . .’ <nuppa1> 
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(26) anigɛ aːmbhu-’tna lɔːnd-igɛ-aŋ 
1PL.EX yard-LOC.HZ exit.S2-1PL.EX-CONJ 
‘we came out [of the house] into the yard and . . .’ <sogha228> 
(27) kohi kɔ na siŋŋ-ɛllɛ ku-buŋŋ-ɛtna iːp-masigɛ 
some TOP across tree-GEN 3-trunk-LOC.HZ screen.S1-REFL.1PL.EX 
‘some of us hid ourselves over behind a tree trunk’ <trade149> 
(28) ani-’tna tɔksɔŋ kɛ-waˀ-ba-adi, ɛtna kɔ seŋga 
1PLIN-LOC.HZ highland ACT-be.S1-NOM-
1PL.IN.COP 
PROX.LOC.HZ TOP lowland 
‘Over at our place we’re hill-dwellers, over here [Assam] it’s lowlands.’ 
<trade267> 
(29) ekk-ɛtthaŋ kɔkk-ɛn kɛ-bok-pa 
back-up.v load-DEF ACT-rise.S1-NOM 
‘carrying loads (up) on our backs’ <trade53> 
In the case of -ɛtmu, it is not clear in any of my text examples that it has the 
meaning ‘down in /down at’ as opposed to simply ‘in/at’. In (30), the potential 
victims are first presented as ‘up (in) trees’ (siŋ-ɛtthaŋ); thaŋ and -ɛtthaŋ are 
frequent in this context (cf. exx. 19, 20 ). The threat is to pull them ‘from in 
trees’ (siŋŋ-ɛtmu-nu ); mu clearly means ‘in’ and not ‘down’. (The verb yak- 
means ‘to be in’; it is not to be confused with yaːkt- ‘to stay over’ (31)). In the 
examples beginning with (34), the suffix is used without any physical locative 
sense. 
(30) igɔrɔ siŋŋ-ɛtthaŋ siŋ mɛ-dzɛpp-aŋ mɛ-yak-saŋ 
or.else tree-up.v wood 3PL-cut.S1-CONJ 3PL-be.in.S1-SUB 
siŋŋ-ɛtmu-nu-saŋ uːks-uŋsiŋ thas-uŋsiŋ 
tree-LOC.IN-ABL-also pull.S2-1SG>3NSG make.fall.S2-1SG>3NSG 
‘Or else, if they are up in trees cutting firewood, I’ll pull them even from in the 
trees and make them fall. [spoken by a vengeful spirit, victim of an untimely 
death].’ <sogha182> 
(31) thaŋ bənn-ɛtmu dzəŋgəl-ɛtmu  kɛ-bek-p’-aŋ kɛ-yaːk-pa-haˀ 
up.v forest-LOC jungle-LOC ACT-go.S1-NOM-
CONJ
ACT-stay.S1-NOM-CONJ-PL 
‘those who had gone up and stayed over in the forest’ <ogre33> 
(32) anigɛ mura-’pmu nebo-’pmu c’waːtt-ɛn las-ɛ 
1PL.EX mouth-LOC nose-LOC water.DEF enter.S2-PST 
‘Water got into our mouths and noses.’ <trade48> 
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(33) ku-dhɛgek-haˀ-’tmu6 ku-laŋ-haˀ-’tmu makkhi-rɛ ɛmbha lup <sogha244> 
3-head-PL-LOC 3-leg-PL-LOC blood-INST thus be.covered.S1 
‘On his head, his legs, he is covered with blood.’ 
(34) anigɛ sərsəllə mɛ-dɔŋ-igɛn hindza phɛk-ɛtmu <dance202> 
1PL.EX counsel NEG-agree.S2-1PL.EX boy group-
LOC
‘We didn’t agree, among the group of boys.’ 
(35) tin rupiya səikəɖ’-ɛtmu  <naro12> 
three rupee hundred.per-LOC 
‘at Rs. 3 per hundred’ 
(36) lam tɔ-m’-ɛtmu las-igɛ <naas10> 
road dig.S1-INF-LOC enter.S2 
‘we got into road-digging’ 
(37) the-’tmu kɛ-niŋwa mɛ-da-nɛn <sogha257> 
what-LOC 2-mind NEG-arrive.S1-NEG 
‘What are you unsatisfied about?’ 
3. The origin of -o ‘LOCATIVE’
In parallel with this grammaticization of mu ‘down’, it seems likely that the
general locative marker -o of other dialects reflects a grammaticization of yo
‘down’. This is clearly suggested by the Linguistic Survey of India, which pre-
sents yo (in its full form) and mo in parallel as general locative markers
(Grierson 1908:286). 
. . . The usual suffix of the locative is, however, yō (ō, ēō) or mō ; thus 
pāngphē-yō and pāngphē-ō in a country, into a country; pārīhā-yo and 
pārīhā-mō in, into, the field7; ku-ningwā-mō in his mind; k’-him-mō, in thy 
house. . . . A compound suffix of the locative is khep-mō or hep-mō, which 
sometimes also occur as kheḥ-yō, khē-yō, heḥ-yo, hēyō, respectively; thus, 
lājī-hep-mo, in a country. 
This description, summarizing data from the different dialects covered in the 
survey, can be taken as describing two general locative markers, o~yo and mo, 
suffixed to nouns either directly or with a linking element (k)ha~(k)he followed 
by an oral or glottal stop (the latter transcribed ḥ ), perhaps originally t. There is 
6 The glottalization of the plural marker is in fact not pronounced separately from the 
phonetic glottal stop which accompanies the following syllable-final t. 
7 The word pārīhā-mō/yō is incorrectly segmented (cf. Nepali bārī ‘unirrigated field’); 
hāmō  is a locative suffix like those mentioned in the following sentence. 
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no mention or example of vertically-specified locative marking on nominals, 
however.  
4 Comparative remarks
Each of the five terms of the Tamarkhole vertical marking system appears to 
have cognates in one or another of the other Kiranti languages, as shown in the 
table.  
‘up’ ‘down’ ‘across’ LOC source 
Hayu lɔ ̃ːkha, 
anikhɛn 
yʊ ̃ːkha, 
utikhɛn 
dokha -hɛ Michailovsky 1988: 122, 
128 
Bahing hateu hayeu re -da Hodgson 1880(1): 351 
Thulung -la -yu -nu -ɖa Allen 1975: 110 
Wambule twa- ywa- hwa- -no/lo Opgenort 2004: 153, 180, 
213, 215 
Khaling -tü -yu -yo -bi Toba & Toba 1975; 
Jacques, p. c. 
Kulung -pto -pu -pa -pi Tolsma 2006: 30 
Chamling -dhi -i -ya -da Ebert 1997a 
Bantawa -du -yu -ya -da Doornenbal 2009: 83 
Athpare to yo ya -ŋi Ebert 1997b: 99, 118 
Chhintang to- mo- yo- -be Rai et al. 2011: 301, 307 
Mewahang -tu -mu -yu -pi Gaenszle 1999: 150 
Belhare -ttaŋ -pmu -ʔyå -eC/pak Bickel 1999 
Yamphu -tu -mu -yu -peʔ Rutgers 1998: 68 
Yakkha tu- mu- yu- -pe Schackow 2014: 131, 181 
Only na ‘across’ lacks immediately identifiable candidate cognates. As for thaŋ, 
it is clearly represented only in Belhare, but it is surely cognate to the Limbu 
verb thaŋ- ‘to come from below’, which is widely represented across Kiranti 
with the sense ‘to go up, ascend’. (Note the parallel with yu ‘down’, related to 
the widespread verb yu- ‘to come down’.) 
What is not widely reported in Kiranti is the distinction between topo-
graphic and gravitational ‘up’ and ‘down’. The only mention I have found of a 
distinct gravitational dimension is in Chhintang (Dirksmeyer 2008: 63), but the 
words bheĩ ‘underside, under’ and tem ‘top, above’ are presented as somewhat
apart from the basic directional paradigm, functioning as nominals referring to 
the top or bottom part of an object. In Tibeto-Burman, rich directional systems, 
with a clear distinction between ‘riverine’ (my ‘topographic’) and ‘gravitation-
al’ dimensions, are well-known in rGyalrong. Jacques (2004) reports that all 
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Rgyalrong languages studied have three series of directional prefixes, up/down, 
upstream/downstream, and east/west, and a directionless prefix.  
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Lexical and morphological resemblances  
of Khasi and Dimasa1 
 MONALI LONGMAILAI 
North-Eastern Hill University, Shillong  
 
 
1 Introduction 
hasi is an Austro-Asiatic language which belongs to the Khasi-Khmuic sub 
group and is sub-classified as Khasian (Diffloth 2005). It is spoken mainly 
in the states of Meghalaya and Assam in India, and in the neighbouring country 
of Bangladesh. Sohra is the standard dialect spoken in East Khasi Hills in Me-
ghalaya. Khasi is an SVO language with head-initial feature and it is rich in 
isolating morphology and person-number-gender agreement patterns. 
Dimasa is a Tibeto-Burman language belonging to the Bodo-Garo sub-
group (Lewis, Simons and Fennig 2015). The Dimasa language is concentrated 
mainly in Assam and in some parts of the states of Nagaland, Manipur, Mizo-
ram and Meghalaya in the north-east India. Hasao is the standard dialect which 
is spoken in Dima Hasao district in Assam. Dimasa is an SOV language and it is 
always head-final. It is rich in derivational morphology and it is highly suffixing 
than prefixing, as an agglutinating language. 
Dima Hasao district of Assam, is the neighbouring district of Meghalaya, 
bordering Jaintia Hills in the east. Pnar dialect of Khasi is spoken in both of 
these districts. The Hasao dialect of Dimasa is spoken in Dima Hasao. In Figure 
1, Dima Hasao is highlighted in grey, and the Khasi speaking regions as West 
Khasi Hills, East Khasi Hills, Ri-Bhoi and Jaintia Hills are highlighted in 
boundaries in Meghalaya.  
                                                                                                                       
1 I would like to acknowledge my friends and colleagues, Lahunlang Kharkamni for 
providing the wordlist on Khasi and Egira Shadap for assisting me in the transcription of 
the Khasi data and helping me with more examples on Khasi besides giving valuable 
feedback. 
K 
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FIGURE 1 – Map showing Dima Hasao and Khasi speaking regions of Meghalaya 
(Government of India Dept. of Science and Technology 2015)2 
The contact with the Jaintia kingdom (Khasian) historically dates back a long 
time, with the Dimasa Kachari kingdom established at Maibang as the capital 
(in Dima Hasao district) from 1536 A.D. – 1745 A.D. centuries after shifting 
from Dimapur (Barman 2007: 115–117). The two kingdoms had disputes relat-
ed to autocracy and feudal system in the early part of the 17th and 18th centuries 
(Barman 2007: 112–114, Gait 2008: 304–305). Their contacts before that period 
perhaps, occurred, much earlier. 
This chapter aims to provide a preliminary outline of the Khasi and Di-
masa lexemes based on their cognates and some shared areal linguistic features 
from phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics, being the neighbouring 
languages, though genetically unrelated. The standard varieties of both the lan-
guages will be undertaken for the study though Pnar will be compared with 
Dimasa (standard Hasao) in some cases. Pnar is more closely associated with 
Dimasa due to the geographical boundaries. Their speakers are also found in 
2 The headquarters of Dima Hasao as Haflong, is represented in bold and Shillong, the 
capital of Meghalaya, is equally shown in bold in Figure 1. 
Dima Hasao 
   Khasi Hills 
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Dima Hasao. But the paper is confined more to Standard Khasi because of the 
data availability as well as for comparing between the two standard dialects of 
each language, Khasi and Dimasa. 
2 Phonological features 
Khasi has 24 consonant phonemes, namely, stops (voiceless unaspirated /p/, /t/, 
/k/, /ʔ/, voiceless aspirated /pʰ/, /tʰ/, /kʰ/, voiced unaspirated /b/, /d/, /ɉ/, voiced 
aspirated /bʰ/, /dʰ/, /ɉʰ/), nasals (/m/, /n/, /ɲ/, /ŋ/), fricatives (/s/, /ʃ/, /h/), trill /r/, 
lateral /l/ and semi vowels /w/ and /j/ (following Nagaraja 1983). The voiced 
aspirated stops and the palatal nasal /ɲ/ are absent in Dimasa. Dimasa has 17 
consonant phonemes (Longmailai 2014) which includes the voiceless aspirated 
stops (/pʰ/, /tʰ/, /kʰ/, /ʔ/), voiced unaspirated stops (/b/, /d/, /ɡ/), nasals (/m/, /n/, 
/ŋ/), fricatives (/ʃ/, /h/), affricate /ʤ/, lateral approximant /l/, tap /ɾ/ and the semi 
vowels (/w/, /j/). 
Both Khasi and Dimasa have weak vowels in the vowel inventory. Khasi 
has eleven vowels /i/; /i:/; /u/; /u:/; /e/; /e:/; /o/; /o:/; /a/; /a:/ including the weak 
vowel /ɨ/ (Nagaraja 1983), while Dimasa has six vowels, /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /u/ and 
the sixth vowel /ə/ (Longmailai 2014). The examples in (1) show the word-
medial occurrence of the weak vowels /ɨ/ and /ə/ in Khasi and Dimasa. 
 
(1) Khasi: mɨnʃwa ‘before, earlier days’ 
Dimasa: mənaŋ ‘before, earlier days’ 
Khasi: mɨrsiaŋ ‘fox’ 
Dimasa: ɡəʃa ‘boils’ 
 
Khasi employs word-stress, shown in bold in the example (2) as compared with 
(3). It has level intonation for normal occurring sentence as in (4), while it has a 
rising intonation for emphasis sentence-finally as in (5). Dimasa is a tonal lan-
guage, having 3 tones: high, mid and low as shown in (6). 
 
Word stress: 
(2) em u-m dei (with stress) 
NEG 3SGM-NEG correct 
‘No, it is not correct’. 
 
(3) em u-m dei (without stress) 
NEG 3SGM-NEG correct 
‘No, it is not correct’. 
 
Intonation:  
(4) pʰi leʔ ájū?  (without intonation) 
 2PL do what  
‘What are you doing?’ 
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(5) pʰi ja lēʔkáí (with rising intonation) 
2PL ACC play 
‘You are playing?’ 
Tones (Dimasa):3 
(6) tʰíʔ ‘say’ 
tʰī ‘blood’ 
tʰì ‘die’ 
Some interesting features found in shared phonological distributions of Khasi 
and Dimasa are discussed below: 
2.1 Pseudo cluster formation 
Cluster formation is a productive phonological process in both Khasi and Di-
masa. Among the other Bodo-Garo languages, Dimasa has both onset and 
pseudo clusters which closely resembles the typical Austro-Asiatic feature 
found in Khasi.4 The set of examples in (7) in both the languages show the 
combination of stop and nasal in the first set, and the sibilant and the nasal in 
the second set: 
(7) Khasi: kʰnai  ‘mouse’ (nai lum ‘rat’) 
Dimasa: kʰnai  ‘hair’ 
Khasi: sŋi  ‘sun, day’ 
Dimasa: ʃmau  ‘move (trans.)’ 
2.2 Aphaeresis 
Deletion of the initial consonants from the pseudo clusters occurs in certain 
words in Khasi. While blaŋ ‘goat’ changes into a compound word laŋ-brot 
‘sheep’ with the deletion of /b/ from the pseudo cluster /bl/ by shifting to the 
second syllable brot in Khasi, such an occurrence is absent in the case of Di-
masa. However, Dimasa carries consonant deletion in the initial word position 
in few cases as seen in the following examples in (8). 
(8) Khasi: blaŋ ‘goat’ > laŋ-brot ‘sheep’ (Roberts 1891) 
Dimasa: kʰɾoʔ ‘head’ > ɾoʔ ‘comb (v) 
Khasi: kɨpa ‘belly’ > kpa > pa ‘father’ (Roberts 1891) 
Dimasa: bohoʔ ‘belly’ > hoʔ > hotʰmai ‘navel’ 
3 The glottal stop /ʔ/ is a special phoneme in Dimasa since it occurs only word-finally 
having both low and high tones, and it loses its glottalisation during suffixation with 
other morphemes. 
4 Garo also shows the presence of pseudo cluster word formation in fast speech besides 
Dimasa, both being the neighbouring languages of Khasi. 
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2.3 Consonant alternation 
Consonant alternation of lexemes between the two neighbouring languages is 
highly present as seen in the set of examples in (9): 
 
(9) Khasi: kwai ‘betel nut’ > waɨ doŋ ‘betel nut shop’ 
Dimasa: ɡwai ‘betel nut’ 
Khasi: kulai ‘horse’ 
Dimasa: ɡoɾai ‘horse’ 
Khasi: pulei ‘read’ 
Dimasa: pʰuɾi ‘read’ 
Khasi: blaŋ ‘goat’ 
Dimasa: bɾun ‘goat’ 
 
In the examples in (9), these lexemes are possibly borrowed forms from the 
other neighbouring languages including the Indo-Aryan languages. Khasi uses 
the voiceless unaspirated stop /k/, while Dimasa uses /ɡ/ in the loan word for 
‘betel nut’ as kwai and ɡwai (Assamese ɡuwa). The borrowed forms in the re-
maining examples show the occurrence of the voiced lateral approximant /l/ in 
Khasi which is regularly used as the voiced tap /r/ in Dimasa. 
3 Morphological features 
Khasi is rich in both inflectional and derivational morphology, while Dimasa is 
highly rich in derivational morphology. Some common derivational features are 
the noun class terms attached with the bound roots, compounding, the numeral 
‘one’ ʃi, the locative case ha, the emphatic particle ‘se’ and the existential verb 
don/doŋ. 
3.1 Noun class terms 
Noun class terms are mostly free lexemes which can be both prefixing and suf-
fixing in Dimasa while they are only prefixing in Khasi. Noun class terms based 
on fruits, animals, excretion, time and clothes found in both the data are dis-
cussed in this section. 
3.1.1 Fruit 
soʔ is the noun class prefixing term for fruit in Khasi as in soʔ-ɲamtra ‘orange’, 
soʔ-ɟew ‘lemon’, soʔ-pʰan ‘jackfruit’ while btʰai ‘fruit’ is prefixed in Dimasa as 
tʰai- as in tʰai-ʤu ‘mango’, tʰai-ʃa ‘lime’, tʰai-lik ‘banana’. However, few lex-
emes for fruits in Dimasa perhaps seem to be borrowed from Austro-Asiatic 
from the neighbouring Khasi noun class prefix as seen in (10). 
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(10) Khasi: soʔ-priam ‘guava’ 
Dimasa: ʃo-pʰɾi ‘guava (loan word: IA > Bengali)’ 
ʃu-kʰɾem ‘guava’ 
3.1.2 Animals 
mV- is the typical noun class prefix for animals in Bodo-Garo languages, in-
cluding Dimasa as in mi-ʃi ‘tiger’, mi-juŋ ‘elephant’, mi-tʰaŋ ‘buffalo’ and so 
on. Khasi has several lexemes for animals as in blaŋ ‘goat’, miaw ‘cat’, kʰla 
‘tiger’ and others, though some animal names seem to have prefixing mV-, 
which is areally shared from the Bodo-Garo languages. 
(11) Khasi: mɨ-rsɪaŋ ‘fox’ 
Dimasa: mo-sɾoŋ ‘fox’ 
Khasi: ma-si ‘cow’ 
Dimasa: mu-ʃu ‘cow’ 
3.1.3 Excretion 
The noun class prefixing kʰi ‘excretion’ is a typical Bodo-Garo feature, present 
in Dimasa, as in kʰi-pʰu ‘anus’, kʰi-tʰoŋ ‘buttocks’, kʰi-tʰai ‘penis’ and kʰi-lam 
‘genital area’. Excretion words like those for animals (§3.1.2) have different 
lexemes in Khasi such as, tʰli:w ɟiŋʃoŋ ‘anus’, sim ‘penis’ and ʃirkait ‘genital 
area (native lexeme)’ though kɨ-pou ‘genital area (loan word)’ is also used, 
which clearly is derived from the Bodo-Garo feature. 
(12) Khasi: kɨ-pou ‘genital area’ 
Dimasa: kʰi-pʰu ‘anus’ 
3.1.4 Time 
The past time is expressed by using the mV- prefix to bound roots in Dimasa 
besides other Bodo-Garo languages, while it occurs as mɨn- in Khasi which 
seems to morphologically resemble these languages as shown in (13). 
(13) Khasi: mɨn-nin ‘yesterday’ 
Dimasa: m-ja ‘yesterday 
Khasi: mɨn snida ‘day before yesterday’ 
Dimasa: m-ja aɡaʃi ‘day before yesterday’ 
Khasi: mɨn-ʃwa ‘before, earlier days’ 
Dimasa: mə-naŋ ‘before, earlier days’ 
3.1.5 Cloth 
Cloths in general are morphologically expressed by using the lexeme ɾiʔ ‘cloth’ 
as a prefixing category in Dimasa as in, ɾi-ʤampʰain ‘middle wrapper of wom-
en’, ɾi-ɡu ‘skirt’, ɾi-ʃa ‘male wrapper’ and others. In Khasi, cloths in general are 
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called ri-am ‘dress’ which seems to be similar with Dimasa as in ɾi-ʤem 
‘dress’. However, a particular piece of cloth in Khasi seem to have ʤain ‘cloth’ 
prefixing as in, ʤain-sem ‘wrap around’, ʤain-siaŋ ‘table cloth’ and ʤain-kup 
‘shawl’ where, ʤain (Khasi) and ʤem (Dimasa) indeed have morphological co-
incidences. They are illustrated in (14). 
 
(14) Khasi: ri-am ‘dress’ 
Dimasa: ɾi-ʤem ‘dress’ 
Khasi: ʤain ‘cloth’ 
Dimasa: ɾiʔ ‘cloth’ 
3.1.6 Meat 
The chopped meat is lexically prefixed with doʔ in Khasi as in (15a). doʔ occurs 
with the glottal stop as a suffixing noun class term only for bon ‘wood’ as in 
bon-doʔ chopped wood, while it occurs without the glottal stop, when it func-
tions as a numeral classifier in Dimasa to describe chopped objects such as bon 
‘wood’ and mɡoŋ ‘meat’ from (15b) to (15d). 
 
(15) (a)  doʔ-sniaŋ ‘pork’  (Khasi) 
 doʔ-kʰleʔ ‘mashed pork (cooked)’ 
 doʔ-siaɾ ‘chicken’ 
 
(b)  bon-do do-ʃi (Dimasa) 
 wood-chopped wood CLF-one 
 ‘one piece of wood’ 
 
(c) mɡoŋ do-ɡin 
 meat CLF-two 
 ‘two pieces of meat’ 
 
(d) bɾun-hain do-tʰam 
 goat-flesh CLF-three 
 ‘three pieces of mutton’ 
 
hain ‘flesh (shortened form of ba-haɪn ‘flesh’, where bV- is the inalienable pre-
fix)’ as seen in bɾunhain ‘mutton’ in (15d), is the noun class term for ‘meat’ in 
Dimasa.  
3.2 Word derivation 
In the data, the roots of some morphemes in Khasi probably originate from the 
Bodo-Garo languages and Dimasa exemplifies this feature as shown in (16): 
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(16) Khasi: pɨn-pʰai ‘return’ 
Dimasa: pʰai-pʰin ‘return’ (pʰai ‘come’, pʰin ‘again’) 
As seen in the case of pʰai-pʰin ‘return’ which is clearly a Bodo-Garo word 
structure, this occurs as morphemic alternation in Khasi as in pɨn-pʰai ‘return’. 
Another verb root related to the domain of pʰai ‘come’ is ʃo-pʰai ‘arrive’ in Di-
masa as given in (17) which is borrowed as poi ‘arrive’ as a result of front 
clipping in Khasi. 
(17) Khasi: poi ‘arrive’ 
Dimasa: ʃo-pʰai ‘arrive’ (ʃo ‘complete, total’, pʰai ‘come’) 
The word for ‘sun, day’ in Khasi again seems to be borrowed from Bodo-Garo 
languages; ʃain (Dimasa/BG) > sŋi (Khasi). Burling (1983, 2003: 174) classifies 
Bodo-Konyak-Jingphaw as a‘Sal’ language because of the presence of the lexi-
cal cognate for ‘sun’ as ‘sal’, ‘wal’ in most of these languages. Dimasa ʃain 
seems likely to be a cognate of ‘sal’. The second set of examples add some evi-
dences to the fact that the compound word tiŋ-ʃain ‘bright (Khasi)’ is indirectly 
borrowed from BG languages, having the stem ʃain (Dimasa/BG). On the other 
hand, Dimasa forms a new lexeme for ‘bright’ as ʤna ‘bright’, and can be 
compounded in a noun phrase as ʃain ʤna-ba ‘bright sun’ where -ba is the 
nominalising suffix. These examples are illustrated in (18). 
(18) Dimasa: ʃain ‘sun, day’ 
Khasi: tiŋ-ʃain ‘bright’ (BG?) 
Dimasa: ʤna ‘bright’ 
3.3 Numeral ‘one’ 
The numeral ‘one’ can be of three kinds in Khasi: ʃi, wei (masculine) and uwei 
(feminine). ʃɪ morphologically resembles the numeral ‘one’ in Dimasa (-ʃi/ʃe) 
and the other Bodo-Garo languages. ʃi is a bound morpheme as a prefix, while 
wei is a free morpheme in Khasi (Joseph 2010).  
While counting ‘one’, ʃi is very productive in Khasi as in ʃi-ʃŋi ‘one day’ 
and ʃi-ʃnoŋ ‘one village’, and it employs ʃi in collective numbers (ʃi-ɡɨnda ‘one 
anna of four pice,four’) and in ordinals as in fractional numbers (ʃi-pawa ‘a 
quarter’), measures (ʃi-kʰam ‘a hand breadth, four inches’) and reduplicative 
numerals (ʃi-wad, ʃi-sin ‘once’), while wei is used with distributive numerals 
(mar-wei-wei ‘one by one’) (Roberts 1891: 34–37).  
Dimasa prefixes the numeral classifiers, both generic and specific, with -ʃi 
as in (19a) and (19b), while it does not require a numeral classifier in Khasi. 
(19) (a) ɡɾau ma-ʃi 
word CLF (generic)-one 
‘something’ 
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 (b) ʃbuŋ ʃau-ʃi 
 person CLF (human)-one 
 ‘one man’ 
3.4 Locative case ha 
The case markers in Khasi are prefixes (nominative Ø, accusative ia, genitive 
ʤoŋ, dative ia, ia ha, locative ha and instrumental da) (Roberts 1891), while in 
Dimaasa, they are suffixes (nominative Ø, accusative -kʰe, genitive -ni, dative 
‑ne/-tʰane, locative -ha, instrumental -ʤaŋ and associative -ʤaŋ). Among the 
six cases in Khasi, the locative case ha resembles the suffixing locative case -ha 
in Dimasa, which is equally present in other Bodo-Garo languages (Bodo -au, 
Garo -o) as shown in the examples in (20) and (21). 
 
(20) ŋa ʃoŋ ha-lor ʃuki  (Khasi) 
1SG sit LOC-up chair 
‘I sit on a chair’  
  
(21) bo mja no-ha tʰu-du (Dimasa) 
that boy house- LOC sleep-PRES 
‘That boy sleeps/ is sleeping at home’. 
3.5 Emphatic particle se 
The emphatic particle ʃe can occur with both noun and verb phrases in Dimasa 
as in (24a) and (24b), which functions in the similar manner in the Pnar variety 
of Khasi (spoken in Jaintia Hills) as se in (23). Standard Khasi uses ma to em-
phasize the NPs and VPs as in (22). 
 
(22) ma ŋa ba leʔ (Standard Khasi) 
EMPH 1SG that do 
‘I do it’. 
 
(23) ŋa wa wai ka dwar se  (Pnar) 
 1SG RLVZ open 3SGF door EMPH 
‘I opened the door’. 
 
(24) (a) [aŋ-ʃe] nɪŋ-kʰe loŋ-ba (Dimasa) 
 1SG- EMPH 2SG-ACC call-PST 
 ‘I called you’. 
 
(b) [bo ʤɪ-kʰa-ʃe] de-ma (Dimasa) 
 3SG eat-CND-EMPH big-FUT.PROX 
‘He will grow only if he eats’. 
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3.6 Existential construction  
The existential verb don in Khasi morphologically resembles the Bodo-Garo 
doŋ, which bears its roots from proto-Sino-Tibetan. The word-final /-ŋ/ in BG 
doŋ makes it different from the Khasi /n/ in don.  
In non-existential constructions in Khasi, the negation um occurs before 
the existential don as shown in (25). Dimasa has a different lexeme ɡɾi to negate 
this kind of construction as illustrated in (26).5 
 
(25) (a) u-m don ha i:ŋ (Khasi) 
 3SGM-NEG EXIST LOC home 
 ‘He is not there at home’. 
 
(b) u don ha i:ŋ 
 3SGM EXIST LOC home 
 ‘He is at home’. 
 
(26) (a) bo no-ha doŋ (Dimasa) 
 3SG house- LOC EXIST 
 ‘She is at home’. 
 
(b) bo no-ha ɡɾi 
 3SG house- LOC NON. EXIST 
 ‘She is not there at home’. 
4 Syntactic processes 
This section discusses the particles la and ba found across Dimasa and Khasi as 
nominal/verbal reflexive and nominalizer/relativizer. The relativizer in Pnar as 
wa and in Dimasa as -ja are very similar which are briefly discussed in this sec-
tion. 
4.1 Nominal and verbal reflexives  
The prefix la functions both as the nominal and verbal reflexive in Khasi as 
seen in (27) and (29), while it functions only as the verbal reflexive in Dimasa 
as shown in (28). The nominal reflexive is ʤaɾ in Dimasa in (28). 
 
(27) ka ieid ja la-de (Khasi) 
 3SG  love ACC REFL-PTCL 
 ‘She loves herself’. 
                                                                                                                       
5 The negation particle um prefixed with the existential verb in Khasi is a typical feature 
of the several Kuki-Chin languages where um/om is an existential particle negated with  
‑lou as in um-lou.  
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(28) bo-la ʤaɾ-kʰe ham-ʤau-la-ba (Dimasa) 
 3SG-TOP REFL-ACC good-PASS-REFL-PRES 
 ‘She loves herself (She good being felt by herself)’. 
 
(29) u ʃipai u siat ja la-de (Khasi) 
 3SGM soldier 3SGM shot ACC REFL-PTCL 
 ‘The soldier shot himself’. 
4.2 Nominalization and relativization 
The suffix -ba functions as a nominalizer and indefinite marker in noun phrases 
in Dimasa as in (30) while the prefix -ba functions as the relativizer in Khasi as 
in (31). 
 
(30) maiɾiŋ [lim-ba] ɾau-bi (Dimasa) 
 Mairing sick-NMZ hard-PRED 
 ‘Mairing falling sick is very frequent’. 
 
(31) [ka kʰɨnnaʔ kɨntʰei ka-ba pʰet] 
 3SGF child female 3SGF-RLVZ run   
 ka  la  wan  pʰai  ʃa i:ŋ (Khasi) 
 3SGF  PST come return towards house 
 ‘The girl who ran away, came back home’. 
 
The relativizing suffix is -ja in Dimasa and it occurs with verbs and verb-like 
adjectives followed by the indefinite marker -ba as in (32), modifying the head 
noun mja ‘boy’. 
  
(32) [bo mja ʃu-ʤau-ja-ba] dini 
 that boy beat-PASS-RLVZ-INDF today 
 kʰai-kʰa   (Dimasa) 
 run-PFV 
‘The boy, who was beaten, ran away today’.  
 
In Pnar, the relativizing particle is wa prefixing in the relative clause u kʰɨnnaʔ u 
wa cʰaʔ bom ‘the boy who was beaten’ in (33), unlike the Standard Khasi ba as 
previously illustrated in (31). It appears to be phonologically similar to the rela-
tivizing suffix in Dimasa -ja, being areally closer in contact with Pnar. 
 
(33) [u kʰɨnnaʔ u wa cʰaʔ bom] da 
3SGM boy 3SGM RLVZ PASS beat PST 
 pʰet u  innei  (Pnar) 
 run  3SGM  today 
‘The boy, who was beaten, ran away today’.  
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5 Semantics 
This section discusses few lexemes found to occur in oppositeness in two ways: 
change in state and change in meaning. It briefly discusses some lexically simi-
lar and dissimilar words found in the data collected for both the languages. 
5.1 Event and state 
A few words are shared in Khasi and Dimasa based on event and state opposite-
ness. ʤi ‘eat’ is a verb of event in Dimasa and it phonologically occurs in 
several Bodo-Garo languages as ʤa (Bodo), sa (Rabha), ca (Garo). ʤa is an 
entity in Khasi and it means rice which probably seems to have shared the event 
vs state opposites. 
(34) Khasi: ʤa ‘rice’ 
Dimasa: ʤi ‘eat’ 
Another example is the process of drinking in Khasi and the entity, water, in 
Dimasa, namely, diʔ vs di thereby indicating some shared linguistic feature: 
(35) Khasi: diʔ ‘drink’ 
Dimasa: di ‘water’ 
The opposite meaning counterpart for ‘drink’ in Dimasa is liŋ and ‘water’ in 
Khasi is um, which are both typical features of the Bodo-Garo and Austro-
Asiatic languages respectively. 
5.2 Meaning and form opposites 
Unlike the previous examples that are opposites in both the languages in terms 
of motion and states, some examples from Khasi and Dimasa are found to be 
lexical polar opposites as seen in (36) and (37). 
(36) Khasi: ʃoŋ ‘sit’ 
Dimasa: ʃoŋ ‘stand’ 
(37) Khasi: em Negative 
Dimasa: om Affirmative 
ʃoŋ ‘stand’ is a typical feature lexically present in Bodo-Garo languages as in 
Bodo, Garo, Rabha and so on. The borrowing in Khasi is interestingly a polar 
opposite as ‘sit’. The standard dialect Hasao in Dimasa affirms a word or state-
ment by using the particle om besides using ã, while the other dialects use ĩ 
(Hawar), au (Dembra and Dijuwa). In case of em and om, the phonological al-
ternation of the vowels /e/ and /o/ take place during the borrowing. The 
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affirmative hoʔ oid in Khasi bears resemblance with the Eastern Indo Aryan hoɪ 
(Assamese) and hẽ (Bengali) while the negative nija (it can be shortened as nja, 
with /nj/ as the pseudo cluster) is a native Dimasa word. 
5.3 Lexical similarities and dissimilarities 
A few lexically similar and dissimilar words in Khasi and Dimasa are found in 
the data. They are illustrated in Table 1.  
TABLE 1 – Lexical similarities 
Khasi Dimasa Gloss 
ʃoʔ ʃuʔ ‘beat’ 
tʰiaʔ tʰu ‘sleep’ 
tap tʰap ‘cover’ 
tiʔ  tʰiʔ  ‘say’ 
suʔ ʃu ‘sew’ 
ŋa aŋ ‘I’  
kʰoʔ kʰoʔ ‘remove, peel’ 
ksiar ɡəʤau/ɡzau ‘gold’ 
dain dain ‘cut’ 
 
Table 1 shows the irregular phonological occurrences of vowels and consonants 
in the lexically shared lexemes. The word for ‘sew’ suʔ in Khasi with the alveo-
lar fricative /s/ occurs as the post-alveolar fricative /ʃ/ in Dimasa ʃu. The velar 
nasal /ŋ/ occurs in the alternating position as ŋa ‘I’ in Khasi and as aŋ in Di-
masa. Most of the shared lexemes having voiced consonants in Dimasa 
(ɡəʤau/ɡzau) occur as voiceless counterparts in Khasi (ksiar), those having 
aspirations in Dimasas (tʰap, tʰiʔ) occur as unaspirated consonants in Khasi 
(tap, tʰi), glottalisation may or may not occur for all similar examples in case of 
Dimasa (ʃuʔ, tʰu, ʃu and kʰoʔ) as seen in previous examples. 
6 Conclusion 
As seen from the above findings of the study, it makes a lexical comparison and 
shows a presence of borrowings and shared features of lexemes in terms of 
phonological and morphological features, syntactic processes, and semantic 
oppositeness and similarities, across Dimasa and Khasi, including Pnar in few 
cases, though they are both genetically unrelated languages. Diffloth (2008) 
shows the areally shared words in Khasi from Shafer’s list as probably originat-
ing from BG/TB languages, among which which masi ‘cow’, ŋa ‘I’ and ksiar 
‘gold’ are found in the present data.  
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Since this paper is a preliminary study of the lexical and morphological 
comparison of Khasi and Dimasa, further research is required to compare these 
two languages as well as other related languages, and bring an understanding of 
the areal contact in these two language families, Proto-Bodo-Garo and Proto-
Khasian. 
Abbreviations 
1 First Person, 2 Second Person, 3 Third Person, ACC Accusative, CLF Classifier, CND
Condition, EMPH Emphatic, EXIST Existential, F Feminine, FUT Future, INDF Indefinite, 
LOC Locative, MASC Masculine, NEG NEG Negative, NMZ Nominalizer, NON.EXIST Non 
Existential, PASS Passivizer, PFV Perfective, PL Plural, PRED Predicative, PRES Present, 
PROX Proximate, PST Past, REFL Reflexive, RLVZ Relativizer, SG Singular, TOP Topicalizer 
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1 Introduction 
he plains and lower hill regions of Northeast India have been a highly com-
plex multilingual contact zone for at least last one and a half millennia 
(DeLancey 2012). Speakers of Tibeto-Burman, Indo-Aryan, Austroasiatic, as 
well as, further east, Tai-Kadai languages have had to communicate with each 
other, and this did not leave their languages unaffected. In this paper, our goal is 
to use loanword phonology to track how Tiwa, a Tibeto-Burman language of 
the Bodo-Garo branch with about 30,000 speakers, has been affected by contact 
with Assamese and/or Bengali, the dominant Eastern Indo-Aryan languages in 
Northeast India. While Assamese is currently the predominant lingua franca in 
the central state of Assam, Bengali has long had an important sphere of influ-
ence extending across the modern-day border with Bangladesh. 
In the course of producing a Tiwa dictionary with just over 7,500 entries 
(Joseph 2014), Joseph was able to accumulate a list of almost 1,500 borrowings 
from Eastern Indo-Aryan (Assamese, Bengali) into Tiwa. The sheer mass of 
Indo-Aryan (IA) borrowings in Tiwa, at approximately one fifth of the lexicon, 
is an extreme case of contact between dominant IA languages and minority Ti-
beto-Burman (TB) languages in Northeast India. Nonetheless, smaller scale 
versions of this contact scenario are the rule and not the exception in the region. 
                                                                                                                       
1 We are grateful to Gitanjeli Bez and to Zahid Akter for helping us with our Assamese 
and Bengali data, respectively. The first author would also like to thank the Tiwa dic-
tionary team, who helped accumulate the loanword database that this study is based on: 
Horsing Kholar, Juliana Maslai, Alfred Maslai, Bibiana Maslai, and Simon Mithi. 
T 
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Despite the pervasiveness of the phenomenon, our understanding of the mecha-
nisms and consequences of this type of IA-TB contact, as well as the 
methodological issues that arise in trying to study them, have barely started to 
be discussed in the literature. 
This study considers evidence from loanword phonology by examining the 
sound correspondences between the native Eastern Indo-Aryan and borrowed 
counterparts in Tiwa. We use Assamese orthography to have a historical record 
of the source languages, against which we can triangulate the modern data. Our 
case study aims to show how this kind of evidence can help model the contact 
scenarios over time, as well as what problems this approach runs into. In short, 
we try to show what we can gain from this kind of a study, and what its limita-
tions are. 
This paper has the following structure. The remainder of this introductory 
section briefly summarizes what we currently know about the history of the 
languages in the region (§1.1) and which methodology we used (§1.2). Section 
§2 offers an overview of Tiwa phonology and its development since Proto-
Bodo-Garo as well as basic information on Assamese diachronic phonology. 
The next three sections §§3–5 discuss the data in light of three research ques-
tions. First (§3), what do the sound correspondences between native vs. loan 
words tell us about the source languages in the borrowing scenarios? Second 
(§4), what can we infer about different time periods of borrowing? And third 
(§5), how has Tiwa phonology been affected by this massive amount of lexical 
borrowing? A summary and conclusion of the study is provided in §6. 
1.1 A brief history of the languages in the region 
The history of Tiwa begins with its ancestral language, Proto-Boro-Garo (PBG). 
When speakers of this proto-language moved into the present day location in 
western Northeast India, they probably encountered and then had close contact 
with Austroasiatic languages, especially Khasi and Pnar (Kakati 1962 [1941]; 
DeLancey 2012). Building on research by Burling (2007), DeLancey (2012) 
argues that PBG was a lingua franca across the Brahmaputra Valley. The region 
has a long history of multilinguality, with ever-changing linguistic configura-
tions, especially when the dominance of IA language speakers, i.e. speakers of 
the language that was to develop into Assamese, started. This unstable climate 
persisted as PBG started to diversify into the modern languages. Kakati, as an 
explanation for the considerable dialectal variation found in the western part of 
the Assamese-speaking area, writes, 
Western Assam was never for a long period under any dominant power. It 
was the cockpit of several fighting forces, – the Koches, the Muhammedans, 
and the Āhŏms, and political fortunes passed from one power to another in 
different times. A steady commanding central influence that gives homoge-
neity to manners as to speech was never built up by any ruling power in 
western Assam. Kakati (1962 [1941]: 15) 
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This kind of dynamic history certainly affected other languages as it af-
fected Assamese. There is no doubt that there are multiple contact scenarios that 
over time have shaped Tiwa, located in the central-western part of present-day 
Assam.2 
1.2 Methodology and limitations of this study 
Not much is known about the contact scenarios between Tibeto-Burman and 
Indo-Aryan, which happened as part of a dynamic situation of complex multi-
lingualism (but see the case study on Bishnupriya by Satyanath and Laskar 
(2008)). The prolonged history of contact has almost certainly involved As-
samese and Bengali; other Tibeto-Burman languages besides Tiwa, both within 
and outside of Bodo-Garo; as well as Austroasiatic languages such as Khasi and 
perhaps Pnar. As we tackle this research agenda only via loanword phonology, 
this study has limitations, which we want to be clear about at the outset. 
This paper is based on phonological correspondences in IA borrowings in 
Tiwa, extracting whatever evidence we considered helpful for understanding the 
contact scenario between Tiwa and Assamese/Bengali. Our primary resource 
was Barua's (1992) Hem Kosha Assamese-English dictionary (first edition pub-
lished in 1900), supplemented, in some cases, with information from the online 
multilingual dictionary www.xobdo.org. There is no evidence to argue that the 
lexical items given in these dictionaries are always the source forms of the bor-
rowings; in fact, in some cases, we argue below that they are not. However, 
Barua’s (1992) dictionary was the reference work used by Joseph for the compi-
lation of Eastern IA borrowings in Tiwa, and it represents a good resource for 
IA lexical items. 
It has worked in our favor that Barua (1992) lists words that are no longer 
in use in Assamese. As a result, this dictionary provides an etymological record 
of the language, which makes it useful for the purpose of identifying Eastern IA 
words beyond those currently in use in modern Assamese. 
2 Phonological preliminaries 
2.1 Tiwa phonology 
There are seventeen consonants that may occur as syllable onsets in Tiwa, as 
shown in Table 1. The phonemic representation (here and elsewhere in this pa-
per) follows the IPA. Note that in the unaspirated stop series, there is a voicing 
alternation in complementary distribution: The voiced stops [b,d,ɟ,g] occur in-
tervocalically, whereas the voiceless stops [p,t,c,k] occur elsewhere. In the 
                                                                                                                       
2 Note that Kakati’s work predates the partition of Northeast India into the seven states. 
‘Assam’ previously referred to Northeast India as a whole.  
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Romanization of Tiwa used here, the [b,d,ɟ,g] allophones are represented as 
such. Otherwise, the representation is fully phonemic. 
Table 1 shows that there are two manner series of stops: voiceless unaspi-
rated and voiceless aspirated ones. Voiceless unaspirated stops have voiced 
allophones that occur inter-vocalically. The phonemic opposition between alve-
olar /s/ and postalveolar /ʃ/ is unique among the Bodo-Garo (BG) languages, 
and more generally very unusual for Tibeto-Burman languages of Northeast 
India. The best explanation for the existence of this phonemic opposition in 
Tiwa is contact with the neighboring Austroasiatic Khasi languages, where a /s/-
/ʃ/ contrast is common. Among the nasals, note that a velar nasal onset only 
occurs in ŋá ‘fish’ and compounds that include this stem. The other BG lan-
guages have lost syllable-initial /ŋ/ altogether. 
TABLE 1 – Tiwa syllable-initial consonants 
Bilabial Alveolar Post-alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Stops 
unasp. p[p~b] t[t~d] c[c~ɟ] k[k~g] 
asp. pʰ tʰ  kʰ 
Fricatives  s ʃ   h 
Nasals m n   ŋ 
Lateral l 
Rhotic r 
Glides w   j 
Table 2 shows the much smaller inventory of consonants that may occur at the 
end of the syllable. There is only a voiceless unaspirated stop series in coda 
position and there is no palatal coda stop, which is common among Tibeto-
Burman languages of the region. Likewise, three places of articulation for coda 
nasals are common. An uncommon coda consonant is the fricative /s/. 
TABLE 2 – Tiwa syllable-final consonants 
Bilabial Alveolar Velar 
Stops p t k 
Fricatives s 
Nasals m n ŋ 
Lateral l 
Rhotic r 
Tiwa only has a five-vowel system of monophthongs, as shown in Figure 1. 
This is very unusual in BG, where most if not all other languages have six vow-
els, the ‘sixth’ vowel being a high back unrounded vowel throughout BG 
(Burling 2013). 
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FIGURE 1 – Tiwa vowel monophthongs 
As far as syllable structure is concerned, Tiwa allows certain onset clusters. In 
particular, sequences of stops with /r/ or /l/ occur, although never /tl/ or /tʰl/. For 
present purposes, more important than the internal structure of the syllable is the 
relationship between syllables and words. Significantly, a very large number of 
native Tiwa words are disyllabic. This deep-rooted preference for disyllables is 
a robust feature of Tiwa phonology and will be further discussed in §5. 
Supra-segmentals do not play an important role in this study, but it should 
be noted that Tiwa has two tones: rising and falling;3 vowel nasalization may be 
considered contrastive but minimal pairs are limited to ideophones. 
2.2 Diachrony of Tiwa syllable-final consonants 
Table 3 presents the Tiwa inventory of coda consonants, indicating their origin 
in native Proto-Bodo-Garo (PBG) consonants or in acquisition from Indo-Aryan 
(IA) loans (PBG developments from Joseph and Burling (2006)). 
TABLE 3 – PBG > Tiwa, syllable-final consonants 
 Bilabial Alveolar Velar 
Stops *p> p (IA> t) (IA> k) 
Fricative  (IA> s)  
Nasals *m> m *n> n *ŋg> ng 
Lateral  *l,*t> l  
Rhotic  *r> r  
 
Note especially that PBG *-t and *-k have disappeared in Tiwa, via deletion of 
*-k and change of *t > l.4 Furthermore, the uncommon coda /s/ is not inherited 
from PBG but has entered via IA borrowings. 
                                                                                                                       
3 Following the orthographic practice in Tiwa, monosyllabic roots with the falling tone 
are not marked for tone, while everywhere else tone is marked. The rising tone is indi-
cated by /  ́ / and the falling tone by / ˆ /. 
4 There is still a trace of the PBG *-t and *-k codas in the form of the rising tone on the 
respective syllables in Tiwa. 
i   u 
e  o 
a 
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2.3 Assamese and Indo-Aryan 
Table 4 presents an overview of the transliteration of consonants from the As-
samese script that is followed in this study. The transliteration does not 
represent modern Assamese phonemes but instead preserves etymological 
sounds (although not perfectly consistently, see the discussion in the next sec-
tion). Having a historical record of Assamese phonology represented by the 
orthography gives us an important temporal anchor to help identify the source 
language from which the borrowing came and/or information about the time 
period of borrowing. 
Table 5 is testament to the significant amount of restructuring of the pho-
nological system that has taken place in the development of modern spoken 
Assamese: the retroflex series has merged with the dental series to a new alveo-
lar series; the voiceless palatal stops have merged to /s/; the voiced palatal stops 
along with the palatal glide are now reflected in the areally characteristic allo-
phony between the voiced palatal stop and the voiced alveolar fricative /ɟ~z/; 
and, importantly for the discussion below, we see a three-way merger in the 
debuccalization (i.e., moving from the oral cavity to a glottal or pharyngeal 
place of articulation) of the coronal fricatives < s ̪ , s, ʃ> (Goswami and Tamuli
2003). 
Compared to Assamese, Bengali has been more conservative. Phonemic 
contrasts that were merged in Assamese as shown in Table 4 are generally re-
tained in Bengali. The only exception is that in Bengali, we also find that 
orthographic < s ̪ , s, ʃ> in most modern dialects represent a single modern pho-
neme, typically /ʃ/, i.e., there was no debuccalization as in Assamese (Dasgupta 
2003: 361). 
TABLE 4 – Transliteration of Assamese consonants followed in this study using 
IPA symbols 
ক  (k) খ (kʰ) গ	(g) ঘ (gʰ) ঙ (ŋ) 
চ  (c) ছ (cʰ) জ (ɟ) ঝ (ɟʰ) ঞ (ɲ) 
ট  (ʈ) ঠ (ʈʰ) ড (ɖ) ঢ (ɖʰ) ণ (ɳ) 
ত (t) থ (tʰ) দ (d) ধ (dʰ) ন (n) 
প (p) ফ (pʰ) ব (b) ভ (bʰ) ম (m) 
য (y) ৰ (r) ল (l) ৱ (w) 
শ (s̪) ষ (ʃ) স (s) হ (h) 
kষ (ks̪) ! (r̪) ! (r̪h) ! (j) 
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TABLE 5 – Assamese consonants: Sound changes 
Assamese letter Transliteration Modern Assamese phoneme 
ট <ʈ> /t/ 
ঠ <ʈʰ> /tʰ/ 
ড <ɖ> /d/ 
ঢ <ɖʰ> /dʰ/ 
ণ <ɳ> /n/ 
চ <c> 
/s/ 
ছ <cʰ> 
জ <ɟ> 
/ɟ~z/ ঝ <ɟʰ> 
য <j> 
শ <s̪> 
/ħ/5 স <s> 
ষ <ʃ> 
 
3 Identifying the source language 
While the modern day contact of Tiwa with Indo-Aryan is almost entirely 
through Assamese, we should not assume that all IA loans came directly from 
Assamese into Tiwa. Besides Assamese, Bengali is another likely contender for 
being the source language of at least a subset of the loanwords we find in Tiwa. 
Since Assamese and Bengali are closely related, it is difficult to sort out which 
language a particular word might have originated from, in particular when we 
also take dialect differences into consideration. 
But the problem of distinguishing Assamese from Bengali is only one part 
of it. We know that the plains and adjacent areas of Northeast India have been 
high-contact regions, where ethnolinguistically diverse populations had to 
communicate with each other. Especially the status of Assamese as a lingua 
franca in modern history means that in addition to distinguishing between As-
samese and Bengali origins, we also have to keep in mind that certain layers of 
loans might have entered Tiwa via a third language. This would have been ei-
ther an Austroasiatic language, most probably Khasi, or another Tibeto-Burman 
language, most probably Karbi or perhaps another Bodo-Garo language. 
These different source language scenarios are illustrated in Figure 2. Note 
that this diagram does not include Sanskrit and Hindi as source languages for 
certain borrowings. While there is no doubt that we find certain Sanskrit or 
Hindi forms in Tiwa, these would have entered the language not directly but 
through Assamese or Bengali. 
                                                                                                                       
5 Some sources transcribe the debuccalized consonant as /ħ/, others transcribe it as /x/. 
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FIGURE 2 – Source language scenarios for Indo-Aryan borrowings in Tiwa 
3.1 Distinguishing between Assamese versus Bengali origins 
At the current stage of our research, we have not been able to identify phono-
logical criteria to consistently distinguish between Assamese or Bengali origins 
of loanwords. Assamese has undergone several changes that Bengali has not 
undergone. Table 4 in §2.3 above lists the sound changes of Assamese vis-à-vis 
the writing system, which all involve merging sounds: the retroflex and dental 
stops into a single alveolar series; the lenition of */c/ and */cʰ/ to /s/; further, 
*/ɟ/, */ɟʰ/, and */j/ to a single phoneme /ɟ~z/; and finally, the debuccalization 
merger of the three fricatives */s/, */s /̪, and */ʃ/ into modern /ħ/. For all of these
sound changes and in general, Bengali has been more conservative. Therefore, 
we have so far been unable to identify criteria to distinguish between whether a 
particular loanword is borrowed from Bengali or whether it is an old loanword 
from Assamese before Assamese underwent the particular sound change. Con-
versely, however, for loanwords that reflect a particular sound change specific 
to Assamese, we know that they have Assamese rather than Bengali origins. 
Let us take as an example the debuccalization merger. In Table 6, corre-
spondence sets (1) and (2) are words that in Assamese are spelled with an initial 
স. This letter is transliterated with its original sound <s>, which has changed to 
/ħ/ in modern Assamese. The corresponding loans in Tiwa begin with /h/, which 
means that these must have been borrowed specifically from Assamese at a 
point in time after Assamese has undergone this sound change.  
In the remaining five correspondence sets (3) through (7) we see a differ-
ent pattern. The words are spelled again with স, or with শ, transliterated with 
their original sound values as <s> and <s >̪, phonemically /ħ/ in modern
Assamese. But here, Tiwa has /s/, which corresponds to the original sounds 
prior to the debuccalization. 
Tiwa 
Assamese 
Other	T-B 
Bengali 
Khasi 
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TABLE 6 – Assamese debuccalized fricatives 
 Assamese Tiwa Gloss 
(1)  সদায় <sada:j> /ħɔdai/ /hôdai/ ‘always’ 
(2)  সাপ <sa:p> /ħap/ /hap/ ‘snake’ 
(3)  সকল <sakal> /ħɔkɔl/ /sógol/ ‘all’ 
(4)  সমান <sama:n> /ħɔman/ /sôman/ ‘same’ 
(5)  সিতনী <satini:> /ħɔtini/ /sûduni/ ‘concubine’ 
(6)  শ <s̪a> /ħɔ/ /so/ ‘hundred’ 
(7)  শগনু <s̪agun> /ħɔgun/ /sîgun/ ‘vulture’ 
 
While the words in (3) through (7) may have come into Tiwa from an earlier 
stage of Assamese prior to the debuccalization, another possibility is that these 
are borrowings from Bengali. The standard variety of Bengali has merged the 
sounds represented by শ, স, ষ to /ʃ/, while other dialects have /s/ or /s~ʃ/ (Das-
gupta 2003: 360). For example, ‘same, equal’ in (4) is ʃɒman and ‘hundred’ in 
(6) is ʃɒ in the standard variety. Tiwa could have therefore borrowed these 
words from a dialect of Bengali as /s/ at any time. 
What the examples in Table 6 show is summarized in Table 7. There are 
two correspondence sets depending on whether Tiwa has /h/ or /s/. If it is /h/, 
we know that the borrowing is from Assamese after the debuccalization. If it is 
/s/, we do not know whether this is a borrowing from Bengali at an undefined 
point in time or whether it is from Assamese prior to debuccalization. 
TABLE 7 – Two fricative correspondence sets 
Proto-Form Bengali Assamese Tiwa Origin of form 
*s /s/ /ħ/ /h/ Assamese 
*s /s/ /ħ/ /s/ Bengali or older Assamese 
 
Since a goal of this study is also to report methodological issues, we want to 
illustrate a problem in connection with the debuccalization sound change. There 
actually is an instance of Assamese spelling not reliably representing original 
sounds (cf. Kakati 1962 [1941]). 
Consider first Table 8, which shows entirely regular correspondence sets 
for Assamese initial হ <h> /h/, which is also /h/ in Tiwa, as expected. 
TABLE 8 – Assamese <h> /h/ corresponding to Tiwa /h/ 
 Assamese Tiwa Gloss 
(8)  হাতী <ha:ti:> /hati/ /hâdi/ ‘elephant’ 
(9)  হুদ ু <hudu> /hudu/ /hûdu/ ‘owl (variety)’ 
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Compare this to Table 9, where হ <h> /h/ does not represent *h, but instead one 
of the debuccalized fricatives. We know this because both Bengali and Tiwa 
have /s/ in these correspondence sets. Example (10) has this original *S, an uni-
dentified sibilant that is spelled <h> in word-initial position, examples (11) and 
(12) have it word-medially, and in (13), it’s the coda. There are many more such 
examples. 
TABLE 9 – Assamese <h> /h/, Bengali /s/ corresponding to Tiwa /s/ 
Assamese Bengali Tiwa Gloss 
(10) িহৈল <hiloi> /hiloi/ (/bonduk/) /sîlai/ ‘gun’ 
(11) বাঁহী <bã:hi:> /bãhi/ /bãsi/ /paŋsî/ ‘flute’ 
(12) খাহী <kʰa:hi:> /kʰahi/ /kʰasi/ /kʰâsi/6 ‘castrated’ 
(13) ঘাঁহ <gʰã:h> /gʰãh/ /gʰãs/ /kas/ ‘grass’ 
Note that (10) is interesting because Bengali has an unrelated word here. Poten-
tially then, this could remove the ambiguity and mean that Tiwa borrowed sîlai 
from an older form of Assamese rather than Bengali. However, it is still possi-
ble that bonduk is a relatively recent addition to the Bengali lexicon. Only 
philological work can solve this problem. 
3.2 Evidence for a pathway through Khasi or another Tibeto-
Burman language 
In addition to the problem of identifying a loanword as being originally As-
samese or Bengali, the issue gets more complicated as a particular set of 
borrowings might have entered Tiwa via a third language. Such a third language 
could be another Tibeto-Burman language, either another Bodo-Garo language, 
or an entirely different Tibeto-Burman language, particularly Karbi, which is 
spoken nearby to the east, covering a large area. But this third language could 
also be an Austroasiatic language, most probably Khasi but perhaps also Pnar, 
both spoken to the immediate west of the Tiwa-speaking area in the state of 
Meghalaya of Northeast India. 
Let us start by examining a correspondence pattern that suggests a borrow-
ing route via Khasi. What is necessary to know is that, first, the standard variety 
of Khasi does not have palatal stops /c/ or /cʰ/, and second, it does have a pho-
nemic contrast between /s/ and /ʃ/. With that in mind, we can look at Table 10. 
6 Specifically, the corresponding Tiwa expression is khâsi rína ‘to castrate’. 
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TABLE 10 – Assamese <c, cʰ>, /s/ > Tiwa /ʃ/ 
 Assamese Tiwa Gloss 
(14)  চকী <caki:> /sɔki/ /ʃûgi/ ‘chair’  
(15)  চলন <calan> /sɔlɔn/ /ʃôlon/ ‘behaviour’ 
(16)  ছ" <cʰaj> /sɔi/ /ʃui/ ‘six’ 
(17)  !ছকনী <cʰe:kani:> /sɛkɔni/ /ʃáguni/ ‘conical basket for 
sifting’ 
 
Table 10 shows two examples with orthographic <c> and two with <cʰ>, both 
of which have merged to /s/ in modern Assamese. Tiwa phonology includes 
both /c/ and /s/, but what corresponds to this consonant is actually /ʃ/. Looking 
at Bengali does not help here either. Some varieties have kept /c/ and /cʰ/. Oth-
ers have [s] as an allophone of /cʰ/ in certain phonological environments7 but 
never [ʃ] (Dasgupta 2003: 359). The best explanation seems to be that Khasi 
borrowed /c/ and /cʰ/ as /ʃ/ because /ʃ/ is closest to the palatal stops in Khasi 
phonology. Also on more general grounds, the phonemic contrast between /s/ 
and /ʃ/ in Tiwa must be from Khasi as neither the Indo-Aryan nor the Tibeto-
Burman languages in the region have this contrast and, for example, are instead 
quite well-known for not being able to distinguish between the two in English 
loans. 
If the correspondence pattern in Table 10 indeed constitutes evidence for 
borrowing via Khasi then this is very significant. Obviously, Tiwa would not 
have borrowed only palatal stop initial words from Khasi and the rest directly 
from Assamese and Bengali. Instead, if this is true, then we have to assume that 
there was a whole borrowing period during which Tiwa borrowed from Khasi. 
Furthermore, it is important to note that a large percentage of borrowings with 
word-initial or word-medial <c> and <cʰ> in Assamese spelling correspond to 
/ʃ/ in Tiwa: approximately 60% of well over 100 borrowings. 
Indeed, we also find native Khasi words that were borrowed into Tiwa, 
such as (18)–(25) in Table 11. However, even though we have not examined 
Khasi borrowings systematically, it is clear that they exist at a much smaller 
scale than Assamese borrowings, at perhaps around a tenth of the number of 
Assamese borrowings. This is at odds with the 60% of Assamese <c> and <cʰ> 
instances corresponding to Tiwa /ʃ/, and future research will have to generate 
hypotheses to reconcile this.8 Nonetheless, Table 11 additionally provides clear 
evidence that certain Assamese (and English) borrowings came into Tiwa via 
Khasi. Examples (26)–(28) are borrowings from Assamese and English, which 
entered Tiwa with the Khasi feminine article attached to them.9 There is no 
                                                                                                                       
7 An example is /bāchte/ ‘to choose’ being pronounced as [bāste] because of the follow-
ing /t/ (Dasgupta 2003: 359). 
8 One possibility is that there was at some point a Khasified version of Assamese that 
was used as a lingua franca.  
9 Borrowings into Khasi are categorized as feminine gender by default. 
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doubt that a careful examination of the role of Khasi in the contact scenarios 
will be the necessary next step to continue this research agenda. 
TABLE 11 – Khasi borrowings in Tiwa 
Khasi Tiwa Gloss 
(18) /ɟem/ /cem/ ‘soft’ 
(19) /jalap/ ‘to preach’ /jaláp rí-/ ‘to proclaim’ 
(20) /kʰaila/ ‘earring’ /kʰâila/ ‘kd. of earring’ 
(21) /kʰet/ /kʰet/ ‘throne’ 
(22) /wai/  /wai/ ‘contract work’ 
(23) /kərdan/ ‘status’ /kardân/ ‘social status’ 
(24) /por/ /pʰor/ ‘time’ 
(25) /ka/ ‘FEMININE ARTICLE’ 
+ /blei/ ‘goddess’ 
/kablâ/ ‘name of a female deity’ 
(26) /ka/ ‘FEMININE ARTICLE’ 
+ /man/ ‘weight’ 
(< Asm /man/ ‘weight; measure’) 
/kamôn/ ‘large  
weighing balance’ 
(27) /ka/ ‘FEMININE ARTICLE’  
+ /ut/ ‘camel’  
(< Asm /ut/ ‘camel’) 
/kaút/ ‘camel’ 
(28) ka/ ‘FEMININE ARTICLE’ 
+ /mok/ ‘mug’ (< Eng mug) 
/kamók/ ‘mug’ 
Moving on to further examples that bear on the question of borrowing via Khasi 
or another Tibeto-Burman language, consider how syllable-final palatal stops – 
voiced and voiceless – were borrowed in Tiwa in Table 12. 
TABLE 12 – Assamese final palatal stops 
Assamese Tiwa Gloss 
(29) কিবৰাজ <kabira:ɟ> /kɔbiraɟ/ /kobirái/~ 
/kobirás/ 
‘physician’ 
(30) তািবজ <ta:biɟ> /tabiɟ/ /tabís/ ‘amulet’ 
(31) বাকচ <ba:kac> /bakɔs/ /pagôs/ ‘box’ 
(32) ৰাইজ <ra:iɟ~ra:ɟ> /raiɟ~raɟ/ /rat/ ‘people, subjects’ 
(33) সাঁচ <sã:c> /ħãs/ /sat/ ‘scar, mark’ 
(34) সাঁচ <sã:c> /ħãs/ /sos~sot kutʰí/ ‘seed’ 
(35) হজ <haɟ> ?/hɔɟ/ /hos/~/hot/ ‘work, labor’10 
10 The Tiwa hot is found only in the echo formation hot neng (in the Amsai variety), but 
it is hos neng in the Marjong variety (which is the dialect of Joseph 2014); both mean 
‘community work’. The corresponding Assamese word is hɔɟ ‘manual labour’ according 
to Barua (1992), although it does no longer appear to be part of active Assamese vocabu-
lary of at least the younger generation (Gitanjeli Bez, in personal communication). 
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There are two correspondence patterns such that we find either /-s/ or /-t/ in 
Tiwa, independent of the voicing status of the erstwhile palatal stop. This dif-
ferential treatment in Tiwa is interesting for the following reason. Neither Khasi 
and related languages nor other Tibeto-Burman languages usually have coda 
/-s/. Some high-contact varieties have acquired this phonemic contrast, e.g., 
Mandi Garo spoken in Bangladesh (Burling 2004), but these are exceptions. 
Therefore, the fact that Tiwa has also acquired coda /-s/ confirms that we have 
to consider it a language in intense contact with IA. Moreover, the fact that 
there are additionally many instances of /-t/ corresponding to the palatal stop in 
Assamese means that these are either from an earlier period when the contact 
with IA was not intense, or that they have entered via Khasi or another Tibeto-
Burman language that borrowed them as /-t/ and passed them on to Tiwa as 
such – or probably, that both are true for different words. 
4 Different borrowing periods 
We have seen already various cases in which a particular letter – which we take 
to be a single diachronic phoneme11 – corresponds to more than one phoneme in 
Tiwa across different borrowings. For example, we saw Tiwa /s/ and /h/ corre-
sponding to the debuccalized fricatives in Assamese (§3.1); or the Assamese 
final palatal stops corresponding to Tiwa /-s/ or /-t/ (§3.2). In those cases, we 
know that one of two reasons for the differential correspondence hold. Either 
different source languages are responsible for the difference in correspondence, 
or we are dealing with different lexical strata that have entered Tiwa at different 
times. Of course, it is also possible that both are true. 
When particular Assamese phonemes are borrowed into Tiwa in different 
ways, there is a chance that Tiwa ends up with double borrowings of the same 
original word. Three such examples are given in Table 13. 
TABLE 13 – Double borrowings 
Assamese Tiwa: Loan 1 Tiwa: Loan 2 
(36) িন#ম <nijam> /nijɔm/ 
‘custom; rule’ 
/nem/ ‘religion’ /nijôm/ ‘rule’ 
(37) িচnা <cinta:> /sinta/ 
‘anxiety’ 
/ʃînda/ ‘concern’ /sînta/ ‘worry’ 
(38) কাম <ka:m> /kam/ 
‘work’ 
/kʰam/ ‘cultural/  
religious function’ 
/kam/ ‘work’ 
Example (36) is idiosyncratic and it is not clear how Tiwa ended up with nem.12 
The more interesting cases are (37) and (38). In (37), ʃînda has initial /ʃ/ 
following the pattern shown above in Table 9, and [d] word-medially following 
11 This methodology has failed in the case of orthographic <h>, see §3.1. 
12 Note, however, that Karbi, an immediately neighboring Tibeto-Burman language (see 
§3.2), also has a word ném ‘custom’ (as well as nióm ‘procedure’).
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the allophonic rule of stops (§2.1). The other borrowing sînta follows the 
modern Assamese pronunciation, keeping /s/ at the beginning, and giving up the 
allophonic rule to keep [t]. We know that the correspondence between 
Assamese <c> /s/ and Tiwa /ʃ/ is regular in the sense that more than half of the 
borrowings that have the Assamese sound end up in Tiwa with /ʃ/ in its place. 
This combined with the fact that the [d] follows the native allophonic rule 
suggests that ʃînda is an earlier borrowing and sînta a later one. The double 
borrowing given in (38) similarly suggests two borrowing periods. The case of 
stop onsets is discussed in the next section. 
4.1 Stop onsets 
We will first discuss how in the majority of cases, Assamese stop onsets are 
borrowed into Tiwa, and then will describe divergent cases that provide evi-
dence for two separate borrowing periods. First, consider the major 
correspondences for Assamese voiced stops in Table 14; Assamese voiceless 
unaspirated stops in Table 15; and Assamese voiceless aspirated stops in Table 
16 (the correspondences with Assamese voiced aspirated stops are interesting in 
a different way and will be discussed separately in §5 below). 
TABLE 14 – Assamese /b-/, /d-/, /ɟ-/, /g-/ > Tiwa /p-/, /t-/, /c-/, /k-/ 
Assamese Tiwa Gloss 
(39) !বেলগ <be:le:g> /beleg/ /pelêk/ ‘different’ 
(40) বজাৰ <baɟa:r> /bɔɟar/ /paɟâr/ ‘market’ 
(41) বাৰ <ba:ra> /barɔ/ /parô/ ‘twelve’ 
(42) বাউলা, বাউলী <ba:ula, ba:uli>
/baula, bauli/ 
/pawlâ, 
pawlî/ 
‘mad (m, f)’ 
(43) দলঙ <dalaŋ> /dɔlɔŋ/ /tolôŋ/ ‘bridge’ 
(44) দsৰ <dastur> /dɔstur/ /tustûr/ ‘custom’ 
(45) িদন <din> /din/ /tin/ ‘day’ 
(46) ডাবৰ <ɖa:bar> /dabɔr/ /tabôr/ ‘basin’ 
(47) ডাঙিৰ <ɖa:ŋari> /daŋɔri/ /taŋrî/ ‘sheaf  
(of paddy)’ 
(48) ডুিব <ɖubi> /dubi/ /tubî/ ‘deep place in river’ 
(49) জৰী <ɟari:> /ɟɔri/ /curí/ ‘rope’ 
(50) জাত <ɟa:t> /ɟat/ /cat/ ‘tribe’ 
(51) !জাৰা <ɟo:ra:> /ɟora/ /corā/ ‘joint’ 
(52) গীত <gi:t> /git/ /kit/ ‘song’ 
(53) গৰাকী <gara:ki:> /gɔraki/ /korakʰî/ ‘master’ 
(54) গাল <ga:l> /gal/ /kal/ ‘cheek’ 
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TABLE 15 – Assamese /p-/, /t-/, /k-/ > Tiwa /pʰ-/, /tʰ-/, /kʰ-/ 
Assamese Tiwa Gloss 
(55) !পাnৰ <po:ndʰara> 
/pondʰɔrɔ/ 
/pʰôndro/ ‘fifteen’ 
(56) পথাৰ <patʰa:r> /pɔtʰar/ /pʰádar/ ‘paddy field’ 
(57) িপতল <pital> /pitɔl/ /pʰîdul/ ‘brass’ 
(58) পদমু <padum> /pɔdum/ /pʰûdum/ ‘lotus’ 
(59) তেৰাৱাল <taro:wa:l> /tɔrowal/ /tʰrûwal/ ‘sword’ 
(60) িতৰী <tiri:> /tiri/ /tʰîri/ ‘woman’ 
(61) তুলা <tula:> /tula/ /tʰûla/ ‘cotton’ 
(62) !টেকলা <ʈe:ke:la:> /tɛkɛla/ /tʰêgla/ ‘messenger’ 
(63) !টমা <ʈe:ma:> /tɛma/ /tʰêma/ ‘small container 
(esp. for lime)’ 
(64) কমাৰ <kama:r> /kɔmar/ /kʰâmar/ ‘blacksmith’ 
(65) কািন <ka:ni> /kani/ /kʰâni/ ‘opium’ 
(66) !কাণা <ko:ɳa:> kona/ /kʰon/ ‘corner’ 
TABLE 16 – Assamese /pʰ-/, /tʰ-/, /kʰ-/ > Tiwa /pʰ-/, /tʰ-/, /kʰ-/ 
Assamese Tiwa Gloss 
(67) ফাটক <pʰa:ʈak> /pʰatɔk/ /pʰâdek/ ‘prison’ 
(68) ফ"কা <pʰaʈika:> /pʰɔtika/ /pʰûdiga/ ‘distilled liquor’ 
(69) থল <tʰal> /tʰɔl/ /tʰol/ ‘lowlands’ 
(70) থান <tʰa:n> /tʰan/ /tʰan/ ‘place’ 
(71) ঠগ <ʈʰag> /tʰɔk/ /tʰok/ ‘feature; shape’ 
(72) খাজনা <kʰa:jana:> /kʰaɟɔna/ /kʰâɟona/ ‘tax’ 
(73) খৰচ <kʰarac> /kʰɔrɔs/ /kʰôros/ ‘expense’ 
Table 14 shows that voiced stops are borrowed as voiceless stops, following 
Tiwa phonology, which generally lacks voiced stop onsets (§2.1). In Table 16, 
we see that Assamese voiceless aspirated stops correspond to Tiwa voiceless 
aspirated stops, as we would expect. The surprising correspondence is with As-
samese voiceless unaspirated initial stops. Table 15 shows that those correspond 
not to likewise voiceless unaspirated stops, but to voiceless aspirated stops. 
The three stop onset correspondences are summarized in Table 17. 
TABLE 17 – Correspondence in stop onsets 
Assamese 
Tiwa 
Voiced Voiceless 
Unaspirated 
Voiceless 
Aspirated 
Voiceless Unaspirated X 
Voiceless Aspirated X X 
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It is important to further examine the unexpected correspondence of Assamese 
voiceless unaspirated stops with Tiwa voiceless aspirated stops despite the 
availability of a voiceless unaspirated series in Tiwa. While this is the regular 
correspondence, an apparently new trend is to borrow initial unaspirated like-
wise as unaspirated stops. In perhaps some common words, there is now varia-
variation between the older and the new pattern, e.g., kidâp ~ kʰidâp for ‘book’, 
from Assamese kitāp, where kidâp is even far more common and kʰidâp very 
rarely heard. Also recall the double borrowing of kam ‘work’ as kʰam ‘cultur-
al/religious function’ and kam ‘work’ above in Table 13. 
A new borrowing pattern has been cropping up not only for the voiceless 
unaspirated but also for the voiced stops. Table 18 provides a list of words that 
begin with voiced stops in Assamese, which in Tiwa exhibit variation between 
the older voiceless stop initial and the newer voiced initial. Tiwa does not origi-
nally permit voiced stop onsets (§2.1). The examples below are thus expanding 
the native phonological system. 
TABLE 18 – Loans with voiced stop initials 
Tiwa Gloss 
(74) /tui/ ~ /dui/ ‘two’ [ti- ‘two’ (combining form)] 
(75) /torbar/ ~ /dorbar/ ‘council’ 
(76) /tos/ ~ /dos/ ‘ten’ 
(77) /parô/ ~ /barô/ ‘twelve’ 
(78) /conâ/ ~ /ɟonâ/ ‘CLF: human’ 
(79) /tolôŋ/ ~ /dolôŋ/ ‘bridge’ 
(80) /turɟî/ ~ /durɟî/ ‘tailor’ 
(81) /talî/ ~ /dalî/ ‘lentil’ 
(82) /tosôra/ ~ /dosôra/ ‘another’ 
Table 19 summarizes how a small number of seemingly frequently used modern 
borrowings can be distinguished from what we may call pre-modern borrowings 
in the case of Assamese voiced and voiceless unaspirated stops. The modern 
borrowings are indicated by parentheses. In the case of voiced stops, modern 
borrowings are seemingly trying to expand Tiwa phonology. In the case of 
voiceless unaspirated stops, they match the Assamese with the already available 
Tiwa phoneme in contrast to the previously regular correspondence with Tiwa 
voiceless aspirated stops. It thus has to be emphasized that while the tabular 
format suggests that the two changes are parallel, the phonological reality is 
quite different. Loans with a voiced stop onset are transparent as being loans, 
whereas that is not the case for loans with voiceless unaspirated stop onsets. 
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TABLE 19 – Stop onsets: new correspondences in parentheses 
                   Assamese 
Tiwa 
Voiced Voiceless  
Unaspirated 
Voiceless  
Aspirated 
Voiced (X)   
Voiceless Unaspirated X (X)  
Voiceless Aspirated  X X 
 
The case of stop onsets thus provides evidence for distinguishing a modern bor-
rowing period from an earlier one. 
4.2 Coda /-k/ 
Now we will consider a small handful of loanwords that look like they have 
been borrowed a relatively long time ago. Consider the examples in Table 20, 
which all have a velar stop coda in Assamese. 
TABLE 20 – Assamese final velar stops 
 Assamese Tiwa Gloss 
(83)  ঠগ <tʰag> /tʰɔg/ /tʰok/ ‘shape’ 
(84)  বাঘ <ba:gʰ> /bagʰ/ /pak/ ‘tiger, leopard’13 
(85)  এক <ek> /ek/ /ek/ ‘one’ 
(86)  দখু <dukʰ> /dukʰ/ /tuk/ ‘sickness, pain’ 
(87)  থাক <tʰa:k> /tʰak/ /tʰá/ ‘stay’ 
(88)  শাক <sa:k> /ħak/ /sá/ ‘vegetable’ 
(89)  ? ? <hok> /hó/ ‘on behalf of’ 
 
The first four lexemes in (83) through (86) exemplify the regular correspond-
ence exhibited by almost all borrowings with a velar stop coda: Tiwa does not 
distinguish the various series14 but invariably matches them with /-k/. However, 
we also know of three words, (87) to (89), in which Assamese final /-k/ corre-
sponds to an open syllable with rising tone15 in Tiwa. As the native 
phonological system of Tiwa had lost /-t/ and /-k/ codas since its development 
from Proto-Bodo-Garo, the three loans in (87) to (89) represent expected ad-
justments according to Tiwa phonology. We can infer that these three lexemes 
were borrowed at an earlier time compared to all the other words with an As-
                                                                                                                       
13 The word pak ‘tiger, leopard’ is used only in compounds as in pak raɟâ ‘lion’ (literally, 
‘tiger-king’) and in fixed expressions such as pake kʰúw kʰúw palûke kʰúw kóna ‘to fall a 
prey to tigers and bears’. The regular Tiwa word for ‘tiger’ is meʃá. 
14 According to Goswami and Tamuli (2003: 405), modern Assamese still distinguishes 
the different stop series in coda position. 
15 Likewise, the loss of native Proto-Boro-Garo *-t and *-k codas is synchronically re-
flected by the rising tone in Tiwa, see fn. 3. 
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samese velar stop coda that keep their coda in Tiwa, such as (83) through (86). 
Since there are only three such words without the coda, this furthermore sug-
gests that this was during an early borrowing period in which overall only 
relatively few words were borrowed. 
5 Stability of the phonological system: Noun 
disyllabicity 
As the previous sections showed, Tiwa phonology has undergone some change 
at the segmental level due to contact with Assamese. In particular, a number of 
syllable-final consonants are permitted in borrowed words that are not found in 
native words. However, evidence presented in this section suggests that the 
deeper, supra-segmental phonological system has remained unaffected by the 
contact situation. The data in support of this claim show that Assamese voiced 
aspirated stop onsets are borrowed in two regular ways. First, consider the ex-
amples in Table 21, which includes only Assamese monosyllabic stems. 
TABLE 21 – Assamese monosyllabic stems with voiced aspirated stop onsets 
Assamese Tiwa Gloss 
(90) ভাঙ <bʰa:ŋ> /bʰaŋ/ /pahâŋ/ ‘hemp’ 
(91) ভাগ <bʰa:g> /bʰag/ /pahâk/ ‘share; portion’ 
(92) ধাৰ <dʰa:r> /dʰar/ /tahâr/ ‘edge’, ‘loan’ 
(93) ঝাক <ɟʰa:k> /ɟʰak/ /cahâk/ ‘herd’ 
(94) ঘাই <gʰa:i> /gʰai/ /kahâi/ ‘chief person’ 
(95) ঘৰ <gʰar> /gʰɔr/ /kohôr/ ‘house-hold’ 
Table 21 shows that voiced aspirated stop onsets in monosyllabic stems are 
treated as clusters which are broken apart in Tiwa by filling in an epenthetic 
vowel that copies the vowel of the stem: /bʰ/, /dʰ/, /ɟʰ/, /gʰ/ become /pVh/, /tVh/, 
/cVh/, /kVh/. Due to this process, the resulting loan of a monosyllabic As-
samese word is turned into a disyllabic noun in Tiwa, thus accommodating the 
preference for disyllabic roots of Tiwa that is evident from the large number of 
native disyllabic roots in the language. 
The second regular way voiced aspirated stops are borrowed into Tiwa 
concerns stems that are originally disyllabic (or multisyllabic) in Assamese, as 
exemplified in Table 22. 
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TABLE 22 – Assamese multisyllabic stems with voiced aspirated stop onsets 
 Assamese Tiwa Gloss 
(96)  ভালকু <bʰa:luk> 
/bʰaluk/ 
/palûk/ ‘bear’ 
(97)  ধৰণ <dʰaraɳ> /dʰɔrɔn/ /torôn/ ‘method’ 
(98)  ধাতু <dʰa:tu> /dʰatu/ /tatʰû/ ‘breath; life; spirit’ 
(99)  !ঢলা <ɖʰe:la:> / dʰɛla / /telâ/ ‘pale; cloudy’ 
(100)  !ঢকী <ɖʰe:ki:> /dʰeki / /tiŋkʰí/ ‘mortar  
(leg-operated)’ 
(101)  ঘ"া <gʰaɳʈa:> /gʰɔnta/ /kondâ/ ‘hour’ 
(102)  িঘলা <gʰilā:> /gʰila/ /kilâ/ ‘wheel’ 
(103)  !ধমািল <dʰe:ma:li>  
/dʰɛmali / 
/temalî/ ‘light-hearted; simple’ 
(104)  ঘগুৰুা  <gʰugura:> 
/gʰugura/ 
/kugurâ/ ‘small tinkling bell’ 
(105)  ভলকুা-বাহ <bʰaluka:-ba:h> 
/bʰɔluka-bah/ 
/pulkhû wathí/ ‘bamboo (variety)’ 
(106)  ঘমু$ <gʰumaʈi> 
/gʰumɔti/ 
/kumtʰî/ ‘sleep’ 
(107)  !ঢকীয়া <ɖʰe:ki:ja:>  
/dʰekija / 
/teŋkʰjá/ ‘fern’ 
 
In the disyllabic examples (96) through (102), the voiced aspirated stops simply 
correspond to voiceless unaspirated stops in Tiwa. As such, disyllabic Assamese 
words remain disyllabic in Tiwa and fulfill the Tiwa preference for disyllabi-
city. Examples (103) through (107) further show that voiced aspirated stop 
onsets in stems with more than two syllables are also borrowed according to 
that same rule: the Assamese voiced aspirated stops correspond to voiceless 
unaspirated stops in Assamese. In (103) and (104), the resulting words of more 
than two syllables are tolerated in Tiwa. However, we again see the preference 
for disyllabicity, as the three-syllable stems in (105) through (107) undergo syn-
cope to become disyllabic. 
We also find examples of voiced aspirated stop onsets that were not bor-
rowed following these rules. Some of these instances are given in Table 23. 
TABLE 23 – Assamese stems with voiced aspirated stop onsets: Exceptions 
 Assamese Tiwa Gloss 
(108)  ভাৰা <bʰa:ra:> /bʰara/ /pahâra/ ‘rent, fare’ 
(109)  ধৰম <dʰaram> /dʰɔrɔm/ /tohôrom/ ‘religion, correctness’ 
(110)  িঘউ <gʰiu> /gʰiu/ /kʰiw/ ‘ghee’ 
(111)  ঘাঁহ <gʰã:h> /gʰãh/ /kas/ ‘grass’ 
(112)  িভন <bʰin> /bʰin/ /pihîn/~/pihîni/ ‘another, different’ 
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While all borrowings in Table 23 represent exceptions to the rules we have 
identified above, the first two examples (108) and (109) actually inform these 
rules further. In both cases, Assamese disyllabic stems were borrowed into Tiwa 
with three syllables instead of just two. Therefore, they follow the monosyllabic 
(and not the disyllabic) pattern shown in Table 20 above: Assamese /bʰ/ and /dʰ/ 
correspond to Tiwa /pVh/ and /tVh/ (and not to plain /p/ and /t/). The fact that 
such examples exist may be used to argue that there is only one phonological 
rule for borrowing voiced aspirated stop onsets, which is that they are always 
treated as clusters and broken up by an epenthetic copy vowel, i.e., /bʰ/ as 
/pVh/; /dʰ/ as /tVh/; and so on. In order to account for the regular correspond-
ence of voiced aspirates with Tiwa voiceless unaspirated stops (i.e., /bʰ/ and /p/, 
etc.) in disyllabic stems in Table 22, a second phonological rule can be stated: 
Trisyllabic stems are subsequently truncated to disyllabic ones. 
The remaining cases in Table 23 appear to represent more idiosyncratic 
exceptions. Examples (110) and (111) represent monosyllabic stems that were 
borrowed as monosyllabic stems in Tiwa, one with the aspirated, the other with 
the unaspirated stop. In (112), an Assamese monosyllabic stem originally corre-
sponds to a disyllabic stem in Tiwa although more recently, the three-syllable 
version has become more frequently used. 
In summary, the two ways in which voiced aspirate stop initials are bor-
rowed illustrate the preference of Tiwa for disyllabic stems: monosyllables 
become disyllables, disyllables stay disyllables, and there are even some cases 
of trisyllables becoming disyllables. Therefore, while the segmental inventory 
of Tiwa phonology shows a number of signs of contact with Assamese, as 
shown in the previous sections, we can argue that the more opaque, supra-
segmental characteristics of Tiwa phonology have remained unaffected by the 
huge influx of Indo-Aryan (and other) borrowings. 
One final observation on the note of disyllabicity is in order, however. It 
seems that at least the Western variety of Assamese (i.e., ‘Lower Assamese’) 
itself has undergone changes to favor disyllables. Where Eastern (‘Upper’) As-
samese has komóra ‘pumpkin’ and kɔríbo ‘s/he will do’ with medial stress, 
Western Assamese has kúmra and kɔ́rbo with initial stress (Goswami and 
Tamuli 2003: 400). Apparently, the stress shift has made it possible for Western 
Assamese to change trisyllabic words into disyllabic ones. It is not inconceiva-
ble that Tiwa in some borrowings (other than cases of voiced aspirate stop 
onsets) did not actually have to create disyllables but that they were already in 
the variety that Tiwa was borrowing from. 
6 Conclusion 
The evidence from IA borrowings examined in this study lets us generate hy-
potheses about source languages and time periods of borrowing, and it shows 
how Tiwa phonology has and hasn’t changed as a result of the massive influx of 
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borrowings. Specifically, evidence from loans with Assamese <c, cʰ> /s/ that are 
borrowed into Tiwa as /ʃ/ suggests that Khasi (Austroasiatic) was involved. 
Moreover, the differential correspondences with stop onsets and coda /-k/ in 
Assamese suggest that these are from at least three different time periods of 
borrowing, one modern; one ‘pre-modern’; and one considerably before that. 
Finally, the evidence from voiced aspirated stop onsets suggests that in the su-
pra-segmental domain of a preference for disyllabic roots, Tiwa phonology has 
shaped a large number of borrowings. This is in contrast to the segmental pho-
nology of Tiwa, which in many ways has itself been shaped by the large number 
of Assamese borrowings. 
The next step for this work on loanword phonology is the systematic in-
clusion of corresponding lexical items in Bengali as well as Khasi. An 
interesting research question arising out of the data presented here is to what 
extent it is possible to tease apart contact between Tibeto-Burman and Indo-
Aryan from contact of both with Austroasiatic in this geographic area. 
For the ultimate goal of investigating the contact scenarios with IA (and 
Austroasiatic), it is clear that loanword phonology can only contribute a small 
piece of the puzzle. Using the loanword database, the next steps will be to con-
sider semantic information as well as surveying which morphosyntactic markers 
have also been borrowed from IA sources. All these will help shed more light 
on questions concerning the source languages and time periods of borrowings 
that were raised in this paper. 
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Asm Assamese, Eng English 
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1 Introduction 
uring documentation of a specific community festival staged at Himalayan 
sites across eastern Bhutan and immediately adjacent districts of Aruna-
chal Pradesh (India), I recorded a previously unnoticed word best understood as 
meaning ‘ancestral deity’ or ‘ancestral being’. Across a range of neighbouring 
languages in this region, the word’s variable spoken forms include se/ce/zhi 
(Dzala, Dakpa, Kurtöp), zhe (Khengkha, Chocha-ngacha) and chi/chis 
(Tshangla). Moreover, in local manuscripts used during the same type of festi-
val by communities speaking all of the aforementioned languages, the Tibetan 
script orthographies se, zhi, [g/b]zhe[s], [r]je, pyi and phyi occur for the same 
word. What appears to be the same or a closely related word occurs among 
speakers of as yet unclassified languages/dialects in far western Arunachal Pra-
desh with the spoken forms chik (Rahung Sartang), khik/khit (Mey/Sherdukpen) 
and highly likely also tchat (Bugun). These latter occurrences, too, are all relat-
ed to the same type of festival. The word is found used as a stand-alone 
substantive or in compounds, and is regularly appended to formal proper names 
                                                                                                                       
1 Fieldwork undertaken between 2009 and 2014 was funded by the Deutsche For-
schungsgemeinschaft, the Humboldt University of Berlin and the Australian Research 
Council for a series of projects investigating aspects of culture, social organisation and 
ritual among communities speaking East Bodish languages and some of their immediate 
neighbours who share similar patterns and practices. I thank the Centre for Bhutan Stu-
dies (Thimphu) and the State Government of Arunachal Pradesh for their ongoing 
support of my research. I am grateful to my research associate Gwendolyn Hyslop for 
helpful comments on a draft version of the paper, and to Johanna Prien for her proof-
reading. 
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as a final, classificatory suffix. However, the distribution of both types of usage 
in speech and written texts is particular to certain language communities. 
Herein I provide a brief survey of occurences and possible cognates of this 
particular word for ‘ancestral deity’. My own records are based upon systemati-
cally gathered ethnographic data sampled from highland populations dwelling 
between Bhutan’s Jamkhar Chu river valley in the west, and the Tawang and 
West Kameng districts of Arunachal Pradesh in the east. While the word’s 
forms and their application are certainly of interest, the social and cultural con-
texts in which they are embedded and meaningful are just as crucial. I will use 
both to propose a hypothesis about why this word is only in use among a specif-
ic set of neighbouring peoples occupying a well-defined geographic zone of the 
eastern Himalayas, and that it and other evidence demonstrate an older Qiangic-
speaking ancestor population in the same region. 
For the sake of brevity, and to address a wider readership here, a large vol-
ume of complex ethnographic data is merely summarized from my existing 
publications and forthcoming monograph detailing ancestral cults and revitali-
zation rites in this part of the Himalayas.2  
2 Ritual and social context 
Regardless of the spoken languages sampled for this word meaning ‘ancestral 
deity’, or the location of any manuscripts in which it is written, the ethnographic 
context for its occurrance across its known range is highly consistent and exclu-
sive. I will now briefly outline this. To my present knowledge, occurences of 
the word are primarily in relation to calendric, community festivals with rites 
oriented towards vitality, fertility and success in production. The word always 
classifies and/or forms a name element of the principal deities or beings reck-
oned as the ultimate providers of those life-supporting powers and benefits. The 
main examples of such festivals at any site are mostly performed during Winter, 
but they can occur as post-harvest events anytime between the 10th and 2nd lunar 
months. In the midland to highland eastern Himalayas and neighbouring Tibet-
an Plateau lands to the north, this represents the annual period of transition in 
the production cycle, when rites of revitalization and renewal are typically en-
acted for the coming year.  
Where this word for ‘ancestral deity’ occurs among speakers of East Bod-
ish languages, and certain communities of their immediate neighbours who 
speak Chocha-ngacha and Tshangla,3 we have strong correlative data in the 
2 See Huber (2013, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c, 2015ms, in press). 
3 Concerning these languages, the East Bodish group (including Dakpa, Dzala, 
Khengkha and Kurtöp discussed herein) are “closely related to, but not directly descend-
ed from Classical Tibetan” (see Hyslop 2013 for a recent overview), while Chocha-
ngacha is a form of Tibetan or ‘Tibetic’ (Tournadre 2014) and Tshangla currently re-
mains unclassified in relation to neighbouring Tibeto-Burman languages. 
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form of narratives of origin, associated rites and honorific titles that the princi-
pal se/ce/zhi/zhe and chis/chik/khik/khit/(?)tchat beings addressed during the 
same festivals are regarded as ancestors of local human descent groups. In the 
regional rhetoric of relatedness, descent groups here includes persons who 
‘share the same bone’ or a common, inherited agnatic transmission. While ex-
pressions of ‘bone sharing’ group social organisation can vary according to 
context – as clans, lineages, agnatic collectives or natal households – they al-
ways form the main ceremonial groups worshipping in such festivals, which 
have been described as ‘clan’ ceremonies by the few observers who took note of 
them. During the period between 2009 and 2014, I recorded both living and 
defunct forms of this type of festival at more than seventy sites across the re-
gion, with the ‘ancestral deity’ word used in the context of more than fifty of 
them. To date, only a few, basic accounts of these festivals have become availa-
ble, with the ‘ancestral deity’ word recorded in only two cases.4  
This ‘ancestral deity’ type only exists within a specific cosmological con-
text, which in turn informs all narratives and myths about these beings, as well 
as the festivals for their calendric worship. Such beings are invariably associat-
ed with the upward vertical axis, which by extension is the ultimate source of all 
the revitalizing powers and benefits worshippers aspire to. Most examples of 
this ‘ancestral deity’ type throughout the western and northern range where fes-
tivals dedicated to them occur are considered to dwell at the top of the sky 
arranged in a series of nine, thirteen or more ascending levels. In far eastern 
areas, the same beings have often become hypostatized onto highland topo-
graphical features – upland catchment areas, ridges and hilltops – but equally 
seem to dwell in the skies surrounding them according to local descriptions. 
Such ‘settlement’ of ancestral or clan deities, and their concomitant redefinition 
over time as land or territorial numina, is commonplace along the Himalayas, 
being a typical indicator of historical migration into an area by the community 
in question.5 At certain sites around Dirang, for example, myths and rites for the 
‘ancestral deity’ type clearly demonstrate such transitions having occurred there 
in the past, since aspects of both older ‘sky’-based and more recent ‘land’-based 
identities survive for the same deities.  
Most of the descent groups worshipping this ‘ancestral deity’ type have a 
dedicated and usually hereditary ritual specialist who conducts the calendric 
festival, and again the cosmological context determines the specific rites they 
conduct. For example, for a wide range of these festivals, the specialists must 
invite the ‘ancestral deity’ down to the ritual site by reciting verbal ritual jour-
neys with upward/upstream and/or vertical itineraries followed by a return 
                                                                                                                       
4 See Dollfus and Jacquesson 2013 based upon participant observation of Khiksaba at 
Rupa, and Ugyen Pelgen 2004 who only reports informant reconstructions for Khar phud 
at Tsamang. Other reliable descriptions are Billorey 1976 and 1978 on Pla at Lhau, 
Lham Dorji 2004 on Roop at Goleng, and Dorji Penjore 2004 for Kharpu at Wamling. 
5 See, for example, Diemberger (1997: 315–316). See also Diemberger (1993: 97) on the 
Kumbo of east Nepal. 
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journey. These festivals, their rites and their ritual specialists are usually closely 
associated with the word bon meaning ‘rite’, and the identity Bon defining a 
certain mythological background. However, they have no documented connec-
tion with the organized, historical Tibetan religion calling itself g.Yung-drung 
Bon, and represent a unique development existing parallel to it. 
In summary, we can best describe the cultural pattern within which the 
se/ce/zhi/zhe/chi/chis/chik/khik/khit/(?)tchat word occurs as a form of ancestor 
propitiation for revitalization of descent groups. Its dynamics not only represent 
what Guntram Hazod identifies as the ‘invitation principle’6 characteristic of the 
older cultic system evident in Tibet around the start of the second millennium, 
they also strongly evoke Maurice Bloch’s concept of the ‘transcendental so-
cial’.7  
3 Occurrences 
3.1 Speakers of East Bodish languages and Chocha-ngacha 
The oldest known occurrence of this ‘ancestral deity’ word is the -se classifica-
tory suffix in the name Gu-se lang-ling8 recorded in rGyal rigs manuscripts first 
composed in 1688 and written in Classical Tibetan.9 Although the earliest rec-
ord we have, this -se form is linguistically the most innovative,10 and thus must 
represent a particular artefact of the recording of the rGyal rigs itself.11 In the 
section on gDung origins in this text, Gu-se lang-ling appears as an emanation 
of the male ‘sky-deity’ (gnam-lha) ’O-de gung-rgyal, who himself is something 
                                                                                                                       
6 See Hazod 2014, who contrasts it with “ritual discourses of barbarizing and civilizing” 
typical of post-imperial Tibetan religions.   
7 Bloch 2008. 
8 The single source for the lang-ling element in the name remains the rGyal rigs, and its 
currently unidentified sources for the gDung narratives (the vexing mention of bon thang 
la 'od dkar gyi yig gter in the rGyal rigs finds no parallel reference in the more than one 
hundred local manuscripts related to the cult I examined in Bhutan and the Mon-yul 
Corridor). Tibetan lang[-ma]-ling and its local variants have poetic associations with 
bird flight, fish and river water, and trees swaying and in this manner occur as an embel-
lishment in myths about regional ancestral deities. Lang-ling also occurs in Old Tibetan 
names for primordial characters associated with the ‘south’ (lHo) in ‘ritual antecedent 
narratives’ (rabs) recorded in pre-11th century documents; see Huber 2015 ms.  
9 Most known rGyal rigs manuscripts and their content have been critically evaluated by 
Aris 1979, 1986, Ardussi 2004, 2007, 2009, and Hazod 2006. 
10 Gwendolyn Hyslop informs me that “For reasons of mechanical physics, the change of 
k > ch > sh > s is very common cross-linguistically but there is no basis for a change to 
happen the other way around” (peronal communiation, August 2015). 
11 According to available information on the author/compiler of the rGyal rigs, a Bud-
dhist cleric named Ngag-dbang, he was no doubt a Tsanglha speaker from the Kha-gling 
area of far east Bhutan in a region completely outside of the distribution zone of the an-
cestral cult we are dealing with herein. Moreover, the vagueness of transcriptions into 
Classical Tibetan by non-Tibetans is already well attested in Himalayan regions. 
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of an ‘alpha’-progenitor in older Tibetan myths. He is always categorized as a 
lha which refers to beings dwelling up the vertical cosmic axis, as well as a pho-
lha meaning the deity of persons and groups who share the same ‘bone’ trans-
mission, and thus have a common agnatic unit or patriclan. ’O-de gung-rgyal 
sends his ‘lha son’ Gu-se lang-ling down to earth to become the eventual ances-
tor of human gDung lineages, who are represented by speakers of the East 
Bodish languages Bumthap and Khengkha in this particular narrative. This deity 
also takes the Tibetan lha, gnam-lha and pho-lha designations of his ‘father’, 
’O-de gung-rgyal. Today, the name and the cult – or its surviving traces – of the 
old deity Gu-se, who is locally called Guzhi/Guse/Guzhe/Gurce/Gurzhe/ 
Guruzhe/Gurse (variously written Gu-zhi, Gu-se, Gur-[r]je, Gur-[b]zhe[s], Gur-
se and so on), occurs at scores of sites distributed east to west from Tawang 
across to the Jamkhar Chu valley in Kheng Chikor, and north to south from 
Kurtö down to Kheng Bjoka.  
It is important to note that the old Gu-se deity is subject to a double classi-
fication. For example, if one attends a festival staged by Chocha-ngacha 
speakers, and hears ‘lha Gurzhe’ chanted in an oral ritual text, or reads lha Gur-
bzhe in the local manuscripts, this represents the being named Gu classed as 
both a lha of the upper world and an ‘ancestral deity’ here marked by spoken 
zhe and written -bzhe. This classificatory doubling is found everywhere the 
word for ‘ancestral deity’ occurs. It is a strong indicator of how the whole cult 
of ancestral beings within the region has an older substratum, reflected in the 
zhe or -bzhe and other local equivalents, which has been articulated with or 
overlaid by a later, more explicitly Tibetan substratum, represented by the lha. 
The majority of communities who still worship this old Gu-se deity speak 
East Bodish languages, although a significant minority of Chocha-ngacha-
speakers along the west bank of the mid-Kuri Chu river valley do as well. This 
latter group have long lived adjacent to, and had contacts with, speakers of East 
Bodish languages to their north (Kurtöp, Dzala), west (Bumthap) and south 
(Khengkha) who also maintain the Gu-se cult. It remains an open question 
whether Chocha-ngacha-speakers acquired the Gu-se cult from East Bodish-
speaking neighbours via migration and/or uxorilocal marriage – the only possi-
ble transmission mechanisms for hereditary cults of agnatic ancestors – or 
whether they had a much older, ancestral basis for it. However, concerning 
presence of the Gu-se cult in any Tshangla-speaking environment we have far 
more certainty. In such cases it is strictly an epiphenomenon, always traceable 
to contacts via historical migrations and affinal alliances with speakers of East 
Bodish languages and Chocha-ngacha. It is also noteworthy that, within this 
distribution, it is only in the Dzala and Dakpa speaking zone12 that we find any 
                                                                                                                       
12 Following van Driem’s 2007 treatment of Dzala and Dakpa as separate languages 
forming a coherent sub-group within East Bodish, Hyslop and Karma Tshering 2010, 
Bodt 2012: 288–290 and Hyslop 2013: sec. 3 and fig. 2 have promoted the idea that all 
Dzala and Dakpa dialects might better be grouped as a single language. 
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evidence of se/ce/zhi/zhe (written se, [r]je, zhi, [g/b]zhe[s]) actually used as a 
substantive, rather than merely as the suffix on the name Gu-se and its local 
variants.  
Moreover, with a bulk of new ethnographic data available, it appears that 
the wide-spread but singular cult of Gu-se represents a regional exception. In-
deed, the highest concentrations of ‘ancestral deities’ with the classificatory 
name suffix in question only occur in the myths and rites of Dzala and Dakpa 
speakers settled in parallel valleys along the Khoma Chu and upper Kolong Chu 
river catchments in northeast Bhutan, and in the Tawang district to the east. 
Thus, in local oral chants and ritual manuscripts used in these valleys to cele-
brate both surviving and recently defunct festivals for ancestral deities, in 
addition to occurrences of Gu-se name variants we find the written names Khu-
brang-zhe, Chus-zhes, Tha’u-rje, ’Thing-se-zhe, [m]Tho’u-[g/b]zhe[s] (also 
Tho’u-je), [g]Nam-[’/r]dor-zhe (also Nam-’dir-zhe), rNa’u-rje, Phong-phong-
zhe, Mo-bzhe and Yo-long-rje. They all feature in myths and rites as clan ances-
tor beings who descend from the sky. Moreover, in most communities where 
these deities are still worshipped, clan social organization is evident until today, 
including groups settled in parts of the upper Khoma Chu and Kolong Chu river 
valleys within Bhutan.13 
So far, the data indicate that occurrences of this ‘ancestral deity’ word and 
its attendant cultural context are primarily related to speakers of East Bodish 
languages, and secondarily to those speakers of other languages within their 
immediate socio-historical orbits. Overall, the phenomenon is more highly de-
veloped in far northern areas compared with what is found as one moves 
southwards. Data collected south of the Ze La pass, and thus south of the main 
Dakpa-speaking zone within the historical Mon-yul Corridor (today’s Tawang 
district), repeats these patterns. South of the Ze La we find no evidence of the 
older cult of Gu-se, yet that of his ‘father’, lha ’O-de gung-rgyal, is certainly 
present, as it is also in parts of Tawang to the north. 
3.2 Speakers of Dirang Tshangla 
Examples of the same festivals I defined as ‘ancestor propitiation for revitaliza-
tion of descent groups’ also exist in the Dirang circle of West Kameng district. 
Yet, there the phenomenon is restricted to very specific sites and groups. This 
area has the most complex social-historical landscape of any within my research 
region. Most communities are composed of strata of migrant residues represent-
ing both arrivals and settlements in different waves and via gradual diffusion, 
and the cultural and linguistic traces of this are everywhere in evidence. Among 
those communities whose main language today is the Dirang dialect of 
Tshangla, the festival type that concerns us is celebrated at only a handful of 
13 One makes this point since it is generally assumed that living clan organisation ceased 
long ago in Bhutan, and that mere historical or mythical traces of it remain. 
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sites. Those worship communities each have a documented historical settlement 
record of at least three to six centuries in depth, but many are certainly older. In 
every case they have origin and migration narratives claiming descent from 
Dakpa-speakers in Tawang or from specific Tibetan Plateau peoples/regions. 
They also share a form of two-tiered social and ritual organization based upon 
both clan and status group membership typical of complex migrant societies. 
This not only regulates affinity and other relations, but also strongly determines 
that only those agnatic groups whose claims of ancestry from the ‘north’ are 
accepted are included as ritual sponsors in communal worship of ancestral dei-
ties. Finally, in both the oral and written ritual texts used during their ‘clan’ 
festivals, the basic Tibetan liturgical language employed is influenced by a 
whole range of distinct Dakpa terms and expressions not evident in any form of 
Tshangla. 
Among these Dirang Tshangla-speaking worship communities, the spoken 
term to refer to their ‘clan’ deities is chis (rarely chi),14 written somewhat idio-
syncratically as both pyi and phyi in local documents using Tibetan script. Thus, 
their ‘clan’ festivals are colloquially referred to as chis, chisöshe or chisöwen, 
generally meaning ‘propitiation of the chis’. There are simple stone altars 
termed (sa) narang, literally ‘(place to) rest on a journey’ – a word of Dakpa 
origin15 – located in the sacred groves beyond the village precincts where such 
festivals are celebrated, and to which the deities are conducted down along the 
vertical axis with a verbal ritual journey to be hosted and addressed. During 
festivals, these altars are termed chis narang, ‘rest on the journey [for] the chis’. 
The same double classification of ancestral deities we noted for Gu-se to the 
west is also evident for chis in Dirang. A chis being worshipped during a 
chisöshe festival can also be titled lha and the event termed alternatively 
lhasöshe; these usages are interchangeable in colloquial speech. The same dei-
ties also have a parallel, local cosmological classification as phu (‘upland’), but 
it is telling that this latter category name is never exchanged with chis in the 
manner that lha is.  
In summary, the data from Dirang for attestably long-established commu-
nities nowadays speaking Tshangla indicate an older cultic substratum of 
ancestral worship occurring together with a certain type of social organization 
and ritual language, all of which is shared with – and highly likely originated 
within – the East Bodish zone further north. Concomitantly, and as is evident in 
Bhutan, there appear to be no inherent connections with this cultural pattern in 
any Dirang Tshangla-speaking groups who lack ancestral connections north-
                                                                                                                       
14 The respectful, oral address to these same deities during rites is the Dakpa kin term 
achi. 
15 Derived from Dakpa sa ‘earth/land’ or ‘place’ (sacha), ngai ‘rest’ with rang nang 
‘road’ or ‘way’. Note that sa narang has many cognates in communities of East Bodish 
and Chocha-ngacha speakers at sites where the same ancestral cult festivals include ver-
bal ritual journeys, e.g. nasa, ngalsa and ngetsosa (written sna sa, ngal sa, also ngal 
’tsho sa; cf. Tibetan ngal ba ‘tiredness’, ngal gso ba lit. ‘to cure tiredness’). 
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wards. Negative evidence can also be added here for anomalous populations 
who have no discernable roots in the region, such as the Brokpa, Lishpa and 
Chugpa. Brokpa groups speaking a form of Tibetan and representing descend-
ants of later migrants16 into the region from the north are settled around the 
highland margins of, and within Dirang and Tawang districts. The Lishpa and 
Chugpa speaking as yet unclassified language/dialects – albeit often held to 
share affinities with Mey/Sherdukpen, Sartang and Bugun – are settled at the 
village site named Lish and in the adjacent Chug valley, although, as actual so-
cial entities and identities, they have left no traces in any historical documents 
prior to the 20th century. Affinal relations with these small groups have been 
shunned by long-established Dirang communities, a sure sign of their standing 
as more recent migrants with no position in the older clan and status hierarchy. 
As we would expect, the Brokpa, Lishpa and Chugpa neither have any form of 
the ‘ancestor propitiation for revitalization of descent groups’ cultural pattern, 
nor the social organization and language that goes along with it.  
3.3 Speakers of Sartang, Mey/Sherdukpen and Bugun 
My regional ethnographic survey of ancestral cults and festivals extended to the 
Rahungpa community who speak a language/dialect recently called Sartang (i.e. 
formerly But Monpa). I documented the annual winter ‘clan’ festival named 
Chiksaybu celebrated at the old – and now mostly abandoned – Rahung village 
site just to the north of the Bomdi La pass in Dirang district. The Rahungpa 
themselves say they speak a dialect of the same language known as 
Mey/Sherdukpen found south of the Bomdi La. These two communities split 
following a major conflict documented at the beginning of the 19th century, with 
the Rahungpa subsequently maintaining a longer period of client relations with 
Tshangla-speaking patrons across the valley at Thempang.17 Having document-
ed Thempang’s ‘clan’ festival, I compared it and other examples of the chisöshe 
type of festivals celebrated to the north around Dirang with the organization and 
rites of the Rahungpa’s Chiksaybu festival. These are socially and ritually close 
in various respects. Chiksaybu is explained as ‘worship of the chik’, and is a 
cognate of chisöshe/chisöwen elsewhere in Dirang. The two chik deities ad-
dressed during the festival, Manjang and Mani, are also co-classified as phu like 
the chis elsewhere in Dirang.  
16 Bodt’s (2012: 327) claim of a southward Brokpa migration ‘safely dated to the second 
half of the 14th century’ has no historical basis. The oldest mention of this group in a 
rGyal rigs manuscript cannot date earlier than 1688 (Ardussi 2007), while the oldest 
known Khyung gdung rabs manuscript detailing the group’s own migration dates to 1756 
(rab byung bcu gsum pa’i me pho byi ba’i lo), and we have precious little idea of what 
transpired in this region during the intervening four and a half centuries. 
17 On the events in 1810–1811, See Blo-bzang Thabs-mkhas ca. 1826: 11b–12b; cf. 
MacKenzie 1884: 19 on the impacts of this conflict on Thempang’s relations with As-
sam. Collective memories of the conflict are preserved in the oral folk histories of both 
Thempang and Rahung. 
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While the ceremonial groups and many of the rites performed during 
Chiksaybu parallel those used to the north, none of the chants in that festival 
was based upon a Tibetan or Dakpa liturgical language. This is highly likely due 
to the fact that the present hereditary lineage of chopji[do] ritual specialists who 
oversee the rites of Chiksaybu are not from any Rahungpa clan, but had been 
brought in following the 19th century Rahungpa split with the Sherdukpen. The 
chopji[do] originally hail from But (a.k.a Jirigaon), the easternmost of the four 
Sartang-speaking communities, and are thus further removed from the historical 
influence of Tibetan and Dakpa speakers along the main premodern trade routes 
of the Mon-yul Corridor.  
A short ethnographic account of the winter ‘clan’ festival named Khiksaba 
celebrated at Rupa south of the Bomdi La pass by Mey/Sherdukpen speakers 
was recently published. The authors of that study noted both khik and khit as 
terms meaning ‘deity’ in the context of Khiksaba, which itself is glossed as 
‘Khik ritual/festival’.18 The clan-based ceremonial groups at the event address 
two beings named Sung Khit/Khik and Soro Khit. In these names, it appears 
khit functions as a classificatory suffix or postposition marker, as do cognate 
terms for ‘ancestral deity’ further north and west. As with all the other cases 
cited above, these deities are co-classified as phu19 and also lo, with 
Mey/Sherdukpen lo being spoken for occurrences of Tibetan lha in their ritual 
vocabulary which is essentially the same as that found everywhere to the north, 
for example loyak for lhayak (lha-g.yag, the sacrificial bovine presented to the 
deity), lochang for lhachang (lha-chang, the sacrificial beer for the deity), lo-
blang for lhabrang (lha-brang, the ritual shelter for hosting the deity), and so 
on.20 The term designating the only indigenous Sherdukpen ritual specialist, and 
the one who presides over Khiksaba, is zizi also reported as jiji, chizi and 
khikzizi.21  
Comparing the data on the Sherdukpen Khiksaba with my own on Rahung 
Chiksaybu and other festivals celebrated throughout Dirang and Tawang, there 
is no doubt they are all derived from the same set of social and cultural patterns. 
This is particularly evident within the Sherdukpen festival. While Khiksaba 
includes ‘indigenous’ components of purely local significance, many of its key 
rites, ritual actors and their costumes and titles are simply identical with those 
occurring in the once common – now nearly defunct – Pla festivals around Ta-
wang, as well as in festivals further west in the Dzala-speaking zone. Like other 
festivals of ‘ancestor propitiation for revitalization of descent groups’ every-
where else throughout the region, Khiksaba features a great deal of sung ritual 
texts peformed by different types of actors. For all other festivals, these ritual 
                                                                                                                       
18 Dollfus and Jacquesson 2013: 4, 145. 
19 See Sharma 1961: 75 “Phu Sawang Sorra: It is a deity residing in the Rupa area.” 
20 Dollfus and Jacquesson 2013: 4, 145. 
21 See Elwin 1958: 243, Sarkar 1980: 65, Rinchin Dondrup 1988: 52, Dollfus and Jacqu-
esson 2013: 4, 145. 
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texts provide key comparative evidence for understanding such events from 
cultural-historical and linguistic perspectives, and it is a source of regret that the 
recent study of Khiksaba includes but a half dozen lines of original song text 
from such a large and rich corpus. What the authors of the study do report on 
these song texts is an important piece of information which I was also told 
repeatedly at Rahung by those familiar with the Khiksaba festival: the main 
language of the Khiksaba songs is not Mey/Sherdukpen, or any other related 
language for that matter. Rather, it is Dakpa, or ‘Brahmi’22 – as Dakpa is com-
monly named in this part of the Mon-yul Corridor – albeit slightly influenced in 
places by Mey/Sherdukpen.  
The final, relevant record is the word variously recorded as 
cha/chak/chchak/kashyat/tchat among Bugun speakers who are direct neigh-
bours of the Sherdukpen. This word occurs in the name of a single Bugun 
winter festival celebrated over the past half century that we know of at both 
Wanghoo and Singchung villages. The few available descriptions of the festival 
reveal that it generally fits with the ‘ancestor propitiation for revitalization of 
descent groups’ pattern, and that ‘clan’ units had been a central feature of its 
internal organization.23 Different writers have named these Bugun festivals 
Chasoai, Chak-Sowai, Chchaksowa or Kashyat-sowai, with the latest version, 
Tchat Sowai, proposed by Vanessa Cholez, whose recent research includes 
some observation of these festivals.24 Apart from this, I do not know what status 
the word tchat might have in Bugun language more generally. The few records 
of spoken Bugun available include jab-riet ‘propitiation’ and mise-siya ‘wor-
ship’, while sowai and sabo appear to be verbs designating only certain Bugun 
festivals and not others.25 These latter verb forms are cognate with söshe, 
söwen, saybu and saba in all the cases of ‘ancestral deity’ festivals we examined 
further north, and all relate to Tibetan gsol-ba26 (pronounced solwa, söwa) oc-
curring in the ritual vocabulary of festivals in the Dakpa and Dzala areas. A 
final point of interest is that while Bugun Tchat Sowai festivals certainly share 
elements in common with Sherdukpen Khiksaba, both the Tchat Sowai and the 
22 Dollfus and Jacquesson 2013: 101 n.10 state of Brahmi “This term certainly refers to a 
form of Sanskrit or Pali.”, although the Brahmi = Dakpa equation has long been known; 
cf. Barua 1995: 243, van Driem 2001: 916–917, Duarah 1990: 6. 
23 The few published details can be found in Deuri 1971, Dhar 1995: 188, Ghosh 1992: 
71–74, Grewal 1997: 89–94, Pandey 1991: 87, Pandey 1996: 81, 83, 85–88 and Rinchin 
Dondrup 1990: vi, 100. 
24 Vanessa Cholez (personal communication) attended Tchat Sowai festivals as an aspect 
of her doctoral dissertation research in progress. Photographs Vanessa kindly sent me 
from the Wanghoo Tchat Sowai celebrated during 2012 clearly revealed its material 
affinity with both the Sherdukpen Khiksaba and Rahung Chiksaybu festivals. 
25 Rinchin Dondrup 1990: vi, 56, 100, Pandey 1996: 82–83. 
26 This Tibetan verb is often glossed as ‘worship, propitiation’, which is generally ac-
ceptable, while in contexts of ancestral festivals it more specifically means ‘request, take 
[i.e. life-powers and support of ancestral deities]’ and ‘give, serve [i.e. in respectful host-
ing of ancestral deities]’. 
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Chiksaybu at Rahung share aspects in common which are not – or no longer – 
represented in Khiksaba.27  
The available Bugun data remains ‘thinner’ than all other cases cited 
above, and caution is prudent when drawing any conclusions. It does however 
suggest that tchat occurring in a social and ritual context more or less identical 
to other festivals in the region represents the southernmost form in an existing 
chis/chik/khik/khit continuum found to the north. 
4 Qiangic and Naic cognates 
Beyond the communities and their languages included within my survey above, 
I was unable to identify convincing cognates for these ‘ancestral’ deity words in 
other spoken languages within this general region of the eastern Himalayas. 
Similarly, those Tibetan dialects spoken in immediately adjacent regions of the 
Plateau system to the north, feature nothing comparable. Neither Old Tibetan28 
nor Classical Tibetan lexical funds offer anything cognate. This last result was 
the more surprising. Beyond consulting lexicons, for Tibetan sources I specifi-
cally investigated documents we know were composed or circulated in the 
southern Tibetan borderlands immediately north of the research region, as well 
as a range of narratives which are philologically proven source materials for 
many details of the cults of ’O-de gung-rgyal, Gu-se and other deities wor-
shipped during the festivals that concern us.  
A closely cognate term for ‘deity’ and ‘ancestral deity/being’, and one 
used as both a classificatory suffix on names and a substantive, occurs in dia-
lects of the Qiang language spoken in the Min Shan mountains and associated 
river valleys, and nowadays divided into Northern Qiang and Southern Qiang. 
Interestingly, the word occurs there with a similar phonetic variation to that 
attested in data from my research area. Here one can usefully cite the early 20th 
century observations by David C. Graham on the names of, and classification 
for the major ancestral deity of premodern Qiang populations:  
[. . .] in nearly all communities he is called Mu-bya-sei, Mu-byei-sei, Mu-
bya-shi, Mu-ta-be-ts’e, M-byei-sei, or Ma-byei-chi. Ch’i, sei, shi or ts’e 
                                                                                                                       
27 The best example is the significant role of the massi (Bugun) or mashee (Rahung) 
ritual actor; see Pandey 1996: 85–87, Huber 2015 b. 
28 The sole candidate would have been Old Tibetan gsas (today pronounced say). See the 
single occurrence in the divination text ITJ 738: 3v44–45: khyim gi lha bzang po 'am pha 
myes gsas bzang po, ‘a good/positive lha of the house, or a good/positive gsas [of] the 
paternal ancestors’. However, this is not supported by gsas occurrences elsewhere in the 
Old Tibetan corpus, which indicate auxiliary beings for ritual specialists as well as such 
specialists themselves (often appearing as primordial archetypes in myths), and there 
gsas is often qualified by drag ‘strong’, ‘intense’. Old Tibetan gzhe may be relevant, but 
is similarly inconclusive. In context it appears to mean a ‘past time’ of some unit (e.g. 
year), as in later Classical Tibetan gzhes; see notes on Old Tibetan gzhe in Dotson 2013: 
336 n.32. 
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means ‘god,’ and the other two syllables mean ‘sky.’ Literally it means sky 
god. At least at Mushang-chai, Lung-ch’i-chai, and Tung-men-wai, where 
Christian influence has been strong, he is called Abba Ch’i. Abba means ‘fa-
ther’ [. . .] in most localities among the Ch’iang it may be used with any god, 
and is always applied to the male ancestor god, Abba Sei. (Graham 1958: 
45)29  
In their transcriptions of, and notes on premodern Qiang ritual texts and rites, 
both Graham and his contemporary Hu Chien-min recorded the names of doz-
ens of individual Qiang deities bearing forms of this same ch’i/sei/shi/ts’e 
‘deity’ term/suffix.30 The range of Qiang spoken forms and meanings noted by 
Graham, Hu Chien-min and Wen Yu31 prior to the 1950s have all since been 
recorded by linguists who more recently studied dialects of Qiang spoken 
throughout the Min Shan region within western Sichuan.32 Demonstrating that 
these Qiang terms for ‘deity’ and ‘ancestral deity’ are more than a coincidence 
in relation to the ‘ancestral deity’ word in my research area is not difficult using 
ethnographic data. 
If ‘ancestral deity’ terms from both Bhutan and the Mon-yul Corridor and 
the Qiang area represent true cognates that have survived through time from 
some common origin, we would also expect common identities for ancestral 
beings to have also survived along with the terms. There are in fact several 
strong candidates. Let us first recall that the older written name Gu-se and its 
later variants from Bhutan and the Mon-yul Corridor all literally mean ‘Gu an-
cestral deity/being’, and that this ancestral identity is the most wide-spread 
within the region, indicating that at some point during the past Gu must have 
been considered an important ancestor for the migrant peoples who carried his 
cult with them. According to origin narratives recorded during the early 20th 
century among Northern Qiang and Southern Qiang speakers, Gu La (or Gula) 
was the identity of the old, ancestral Qiang themselves, at the time they migrat-
ed southwards down the eastern Marches of the Tibetan Plateau system, to settle 
in their present territory of the Min Shan ranges.33 Additionally, the name rec-
orded as Gkow-la-tsu also named this early Qiang ancestor.34  
The above forms of the Gu mythological name do not only occur within 
the Min Shan ranges, but are found as well in other neighbouring areas where 
                                                                                                                       
29 Graham’s system of assigning tones using superscript numbers is omitted here. 
30 See Graham 1958: 45–52, 69–70, Hu Chien-Min 1941: 5–14. 
31 On the so-called Chiu Tzu Ying dialect, see Wen Yu 1950: 25 ts’e ‘god’, spirit, cf. 36 
yo p’xi ts’e ‘white stone god’, cf. also Hu Chien-Min 1941: 5. 
32 See Evans 2001: 125, 356 (cf. also 301–302 on entires for ‘soul’) who treated six dif-
ferent Qiang dialects, and LaPolla 2003: 170 xsi ‘diety (family god)’ in the dialect in 
Mao County. 
33 Graham 1958: 7, 100. Note also the Qiang deity name Shi-gu-tzé record by Hu Chien-
min 1941: 10. 
34 Rock 1948: 9 n.2, Rock 1952, II: 581 citing data collected by T. Torrance at Li-fan 
hsien. Whenever citing Rock’s transcription of Naxi, I have adopted the conversion used 
in Oppitz and Hsu 1998: 19 to replace Rock’s superscript numbers registering tones.  
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Qiangic and related Naic languages are spoken today. We have written Tibetan 
records of the already ‘deified’ form Gu-se or Gu-zi as toponyms and mytholog-
ical motifs in parts of far eastern Tibet where Qiangic languages such as 
Muya/Munya (earlier Minyak) are spoken further westwards of the Min Shan 
ranges.35 The Gkow-la-tsu form is also found preserved as Gkâw-là-ts’ú’ in 
Naxi ritual texts to designate the apical ancestor of the four primordial Naxi 
clans.36 This common ancestor claimed by both peoples is not surprising, since 
the Naxi are widely considered by themselves and outside observers to be mi-
grants from the north, and a branch of an earlier Qiang ancestor population. It is 
noteworthy that, along with Gu, these Gkow/Gkâw variants are also of interest 
in my research region since origin myths, clan names and toponyms – which 
together represent the ‘classic’ cultural domains for preservation of ancestral 
identities – in the parallel valleys settled with Kurtöp, Dzala and Dakpa speak-
ers feature so many significant Ku, Khu, Ko and Kho names. 
Concerning further identities possibly shared between ancestral worship in 
Bhutan and the Mon-yul Corridor and among the Qiang, the name Mo-bzhe 
occurring in manuscripts from the Dakpa- and Dzala-speaking zone is also of 
interest. Mo-bzhe meaning the ‘Mo ancestral deity/being’ can be compared with 
the Qiang deity Mo-ts’o described by Graham as being ‘male, regarded as the 
equivalent of the ancestors’, while the deity Mo-bo-sei (and Mo-go-i-shi) also 
has intimate ancestral associations as the god of the hearth place, represented by 
one of the three hearth stones or tripod legs surrounding the fire place (the other 
two stones/legs are ‘A-ba-sei, the male ancestor, and A-ta-sei, the female ances-
tor’).37 A final example is Tho’u-zhe, the ‘Tho’u ancestral deity/being’, who is 
significant in ritual texts from the Khoma Chu and upper Kholong Chu river 
valleys of far northeast Bhutan, and who can be compared with a Qiang deity 
named Do-dzu-sei, whom Graham identifies as the ‘door god . . . who keeps 
demons out of homes’.38  
In addition to claiming cognates for words and exploring name-matching, 
a great deal of ethnographic data from all the populations just cited can be sub-
ject to rigorous comparison. To briefly cite just one among a range of examples 
explored in my forthcoming monograph (Huber 2015 ms), and an example I 
already laid out a set of reference points for appreciating above, we can take the 
contexts, actors, exterior forms and symbolic content of communal festivals. 
Among the Naxi and the Qiang, who are claimed to be branches of an earlier 
                                                                                                                       
35 When first discussing the Gu-se name in the rGyal rigs, Aris 1979: 127 pointed out 
that Rolf Stein identified the toponym Gu-se or Gling Gu-se (also written ’Gu-zi, mGu-
zi) in the far east of the Tibetan Plateau, in association with the Gesar epic and the 
Rlangs clan. Stein 1959: 128, 174 n.75 also noted that Gu-se or ’Gu-zi skya-rengs and 
’Gu-zi shong-dkar are all names occurring in the Gesar epic. 
36 Rock 1955: 151 n.10, and Rock 1952, II: 581 who made the equation between the 
Qiang and Naxi ancestor figures. 
37 Graham 1958: 48–49, cf. 46 fig. 3, plate 15 caption. 
38 Graham 1958: 48. 
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common population, we find that both peoples share their oldest form of com-
munal, calendric rite, the so-called ‘Propitiation of Heaven’ festival (Muân bpò’ 
in Naxi).39 Such festivals – at least in all the records for premodern occurrences 
of them – were organized on the lines of clan-based, ‘bone sharing’ descent 
units who formed the main ceremonial groups. The major annual events were 
staged during Winter around the lunar new year, in sacred groves at simple 
stone altars on the outskirts of villages, and at which these ceremonial groups 
addressed sky beings reckoned as ancestors to ensure their annual revitalization. 
This is the exact cultural pattern we find in the research data from east Bhutan 
and the Mon-yul Corridor. As an interpretive exercise, I compared my own eth-
nographic documentation of ‘clan’ festivals in certain parts of the Mon-yul 
Corridor with accounts of the Naxi ‘Propitiation of Heaven’ festivals, while I 
consulted the less extensive Qiang data on the same festival type in parallel. 
There are some differences, yet the overall result is that the festivals from the 
two distant regions are almost identical right down to fine details. The same 
positive results can be obtained by comparing cosmologies, myths, other types 
of rites and cultural practices, items of material culture unique to both areas, and 
so on, as I do in detail in my forthcoming monograph (Huber 2015ms). The 
specificity in those comparisons across such a wide range of indices is impres-
sive. To be sure, it far exceeds the usual, cautious references to ‘family 
resemblances’ mooted by anthropologists when comparing features from distant 
societies speaking Tibeto-Burman languages. 
Qiangic and Naic languages are not considered closely related to those in 
the East Bodish group.40 If convincing evidence of significant past links be-
tween their speakers can be established, this may have potential ramifications 
for our understanding of Tibeto-Burman historical linguistics. 
5 Summary and hypothesis 
My survey results for the word meaning ‘ancestral deity’ roughly define two 
‘paths’ along which forms of the word are distributed (see figure 1). One path of 
se/ce/zhi/zhe forms extends in an approximate arch west from Tawang, across to 
Kurtö and down the Kuri Chu to points in southernmost Kheng, while the other 
path of chis/chik/khik/khit/(?)tchat forms runs down the Mon-yul Corridor be-
tween the southern flanks of the Ze La pass and the southern flanks of the 
Bomdi La pass. It is to be noted that these two paths basically move around 
either side of, and therefore completely by-pass, what is today’s large, core area 
of Tshangla-speakers. There are three findings I can demonstrate beyond doubt:  
39 See Rock 1948, McKhann 1992, Rock and Oppitz 1998. 
40 See Jacques and Michaud 2011 for the most recent review of Qiangic and Naic lan-
guages. 
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FIGURE 1– Distribution region for ‘ancestral deity’ word forms 
i.  All forms of the word are closely nested within, and more or less ex-
clusive to, a shared and very specific social and cultural pattern I have 
described herein as ‘ancestor propitiation for revitalization of descent 
groups’;  
ii.  The Dzala and Dakpa speaking valleys to the north appear to be the 
historical centre of gravity for preservation or sophisticated develop-
ment of the same social and cultural pattern, and, in the case of the 
Dakpa-speakers of Tawang, they also appear to have been migratory 
carriers – and possibly also a source for local emulations – of signifi-
cant aspects of this pattern southwards down the Mon-yul Corridor, at 
least as far as the Sherdukpen settlement region just south of the Bomdi 
La; 
iii. Ancestral deities originally classified by both se/ce/zhi/zhe and 
chis/chik/khik/khit/(?)tchat forms of the word were co-classified with 
Tibetan (e.g. lha, pho-lha) and possibly local cultic categories (e.g. 
phu). This is regionally evident. These might best be understood as 
traces of syncretic moments, when an integral and inherently conserva-
tive cult of ancestral deities was accommodated both with what was 
there before it arrived, and what came along later in its wake.  
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The above points, taken together with the Qiang and Naxi cognates and compar-
isons I explored, encourage me to propose a hypothesis with the following 
points:  
i. Some earlier population stratum sharing common ancestral roots with
the Qiangic and Naic speaking peoples along the south-eastern
Marches of the Tibetan Plateau system was once established in the se-
ries of parallel highland valleys of what is today far north-eastern
Bhutan and the Tawang district of India.
ii. They, or their already locally assimilated descendants, spread south-
ward, most likely incrementally via micro-migrations41 and
intermarriage, along the two ‘paths’ indicated by the presence and trac-
es of their ancestral cult today.
This hypothesis has both limits and potential for development to address out-
standing questions. Firstly, while it is Dzala and Dakpa speakers who nowadays 
occupy the valleys where a hypothetical ancestral population with Qiangic and 
Naic roots seems most likely to have been concentrated in and spread out from, 
we are unable to address the question of how the former and the latter once 
stood in relation to each other – which was there initially, or were they one and 
the same, or was one assimilated into the other, and so on?  
Furthermore, Rolf Stein already proposed that Qiangic speakers, namely 
the somewhat amorphous ‘ancient Ch’iang’ and the Minyak, were components 
among various proto-Tibetan ancestral populations who migrated from east to 
west onto the Plateau, and whose descendants together with others eventually 
became the ‘Tibetans’ of the historical period. Realizing there could be no con-
ventional historical accounting of such early Ch’iang and Minyak migrants, 
Stein drew together various indicators from Chinese historiography, narratives 
about Tibetan ‘proto-clans’, locations of old stone-tower architecture, and some 
conceptual-linguistic comparisons.42 Rather than puzzling over vague, contra-
dictory and mostly rather late Tibetan historiographic texts, as has been the 
trend in scholarship since Stein’s proposal, his ideas about these proto-Tibetan 
ancestral populations will best be demonstrated with a specific geographical 
focus and empirical evidence, as I have attempted to begin herein.  
Finally, the vaguely known peoples of southernmost central Tibet who 
were collectively labelled Dung or Dung-reng and represented as aggressive 
misfits by mediaeval Tibetan historians, have already featured in various ex-
plorative discussions about migration, language and social and cultural history 
41 Micro-migrations are the most realistic model we have for conceiving premodern po-
pulation movements within eastern Himalayan environments; see Huber 2012. 
42 Stein 1951, 1957, 1961, 1972.  
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within my research region.43 For a variety of reasons – which would require 
another substancial article to do justice to – the so-called Shar Dung of Lhodrak 
(see figure 1), who migrated southwards into my research region during the 
mid-14th century, emerge as the most likely candidate population with probable 
Qiangic and Naic roots to fit in my hypothesis. That is a topic I explore in my 
forthcoming monograph Source of Life (Huber 2015ms).  
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Tones in Northeast Indian languages, with a focus 
on Tani: A fieldworker’s guide1 
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1 Introduction 
his chapter is about the tone systems found in many Northeast Indian lan-
guages, with a special focus on the Tani branch of Trans-Himalayan 
[Tibeto-Burman]. It is aimed primarily at fieldworkers who are beginning re-
search on a Northeast Indian tone language, and need a way of quickly 
contextualizing their work and of developing ideas and techniques that may 
help to make sense of their data. That said, there should also be enough infor-
mation here to give typologists or anyone else with an interest in the tone 
systems of Northeast Indian languages some material to work with. It thus takes 
two important cues from Burling’s recent research on Bodo-Garo languages: 
one, Rob’s determination to continue working on, and publishing on, the tone 
systems of North East Indian languages despite the many analytical challenges 
these languages have posed to him and other researchers; two, Rob’s impatience 
with the ivory towers of international academia, and his determination to pro-
duce materials which are of value to a broad range of people, in particular 
students and language communities. Although the present chapter represents 
only a tiny step forward in terms of the understanding of its subject matter, I 
hope it will at least pass those two Burling Tests. After a brief discussion of 
tone from a general perspective in §2 and Tani languages in §3 and §4, §5 out-
lines the tone systems of four Tani languages: Apatani, Galo, Minyong and 
Tangam. §6 summarizes the presentation with a ‘fieldworkers guide’, and §7 
presents some comparative-historical closing remarks. 
                                                                                                                       
1 I would like to thank Stephen Morey and Jonathan Evans for their helpful comments on 
this chapter, while absolving them from any errors. 
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2 Tone and the languages of Northeast India 
We don’t yet know how many Northeast Indian languages have lexical tone 
systems, but it is certainly a significant number, and it may be the majority. By 
a ‘lexical tone system’, I mean a system in which particular pitch contours are 
assigned to the lexemes of a language, and produce meaning contrasts among 
lexemes in more or less the same way that segments do. A clear example of a 
Northeast Indian language with a lexical tone system is Apatani, which con-
trasts the lexeme nóo ‘you’ (high pitch/tone) with a segmentally-identical lex-
lexeme nòo ‘where’ (low pitch/tone) on the sole basis of a systematic difference 
in pitch. All Apatani morphemes are specified for one of these two lexical 
tones, and as a result there are hundreds of segmentally-identical minimal pairs 
on tone such as the above in Apatani. A lexical tone system, in this sense, is 
different from an intonation or an accent system. In an intonation system, a ris-
ing pitch on a word (for example) can indicate that the sentence in which it 
occurs is a question; the same contour will occur over a different word in the 
same position, and will not occur over that same word when it is in a different 
position. In an accent system, certain syllables or syllable types may be required 
to occur with a certain pitch, but this is not a specified feature of all syllables, or 
of all lexical items, in the language. Although intonation and accent systems can 
co-exist with lexical tone systems, they are not themselves lexical tone systems, 
and so will generally be excluded from consideration in this chapter. In the rest 
of this chapter, I will call lexical tone systems simply ‘tone systems’ or 
‘tone(s)’.  
So far as I am aware, tone in Northeast India (NEI) is limited to the lan-
guages of two families: Tai and Trans-Himalayan (= Tibeto-Burman). No Indo-
Aryan or Austroasiatic languages of NEI appear to have developed tones. The 
modern-day NEI Tai lects all seem to have tone systems that are similar to those 
found in related Tai languages of Thailand, Myanmar, Laos and Southwest Chi-
na. They can accordingly be described using the standard set of East/Southeast 
Asian analytical techniques, as has in fact been done by Morey and colleagues 
(Morey 2005, Morey and Schöpf 2011); I will briefly review some of these 
techniques below. 
On the other hand, NEI tone languages of the Trans-Himalayan family 
have presented a number of analytical challenges, and the reasons for this are 
not immediately clear. According to Burling (2003: 173), ‘only rarely are tones 
indicated in the available publications [on NEI Trans-Himalayan languages] . . . 
the apparent rarity of tones in some areas may be due to the genuine rarity of 
people looking for them.’ It may indeed be the case that at least some analysts 
may have completely failed to recognize tones in their descriptions of at least 
some NEI Trans-Himalayan lects. More commonly however, what we seem to 
find is a situation in which it is clear that a given lect has tones – in some sense 
or another – but it is much less clear how its tone system should be analysed. 
Unlike in NEI Tai lects, the tone systems of NEI Trans-Himalayan languages 
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often seem quite different from those of the better-understood East/Mainland 
Southeast Asian languages. 
2.1 Tone in East and Southeast Asian languages 
Most East and Mainland Southeast Asian (E/SEA) tone languages have syllable 
tone systems, in which around 4–6 contrastive ‘tonemes’ work together with 
segmental features to distinguish among morphemes/words. The most famous 
example of such a language is Mandarin Chinese, a Sinitic language, but similar 
systems are found in Thai and Vietnamese, from the Tai and Austroasiatic fami-
lies respectively, as well as in Trans-Himalayan languages such as Lahu and 
Lisu (spoken in the China/Thailand/Burma/NEI border areas). In a syllable tone 
system, the tone bearing unit, or ‘TBU’, is a monosyllable which is also usually 
a morpheme and/or word. A standard set of examples from Mandarin Chinese is 
in Table 1; here, four segmentally identical morphemes/words are distinguished 
by having either one of four distinct pitch contours, or in lacking a tone (i.e., in 
being tonally ‘neutral’). Lacking or being neutral to tone is often a property of 
grammatical morphemes in a syllable tone language.  
TABLE 1 – The basic tones of Mandarin Chinese 
Tone Form Gloss 
1 mā ‘mom’ 
2 má ‘hemp’ 
3 mǎ ‘horse’ 
4 mà ‘scold’ 
 ma ‘INTERROGATIVE PARTICLE’ 
 
When tone-bearing morphemes are concatenated in a syllable tone language – 
for example, when two lexical roots are combined to form a compound, or when 
certain types of affix are added – the lexically-specified tones of individual 
morphemes are typically preserved. In some cases, we find a ‘sandhi’ tone; that 
is, a change from one tone to another. Or, we may find tonal ‘neutralization’, in 
which a particular tone is lost. In Table 2, again from Mandarin Chinese, we see 
that tones 1–2 and 4 are preserved when the lexical morphemes from Table 1 
occur as compound initials, whereas in 3 the tone is converted from low-rising 
to high-rising (effectively, from tone 3 to tone 2). On the other hand, tone 1 is 
lost when occurring as a compound final. For a recent overview of sandhi ef-
fects in Sinitic and other eastern Sino-Tibetan languages, see Evans (to appear). 
The crucial thing to note for our purposes here, however, is that these are indi-
vidual changes to individual tones at particular places in the word, and that such 
changes are exceptional; in general, the tones of particular syllables/morphemes 
tend to be preserved in larger contexts. 
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TABLE 2 – Mandarin Chinese tones in compounds 
Tone Composition Resulting compound 
1 mā-mā ‘mom-mom’ māma ‘mom’ 
2 má-shéng ‘hemp-rope’ máshéng ‘hemp rope’ 
3 mǎ-zhǎng ‘horse-palm (of hand)’ mázhǎng ‘careless; casual’ 
4 mà-jīe ‘scold-street’ màjīe ‘shout abuse in a public area’ 
In some E/SEA tone languages, pitch is associated with other prosodic features, 
such as voice quality (breathy, creaky), nasalization, or glottal ‘checking’, as in 
Burmese (Table 3). Such features remain associated with a particular sylla-
ble/morpheme/word, and can thus be integrated together with pitch into an 
overall ‘tone’ (or perhaps in this case ‘lexical-prosodic’) inventory. 
TABLE 3 – The basic ‘tones’ of Burmese 
Tone Form Gloss 
Low kʰà ‘shake’ 
High kʰá ‘be bitter’ 
Creaky kʰa̰ ‘fee’ 
Checked kʰaʔ ‘draw off’ 
It is less common to find strong interactions between tone and rhythmic features 
such as syllable weight and stress placement in E/SEA tone languages. In Thai, 
light (CV) syllables are toneless, but this reflects an overall phonological mark-
edness; an example of this is the common ‘fruit prefix’ ma-, which has lost its 
tone as part of a general process of phonological erosion in which the coda con-
sonant is also lost, and the vowel is reduced in duration (Table 4).  
TABLE 4 – Reduction of màak ‘betelnut > fruit prefix’ in Thai 
Form Gloss Source Gloss 
màak ‘betelnut’ *màak ‘fruit’ 
ma-phráaw ‘coconut’ *màak-phráaw ‘fruit-coconut’ 
ma-krùut ‘kaffir lime’ *màak-krùut ‘fruit-kaffir lime’ 
ma-k!̌a ‘eggplant’ *màak-k!̌a ‘fruit-eggplant’ 
 
2.2 Tone in NEI Trans-Himalayan languages 
Several Trans-Himalayan languages of the NEI region have properties which 
seem to contrast with the E/SEA syllable tone norm. For example, in Sumi, a 
language of Nagaland, the pitch contours of at least some types of polysyllabic 
word appear to be lexically specified for one of several tonal ‘melodies’ (Teo 
2014: 78–79). For example, àpù ‘father’ (LL) contrasts with apu ‘dipper’ (MM) 
and àpú ‘son’ (LH). This is quite different from a prototypical syllable tone 
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language, in which the tone of each syllable is independently assigned in the 
lexicon (see again Table 2). So pervasive is the association between syllables 
and tones in a syllable tone language that tones are lexically assigned even to 
the meaningless ‘formatives’ of polysyllabic loanwords. For example, in Man-
darin Chinese màikèfēng, from English ‘microphone’, the surface LLM ‘melo-
‘melody’ has no distinct phonological status; it is simply the unmodified result 
of concatenating three syllable tones within a trisyllabic word.  
In Singpho and Tangsa, two strongly iambic languages of the northern In-
do-Myanmar border area, Morey (2014) finds that prefixing can ‘change’ the 
tones of following root syllables: for example, Ngaimong Tangsa tɕeŋ² ‘be 
born’ becomes a-tɕeŋ³ ‘NZR-be.born’ when a nominalizing a- prefix is added. A 
number of hypotheses might be advanced to explain this process, including tone 
spreading/sandhi phenomena, ‘floating’ tones or diachronic change; the only 
point we need to note here, however, is that it happens. As we will see, a num-
ber of similar processes are relevant to the description of tones in Tani 
languages. 
Another point made strongly by Morey (2014) – and echoed by a number 
of other scholars of NEI Trans-Himalayan tone languages – is that tones tend to 
be more variable in NEI Trans-Himalayan languages than they are in most 
E/SEA syllable tone languages. For example, the default pitches of lexical tones 
in NEI languages seem to be more often affected by phrase/sentence intonation 
– including, crucially, list intonation (as when eliciting a wordlist). Similarly, 
NEI Trans-Himalayan tone language consultants have often been reported as 
less confident or less consistent in their judgements than speakers of E/SEA 
syllable tone languages tend to be. In general, tones seem to have a lower func-
tional load in NEI Trans-Himalayan languages than they do in E/SEA syllable 
tone languages – they are more often variable, and variation less often introduc-
es comprehension difficulties. Morey’s bilingual Tai/Singpho consultants 
support this idea, saying that they ‘rely more on context than on the tones to 
disambiguate meaning in connected text’ when speaking Singpho, whereas in 
Tai ‘the tones are indispensable’ (Morey 2014: 640). Konnerth (2014: 76–82) 
presents an especially illuminating account of the low functional load of tone in 
Karbi, in which (among other pieces of evidence) she describes native speaker 
experts who are aware of tones in their language experiencing difficulties in 
identifying tone categories during the process of work on a tonally-specified 
community dictionary.2 
                                                                                                                       
2 One point which should perhaps be made here to avoid giving the impression that tones 
simply don’t matter in NEI Trans-Himalayan languages, is that despite their low func-
tional load and despite the difficulty consultants often have in identifying them, tone 
categories are nonetheless learned by children, and in fact tend to be fairly stable over 
time, as we will see below. In other words, the different phonological status of tones in 
NEI Trans-Himalayan languages is not necessarily indicative of a difference in im-
portance as far as the overall structure and character of the languages is concerned. 
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These two factors – the unusual systemic properties of tones in NEI Trans-
Himalayan languages, and their lower functional load – have very often con-
spired to frustrate analyses. A number of scholars have reported that they were 
not actually certain that they were dealing with a tone language until quite late 
in their research. This is similar to the experience of Mazaudon (2014: 588), 
who wrote of her work on Tamangic languages in Nepal, ‘I expected to have 
some difficulties identifying and analysing tones if there were any, but I did not 
expect to ask myself the question: is this a tone language? But this is what hap-
pened.’3 Others have noted that tones occur in their language of interest, but 
then go on to assign them a marginal status. For example, Simon (1972: 2–3) 
wrote that ‘Apatani is comparatively free from the tonal complexities one finds 
in languages of the Tai or Kachin group . . . the meaning of a few words may 
change according to the tone in which they are uttered . . . this feature is re-
stricted to a small number of expressions.’ This assessment reflects a very 
different experience of Apatani tones than that of Post and Tage (2013), who 
later found tone to be an integral feature of not only ‘a few words’, but in fact 
every Apatani lexeme. Similarly, a number of authors have disagreed on such 
seemingly basic issues as the number of tones actually observed in a given NEI 
Trans-Himalayan tone language. For example, Burling and Joseph (2010) report 
in their recent study of Bodo tones that previous researchers had assigned either 
two lexical tones to Bodo (Burling 1959, Halvorsrud 1959), three (Burton-Page 
1955) or four (Bhattacharya 1977). Although Burling and Joseph’s own study 
makes undeniable progress, the authors also admit that the question of how 
many tones must ultimately be recognized for Bodo has not yet been fully an-
swered. Finally, another striking fact regarding those NEI Trans-Himalayan 
languages that are also spoken across the border in Tibet, is that the opposite 
tendency is often found in Chinese publications – to mark every syllable for 
tone as though every syllable were tonally contrastive as is basically the case in 
Chinese. The most striking example is perhaps that of Puroik, which was ana-
lysed in Tibet by H. Sun et al. (1991) as having two or three tones (or perhaps 
voice qualities – lexical-prosodic categories, in any case). Remsangpuia, who 
worked primarily in India and is a native speaker of Mizo – also a tone language 
– later wrote that he took great care to detect tone in his dissertation on Puroik 
                                                                                                                       
3 I can here offer a similar anecdote of my own: during my fieldwork on Galo from 
2004–2008, I was aware that one Galo dialect – Pugo – had tone. However, I was not 
able to determine that the Lare dialect, on which I based the description in Post (2007), 
had tone until the last month of my first ten-month fieldtrip in 2004–2005. Both I and my 
consultants, evidently, had been working in complete ignorance of the existence of tones 
in Lare Galo for literally hundreds of hours over a period of nine months! The last three 
weeks of this trip were completely consumed by the sudden need to, first, come to 
understand the Lare Galo tone system, and second, retranscribe our entire lexical and text 
databases with this newfound attention to tones. Working virtually around the clock with 
two superlative (one might even say superhuman) consultants – Mili Nyodu and Igo Riba 
– we somehow, thankfully, managed it. 
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phonology, but that he ‘could not find any minimal pair for tones in the lan-
guage’ (Remsangpuia 2008: 91). 
Discussions such as this – regarding the basic inventory of tones in a lan-
guage, or the question of whether or not tones actually occur in a language – are 
largely absent from the literature on E/SEA tone systems. It seems clear, then, 
that there is something different about NEI Trans-Himalayan tone systems. Ac-
cordingly, when we approach a NEI Trans-Himalayan tone language, we need 
to prepare ourselves for the likelihood that we may encounter both variability 
and seeming inconsistency, and also for the prospect that we are possibly en-
countering a system that is in some ways unusual, and perhaps even unique.  
Most of the remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a ‘state-of-the-art’ 
description of the tone systems of a number of Tani languages. We will find that 
these same factors – unusual systemic properties and lower functional load – 
play crucial roles in the understanding of Tani tones. This will by no means be 
the last word on the analysis of tone in Tani languages: quite the contrary; much 
of the most important research remains to be carried out. However, I hope that 
what follows will provide future researchers with a reasonable starting point.  
3 Tone in Tani languages 
The Tani languages are spoken by around 1,000,000 people in central Aruna-
chal Pradesh and upper Assam in India, and by much smaller numbers (perhaps 
a few hundred or thousand) over the de facto border with Tibet (Figure 1). They 
basically form a dialect chain; although a few Tani languages are basically unin-
telligible to speakers of all other Tani languages (especially Apatani, Milang 
and Tangam), the majority of Tani lects are mutually-intelligible to a large de-
gree with at least one or two others. A ‘family tree’ of the Tani languages is 
given in Figure 2. Note that Figure 2 is presented in ‘tree’ format for conven-
ience of visualization, however it is not intended to be read in the traditional 
way – as a series of proto-languages defined by shared innovations which 
branch out into mutually-unintelligible daughter languages – but rather as a 
rough indication of similarity among Tani lects; some of these similarities are 
due to common inheritance, whereas others probably owe more to language 
contact.  
Most Tani languages have not yet been comprehensively described, and 
most of the existing sources either do not address tone or give an incomplete or 
unsystematic account. I will report on four languages in this chapter for which I 
have first-hand data: Apatani, Galo, Minyong and Tangam. We therefore know 
that at least this many Tani languages have tone. Milang also has tone, seeming-
ly layered with register/voice quality features; unfortunately, this system has not 
yet been documented, so we can say nothing further about it here. A variety of 
Bangni spoken in Tibet is reported by T. Sun (1993: 32) to have what he de-
scribes as a ‘marginal’ tone system ‘which has not yet become fully functional 
in the entire lexicon’. 
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FIGURE 1 – Northeast India, with Tani language area in rough outline 
FIGURE 2 – Tani language relationships 
Proto-Tani 
Western Tani 
Eastern Tani 
Apatani 
Pailibo 
Subansiri 
Bangni Nyishi, 
Tagin,  
Hill Miri 
Galo 
Lare Pugo 
Milang 
Tangam, 
Damu 
Aashing, 
Shimong 
Minyong 
Mising 
Pasi 
Northwestern 
Bokar, 
Ramo 
Bori 
Padam 
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Tone has been reported for Mising by Prasad, Sastry and Abraham (1991); 
however this report seems to be in error.4 I have also conducted fieldwork on 
Mising, and conferred at length with native Mising-speaking linguists such as 
Surat Kumar (Aɨn) Doley and Jugendra Pegu; none of us can detect lexically 
contrastive tones in Mising. Be that as it may, the potential occurrence of tone 
in at least some Mising dialects cannot be completely ruled out. I have also been 
unable to detect tones in Lower Nyishi, Tagin or Lower Adi. In the speech of 
most Lower Adi speakers native to Pasighat township, it is clear that lexical 
tone is absent, and also that the speech of Adi who grow up in Pasighat general-
ly lacks tone. However, since Pasighat is an ethnolinguistically diverse 
community which is host to large numbers of recent inward migrants and their 
relatives, it is likely that at least some of them speak varieties of Adi that retain 
tones. Little or nothing is known about the remaining known Tani lects, i.e. Bo-
kar-Ramo, Pailibo, Hill Miri, Bori, Aashing, Shimong and Damu. My 
inclination is to suppose that the majority of these mostly northerly lects are 
most likely to have tone, as the tendency seems to be for tone to be lost in the 
southerly lower elevations near Assamese contact areas, and retained in the 
north (note that the neighbouring Idu language also certainly has tone). None-
theless, the fact is that we do not know.5 Whatever the case, an inspection of the 
distribution of bolded languages in Figure  makes it clear that tone is a perva-
sive feature of Tani languages, found in every major branch; some form of tone 
can almost certainly therefore be reconstructed to Proto-Tani. I’ll take up this 
comparative-historical point again in §7, following the description of Tani tones 
in §5 and §6. Table 5 summarizes our current state of knowledge regarding tone 
in Tani languages. 
TABLE 5 – Tani languages and tone: what we do and don’t know 
Tone, confirmed Apatani, Galo, Upper Minyong, Tangam, Milang 
No tone, confirmed Mising (Pagro), Pasi-Padam (Pasighat), Tagin 
(Daporijo) 
Conflicting reports Mising (more generally), Bangni (in Tibet), Nyishi 
Unknown Hill Miri, Pailibo, Bokar, Damu, Aashing, Karko, 
Bori, Shimong, Tagin (Upper) 
 
                                                                                                                       
4 Most Mising lexemes which these authors report as bearing “tones” in fact typically 
have un-transcribed vowel length contrasts or rhythmic accents which appear to have 
been mistaken for tones. In other cases, transcriptions of “tones” seem to represent the 
effects of list intonation. 
5 Ou-Yang (1985) claimed that none of the Bengni, Bokar or Damu lects that he recorded 
in Tibet had tone. However, T. Sun (1993) later found that this was not the case of 
Bengni, at least, in which at least some clear minimal pairs on tone were found. Accord-
ingly, and unless it can be independently confirmed by an in-depth study, Ou-Yang’s 
further claim that Bokar and Damu lack tone should not be taken as definitive. 
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4 Tani syllable and word structures 
To understand the tone systems of Tani languages it is necessary to first under-
stand a certain amount about Tani syllable and word structures. A fuller account 
is given in Post (2006). Here, I will restrict discussion to the most basic issues.  
Syllable weight is one of the most important factors in the analysis of Tani 
languages, and it is also one of the most frequently ignored. However, unless 
syllable weight is properly understood, no cogent analysis of tone in Tani lan-
guages seems to be possible.  
All well-described Tani languages exhibit a fundamental contrast between 
light and heavy syllables; it is clear that this distinction must also be recon-
structed to Proto-Tani. Light syllables contain only a short vowel nucleus, with 
an optional consonant onset. Heavy syllables additionally contain a coda seg-
ment ‘X’, which can be realized either by a nucleus-identical vowel, by 
nasalization of a short vowel nucleus (in languages which exhibit contrastive 
nasalization, such as Apatani), or by one of a usually restricted set of final con-
sonants, varying from language to language (Figure 3). In other words, the 
possible syllable types are (C)V (light) and (C)VC, (C)Vː or (C)Ṽ (heavy).  
 
 
    µ  µ 
    |    | 
(Ci)V(X) 
 
FIGURE 3 – Basic Tani syllable structure (X = nucleus-identical V, vowel 
nasalization, or CfC). 
It is also important to understand some basic Tani word structures. The simplest 
type of Tani word structure is a single monosyllabic root. However, this is also 
the rarest type of word structure. Most words in Tani languages are either com-
pounds of two roots, or else are suffixed or prefixed roots. At this point, it 
becomes useful to draw a distinction between the structures of nouns and adjec-
tives, on the one hand, and predicates (verbs) on the other. Most nouns and 
adjectives have the structures [ROOT], [ROOT-ROOT] or [PFX-ROOT], whereas 
most predicates have a [ROOT-SFX] structure (Table 6). Some illustrative exam-
ples from Apatani are given in (1)–(4). 
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Table 6 – Basic Tani word structures 
N, ADJ PRED 
[ROOT] 
[ROOT-SFX] [ROOT-ROOT] 
[PFX-ROOT] 
(1) ǰìi (2) mìʔ-láa 
black  eye-juice 
[ROOT]  [ROOT-ROOT] 
‘black’  ‘tear(s)’ 
(3) à-míʔ (4) pá-dó 
PFX-eye  cut.by.striking-IPFV 
[PFX-ROOT] [ROOT-SFX] 
‘eye’ ‘(Someone) is chopping.’ 
5 Tani tones 
This section will describe the tone systems of a number of Tani languages. Fol-
lowing a brief discussion on method in §4.1, we will discuss tones in 
morphologically simplex, monosyllabic words from a general perspective in 
§5.1. We then present a language-by-language description of tones in morpho-
logically complex, polysyllabic words in §5.2–§5.3 – as we will see, the 
behaviour of tones in more complex words varies from language to language. 
5.1 Method 
When describing a syllable tone language, we typically work ‘bottom-up’. That 
is, we start by identifying the number of basic pitch contours (and any associat-
ed features, such as voice quality) in morphologically simplex and, ideally, 
monosyllabic words. For example, in Thai we might find a set of words such as 
the following (Table 7): 
TABLE 7 – Assignment of a set of Thai words to tone categories 
H M L 
Wd Gloss Wd Gloss Wd Gloss 
lín ‘tongue’ mii ‘have/exist’ hèed ‘reason’ 
tóʔ ‘table’ phɛɛŋ ‘expensive’ tèʔ ‘kick’ 
rɔ́ɔn ‘hot’ maa ‘come’ n!̀ŋ ‘one’ 
lɛ́ɛw ‘already’ ŋən ‘silver; money’ màak ‘betel’ 
phrɔ́ʔ ‘because’ khuan  ‘should’ 
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Wd Gloss Wd Gloss 
mîit ‘knife’ sǐaŋ ‘sound’ 
chûaj ‘help’ khěŋ ‘hard’ 
dûaj ‘also’ mǔu ‘pig’ 
bâan ‘home’ lǒo ‘dozen’ 
mâj ‘not’ s!̌a ‘tiger’ 
Having established a set of basic pitch contours, and with candidate sets of 
words in which each pitch contour is found, we then suppose that each pitch 
contour is the expression of a category, and say that each word which has each 
pitch contour is a member of the corresponding category. Next, we can move 
through the remainder of the lexicon, and assign each simplex word to one of 
our categories on the basis of the pitch contour it manifests. 
Now that we know the number of categories in the language and the pho-
netic expression of each category, and have assigned a good number of simplex 
lexemes to each category, we can move on to complex, polysyllabic forms to 
look at how tone operates on these larger phonological units. As we saw in §2.1, 
it is common in syllable tone languages for the pitch contour of a larger phono-
logical unit to simply reflect the pitch contours of its smaller, constituent units. 
Or, we may find some sandhi behaviour – for example, tone 1 may change to 
tone 2, or be neutralized, as was also discussed. Even in such cases, however, 
we can analyse the tone of a complex, polysyllabic word as the concatenation of 
simplex word tones, plus the addition of some sort of phonological rule that 
specifies the nature of their interaction. Put simply, in a syllable tone language, 
the tone of a complex, polysyllabic word is generally understood as a product of 
the tones of simplex, monosyllabic words, plus any applicable rules. 
These facts are well-known, and appear to have been understood essential-
ly since serious research on tone languages began. The point of this long 
excursus on a familiar method is to underscore the fact that, in general, Tani 
languages do not work this way, and this familiar and well-understood method 
cannot be applied in their analysis. Why is this so? 
Tani languages have very few morphologically simplex, monosyllabic 
words; instead, the vast majority of Tani lexemes are morphologically complex, 
are composed of two or more bound morphemes, and have two or more sylla-
bles. Compare again examples (2) and (3) above from Apatani: these two words 
share a common root miʔ- ‘eye’; however, as we can see from the examples, 
miʔ- is marked as having a high pitch in (3), but a low pitch in (2). So does miʔ- 
have a high tone or a low tone? According to the method outlined above, we 
would want to elicit miʔ- in isolation, to try to determine its independent pitch 
contour and, therefore hopefully, its underlying tone. However, we cannot do 
that. This is a morphologically bound root, which cannot be pronounced in iso-
lation. The same thing will be true of nearly every lexeme we encounter in the 
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analysis of Tani languages. It is clear, then, that the syllable tone method will 
not work for Tani languages; we need a different sort of approach. The follow-
ing sections will outline this approach. 
5.2 Morphologically simplex, monosyllabic words 
As we saw in the Apatani example (1) above, there are at least a few morpho-
logically simplex, monosyllabic words in all known Tani languages. In my 
Apatani database of 1,100 lexemes, there are 22 such words. In my Galo data-
base of more than 5,000 lexemes, there are only 18 clear monosyllables.6 My 
Minyong database of 2,500+ lexemes has around 10–15 monosyllables, allow-
ing for some dialect variation, and my Tangam database of 1,900 lexemes 
contains no more than 10 monosyllables. It is clear that elicitation of these 
monosyllables will not yield a complete understanding of the tone systems of 
these languages. However, it does provide us with a relatively familiar starting 
point. 
Tables 8 and 9 provide exhaustive lists of the simplex, monosyllabic lex-
emes in my Apatani and Galo data. As shown, only one minimal pair on tone 
occurs among these forms. However, in both Apatani and Galo we find that 
each word in the left-hand column exhibits a mostly level, mid-to-high-pitched 
contour, as in Apatani nóo [noo33] ‘you’; we can call this ‘H’. Each word in the 
right-hand column exhibits a falling-to-low pitch contour – slightly higher than 
our H words, at least initially, but quickly falling to a much lower point, as in 
Apatani nòo [noo41] ‘where’; we can call this ‘L’.  
The important thing to note here is that in Galo and in Apatani, and in all 
other Tani languages for which tones have been studied, no more than two pitch 
contours are ever found on simplex monosyllables. This gives us an early indi-
cation that, phonologically, Tani languages might have no more than two 
underlying tone categories. As we will shortly see, the analysis of larger phono-
logical units bears this out: the more complex pitch contours of larger 
phonological units can be analysed in terms of the interaction of these two un-
derlying tone categories with the additional factor of syllable weight.  
6 By “clear” here, I mean monosyllables with a monophthongal nucleus. For reasons we 
needn’t go into now, it is difficult to determine whether diphthongs are monosyllabic or 
disyllabic in Galo. 
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TABLE 8 – Some morphologically simplex H and L words in Apatani 
H words L Words 
Form Gloss Form Gloss 
nóo ‘you (second person 
singular)’ 
nòo ‘where’ 
síʔ ‘urine’ sìi ‘this (speaker-proximate)’ 
ríi ‘drool (n.)’ ǰìi ‘black’ 
s!́ɨ ‘cow; cattle’ yòo ‘meat’ 
híʔ ‘dried, fermented bamboo 
chips’ 
dàʔ ‘existential copula (standing 
position)’ 
ŋóo ‘I (first person singular)’ mòo ‘he/she (third person 
singular)’ 
hı ̃́ŋ ‘three’ hà̃ŋ ‘anything’ 
dóo ‘existential copula 
(inanimates)’ 
dùu ‘existential copula 
(animates)’ 
x!́ɨ ‘six’ kə̀ə ‘okay’ 
kṍŋ ‘one’ hùu ‘who’ 
sáa ‘tea’ 
n!́ɨ ‘what’ 
TABLE 9 – Some morphologically simplex H and L words in Galo 
H words L Words 
Form Gloss Form Gloss 
ɲíi ‘person’ ǰèe ‘green/blue’ 
ŋóo ‘I (first person singular)’ b!̀ɨ ‘he/she (third person 
singular)’ 
nóo ‘you (second person 
singular)’ 
bə̀ə ‘down there’ 
ˀ!́ɨ ‘weed’ tə̀ə ‘up there’ 
máa ‘no (negative particle)’ ˀàa ‘over there’ 
mée ‘many; multiplicity’ hì ‘this’ 
ˀèe ‘excrement’ 
gòo ‘mouth harp reed’ 
tàa ‘var. of tree’ 
pàa ‘dawn’ 
hàa ‘tea’ 
hèe ‘headstrap’ 
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5.3 Morphologically complex, disyllabic words 
5.3.1 Affixed roots in Galo 
The overwhelming majority of Galo words are disyllables of the form [PFX-
ROOT] or [ROOT-ROOT] (if a noun or adjective) or [ROOT-SFX] (if a verb), as 
shown in Table 6 above. Very helpfully, however, Galo only exhibits two types 
of pitch contour on its disyllabic words. The first is a relatively high, level con-
tour with a slight downstep on the second syllable in isolation: túnám 
[tu44nam33] ‘kick-NZR’. The second starts from a distinctively higher ‘pitch 
peak’, and falls to a much lower pitch in isolation: túnàm [tu55nam21] ‘garland-
NZR’. These two pitch contours are essentially the same as the two pitch con-
tours we saw on simplex, monosyllabic words, and can perhaps be informally 
referred to using the same labels H and L (Table 10). 
TABLE 10 – A selection of minimal tone pairs in Galo complex, disyllabic words 
H words L Words 
Form Gloss Form Gloss 
ˀáú ‘grease; greasy’ ˀáù ‘spicy; chili flavour’ 
ˀákə́ ‘maternal uncle’ ˀákə̀ ‘from, on the same level’ 
ˀácí ‘elder brother’ ˀácì ‘pain; painful’ 
tábə́ ‘snake’ tábə̀ ‘sugar cane’ 
túnám ‘to kick’ túnàm ‘to garland’ 
tónám ‘to wait’ tónàm ‘to release’ 
núnám ‘to knead’ núnàm ‘to be fully cooked, of food; ready. . .’ 
However, note that unlike in a syllable tone language, these larger word tone 
contours cannot simply be derived from the concatenation of their constituent 
roots and/or affixes. The minimal pair túnám ‘to kick’ and túnàm ‘to garland’ 
makes this fact clear: the second syllable is in both cases a nominalizer -nam, 
however it has a different pitch in each word. The semantic contrast, therefore, 
is obviously coming from the first morpheme, which must therefore also be 
responsible for the overall tone contrast of these two words – however, the actu-
al pitch contour over the syllable [tu] in each word is relatively similar. So what 
is actually going on here? 
Let’s examine this situation a little more closely: in the cases of each word 
in Table 10, there is one constituent root and one constituent affix: a- in the case 
of lines 1–3, ta- in the case of line 4 and ‑nam ‘NZR’ in the cases of lines 5–7. 
So far as I have been able to determine, these particular affixes are not TBUs – 
that is, they are not underlyingly specified for any tone. Since that is the case, 
any word in which they occur will have its tone determined by the root only. 
The resulting word will have either an H or an L contour, as described above. 
Importantly, however, the resulting contour is a property of the resulting word – 
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it does not appear to matter at all whether the tone-bearing root is in the initial 
or the final position of a word (Table 11). 
TABLE 11 – Derivation of H and L word tones from [PFX-ROOT] and 
[ROOT-SFX] compositions in Galo 
Word Gloss Composition Gloss 
ˀácí ‘elder brother’  ˀa-cí ‘PFX-elder brother’ 
ˀácì ‘pain’ ˀa-cì ‘PFX-pain’ 
tábə́ ‘snake’ ta-bə́ ‘PFX-snake’ 
tábə̀ ‘sugar cane’ ta-bə̀ ‘PFX-sugar cane’ 
túnám  ‘to kick’ tú-nam ‘kick-NZR’ 
túnàm  ‘to garland’ tù-nam ‘garland-NZR’ 
tónám  ‘to wait’ tó-nam ‘wait-NZR’ 
tónàm  ‘to release’ tò-nam ‘release-NZR’ 
Once we understand this principle, elicitation of a great many Galo root tones 
becomes possible due to the very common occurrence of these and several other 
non-tone-bearing affixes in Galo. For example, any verb root can occur with the 
nominalizer -nam, which makes citation forms in Galo; accordingly, it now be-
comes possible to elicit the underlying tones of the entire simplex verbal lexicon 
– despite that we cannot actually elicit (or hear) any simplex verb roots at all!
We simply identify a verb root, attach -nam, listen to the resulting word tone, 
and deduce that our target verb root must be underlyingly specified as H or L 
accordingly. It is not as simple to attach a- or ta- to any given noun or adjective 
root – these prefixes are much less productive in modern Galo than is -nam – 
however, they do occur on a large number (certainly hundreds) of basic lex-
emes, so knowing this principle will turn out to be very helpful indeed. Other 
Galo prefixes that do not seem to be TBUs include ja- (for colours and femi-
nine/negative items), ho- (for animals) and pV- (for birds). 
5.3.2 Affixed roots in Apatani 
Complex, disyllabic words in Apatani at first glance do not appear to operate 
the way that they do in Galo. Unlike in Galo, there are three pitch contours on 
Apatani disyllables: level, falling or rising (Table 12). 
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TABLE 12 – A selection of complex, disyllabic words in Apatani 
Level Falling Rising  
Word Gloss Word Gloss Word Gloss 
ˀápú ‘arrow’ ˀápù ‘hive’ ˀàpúu ‘flower 
ˀámí ‘elder sister’ ˀámì ‘tail’ ˀàmı ̃́ ‘ripe’ 
ˀánú ‘younger brother’ ˀán!̀ ‘mother’ ˀàn!́ʔ ‘swallow’ 
tásé ‘sago’ tásì ‘wall’ tàsı ̃́ ‘dragonfly larva’ 
táx!́ ‘squirrel’ tálò ‘platter’ tàdə́r ‘parasitic worm’ 
s!́bí ‘monkey’ s!́t!̀ ‘elephant’ s!̀cúu ‘sambar deer’ 
s!́ré ‘wild pig’ s!́n!̀ ‘cow’ s!̀dı ̃́ ‘barking deer’ 
The additional factor of syllable weight complicates matters in Apatani. Note in 
Table 12 that words with ‘level’ and ‘falling’ contours have light final syllables 
(cf. Figure 3 above), while ‘rising’ words have a heavy final syllable; here, note 
again that nasalized vowels are treated as bimoraic and therefore heavy in Tani 
languages. To understand what’s happening here, we need to look to tone 
spreading. While an exhaustive analysis of tone spreading in Tani languages 
would expand this paper beyond its intended scope, we do need to be aware of 
at least a few facts: 
Generally speaking, the tone of a phonological word in a Tani language 
will spread rightward, across a phonological word boundary, to influence the 
pitch contour of the following word. When the following word is a small, often 
toneless grammatical word such as an article or postposition, it is very often 
possible to determine the tone of a preceding lexeme by observing the effects of 
rightward tone spreading. In the case of Apatani nouns and many if not all ad-
jectives, it is usually possible to add a following toneless indefinite article ke, 
and observe the resulting spreading effect quite clearly. In the case of our ‘level’ 
words in Table 12 above, we find that the pitch contour over a following ke is 
high-to-low falling. In the case of our ‘falling’ words in Table 12, we find that 
the pitch contour over ke is low. Now when we turn to the ‘rising’ words in Ta-
ble 12, we find that some yield a falling pitch over a following article ke, while 
others yield a low pitch. In other words, within the ‘rising’ group, we have some 
words that behave like the ‘level’ group with respect to spreading, while others 
behave like the ‘falling’ group (Tables 13–14). 
TABLE 13 – Tone spreading to indefinite article ke in Apatani: H words 
Underlying Surface Glosses 
Light final syllables /apú ke/ [ápú kê]  ‘an arrow’ 
/amí ke/ [ámí kê] ‘an elder sister’ 
/anú ke/ [ánú kê] ‘a younger brother’ 
/tasé ke/ [tásé kê] ‘some sago’ 
Heavy final syllables /apúu ke/ [àpúu kê]  ‘a flower’ 
/tası ̃́ ke/ [tàsı ̃́ kê] ‘a larval dragonfly’ 
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TABLE 14 – Tone spreading to indefinite article ke in Apatani: L words 
Underlying Surface Glosses 
Light final syllables /apù ke/ [ápù kè] ‘a hive’ 
/amì ke/ [ámì kè] ‘a tail’ 
/an! ̀ke/ [án! ̀kè] ‘a mother’ 
/tasì ke/ [tásì kè] ‘a wall’ 
Heavy final syllables /amı ̃̀ ke/ [àmı ̃́ kè] ‘a ripe one’ 
/an!ʔ̀ ke/ [àn!ʔ́ kè]  ‘a swallowing’ 
The best explanation for these facts is that the single constituent roots in our 
‘rising’ column underlyingly bear the same tone as the roots in either our ‘level’ 
or our ‘falling’ groups. Although the words in our ‘level’ and ‘falling’ groups 
directly project these pitch contours, the heavier syllable structure of the words 
in our ‘rising’ group causes these syllables to be accented, and for the pitch con-
tour to be neutralized to rising. However, we can see that the underlying tone is 
still effectively present, since it spreads across a phonological word boundary to 
the article ke. This analysis allows us to reduce the number of tone categories in 
Apatani to two – just as with simplex, monosyllabic Apatani words – and to 
refer to them using the same labels H and L that we used for the Galo words. 
Thus, we can assign H and L tones to Apatani prefixed roots in the follow-
ing way: 
The prefixed root of a level word is specified for H 
The prefixed root of a falling word is specified for L 
The prefixed root of a rising word with spreading to ke as kê is specified 
for H 
The prefixed root of a rising word with spreading to ke as kè is specified 
for L 
Now, what about verb roots? 
In Apatani, verbal citation forms are in -do, a ‘factual imperfective’7 suf-
fix. Note that since -do is – very helpfully! – a light syllable, this makes it easy 
to determine the tones of Apatani verb roots. As we would anticipate, elicitation 
of Apatani verb roots in -do yields a total of two tone categories, H and L (Ta-
ble 15). 
7 This suffix reports an event as a general fact; it is not generally found in clauses with 
first person subjects. 
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TABLE 15 – Determination of verb root tones in Apatani 
Underlying Gloss Surface Gloss 
/kár-do/ ‘emerge-IPFV’ [kárdó] ‘emerging (moon)’ 
/kàr-do/ ‘roll up-IPFV’ [kárdò] ‘rolling sth. up’ 
/tú-do/ ‘kick-IPFV’ [túdó] ‘kicking’ 
/tù-do/ ‘flood-IPFV’ [túdò] ‘flooding’ 
5.3.3 Compounds in Galo and Apatani 
Up to now, we have considered only Galo and Apatani words in which there is a 
single constituent TBU: a root. While the techniques we have reviewed will 
enable analysis of a large amount of data – perhaps at least 30% of the lexicon, 
depending on the language – the majority of Tani lexemes actually have two 
constituent roots; that is, they are either compounds of the form [ROOT-ROOT] (if 
nouns or adjectives), or are predicates of the form [ROOT-DERIVATION]. Alt-
hough the analysis of predicate derivations in Tani languages is complex and 
lies beyond the scope of this paper (see Post (2010)), the only point we need to 
note here is that for the purpose of analysing Tani tones, predicate derivations 
can be treated as roots. 
As we have seen, Tani roots can be divided into two tone categories H and 
L. Given this, we can assume that compounds will yield the set of combinations 
shown in Table 16. 
TABLE 16 – Possible underlying tone structures of Tani compounds 
Morpheme 1→ 
Morpheme 2 ↓ H L 
H HH HL 
L LH LL 
However, when we listen to compounds in Galo and Apatani, we do not actual-
ly find this set of four contours – at least, not phonetically. In Galo, we find 
only two pitch contours over disyllabic compounds: a high, level contour with a 
slight downstep HH – just like our simple and affixed H roots in §5.3.1 – and a 
high-to-falling contour HL – just like our simple and affixed L roots. To under-
stand what’s going on, we need to analyse compounds of roots whose tones we 
already know, either because they occur as simplex monosyllables or because 
they occur in an affixed form. For example, we can combine tə̀- ‘big; elephant’ 
(from hótə̀ ‘elephant’) with bó- ‘father; male’ and nə̀- ‘mother; female’ (from 
ábó ‘father’ and ánə̀ ‘mother’), and so on. When we do this, we find the follow-
ing pattern emerges: words with all H tones come out HH; words with any L 
tone come out HL (Table 17). 
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TABLE 17 – Determining tone derivations in Galo compounds 
Underlying Gloss Surface Gloss Derivation 
/ɲí-bó/ ‘person-invite’ [ɲíbó] ‘guest’ H+H > HH 
/ɲí-bò/ ‘person-priest’ [ɲíbò] ‘priest’ H+L > HL 
/tə̀-bó/ ‘elephant-male’ [tə́bò] ‘elephant bull’ L+H > HL 
/tə̀-nə̀/ ‘elephant-female’ [tə́nə̀] ‘elephant cow’ L+L > HL 
It is therefore easy to handle HH words – we now know that both constituent 
TBUs must be H, so any time we hear an HH compound, we can assign H tones 
to each constituent. But how can we analyse the internal composition of HL 
words, which might have any of three underlying structures HL, LH or LL? 
Sometimes, knowing the tone of at least one root will help us. For example, we 
know that ɲí- ‘person’ is H, both because it occurs in simplex form as ɲíi ‘per-
son’,8 and because it occurs in the HH compound ɲíbó ‘guest’. We can therefore 
deduce that bò- ‘priest’ in ɲíbò ‘priest’ must be L, since the resulting word is 
HL. Since most roots are used in more than one word, with a large enough data-
base of roots whose tones have been discerned through one of the 
abovementioned methods, it is very often possible to find the right context to 
enable one to discern the tone of a newly-discovered root.  
There is one other ‘trick’ that sometimes works. Again without getting too 
deeply into the details of rhythm and tone spreading in Galo (a basic description 
can be found in Post 2007: §4), we can note that in words with two heavy syl-
lables, there is a pattern that enables us to distinguish H+L words from 
L+H/L+L words when they are followed by a toneless indefinite article go: un-
derlying HL words exhibit a ‘pitch peak’ on the second syllable, while 
underlying LH or LL words exhibit a level pitch throughout, and manifest their 
L word tone via rightward spreading to go (Table 18). 
TABLE 18 – Tone spreading in Galo L words with two heavy syllables 
Underlying Gloss Surface Gloss Tone 
/móo-mèn go/ ‘area-play ART’ [móomên gò] ‘a clearing’ HL 
/l!ɨ̀-póm go/ ‘stone-heap ART’ [l!ɨ́póm gò] ‘a stone heap’ LH 
/l!ɨ̀-jàa go/ ‘stone-rottenART’ [l!ɨ́jáa gò] ‘a soft stone’ LL 
A combination of the above techniques will enable determination of the tones of 
the overwhelming majority of Galo roots. However, there are still a few that get 
away despite one’s best efforts. To this day, there are approximately 50 HL 
words in my Galo database, each of which might be underlying HL, LH or LL – 
I just can’t find the right context to isolate one or more of their internal roots! 
8 The lengthened vowel in the simplex form is due to a bimoraic phonological word rule; 
see Post (2009) for description. 
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One example is dʑéìn ‘rag’. We can see that the initial root is dʑè- ‘clothing’ 
from analysis of édʑì ‘clothing’,9 so we can rule out underlying HL. However, 
both LH and LL remain possible, meaning that the final root could be either H 
or L. Since the initial syllable is light, we cannot apply the test in Table 18. So, 
unless and until we are able to independently determine the tone of the final root 
in-, only the overall phonological word tone can be marked as known; the tone 
of the final root in- must be left unmarked (or marked as ‘unknown’). 
Turning back to Apatani, we find that at this point, things start to go a little 
bit downhill. As of this writing, I have been unable to determine the rules for 
tone assignment in Apatani compounds. That is, words with the internal compo-
sition [ROOT-ROOT] have the three expected pitch contours discussed in §5.3.2, 
and for the same prosodic reasons. Unfortunately however, the pitch contour 
does not enable us to discern constituent root tones in the same way we could 
for Galo, and there is as yet no hypothesis as to why this is. One example of a 
misbehaving data set is in Table 19. Here, note that since ja- is a prefix, and is 
generally found to be toneless (both in Galo and in Apatani), we would expect 
the tone of mù- ‘fire’ to be L. This is consistent with múrù ‘torch’ – we don’t 
yet know the tone of ru- ‘bundle’, but whether it is H or L, given an initial L in 
mù-, we would anticipate a resulting word tone HL, which is what we observe.  
However, note that múbú ‘ash’ and mùbúʔ (kê) would both imply HH if we 
assumed that Apatani was observing the Galo-like pattern outlined in Table 17 – 
but we already know from jámù ‘fire’ that they can’t be. And neither syllable 
structure nor segmental composition (or other factors, such as nasalization) 
seem to be able to explain the situation, as jámù ‘fire’, múrù ‘torch’ and múbú 
‘ash’ have essentially identical phonological properties – except with respect to 
tone. Furthermore, it is not obvious that Apatani words which do and do not 
behave as we might antitipate form natural semantic classes. All we can say, 
then, is that the Galo rules for tone assignment in compounds cannot be applied 
in Apatani, at least not in all words in the same way. I can say nothing further 
about this, except that this would make a perfect topic for an MA or MPhil the-
sis . . .  
TABLE 19 – Apatani compounds behving differently from Galo compounds 
Word Gloss 
jámù ‘fire’ 
múbú ‘ash’ 
múrù ‘torch’ 
mùbúʔ (kê) ‘gun’ 
9 Short, word-final *e > i following palatals is a regular Galo sound change; some 
dialects further weaken i to ə.  
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5.4 Eastern Tani: Upper Minyong and Tangam 
Up to this point, we have only discussed tones in the Western Tani languages 
Apatani and Galo, and neglected the Eastern Tani languages we had earlier 
identified as having tone, namely Minyong and Tangam. There is a reason for 
this. Tones in Eastern Tani languages turn out to be much more difficult to ana-
lyse, and for functional rather than systemic reasons. That is, as far as I have 
been able to determine, tones in Eastern Tani languages sound and act very sim-
ilar to tones in Western Tani languages – the numbers of categories seem 
comparable, pitch contours seem similar, and one would really expect a very 
similar sort of system to be describable. Unfortunately however, tones seeming-
ly have a much lower ‘functional load’ in Eastern Tani languages than they do 
in Western Tani languages. At various times, in various places, and with differ-
ent consultants, I have found what I thought to be reliable tone contrasts, and 
found consultants pointing out tone contrasts to me when segmental homo-
phones emerged in our data. However, virtually every elicitation session on 
tones in an Eastern Tani language – whether with single or with multiple indi-
viduals – has started and ended in the same way: with an initial burst of 
confidence and a nearly instantaneous descent into uncertainty and low-
confidence judgements.10 Tables 20–21 present a selection of data from my 
Minyong and Tangam databases about which I am relatively confident. That is, 
each of these minimal pairs on tone has been verified by multiple consultants on 
multiple occasions with relatively high degrees of confidence, and with no con-
tradictory attestations in my databases.  
TABLE 20 – Some minimal pairs on tone in Upper Minyong 
H words L Words 
Form Gloss Form Gloss 
ˀaák ‘itchy’ ˀaàk ‘branch’ 
ˀák!́ ‘maternal uncle’ ˀák!̀ ‘nest’ 
ˀaɲ!́ŋ ‘shy’ ˀáɲ!̀ŋ ‘maternal aunt’s daughter’ 
ˀátó ‘thing’ ˀátò ‘grandfather; father-in-law; 
master/owner’ 
ˀápóŋ ‘trunk of a tree’ ˀápòŋ ‘rice beer’ 
kónám ‘to sell’ kónàm ‘to request; to beg’ 
kóonám ‘to dig’ kóonàm ‘to cross’ 
dórnám ‘to pay a fine’ dórnàm ‘to dig’ 
10 I did try having my consultants read off of wordlists, both with and without a semanti-
cally-appropriate carrier phrase, and found that tones tended to level off completely (i.e. 
were not distinctive) in this type of unnatural exercise. 
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TABLE 21 – Some minimal pairs on tone in Tangam 
H words L Words 
Form Gloss Form Gloss 
ˀádó ‘vegetable; cooked dish’ ˀádò ‘(one’s own) child’ 
ˀámé ‘small’ ˀámè ‘fire’ 
tér!́ ‘variety of bamboo’ tér!̀ ‘tendril’ 
dúudú ‘running’ dúudù ‘sitting’ 
 
One very important thing to note here is that there does not seem to be more 
than a two-way contrast in Eastern Tani tone languages either. So, one is hope-
ful that an analysis which is comparable to our Western Tani analyses will 
eventually be made possible for an Eastern Tani language as well.11 However, 
we are not yet at that stage, and when dealing with a two-category system in 
which one has certain alignment expectations based on previous experience 
with a related language – particularly in the case of Minyong, many of whose 
speakers are in regular contact with Galo speakers – considerable caution needs 
to be exercised to ensure that external factors do not bias transcriptions of and 
judgements regarding the data! 
6 A fieldworker’s guide 
The above section §5 has presented a sort of ‘state-of-the-art’ analysis of tone in 
Tani languages. Comparing this analysis with the traditional analyses of syllable 
tone languages discussed briefly in §2.1 and §5.1, we find that two factors stand 
out: one, Tani languages don’t operate the same way that syllable tone lan-
guages do. Rather than eliciting simplex monosyllables in isolation, and using 
this knowledge to analyse their concatenation in complex polysyllables, in Tani 
languages we need instead to understand the principles with which complex 
words are formed, and deduce the tones of most constituent roots on the basis of 
this understanding. Two, tones in many Tani languages have a lower functional 
load than they do in most syllable tone languages – and indeed, than they do in 
some other Tani languages. Both of these factors can conspire to frustrate 
fieldwork on Tani languages – and they have; for several decades now, in fact! 
Both of these factors also seem relevant to the analysis of at least some other 
NEI Trans-Himalayan tone languages, as discussed in Morey (2014). 
With these facts in mind, it might be useful to present here a sort of ‘field-
worker’s guide’ – a sort of summary of facts and techniques that might serve as 
                                                                                                                       
11 I should also point out that the situation in Tangam is more complicated than it looks 
here, and involves at least some interaction with syllable weight, like in Apatani. But I 
haven’t figured this out yet. 
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a ready reference to people starting out work on a Tani language.12 I also hope 
that this information may be helpful to the analysis of at least some other NEI 
Trans-Himalayan tone languages. 
1) There are at least some confirmed tone languages in the Tani group.
So, when starting out work on a Tani language, look for tone contrasts.
Especially when words with the same segments but with different
semantic values are found, look for a difference in pitch.
2) There are at least some confirmed non-tone languages in the Tani
group. So, when words with what appear to be the same segments but
with different semantic values are found, don’t automatically assume
that they must differ in tone. Other factors, such as vowel length,
nasalization and word-final glottal stop can influence the pitch contour
(as we saw above in Apatani), and such influences may be present even
in languages which lack phonemic tone (such as Mising). So, these
factors must be attended to as well.
3) Tani tone languages, due in part to their morphological complexity,
don’t operate the same way that Mainland Southeast Asian syllable
tone languages do – we need a different approach to their analysis.
This chapter has outlined a handful of analytical techniques that seem
to allow us to make some progress. However, they can’t account for
absolutely all of the data; for example, Apatani compounds are not yet
understood. Moreover, other analytical techniques may do the job even
better. So don’t be hesitant to try out new approaches.
4) So far as I can judge, the prototypical Tani tone language has only two
underlying tone categories, assigned at the level of a lexical root: H
and L.13
5) For any given Tani tone language, we should expect any simplex,
monosyllabic lexeme to be specified for either H or L.
6) Common Tani prefixes such as *ˀa-, *ta-, *ja-, *sV- and *pV- don’t
seem to contribute to the tonal specification of a word. So, prefixed
roots should join simplex roots in a preliminary analysis.
7) If only two pitch contours are found on prefixed roots, assume that
they indicate the tone category of the root.
12 For a more detailed fieldworker’s guide to the elicitation of tone data in Apatani, see 
Post and Tage (2013).  
13 Hyman (2009) analyses Galo H as Ø, and describes the Galo system as a “privative L” 
(Ø, L) rather than my “(unmarked) H, (marked) L” (Post 2007). In Hyman’s system, 
there would be no difference between H and toneless forms, and L would be the only 
tone in need of marking. It seems to me that Hyman’s analysis might account for the 
Tani data just as well as the analysis presented above does, and there may be theoretical 
reasons for in fact preferring it. However, it seems to me that from a descriptive perspec-
tive, we can treat these two analyses as approximately equivalent. Future fieldworkers 
may wish to evaluate whether one or the other system works better for them. 
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8) If it’s possible to find a common verb suffix which, when suffixed to 
different verb roots, exhibits a different pitch contour, then it can 
probably be used to determine verb root tones. Depending on the 
language, some useful suffixes might be -nam ‘NZR’, -do ‘IPFV 1’ and 
‑du ‘IPFV 2’. However, note that if contrasting pitch contours are not 
found among lexemes when a particular suffix is used, it may be that 
this suffix bears its own tone; for example, ‑dùu ‘IPFV’ in Galo has L 
tone, and so it cannot be used as it seems like it can be in Tangam to 
determine the tones of preceding roots. If something like this happens, 
look for another suffix! 
 
And some additional words of caution: 
 
9) Be very careful about syllable weight, as this has been known to 
influence pitch contours in several ways. If strange things are 
happening, syllable weights could be the reason. In general, it’s a good 
idea to have the segmental phonology, including all aspects of syllable 
structure, fully worked out before worrying too much about the tone 
system (or about prosody in general). 
10) Be careful with words that seem to have multiple TBUs (i.e. 
compounds, or morphologically complex predicates). Before 
approaching these, it’s important to first work out the basics of single-
TBU words (and get as many root tones assigned this way as possible). 
Having some advance knowledge of the probable underlying tones of 
at least one TBU in a complex word is likely to reduce the set of 
variables and improve the quality of hypotheses that can be made 
regarding their interaction. 
11) In this chapter, we have mostly dealt only with monosyllabic and 
disyllabic words, and discussed tone spreading to a third syllable only 
to a limited extent. Once one moves to strings which are larger than 
two syllables – whether this is within or across phonological words – a 
large set of additional factors comes into play, including rhythm, word 
boundary phenomena, and phrasal intonation, all of which can interact 
with and modify the shape of a tone-driven pitch contour.14 It is 
certainly worth looking at these larger environments – as we saw in 
Apatani and Galo, spreading phenomena observed in small phrases can 
yield information about tone categories which elicitation of simple 
lexemes cannot, and we cannot discover such things unless we start 
experimenting. At the same time however, due to these sorts of 
interactions, it is better to start with smaller units and work up, rather 
than to begin by approaching a string of six syllables which might be 
                                                                                                                       
14 Some of these factors are discussed in Post (2009); not all are yet fully understood. 
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phonologically one, two or three words, and have anywhere from two 
to six analytically relevant TBUs.  
7 Some closing remarks 
It seems appropriate to end a chapter written in honour of Robbins Burling on a 
historical-comparative note, so: here is one. When returning from my first 
fieldtrip to the Mising and Galo areas in 2005, and with a reasonably large data-
base of tonally-specified Lare Galo data (but with no first-hand knowledge yet 
of Apatani), I conducted a reanalysis of Alfons Weidert’s (1987) Pugo Galo and 
Apatani data, in which I compared only morphologically fully-corresponding 
forms – Weidert had also included partially-corresponding forms, for example 
compounds which had the same initial root but a different final root (Post 2005). 
On the basis of this reanalysis, I was able to reduce Weidert’s perhaps unrealis-
tically large set of Pugo-Apatani tone correspondences to a total of only two 
categories. These two categories corresponded quite well between Weidert’s 
Pugo Galo and Apatani data, and were found to correspond almost perfectly 
with my Lare Galo data. Tables 15 and 17 of Post 2005 are reproduced below. 
Table 15 of Post 2005 – High verbs 
Gloss 
Root Tonal melody 
Apt Pugo Lare Apt Pugo Lare 
‘be born’ b!́ɨ ~ 
búu ́ 
bə́ə- bə́ə- 22 2 2 
‘borrow’ nár ́ nár- nár- 22 2 2 
‘break (vi.)’ dár ́ d!́r- d!́r- 22 2 2 
‘buy’ r!́  ́ rə́- rə́- 22 2 2 
‘call’ gjóʔ  ́ góg- gók- 22 2 2 
‘carry/wear’ g!́  ́ gə́- gə́- 22 2 2 
‘carry on back’ báʔ ́ b!́- b!́- 22 2 2 
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Table 17 of Post 2005 – Low verbs 
Gloss 
Root Tonal melody 
Apt Pugo Lare Apt Pugo Lare 
‘bark’ píi  ̀ p!̄- p!̀- 21 3 1 
‘know’ cín ̀ hēn- cèn- 21 3 1 
‘measure’ xée  ̀ k!̄- k!́- 21 3 215 
‘make/do’ m!́  ̀ mō- mò- 21 3 1 
‘sit/live’ dúu ̀ dūu- dùu- 21 3 1 
‘stand’ dáʔ ̀ dāg- ~ 
dāŋ- 
dàk- 21 3 1 
‘take’ láa  ̀ lāa- làa- 21 3 1 
Since that time, my own Apatani data have been found to correspond – not per-
fectly, but in general, better – to both Weidert’s Pugo Galo and to my own Lare 
Galo data. This of course raises hopes that the tone categories found in Galo and 
Apatani can be reconstructed at least to the Proto-Western-Tani stage, and can 
possibly be reconstructed to Proto-Tani itself. This possibility was later en-
hanced by a recognition that at least some Eastern Tani languages also appear to 
be two-tone languages. 
Unfortunately, however, the matter remains more or less as it stood in 
2005. The Tani two-tone system has proved to be both a blessing, from a com-
parative perspective, and a curse. On the one hand, so many languages with 
two-tone systems, and with categories in general corresponding, no doubt imply 
an ancestor with a two-tone system, and few if any changes since that time. 
What could be simpler? At the same time, however, with such uncertainties due 
to low functional load on the Eastern Tani side, and with a 50% chance of tones 
corresponding among two languages even if we blindly guess, we need to exer-
cise considerable caution – perhaps more than we otherwise would. For 
example, suppose we elicit a Minyong word donam ‘to eat’, which we know 
should be H, because it is H in both Galo and Apatani, and our Minyong con-
sultant returns what sounds like an H. Fine; that’s what we expected, so we 
mark it and move on. We next elicit gognam ‘to call’, which we also know 
should be H, but we hear what sounds like L. So we pause, and ask our consult-
ant, ‘could you say that again?’ This time, we hear something that sounds more 
like H, and after several repetitions, we feel that the H is confirmed. Phew! A 
problem was averted. Or was it? How do we know that the later repetitions were 
better? And wasn’t it only our knowledge of another language that allowed us to 
be more confident with donamH ‘to eat’, but less confident with gognamL ‘to 
call’? If we had asked for further repetitions of donamH, might we not have 
15 It was later found that two Galo roots correspond to this isogloss: k!́- ‘measure’ and k!̀- 
‘count’. In principle, then, this form might also correspond. 
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found a donamL or two? This is why the comparative analysis of Tani tones has 
proceeded so slowly. Without a better method for dealing with languages in 
which tones have such a low functional load, and without due caution, our re-
construction of tone categories to the Proto-Tani stage could end up being a 
self-fulfilling prophecy. It should be possible, someday. But we aren’t quite 
there yet. I hope that some readers of this chapter might like to help! 
Thus ends this somewhat heterogeneous and necessarily incomplete chap-
ter on tones in NEI Trans-Himalayan languages, with a focus on Tani. Its aims 
have been to reflect the facts accurately, as they are currently understood, and to 
hopefully provide a foundation on which additional work can be conducted. I 
hope it has passed the two Burling Tests I established for it at the outset. If it 
has, I hope that Rob will accept it as a minor contribution to the field, to be sure, 
but one which nevertheless has been inspired by his example, and which most 
likely would not have been written without it. 
Abbreviations 
ART article, ET Eastern Tani, H high tone, IPFV imperfective, L low tone, NZR nominaliz-
er, PDER predicate derivation, PFX prefix, PINFL predicate inflection, PRED predicate, SG 
singular, SFX suffix, TBU tone-bearing unit, WT Western Tani 
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The evolution of vowel length in TGTM 
(Tamangish) languages1 
MARTINE MAZAUDON 
CNRS-Lacito 
owel length in open syllables is a rare feature in Tibeto-Burman languages. 
It is not reconstructed at the Proto-Tibeto-Burman (PTB) level, and it is 
not widely reported in modern languages. The languages of the Tamang group 
(= TGTM, Shafer’s (1955) Gurung branch of Bodish) have developed it and are 
in the process of losing it again, as a part of a general process of reduction of the 
syllable canon. 
We will touch briefly upon the development of vowel length on open 
syllables in Proto-Tamang (= Proto-TGTM), and concentrate on the different 
evolution patterns followed by diverse dialects in eliminating vowel length 
contrast. 
1 Reconstructing a length contrast 
At the level of Proto-Tibeto-Burman (PTB) Matisoff rules out the 
reconstruction of vowel length in open syllables (Matisoff 2003: 233), although 
he and Benedict do reconstruct some length contrasts in closed syllables. At the 
level of the different sub-groups of Tibeto-Burman, vowel length seems to be 
also rarely reconstructed and mostly on closed syllables. Burling does not 
reconstruct any for Proto-Lolo-Burmese (Burling 1967), neither do later 
authors. Proto-Karen lacks vowel length altogether, in all of its re-workings 
from Haudricourt (1946), Jones (1961) and Burling (1969), all the way to the 
most recent improvements on rime reconstructions by Solnit (2013). Proto-
Bodo-Garo evinces some length contrast, but only on closed syllables (Burling 
and Joseph 2006), and so does Proto-Kuki-Chin (VanBik 2009). In Kiranti, 
length on open syllables has been shown to be secondary in several languages 
1 Research for this paper was supported by Lacito-CNRS, and also falls into the Labex 
EFL- Axe 1-PPC2 project on ‘evolutionary phonology’. Thanks to so many language 
consultants over the last forty years. 
V 
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and is not reconstructed, but length in closed syllables may need to be 
reconstructed on the basis of Limbu and Yamphu (Michailovsky 2004). Proto-
Tani is the only group, as far as we know, in which vowel length is (albeit mar-
ginally) reconstructed on open syllables (Sun 1993: 78). 
All in all, length contrasts are at best transient and especially on open 
syllables.  
Contrary to the majority pattern, in the languages of the Tamang group, as 
in Tani, vowel length is absent from closed syllables, but it is well established 
and reconstructable at the level of Proto-Tamang on open syllables, with regular 
correspondences in the daughter languages which are reminiscent of the 
developments in Romance languages, thousands of miles away.  
The vowel length, in some Proto-Tamang words, but not all, can be seen 
clearly to originate in lost final consonants. This can be observed by comparison 
with Written Tibetan, representing the ancestor of the sister branch which 
includes all Tibetan languages (e.g. Proto-TGTM2 *ᴬnaː ‘pus’ cf. WT rnag, but 
not systematically e.g. Proto-TGTM *ᴮkuː ‘nine’ cf. WT dgu) or by comparison 
with more remotely related languages (e.g. Risiangku Tamang ⁴luː-pa ‘be 
buried as by a landslide’, Limbu lup- ‘be covered’).  
Morphological variation inside one dialect also reveals former final 
consonants. For instance the infinitive of open verb roots with short vowels in 
Risiangku Tamang is made by adding the suffix -o/-u, but the infinitive of long 
vowel (open) verb roots is formed by adding -ko, a /k/ which can be attributed 
to an older form of the root although later analogical regularization has 
obscured things somewhat, e.g. ¹ni-pa/¹ni-u ‘go’ vs. ¹thiː-pa/¹thiː-ko ‘lift’. 
Whatever the origin, it is sufficient for us that the contrast is well 
established in all of the conservative dialects, and has regular correspondences 
in the others, as we will see. 
Since we will not consider closed syllables in detail here, let us mention 
that these closed syllables, devoid of a length contrast, are on the other hand 
fully provided with tone contrasts. The same four tones are found on short open 
syllables as on long open syllables or syllables closed by final stops or final 
resonants. This also is not typical of TB languages, where tone contrasts are 
generally fewer in closed than in open syllables.3 In Maru, Burling could invoke 
intrusive consonants to explain the identity of tonal patterning between some 
stopped syllables and the general patterning of open syllables (Burling 1966, 
1967: 59). Since all vowel timbres occur with all final consonants in Proto-
                                                                                                                       
2 Tones are irrelevant to the evolution of vowel length in TGTM. All languages of the 
group have a four tone system, with varying phonetic realization, transcribed here with 
their etymological value by numbers 1 to 4. The modern tones can be shown to derive 
from an earlier two-tone system, transcribed by raised capital A and B (Mazaudon 1978). 
3 Here again Proto-Tani joins the minority pattern, and so does, among modern lan-
guages the Turung variety of Singpho (Morey 2011) Thanks to the editors for drawing 
my attention to these similarities.  
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Tamang, we cannot explain away final consonants in this manner. Even if some 
finals may derive from suffixes, many others seem to go back to PTB.  
2 The loss of the Proto-Tamang length constrast 
2.1 The ‘prosodic change’ of the Proto-Tamang syllable canon 
The Proto-Tamang syllable canon for root syllables (excluding suffixes) can be 
reconstructed with a structure only slightly depleted as compared to the PTB 
syllable canon. The Proto-TGTM syllable consists of a tone (T), an optional 
initial onset, and a rime. The onset is either empty (Ø), or consists of a simple 
initial (I), a cluster of an initial + a liquid (IL), or an inital + a glide (IG), or an 
initial + a liquid + a glide (ILG). The rime consists of a short vowel (V), a long 
vowel (Vː), or a short vowel and final consonant (VF)  
T {Ø, I (L) (G)} V {Ø, ː, F} 
FIGURE 1 – A formula for the Proto-TGTM syllable canon 
The full syllable canon is exemplified in the most conservative dialects of the 
group, the Eastern Tamang dialects, and it gets progressively, but not regularly, 
reduced as one goes West, with a dialect like Ghachok Gurung having no 
syllable final consonants, and no vowel length, and Tukche Thakali having no 
initial consonant clusters except those formed with the palatal semi vowel /j/ or 
groups of labial + /l, r/. So for instance Proto-TGTM *khraŋ ‘to roast’ > 
Ghachok Gurung khrõ, Tukche Thakali ʈhaŋ. The disappearance of vowel 
length is certainly part of this general syllable reduction process. 
Such reduction processes can be viewed in the light of the opposition 
drawn by Vennemann (1995: 185–186) between ‘sound change’ and ‘prosodic 
change’, as interpreted by Page (2007: 340).  
A sound change is a phonological change that targets the feature composition 
of a segment or group of segments. Example: Grimm’s Law, which changes 
the laryngeal and continuancy features for inherited PIE plosives in Proto-
Germanic. 
A prosodic change is a phonological change that affects the rhythmic pattern 
of a language. Its focus is a prosodic constituent, not the feature composition 
of a segment or group of segments. Example: Fixing of initial stress in Proto-
Germanic. 
Vowel length changes in Germanic seem to have happened independently of 
any timber changes, and can thus easily be considered to belong to a different 
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level (‘tier’ in some theories) than the segmental features, a higher level where 
‘supra-segmental’ elements, like stress, by definition belong. I believe that 
changes in the syllable canon, including vowel length changes, can usefully be 
considered as ‘prosodic’ changes, which does not mean that they have no 
relation to ‘sound changes’  
In most cases a prosodic change is accompanied by a ‘sound change’ in the 
sense that, for instance, a lost final consonant is reflected by a change in the 
vowel timbre.  
In TGTM languages, some extreme results of the palatalization of vowels 
preceding final coronals (consonantal /t/ or vocalic /i/) can be observed in two 
otherwise conservative dialects spoken up North in the Rasuwa area of Nepal, 
in the villages of Dhunce and Haku (Table 1 – Table 2). 
TABLE 1 – Dhunce Tamang: the contextual palatalization of vowels 
*it *ut *at *et *ot *i: *e: *ai *oi *ui 
it ɛt et i: e: ui 
TABLE 2 – Haku Tamang: the contextual palatalization of vowels 
*it *ut *at *et *ot *i: *e: *ai *oi *ui 
it ut et ot i: e: i: ui 
 
2.2 The context-free evolution of vowels in TGTM open syllables 
What we want to examine here is the context-free evolution of the vowels of 
open syllables, where changes in the timbre of the vowels are conditioned only 
by the restructuring of the system, and not by any immediate context.  
Context-independent evolutions of the vowel systems, similar to the Great 
English Vowel Shift or to the early Romance vowel shortening, are not often 
described in Tibeto-Burman languages. The Romance example, the origin of the 
Common Romance vowel system, is an example of the trans-phonologization of 
a length contrast into a timbre contrast, quantity into quality, which is not rare in 
languages of the world. It has also occurred in TGTM. 
A major difference is that, whereas in Romance languages the context-free 
evolution of the vowel system happened even in the presence of a potential 
conditioning context (in closed syllables), the tightly bound structure of the TB 
syllable did not allow such paradigmatic context-free restructuring to happen in 
the presence of a syllable final consonant.  
Another major difference is that whereas the loss of vowel length in 
Romance can be reconstructed between Late Latin (5 vowels plus length) and 
Common Romance (Hewson 1998: 3–4), resulting in a common system of 7 
vowels without length from which all of the Romance vowel systems derived 
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(except for Corsican and Sardinian and partly Rumanian), it seems that the 
Tamangish languages each went their own way in the process of losing length 
or replacing it by timbre differences. This reminds us of the different paths that 
TGTM languages took in the general process of replacing voicing contrasts on 
initial consonants by tonal contrasts (Mazaudon 2012). 
2.3 The different evolutions 
The Proto-Tamang vowel system can be reconstructed with five vowels: i e a o 
and u, which, in open syllables, can be long or short. 
TABLE 3 – The Proto-Tamang vowel system 
i: i e: e a a: o o: u u: 
The Tamang dialects of Dhunce and Haku, to the North of the Trisuli river, 
preserve these vowels unchanged in open syllables. Risiangku Tamang seems 
on the way to losing the length contrast without change in the vowel timbres. 
That would be a ‘Sardinian’ type of change and the only example in the TGTM 
languages of a ‘pure’ prosodic change (without any compensation). Since this is 
a change in progress it would be imprudent to make predictions on its outcome. 
The other languages of the group have all brought modification to this 
original pattern. In the Nar-Phu dialect, spoken to the North of the Manang 
valley, the surviving length difference is accompanied by a timbre difference for 
all vowels. The short vowels have become more open or more centralized, 
except for the short *a which has become more front, with some 
diphthongization of the mid front vowel, while the long vowels keep the 
original, peripheral in the sense of Labov (1994: 173) timbre. This is 
reminiscent of the Common Romance phase of evolution from the old five 
vowels of Latin, and one could have expected that this would represent the 
phase through which other languages of the TGTM group would have gone to 
reduce their length contrast. But in fact the opening of the short vowels, if it 
ever existed in an intermediate phase, is nowhere exemplified in the other 
modern languages. 
TABLE 4 – The evolution of open syllable vowels in Nar-Phu 
*i: *i *e: *e *a *a: *o *o: *u *u:
i: ɪ je: jɛ ɛ/æ a: ɔ o: ʊ u:
The Thakali of Tukche followed an evolution identical to that of the national 
Indo-Aryan language Nepali. The length difference was lost without 
compensation for all vowels except the central a/aː where an additional timbre 
was created, the short *a becoming more central and back.  
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TABLE 5 – The evolution of open syllable vowels in Tukche Thakali 
*i: *i *e: *e *a *a: *o *o: *u *u: 
i e ʌ a o u 
 
The variety of Manangge spoken in Praka village followed a similar evolution, 
except that the timbre of the short *a became much more closed and back, and 
that a distinction was maintained between old long and short *e, by the 
diphthongization of the short *e. 
TABLE 6 – The evolution of open syllable vowels in Praka Manangge 
*i: *i *e: *e *a *a: *o *o: *u *u: 
i e ie ɤ  a o u 
 
In all the preceding cases, the old long vowels have maintained their timbre, 
while the short vowels changed. The Gurung dialect of Ghachok shows the 
effect of another general evolutionary principle, which is that the long vowels 
become more closed. In this case the short vowels all maintained their original 
timbre, and symmetrical mergers in the back and the front led to a new system 
without an increase in the number of vocalic timbres. 
TABLE 7 – The evolution of open syllable vowels in Ghachok Gurung 
*i: *i *e: *e *a *a: *o *o: *u *uː 
i e a o u 
 
3 Toward a conclusion 
With the TGTM languages we are neither in the situation of the Great English 
Vowel Shift, where the length contrast was retained and only long vowels 
moved, according to the principle that in chain shifts long vowels rise, nor in 
that of the Romance languages after the Common Romance period where length 
had already disappeared. In the TGTM changes it seems that vowel length and 
timbre evolved at the same time with the pressure of the impending loss of 
length contrast causing the vowel timbres to change in many cases. When it 
occurs, the shift of these vowels does follow the principle that long vowels rise 
and short vowels fall, but in the case of TGTM this happens either to the long 
vowels or to the short vowels, while length is disappearing. 
There is no intermediate stage from which all the evolutions could be 
derived; each evolution has to be drawn from Proto-TGTM itself.  
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4 Appendices 
The following Appendices give example words for each vowel (Appendix 1), 
and representations of the vowel evolution and contextual palatalization in each 
of the linguistic varieties (Appendix 2). The sources of the data are listed in 
Table 8. 
TABLE 8 – Sources of the data 
Broader ethnic 
group or language 
Dialects 
(Villages) 
Source 
Tamang Risiangku, 
Dhunce, Haku 
personnal notes (Mazaudon 1973, 2009) 
Thakali Tukche Hari (Hari 1969) 
Gurung Ghachok Glover (Glover 1969) 
Nar-Phu language personnal notes (Mazaudon 1996) 
Manang language Praka Hoshi (Hoshi 1984) 
APPENDIX 1 An example word for each vowel 
*i *ᴬmi > *³mi ‘man’ 
*iː *ᴮmʰiː > *²miː ‘eye’ 
*e *ᴮme > *⁴me ‘cow’ 
*eː *ᴬmʰeː > *¹meː ‘tail’ 
*a *ᴬsa > *¹sa ‘earth’ 
*aː *ᴬdaː > *⁴taː ‘post’ 
*o *ᴮpho > *²pho ‘belly’ 
*oː *ᴮbroː > *⁴p(h)roː ‘smallpox’ (Gur.missing) 
*u *ᴮblu > *⁴p(h)lu ‘seed’ 
*uː *ᴮkuː > *⁴kuː ‘nine’ 
APPENDIX 2 A more dynamic representation of the evolutions 
Appendix 2.1 The context-free evolution of vowel length in four dialects 
FIGURE 2 – Vowel evolution in Nar-Phu 
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FIGURE 3 – Vowel evolution in Gurung of Ghachok 
 
 
FIGURE 4 – Vowel evolution in Thakali of Tukche 
 
 
FIGURE 5 – Vowel evolution in Manangge of Praka 
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Appendix 2.2 The contextual palatalization of Dhunce and Haku Tamang 
vowels 
FIGURE 6 – Contextual palatalization in Dhunce Tamang: *Vt 
FIGURE 7 – Contextual palatalization in Dhunce Tamang: *Vi 
FIGURE 8 – Contextual palatalization in Haku Tamang: *Vt 
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FIGURE 9 – Contextual palatalization in Haku Tamang: *Vi 
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1 Introduction 
ontana Salish (also known as Salish-Pend d’Oreille, formerly known as 
Flathead) is the easternmost of the twenty-three Salishan languages. It is 
part of a dialect continuum that also includes Spokane and Kalispel, both spo-
ken in eastern Washington State. In Montana Salish, as in most other Salishan 
languages, the Proto-Salish nonlabialized velar obstruents *k, *k’, and *x regu-
larly changed into alveopalatals, respectively č, č’, and š. Many correspondence 
sets can be adduced to illustrate this change; a few examples are given in Table 
1, where Colville-Okanagan – which, like Montana Salish (MSa), belongs to the 
Southern Interior branch of the family – represents nonpalatalizing languages. 
The Proto-Salish (PS) forms in Table 1 are from Kuipers 2002; parentheses 
indicate partial cognacy and/or semantic non-identity.2 
                                                                                                                       
1 In his writings, in conversations, and in biweekly HistLing meetings at the University 
of Michigan, Rob Burling shows a lively interest in the kinds of small but intricate his-
torical puzzles that I tackle in this paper. Although the puzzles he investigates are found 
in languages on the other side of the world, I dedicate this paper to him in the hope that 
he’ll find a Salish puzzle intriguing.  
As always, I am most grateful to the Salish and Pend d’Oreille Culture Committee of the 
Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes, St. Ignatius, MT, for their collaboration and 
their generous support of my work on Montana Salish since 1981. My gratitude to the 
elders who have worked with me over the years is immense. I am also deeply indebted to 
the late Dale Kinkade, who provided many very helpful examples from his Columbian 
field notes and from Coeur d’Alene.  
In morpheme-by-morpheme glosses, lexical suffixes are indicated by a preceding =; 
other affixes are marked with -. Example words are only partially analyzed in this paper, 
however; morpheme boundaries that are not relevant to the discussion are generally not 
indicated, and not all morphemes are glossed even when boundaries are put in to isolate 
a morpheme under discussion. 
2 The comparative focus in this paper will be on those languages which are most closely 
related to Montana Salish, namely the other two dialects of the same language (Spokane 
and Kalispel) and the other three members of the Southern Interior branch of the family: 
M 
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TABLE 1 – Regular alveopalatal reflexes of Proto-Salish velars in Montana 
Salish  
a. MSa čélš Cv kílx ‘hand’ PS *kalax 
b. MSa  isčéw Cv nskíw ‘sister-in-law’3 (PS *kiw) 
c. MSa  ckʷín’č Cv ckʷín’k ‘bow (and arrow)’ (PS *cəkʷ, *=ín’ak)
d. MSa  č’éyeʔ Cv k’íyaʔ ‘dead tree’ (PS *k’ay’) 
e. MSa  snč’l’é Cv snk’l’íp ‘coyote’ PS *s-n-k’əl=ap 
f. MSa  níčč’ Cv ník’k’ ‘it gets cut’ PS *nik’-4 
g. MSa  šiʔmí Cv xiʔmíx ‘any (kind of)’ — 
h. MSa  šlšált Cv xrxárt ‘steep’ — 
i. MSa  suméš Cv sumíx ‘guardian spirit’ (? PS *=mixʷ, *=mix) 
In several morphemes, however, Proto-Salish or Proto-Interior Salish (PIS) 
nonlabialized velars turn up in Montana Salish as labialized velars or uvulars 
instead of the expected alveopalatals. In at least one morpheme, moreover, 
Montana Salish may have an alveopalatal reflex of an original labialized velar. 
Below I will examine examples of irregular changes in Montana Salish involv-
ing velars and other dorsal consonants and offer suggestions, where possible, 
about how the deviant developments might have come about.  
This paper is exploratory in nature. It is not meant as an exhaustive study 
of irregular changes involving velars even in Montana Salish, because I have 
compared Montana Salish forms systematically to forms in just one nonpalatal-
izing Salishan language, Colville-Okanagan (primarily as documented in 
Mattina 1987). A broader comparison between Montana Salish and other lan-
guages would certainly turn up more velar mismatches; see Kuipers (2002: 6–
7). I have checked the forms in which there are mismatches between Montana 
Salish and Colville-Okanagan in certain other nonpalatalizing languages as 
Colville-Okanagan in particular (because it is a nonpalatalizing language, and because of 
the impressive size and quality of Mattina’s 1987 dictionary), but also Coeur d’Alene 
and Columbian. Some attention will be given to the three Northern Interior Salishan 
languages (all of which are nonpalatalizing), especially Thompson and Shuswap; I have 
not checked this feature systematically in non-Interior Salishan languages, though a few 
examples are taken from various sources.  
3 The MSa form in this set looks at first glance as if it should be glossed ‘my sister-in-
law’ rather than simply ‘sister-in-law’, because the initial i- is the expected allomorph of 
the 1sg possessive prefix /i(n)-/ ‘my’ before a stem-initial s. But the word has no 1sg 
prefix; ‘my sister-in-law’ is in-isčéw in MSa. Similarly, the initial n of the Cv cognate 
cannot be a possessive prefix. Mattina (1987) treats this word as monomorphemic in Cv, 
and it may be best treated that way in MSa as well, in spite of its apparent origin as a 
derivative of the root čéw ‘extend, far’. The reason the initial n of the original stem ap-
pears as i in MSa is that MSa has a morphologized rule n  →  i before a stem-initial s. 
4 These MSa and CV forms are fully cognate; both have reduplication of the second root 
consonant. The first affricate in the MSa form is deglottalized by a regular rule that de-
glottalizes all but the last glottalized oral stop or affricate in a sequence of ejectives. 
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well, especially Thompson River Salish (or Thompson, for short; Thompson 
and Thompson 1996), a Northern Interior language; I have also checked these 
forms in the other two major members of the dialect continuum to which Mon-
tana Salish belongs, Spokane and Kalispel (as represented in Carlson and Flett 
1989 and Vogt 1940, respectively). Besides Montana Salish data gathered from 
works produced by the Salish and Pend d’Oreille Culture Committee and from 
my fieldwork with elders, I have made extensive use of Mengarini et al. 1877–
1879.5 Note too that this is not the first effort to sort out irregular developments 
in Salishan velars: Kinkade 1973 is an analysis of surprising velar developments 
in Cowlitz Salish, in which palatalization of Proto-Salish plain velars occurred 
before *i and before a uvular in the same morpheme but was blocked when an s 
appeared in the same morpheme. There is no parallelism, however, between the 
Cowlitz pattern and the irregular Montana Salish changes.  
After discussing some possible ways in which irregular reflexes of original 
velars might have arisen (§2), I will examine Montana Salish morphemes that 
do, or may, contain such reflexes (§3). In the concluding section (§4) I discuss 
briefly the broader implications of these results, both for the history of the Sa-
lishan family and for the theoretical elucidation of phonological change.  
2 Some alternations involving velars 
Before we look at the unexpected velar developments themselves, it will be 
useful to exemplify several synchronic alternations that may help to explain 
some of the irregular changes. First, in a number of Salishan languages labial-
ized and nonlabialized dorsals are neutralized in certain positions, usually 
before a rounded vocoid (/u o w w’ ʕʷ ʕʷ’/). In Montana Salish a labialized 
segment appears in the position of neutralization; this is not a regular morpho-
phonemic rule but is sporadic, confined to particular morphemes. This 
phenomenon can only be illustrated with uvulars in MSa because, thanks to the 
regular change from nonlabialized velars to alveopalatals, there are no plain 
velars to which the rule could apply. Thus plain uvulars are (sometimes) labial-
ized at a morpheme boundary before a rounded vocoid. Compare, for instance, 
tl’q-nt-én ‘I kicked him’ and n-tl’qʷ=óps-i-s ‘she kicked him in the rear end’, 
both from the root tl’q ‘kick’; the second form contains the lexical suffix =úps 
‘tail, bottom’, with a lowered vowel due to the preceding uvular stop. This type 
of alternation occurs elsewhere in Salishan as well, and in nonpalatalizing lan-
guages it involves velars as well as uvulars. So, for instance, Thompson has 
k’éx-m ‘dry something’ vs. k’exʷ=úseʔ ‘dried berries’ (the lexical suffix means 
‘berry’; see Thompson and Thompson 1996: 102 and the discussion in §3.8 
below). In Cowlitz, a member of the Tsamosan branch of the family, the alter-
                                                                                                                       
5 Mengarini et al. 1877–1879 is the Jesuit dictionary traditionally cited as Giorda 1877–
1879; see Thomason et al. 1994 for arguments in support of crediting Gregory Mengarini 
with first authorship. 
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nation is regular (Kinkade 1973: 229), with only labialized velars occurring 
before u.  
Second, Montana Salish labialized velars occasionally alternate with labi-
alized uvulars in the neighborhood of a uvular consonant. The following two 
words, for instance, both contain the root nkʷ’úʔ ‘one’: nkʷ’uʔ-lúkʷ’ ‘yardstick’ 
(a compound with lúkʷ’ ‘wood’) vs. nqʷ’oʔ=qín ‘one hundred’ (with the lexical 
suffix =qín ‘head’ added to ‘one’). Another example is the word for a bitter 
drink, n-táx=̣qʷ, in which the lexical suffix =étkʷ ‘liquid’ surfaces, in an abbre-
viated variant, with uvular qʷ rather than velar kʷ because of the preceding 
uvular fricative in the root táx ̣‘bitter’.6  
Like the labialization of plain dorsals before rounded segments, the velar-
to-uvular assimilation process is sporadic rather than regular, but it may ulti-
mately be connected indirectly with a striking feature of Montana Salish root 
structure. My dictionary files contain only one rather dubious root with both a 
uvular and an alveopalatal consonant (čcax ̣ ‘hurt, sick’; see §3.6 below) and 
only six roots with both a uvular and a velar consonant, all of them beginning 
with a uvular and ending in xʷ: qéyxʷ ‘chase, whip’; q’l’xʷ ‘hook’; q’exʷ ‘proud’ 
(PIS *q’əxʷ – Kuipers 2002: 181); q’xʷ ‘bloated, constipated’; q’ep’xʷ=eʔ ‘nut’ 
(PS *q’ap’x ̣̫ /xʷ ‘hazelnut’, where only Southern Interior Salish languages have 
the velar alternant – Kuipers 2002: 89); and xḷéxʷ ‘tooth’. In other words, in 
Montana Salish – both in its current form and before the palatalization of velars 
– the juxtaposition of velars and uvulars is clearly dispreferred. The same is true
of Columbian, another Southern Interior Salishan language (Dale Kinkade, per-
sonal communication, 1996).7 This pattern may be widespread in Salishan more 
generally: Kuipers’ Salish etymological dictionary (2002) has only eight roots 
with both a velar and a uvular. Two of these, PS *kʷ’aq’-t ‘scream, bellow, 
weep’ and PIS *s-q’axʷ ‘a small owl’, look onomatopoetic. Two others are ani-
mal names, which tend to be widely borrowed in the Northwest: PIS *qʷ’aʔk ‘a 
river fish (sucker, chub, squawfish)’ and Proto-Coast Salish *kʷutx ̣ ‘halibut’. 
The other four all end in xʷ: PIS *q’əxʷ (as above); PS *q’axʷ ‘stiffen, harden’; 
PS *qənu/a(xʷ) ‘throat’, where the final velar fricative looks like an extension of 
some sort; and PS *q’ap’x ̣̫ /xʷ ‘hazelnut’, as above.  
6 The absence of the t of the suffix in ‘bitter drink’ is not phonologically conditioned; it 
is a peculiarity of this suffix that it sometimes surfaces without the t. If the presence vs. 
absence of the t in this suffix follows a pattern, I haven’t discovered it yet. 
7 Mattina 1987 has a number of roots with both velars and uvulars, but most of them 
either have another consonant between the two dorsals or are otherwise unusual (e.g. 
longish place names or personal names). Some of these are therefore probably not prima-
ry roots; they are more likely to be fossilized derived forms. It seems likely that CVC 
roots containing both a velar and a uvular consonant are dispreferred in Colville-
Okanagan too. 
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Third, in some Salishan languages velars alternate with uvulars as a result 
of sound symbolism, perhaps ancient.8 Kuipers (1981b: 165) says that Proto-
Salish had ‘a velar (and plain) – uvular (and darkened/retracted) alternation, 
which had a symbolic value . . .’, and Kuipers (1981a: 325f.) cites several Pro-
to-Salish forms that, he argues, show this sound-symbolic alternation pattern. 
Kuipers 2002 has four Proto-Salish roots and two Proto-Interior Salish roots 
with alternate velar and uvular onsets. Kuipers observes that ‘the uvular form 
[has] the connotation large, strong, loud, etc.’ (2002: 6). Thompson and 
Thompson (1992: 109) note that, in Thompson, kʷ : qʷ correspondences (among 
others) ‘hint at some earlier sound symbolism system.’ Moreover, a velar/uvular 
sound symbolic alternation – or, at least, a front dorsal/back dorsal alternation, 
because the back dorsals need not be as far back as the uvula – appears to be 
areal: Jacobs, discussing diminutive formations in Sahaptin (1931: 136), ob-
serves that, in addition to reduplication ‘velar or back palatal consonants change 
to mid-palatal consonants’ in diminutives; Aoki finds the same device in anoth-
er Sahaptian language, Nez Perce, where velars change to uvulars in 
diminutives (1994: 16–17). (Sahaptin is, or was, spoken in Oregon and neigh-
boring parts of south-central Washington and Idaho; Nez Perce is, or was, 
spoken in Idaho.)  
Finally, one piece of evidence suggests that Montana Salish speakers have 
sometimes replaced plain velars with labialized velars in loanwords. The mod-
ern form of the name Jesus Christ is Yesukʷlí (MSa has no /r/); compare Susukrí 
in Columbian, a nonpalatalizing Southern Interior language, and Jisohkrí in 
Coeur d’Alene, a palatalizing Southern Interior language. This MSa form may 
be relatively recent, since the name always has a nonlabialized dorsal in Menga-
rini et al. 1877–1879: the Jesuits’ spelling is iésu kli or jésu kli. (A labialized 
dorsal would be spelled in the Jesuits’ dictionary as ku for kʷ or ko for qʷ, even 
before a consonant.) The relevance of this point is that, given the (formerly?) 
widespread multilingualism in the region, borrowings from nonpalatalizing Sa-
lishan languages could turn up with labialized velars in modern Montana Salish 
either by way of a ‘closest sound’ adaptation strategy or by the less automatic 
application of a correspondence rule (‘their k equals our kʷ’). Either strategy 
could produce a labialized velar in a loanword that had a plain velar in the lend-
ing language. Unfortunately, however, proving the existence of such a 
borrowing process for any of the cases discussed below ranges from difficult to 
impossible, because the words have no phonological peculiarities that might 
provide clues. I will therefore not argue for a loanword source for any of these 
examples, but borrowing should nevertheless be kept in mind as a possible 
source.  
Nativization of foreign sounds in loanwords – that is, replacing them with 
native sounds that are perceived to be closest to the foreign sounds – is a well-
                                                                                                                       
8 I am grateful to the late Dale Kinkade for drawing my attention to this type of alterna-
tion, and for pointing out the areal dimension. 
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known aspect of lexical borrowing, although predicting which native sound (or 
phoneme) will replace a given foreign sound is notoriously difficult. The gen-
eral phenomenon of applying correspondence rules in borrowing is also well 
known in the language-contact literature (see, in particular, the discussion of 
‘borrowing routines’ in Heath 1984: 372–378), and it can be illustrated from 
languages of the Northwest, where multilingualism has long been common. One 
regional example is the Chinook Jargon word latáb ‘table’, originally from 
French la table. This word has been borrowed into many Northwest languages, 
usually as latáp (e.g. in Colville-Okanagan) but occasionally as latám (e.g. in 
Upper Chehalis – Kinkade 1991: 59). Why the nasal in latám? The reason 
seems to be that Upper Chehalis speakers (among others) did not borrow the 
word directly from Chinook Jargon, but instead adopted it from another lan-
guage that had previously borrowed it – namely, from one of the several coastal 
languages in which nasals had changed into voiced oral stops. Speakers of the 
nasalless languages borrowed latáb with its final voiced stop intact; and speak-
ers of neighboring languages, which had nasals but no voiced oral stops 
natively, would then have applied a correspondence rule (‘their b equals our m’) 
in adapting the word to their own phonological structure. Another example is 
the word for ‘cranberry’ (or, in Squamish and Thompson, ‘high cranberry’), 
which Kinkade (1995: 35) analyzes as a borrowing into Thompson from Chilli-
wack. The Coast Salishan languages Squamish and Chilliwack both have l’s in 
this word – Squa kʷúʔkwuwəl’s, Chi kʷúkʷəls/kʷúkʷəwəls – but Thompson has n: 
kʷúkʷns. Kinkade explains the change as follows: ‘Recognizing that Chilliwack 
l was often derived from n, the Thompson form changed this consonant “back” 
to n, although the Squamish cognate shows that it actually derived from l.’ 
Montana Salish speakers certainly participate(d) in the multilingualism so 
common in the region. The elders say that when they were young many of the 
old-timers spoke French, and some spoke Kutenai. They also list other lan-
guages that are ‘very similar’ to their own, so close that they can understand 
them – including Spokane, Coeur d’Alene, and Nez Perce. But although they 
would understand most of the very similar Spokane and probably much of the 
closely-related Coeur d’Alene without prior exposure to those languages, only 
bilingualism (and cultural ties) can explain their view that the unrelated lan-
guage Nez Perce is very similar to Montana Salish. Evidence for the diffusion 
of words among the various tribes can also be found; for example, Teit and Bo-
as (1927–1928: 352) make the following comment about words for ‘horse’: 
‘The Kalispel and Colville-Okanagan always called horses by the common term 
for dogs when they were first introduced. Later they adopted the name common 
to nearly all the Salish tribes for “horse”, which is related to a common word for 
“dog”.’ The Montana Salish and Nez Perce tribes have long had close cultural 
contacts, including intermarriage, and lexical borrowing has gone in both direc-
tions, though primarily from Salish to Nez Perce; some of the loanwords are old 
and are shared by other Southern Interior Salishan languages and other lan-
guages of the Molalla-Sahaptian family (Pharris and Thomason 2005).  
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However the irregular variants arose in each particular case, the subse-
quent history of all but the borrowing scenario must have involved analogic 
spread beyond the original conditioning environment and thus competition with 
the original plain-velar variant. This competition had one of three outcomes: the 
innovative irregular variant – a labialized velar or a uvular – spread analogically 
until it replaced the original plain-velar variant entirely; or the irregular and the 
plain-velar variants both remained in the language, sometimes with and some-
times without semantic differentiation (compare, for instance, the English past-
tense forms hung and hanged, with semantic differentiation, and the past-tense 
forms dove and dived, which are semantically identical); or the irregular variant 
disappeared, in which case there is no evidence that it ever existed.9 The first 
two outcomes are exemplified in the examples in the next section.  
3 Montana Salish morphemes with irregular velar 
developments 
Two of the nine examples discussed in this section are prefixes; the rest are 
roots. In a few cases it isn’t certain, from the data at hand, that the original root 
had a nonlabialized velar (as opposed to a labialized velar or a uvular), and in 
most cases there are no visible candidates for conditioning environments for the 
innovations. This latter circumstance does not, of course, mean that there were 
no conditioning factors to motivate the changes; it does mean that, after the fact, 
none can be determined.  
3.1 The prefix q(ɫ)- ‘Irrealis (future)’  
Both allomorphs of this prefix are extremely common. The short variant q- oc-
curs before s, es-, and (by analogic extension) a few prefixes preceding an s or 
es-; the long variant qɫ- occurs elsewhere.10 Typical Montana Salish examples 
are given in (1).  
 
(1) a. a-qɫ-nóx ̣wnx ̣w 
2sg.POSS.IRREALIS-wife 
‘your wife-to-be’ 
                                                                                                                       
9 There could of course be such evidence in older sources, especially Mengarini et al. 
1877–1879. But so far I have found no examples of unsuccessful innovations in the dic-
tionary. 
10 The distribution of these allomorphs may actually be more complicated. I have one 
example with [qɫ] before s: qɫsisiyus ‘may be(come) smart’, where the first s is not a 
prefix but is rather part of the reduplicated root. If this example is genuine – as it proba-
bly is, since it comes from a spontaneous narrative text – then the status of a following s 
must be taken into account in predicting which allomorph of the irrealis morpheme will 
appear. Given that its distribution is already morphologically determined in part, this 
wouldn’t be a particularly surprising complication. See Baier 2010 for a detailed analysis 
of the Montana Salish irrealis marker(s). 
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b. qe qɫ-q’exwmscútn
we IRREALIS-show.off
‘we’ll show off’
c. ta qe q-s-cúʔca axḷá
not we IRREALIS-NOM-swim every.day
‘We won’t swim every day’
d. tam esnté q-eɫ-es-xʷstú
not he.wanted IRREALIS-back-STATV-walk
‘He didn’t want to walk back’
This same irrealis prefix, with the same allomorphs, also appears in Kalispel 
and Spokane. But the cognate Colville-Okanagan prefix kɫ- ‘unrealized aspect’ 
has a velar stop, not a uvular stop, and the same is true of the Columbian cog-
nate kaɫ- ‘unrealized’ (Dale Kinkade, personal communication, 1996). 
Moreover, the Coeur d’Alene cognate prefix čeɫ- shows the expected palatal-
ized reflex of a velar.11 Lillooet, which belongs to the Northern Interior branch 
of the family, has (-)kəɫ ‘remote future, possibility’ (Kinkade 1996), and the 
Thompson particle kə ‘unrealized (to be established in the future . . .)’ also ap-
pears to be partially cognate.12  
There are two obvious historical possibilities: either Montana Salish and 
its sister dialects replaced an original *k with *q in this morpheme, or the other 
five languages replaced *q with *k. A third possibility, that the velar and uvular 
forms are etymologically unconnected, is unlikely, given the close semantic and 
morphological match. Vogt mentions a Kalispel alternation that seems at first 
glance to point to an original uvular (1940: 19): he says that the q of this prefix 
‘is differentiated to [k] by the labials of the personal prefixes ku- [= MSa kʷu 
“me”] and kʷ- [“you (2sg.INTR.SUBJ)”] and of the particle ɫu.’ I have not ob-
served such an alternation in Montana Salish. The conditioning environment 
claimed by Vogt is a bit surprising, since lip rounding seems unlikely, in itself, 
to cause fronting of a uvular to a velar. But if such an alternation existed in Pro-
to-Interior Salish, producing two allomorphs for this morpheme, then the velar 
reflex in Colville-Okanagan, Columbian, Coeur d’Alene, Lillooet, and Thomp-
son could be accounted for by positing a process of allomorphic leveling in 
favor of the velar. The uvular allomorph (presumably the ‘elsewhere’ allomorph 
in the proto-language, on this hypothesis) survived in Montana Salish, Kalispel, 
and Spokane; but Kalispel would then have developed its current variation after 
11 Dale Kinkade (personal communication, 1996) pointed out that the vocalism of the 
Coeur d’Alene form is odd, because its vowel e ‘should derive from *ə, so it is not clear 
how this matches the Cm form’. 
12 The Thompson form suggests that the ɫ of the Southern Interior languages may be a 
connective rather than part of the irrealis morpheme per se; in Montana Salish, at least, 
-ɫ- often serves this function. However, Upper Chehalis has a particle ɫ ‘unrealized fu-
ture’, which makes it seem more likely that the fricative does belong to the Montana 
Salish irrealis morpheme. 
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the palatalization change, because otherwise its current alternation would be q/č, 
not q/k.  
There are two main problems with this analysis. First, it requires two sepa-
rate changes innovating a velar variant of the prefix, one in Proto-Interior Salish 
and one in modern Kalispel. This is not especially implausible (except for the 
oddity of the conditioning factor itself), because drift often results in similar or 
identical changes in related languages at different times; but it adds an extra 
unattested step to the historical derivation. Second, there is no obvious phonetic 
or distributional reason for the direction of leveling in five of the languages 
(why should the velar win out?). This is significant because the change would 
have to have occurred twice independently, once in Southern Interior (for the 
Colville-Okanagan, Coeur d’Alene, and Columbian prefix) and once in North-
ern Interior (for Lillooet and Thompson). Aside from the lack of a good 
phonetic motivation that might enhance the possibility of identical changes via 
drift, this again adds an extra unattested step to the historical scenario.  
On the basis of the Interior Salishan data, therefore, it seems more likely 
that the morpheme originally had a velar stop, not a uvular stop. On this hy-
pothesis, only a single change is required, in the immediate ancestor of Montana 
Salish, Kalispel, and Spokane (in addition to the Kalispel-specific change that is 
required in any case). No clear source for the development and spread of a uvu-
lar variant in Montana Salish can be established, however. The frequent 
juxtaposition of this prefix with a preceding particle containing a uvular might 
have provided the environment for the velar-to-uvular change; qɫ- is always 
word-initial unless it is preceded by the nasalless allomorph of a possessive 
pronominal (1sg /i(n)-/ or 2sg /a(n)-/). Two common proclitics containing uvu-
lars are /qe(ʔ)/ ‘1pl’ (in all grammatical contexts) and a possibly dialectal 
variant of the 1sg object particle ‘me’, qʷo (the other variant is kwu). Once the 
uvular variant of the irrealis prefix arose, it eventually replaced the original ve-
lar variant completely – probably, though not necessarily, before the 
palatalization change occurred.  
There is another complication, however. At least three Salishan languages 
outside the Interior branch of the family have a uvular stop in what looks very 
much like a cognate morpheme – the Coast Salishan languages Squamish (q 
‘irreal’) and Clallam (q(-)ɫ ‘conditional’), and the Tsamosan language Upper 
Chehalis (q’aɫ ‘subjunctive’). If these forms are factored into the equation, the 
balance might be tipped toward a Proto-Salish uvular stop. But if this is the 
case, then either the velars in Thompson, Lillooet, Colville-Okanagan, Colum-
bian, and (pre-)Coeur d’Alene reflect independent, and unexplained, changes – 
not an attractive option – or the original uvular changed to a velar in Proto-
Interior Salish, with a single later change to a uvular in the immediate ancestor 
of Montana Salish, Kalispel, and Spokane. So even if Proto-Salish had a uvular 
in this morpheme, it seems most likely that it became a velar in Proto-Interior 
Salish.  
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3.2 The locative prefix kʷ’ɫ- ‘under’ 
This prefix is matched by kʷ’əɫ-, which occurs in Kalispel and in the Northern 
Interior language Shuswap; but Spokane has č’ɫ- instead. The Spokane form, 
together with Colville-Okanagan k’ɫ- and the apparently related Columbian pre-
fixes kɫ- ‘on the (lower) side’ and k’ɫ- ‘away from, at a distance’, points to an 
original nonlabialized velar, at least in Southern Interior Salish. If the proto-
language had a labialized velar, at least two independent changes would have to 
be posited to get the velar (and later alveopalatal) reflexes. However, the labial-
ized velar in Shuswap means that at least two independent changes must be 
posited in any case, so the evidence is not strong either way. Examples are giv-
en in (2).  
(2) a. MSa: kʷ’ɫ-išút ‘it’s under(neath)’ 
c-kʷ’ɫ-čí ‘arrive here’ (with c- ‘hither’) 
b. Kal: kʷ’əɫ-číc ‘arrive’
c. Sp: č’ɫ-išút ‘it’s under’
d. Cv: k’ɫ-ixʷút ‘what’s underground’
e. Cm: c-k’ɫ-kícəm ‘arrive here’
f. Sh: kʷ’əɫ-k’émt ‘(space) under’
As with qɫ-, no firm source for an irregular development of MSa k’ʷɫ- can be 
established. The prefix is very common, appearing in many words in which its 
specifically locative function is not evident (e.g. ‘arrive’ in (2a)), and it often 
occurs before a labialized segment, as in čn kʷ’ɫ-xʷíst l esc’lc’íl ‘I walked under 
the trees’ (lit. ‘1sg under-walk LOC trees’) and kʷ’ɫ-x ̣̫ élsts ‘she ruined it’. Of 
course it also occurs very frequently before nonlabialized segments, as in (2a). 
Still, it may be that the labialization of the prefix’s stop was conditioned in the 
first instance by a following labialized segment (in spite of the intervening lat-
eral fricative, which would presumably be labialized allophonically between 
two rounded segments), with subsequent analogic leveling of the two allo-
morphs to eliminate the plain-velar variant. It is worth noting that a similar 
labialized/nonlabialized pattern can be found in at least one other grammatical 
morpheme in Southern Interior Salish, the particle x ̣̫ l’:  
(3) a. MSa: x ̣̫ l’ ‘for, because’; x ̣̫ l’ stém’ ‘why?’ (lit. ‘for what?’) 
b. Sp: x ̣̫ l’ ‘for’; x ̣̫ l’ stém’ ‘why?’
c. Cv: xḷ ‘for’; xə̣l stim’ ‘why?’
The parallelism between the grammatical morphemes for ‘under’ and ‘for’ may 
or may not be significant, though it seems relatively unlikely to be completely 
accidental – in which case the explanation for the labialization in ‘under’ in 
Montana Salish, whatever it is, may also apply to the labialization in ‘for’.  
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3.3 The root doublet p’ilč’/p’úlkʷ’ ‘turn’ 
These two root forms differ in their root vowels, in their final consonants, and in 
their stress patterns (the first variant has weak stress, the second has strong 
stress).  As in other palatalizing languages,  the  č’ variant should come from PS 
*k’, while the kʷ’ variant should reflect a PS *kʷ’. Analogous variants in several
other Interior Salishan languages have very similar meanings, so there is no 
semantic barrier to analyzing them as allomorphs of a single root. Carlson and 
Flett group them into a single morpheme in Spokane, and that seems to be a 
reasonable analysis in Montana Salish too, especially in view of the intersecting 
cognate constructions in Coeur d’Alene, Colville-Okanagan, and Thompson. 
Coeur d’Alene apparently has three different root forms, two that share final č’ 
but have different root vowels and one with ú and final kʷ’, as in Montana Sa-
lish; the meanings seem to match those of the Montana Salish doublets. 
Colville-Okanagan has just one root p’lak’ ‘turn’, always with a nonlabialized 
velar. Thompson has two different roots, both with nonlabialized final dorsal 
stops – p’ik’ ‘roll’ and p’iq’ ‘turn’; it is the uvular-final root that has clear cog-
nates with Colville-Okanagan and Montana Salish constructions (though not 
precisely in the root form itself). The presence of a uvular in the Thompson root 
is perhaps explained by the Proto-Salish variation in *p’əlk’/q’ (Kuipers 2002: 
79): both variants occur in both Coast and Interior Salishan, occasionally in the 
same language and usually with semantic differentiation. Moreover, occasional 
variants with labialization also occur in Coast as well as in Interior Salishan. For 
Southern Interior Salishan, at least, almost all the variation concerns plain vs. 
labialized velars, not uvulars.13 The Columbian forms reflect the same distinc-
tion we see in Montana Salish, Spokane, and Coeur d’Alene, an (original) 
nonlabialized velar in one and a labialized velar in the other, and with the same 
semantic distinction. The remaining languages, like Colville-Okanagan and 
Thompson, have only a nonlabialized root.  
(4) a. MSa: p’lč’úsm ‘turn around’ (lit. ‘turn one’s face around’, with the 
lexical suffix =ús ‘face, fire’); p’lč’mncú ‘turn around’ (lit. 
‘turn oneself around’, with the reflexive suffix ‑cú(t)); 
p’lč’mstén ‘I turned it over’; č-p’lkʷ’=íc’eʔ ‘wrap’ (lit. ‘to-
turn=cover’); p’úlkʷ’ntxʷ ‘you fold it (over the stick)’  
b. Sp: č-p’lkʷ’=íc’ʔe-n ‘I wrapped it’; p’lč’mstén ‘I turned it over’; 
p’úlkʷ’ntm ‘somebody rolled it up’  
c. Cv: p’lk’úsəm ‘turn around’; p’lk’məncút ‘turn to something’; k-
13 The one exception to this pattern that I’ve found is a single form in Montana Salish: M 
p’el’qw’ósmstxʷ ‘You’ll be turning it [the meat] over and over [over the fire]’. The 
speaker was a highly fluent elder, and the utterance was spontaneous, not elicited. The 
likelihood that I mistook a velar for a uvular is small, because the vowel of the lexical 
suffix =ús ‘face, fire’ is lowered, as expected after a uvular consonant (but not after a 
velar). See below for further discussion of this example. 
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p’lk’=íc’aʔ ‘roll, wrap’; p’əlk’mstím ‘turn, roll something 
over’  
d. Cm: p’əlk’- ‘turn over, turn around’; p’úlkʷ’-ən ‘I fold it’  
e. CdA: p’ilč’ ‘turn round objects’; p’elč’ ‘turn flat thing over’,
pulkʷ’ ‘fold sheetlike object’ 
f. Th: p’iq’úsm ‘turn around to go back’ 
g. Sh: p’lk’em ‘roll something over’; p’úlkʷ’ ‘fold’ 
h. Se: p’ə́lč’- ‘be turned over’; sp’əlíqʷ’ ‘twisted’; sp’əlikʷ ‘ball-
shaped’ 
i. UChe: p’ə́*lč’- ‘turn over’
j. Squa: p’láč’-m (snəxʷiɫ) ‘canoe with heart of cedar at bottom’ (lit.
‘turnover canoe’) 
As the examples suggest, there is some semantic differentiation. For instance, 
within Montana Salish (and also Spokane) the forms with č’ are used especially 
for something that turns itself around, while the forms with kʷ’ are used for 
turning something else around, especially folding or rolling some object up. 
This differentiation is not complete, however, as the č’ forms meaning ‘turn it 
over’ show. Moreover, within Montana Salish there is a doublet in which both 
forms have essentially the same meaning, though the words have different mor-
phological structures (the uvular in 5b is puzzling, but see fn. 13):  
(5) a. MSa: p’l’-p’l’č’-mí-m 
REDUP-turn-DER.TRANS.-TRANS.CONT.3sg  
‘she’s turning it [the meat] over and over [over the fire]’. 
b. MSa: m   p’l’qʷ’=ós-m-st-xʷ
FUT turn=fire-DER.TRANS-TRANS-2sg.TRANS.SUBJ 
‘you’ll turn it [the meat] over and over [over the fire]’ 
(the lexical suffix is =ús ‘face, fire’) 
The simplest way of accounting for the p’lč’/púlkʷ’ doublet is to posit an origi-
nal *k’ in the root, both because two of the four nonpalatalizing languages 
(Colville-Okanagan and Thompson) lack labialized variants and because condi-
tioned delabialization of an original *kʷ’ would be improbable in Montana 
Salish before a rounded vowel, as in p’lč’úsm ‘turn around’. Two possible con-
ditioning factors for labialization of an original plain velar are suggested by the 
examples. First, the Montana Salish variant p’úlkʷ’ has a stressed rounded vow-
el, which (if original) could have contributed to labialization of the following 
stop; and second, labialization could have occurred before a rounded suffix 
vowel – though only sporadically, as the contrast between p’lč’úsm and 
p’l’qʷ’ósmstxʷ shows. The former environment might not have existed in PIS, 
because the vocalism of Colville-Okanagan p’lak’ ‘turn’ and Coeur d’Alene 
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p’elč’ ‘turn flat thing over’ doesn’t match that of Montana Salish p’úlkʷ’; how-
ever, Columbian has the same vowel as Montana Salish. If the original PIS root 
did have a stressed rounded vowel, then the currently available modern data, in 
which the alveopalatal variant occurs primarily unstressed, would make it 
tempting to suggest that most of the č’ variants left unlabialized were those in 
unstressed contexts, i.e. with no preceding rounded segment: unstressed vowels 
in MSa (and frequently in other Salishan languages as well) are usually deleted. 
The later analogic extension of a labialized variant to some unstressed contexts 
would be unsurprising, especially once the semantic differentiation set in. Since 
the Colville-Okanagan form p’əlk’mstím in (4c) suggests that the root originally 
had weak stress, however, this explanation will work only if Montana Salish 
and its sister dialects, and also Columbian, had developed a strong-stress variant 
(with ú) before the sporadic labialization change and before the regular palatali-
zation change.  
Note that identical formations, with different glosses, occur both in the 
modern language and in Mengarini et al. 1877–1879: modern esp’ílč’ ‘it’s 
turned over, it’s upside down’ (cf. Mengarini et al.’s es-pilch ‘it is turned over’) 
vs. modern esp’úlkʷ’ ‘it’s rolled up, all twisted up (in a circle)’ (cf. Mengarini et 
al.’s es-pólko ‘it is wrapped around (referring to the wrapper, not to the object 
wrapped)’, and cf. (5b)). These identical patterns, together with the matching 
Spokane forms, show that the variation is old within the Montana Salish-
Kalispel-Spokane dialect complex.  
3.4 The root doublet č’út/qʷ’ót ‘half’/‘across’ 
Like p’lč’/p’úlkʷ’, this pair of forms differs in more than one phonological fea-
ture. Here the vocalism is the same in both, allowing for the automatic lowering 
of u to o after a uvular, but the initial consonants don’t fit etymologically: č’ 
should derive from an original velar stop, not a uvular stop. The meanings, 
though not identical, are close, so grouping them together is reasonable on se-
mantic grounds. Kalispel has the same two forms and meanings as Montana 
Salish, and Thompson has only a uvular-initial root with the same meanings as 
the two Montana Salish/Kalispel variants. But since Spokane has a labialized 
velar instead of a labialized uvular in the second variant,14 and since Colville-
Okanagan has only a labialized velar form with both meanings while Columbi-
an has a labialized velar in the meaning ‘half’, it seems reasonable to analyze 
the two forms in Montana Salish as belonging to a single root morpheme. This 
fits the PS analysis in Kuipers 2002, where *qʷ’uʔ (with added ‑t in Interior 
Salishan) is glossed as ‘(other) side, half, companion’ (94). Kuipers also says 
that Proto-Southern Interior Salish (PSIS) had *kʷ’ut – which, however, doesn’t 
account either for the initial č’ in some forms or for the qʷ’ in others.  
14 Carlson and Flett treat the two forms as separate roots, however. 
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(6) a. MSa: s-č’út ‘half’; s-č’t=éɫc’eʔ ‘side’ (with =éɫc’eʔ ‘body’); s-č’t-
m=sqélixʷ ‘half-breed’ (with =sqélixʷ ‘person’); nis-qʷ’ót 
‘across the river’ 
b. Kal: č’út ‘half’; s-č’ət-əm=sqélixʷ ‘half-breed’; nis-qʷ’ú ‘the
opposite side of a river’ 
c. Sp: s-č’út-m ‘half’; s-č’t-m=sqélixʷ ‘half-breed’; č-s-kʷ’t=éčst
‘one hand’ (with =éčst ‘hand’) 
d. Cv: skʷ’út ‘one side, across, half’; n-skʷ’t=ink ‘half the ribs’; n-
skʷ’út ‘across the river’15 
e. Cm: sə-kʷ’t/s-kʷ’út ‘half’
f. Th: s-qʷ’út ‘one, other side (of something), half’
g. Sh: s-qʷ’út ‘half’
It is simplest to posit a velar as the initial proto-language consonant in this root, 
at least for PSIS, because fewer changes are required to derive the modern 
forms from a velar than from *q’ or *qʷ’. And since the root vowel is rounded it 
is probably better to reconstruct a nonlabialized initial velar, with assimilatory 
labialization in some of the languages, than to posit an original labialized velar 
with partial rounding dissimilation in Montana Salish and its sisters: the Mon-
tana Salish tendency (at least nowadays) is to labialize dorsals before rounded 
vowels, and I have found no clear examples of delabializing changes in this 
environment. This analysis accounts for the presence of labialized stops in some 
Montana Salish and Kalispel forms, but of course not for the fact that they are 
uvular rather than velar. They may be relics of the PS form, or they may be later 
developments within Montana Salish/Kalispel. Mengarini et al. have a form 
spelled niskót, which probably indicates a labialized uvular, although it could 
represent a glottalized labialized velar; a nonglottalized labialized velar form 
would be spelled niskút.  
Finally, note that the two variants have apparently become at least partially 
independent in Montana Salish, with clear semantic differentiation: so far I have 
found qʷ’ót only in the construction nisqʷ’ót ‘across the river’, though it may 
also be used in constructions like ‘one hand’, as in Spokane.  
3.5 The root xị́q ‘rub’ 
Here there is only one possible doublet to complicate the picture in Montana 
Salish and its sister dialects, and Columbian also has two uvulars (though the 
second one is glottalized, unlike all the other cognates except the possible 
15 Mattina (1987: 174) treats skʷ’út as the root, rather than as a root kʷ’út preceded by the 
nominalizing prefix s-. Similarly, Mengarini et al. list the entire word schut (sč’út) as a 
root. This analysis clears up some oddities in derivatives from the root, but it may create 
others, at least for Montana Salish. My current analysis, like Carlson and Flett’s for Spo-
kane, segments off the s-. 
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Clallam form). But the comparative picture is nevertheless puzzling, because 
both Colville-Okanagan and Thompson have initial and final velars in what is 
surely a cognate root, and Clallam has two labialized uvulars in a root that may 
be cognate.  
 
(7) a. MSa: xị́q-n ‘I rubbed it’; ? es-ščí-č=šn-i ‘he’s shuffling’16 
 b. Kal: xị́q-n ‘I smear it’  
 c. Sp: xị́q ‘to rub; rasping or rubbing sound’: xị́qn ‘I rubbed it 
 d. Cm: xị́q’- ‘rub’ 
 e. Cv: xki-st ‘rub against something’; c-xk-xk-ílx ‘make noise 
rubbing’; n-xik-xk=cn ‘purple aster, Aster conspicuus’ (lit. 
‘shuffling noise’) 
 f. Th: xik ‘rub something (e.g. with grease), smear, anoint’; xík-mn 
‘substance used for rubbing’ 
 (g. Cl: xʷíqʷ’- ‘rub’) 
 
If Proto-Interior Salish had either two velars in this root or two uvulars, then – 
leaving aside the question of the dubious Clallam cognate – the odds are even 
on the available evidence. In each case two independent changes would be re-
quired: either two proto-language velars changed to uvulars independently in 
two Southern Interior languages – Columbian and the immediate ancestor of 
Montana Salish (mostly), Kalispel, and Spokane – or two proto-language uvu-
lars changed to velars independently in Northern Interior (for the Thompson 
root) and in Southern Interior (for Colville-Okanagan). But there is no reason to 
conclude, from this set of data, that the proto-language had root consonants in 
the same series. If the original root was heterogeneous, as the possible Clallam 
cognate would suggest, then the Montana Salish development could be ex-
plained as a consonant harmony process, bringing the root’s structure into 
conformity with the vast majority of the language’s roots, in which velars and 
uvulars do not co-occur. The possible variation in MSa (that is, assuming that 
the ‘shuffling’ word is connected with xị́q) would be a case of leveling in both 
directions, with semantic differentiation of the competing uvular and velar 
forms.  
This proposal has the disadvantage of requiring changes in all the daughter 
languages – leveling in favor of the uvular in Montana Salish (mostly) and its 
sister dialects plus Columbian, and leveling in favor of the velar in Colville-
Okanagan and Thompson. It also rests on the premise that roots with mixed 
                                                                                                                       
16 I’m not certain that es-ščí-č=šn-i belongs with this root. Semantically it fits well 
enough, and phonologically the root form ščí matches the Colville-Okanagan and 
Thompson forms, with regular palatalization of the two velars. The metathesis from a 
CVC root to a CCV stem is common in MSa. The Colville-Okanagan word referring to a 
shuffling noise provides at least weak support for this connection. 
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dorsal series are dispreferred in the other languages as well as in Montana Sa-
lish (see §2 above for discussion), but that situation does seem to obtain in other 
Salishan languages besides MSa. The advantage of the heterogeneous-
protoform hypothesis is that it provides a phonetic motivation for all the chang-
es; if the original root was homogeneous, there is no obvious phonetic 
motivation for change in either direction. This is not, of course, a strong argu-
ment against a homogeneous root; there is no really clear phonetic motivation 
for any of the apparent velar/uvular alternations discussed in this paper, and this 
is to be expected if the alternations are sound-symbolic in origin.  
3.6 The root čcax ̣‘hurt; sick’ 
 I have few examples with this root, and I have found clear cognate roots only in 
Colville-Okanagan and Columbian. I call čcax ̣a root in spite of its unusual two-
obstruent initial cluster – unusual because the canonical root form in MSa is 
CVC, with variants C(R)VC and CV(R)C, where R may be any resonant conso-
nant. It is quite possible that the initial č is actually a prefix, historically if not 
synchronically; there is a common locative prefix č- that has abstract as well as 
concrete functions.  
(8) a. MSa: es-čcax=̣éls-i 
STATV-hurt=feelings-INTR.CONT  
‘hurting inside, sick (in one’s mind)’ 
čc’ax ̣wélsi  
‘sick in one’s stomach (e.g. from heartburn)’ 
b. Cv: t-kcx=íls ‘be hurting, suffer’ (t- is a resultive prefix)
c. Cm: kicx- ‘suffer’
The oddity here is not the first root consonant, which shows the expected corre-
spondence – velar in Colville-Okanagan and Columbian, alveopalatal in 
Montana Salish. Rather, the problem is with the final fricative: it is velar in 
Colville-Okanagan and Columbian but varies between a plain uvular and a labi-
alized uvular in Montana Salish, in the very same word. Another oddity is that 
the root čcax ̣seems to alternate with čtax,̣ as in es-čtax=̣éls-i ‘he’s hurting, suf-
fering’; and compare čtaʔxẹ́ls ‘it aches, it hurts’ in Spokane, which has no form 
that corresponds directly to Montana Salish čcaxẹ́ls. The Spokane form fits with 
Proto-Salish *tax ̣‘wrong, bitter’ (Kuipers 2002: 107), which means ‘sour, sharp 
to taste’ in Spokane and Coeur d’Alene – a good semantic fit for ‘heartburn’.  
The Montana Salish word is phonologically peculiar in two other ways as 
well: one variant has a glottalized affricate c’ instead of the expected c (as in the 
other variant and in Colville-Okanagan and Columbian), and both variants have 
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an unexpected unstressed vowel.17 The word needs to be rechecked, because at 
least once I thought I heard a pharyngeal fricative next to the root vowel. If 
there is one, it would account both for the unstressed [a] (impressionistically, 
pharyngeals are often realized phonetically in Montana Salish as unstressed 
non-high back vowels, with rounding depending on whether the pharyngeal is 
labialized or not) and for the glottalization of c’ (in Montana Salish, etymologi-
cal pharyngeals have sometimes been replaced by a glottal stop, which in turn 
may merge with a preceding affricate). A pharyngeal might also account for the 
uvular articulation of the root-final fricative, because pharyngeals, like uvulars, 
have the potential for backing and lowering a neighboring dorsal. The Colville-
Okanagan cognate has no pharyngeal, however, and with so little data it isn’t 
possible to determine whether Colville-Okanagan lost a pharyngeal or Montana 
Salish added one. One might think it would be easier to explain the loss of a 
root-internal pharyngeal than the unmotivated addition of one, but Colville-
Okanagan has what Mattina (1987) calls ‘intrusive pharyngeals’, and Montana 
Salish may have a similar phenomenon; so that’s a possible source for an added 
pharyngeal consonant. In any case, this suggestion requires the presence of a 
pharyngeal, which isn’t certain. If there is no pharyngeal in the Montana Salish 
root, I have no explanation for the velar/uvular mismatch between Montana 
Salish and Colville-Okanagan. And even with the pharyngeal I have no explana-
tion for the labialized variant in Montana Salish, because if there were a 
labialized pharyngeal in the root the unstressed vowel would be o, not a.  
3.7 The root l’áq ‘thin’ 
This root seems to come from an original velar in Proto-Southern Interior Sa-
lish, because the uvular stop appears only in the Montana Salish-Kalispel-
Spokane dialect complex, and Spokane has a variant that reflects an earlier velar 
stop that underwent the regular palatalization change. The initial l’ in this root is 
probably secondary; glottalization of resonant consonants is a regular part of the 
diminutive morpheme. The glottalization in Kalispel q’ also looks secondary.  
 
(9) a. MSa: i ɫ-l’l’áq ‘it’s thin’ (ɫ- is a diminutive prefix); sc-n-
ɫl’ql’áq=lexʷ ‘hot-cakes’ (the lexical suffix means ‘earth, 
ground’) 
                                                                                                                       
17 In Montana Salish, unstressed vowels generally disappear. The major exceptions are e, 
which often remains even in unstressed positions; i and u when they are syllabified from 
underlying /y/ and /w/; a and o when they are syllabified from an underlying (or, in some 
cases, etymological) pharyngeal, non-labialized or labialized, respectively; and i when it 
results from the rule that changes /n/ or /m/ to [i] before s and sometimes before other 
fricatives as well (this rule is morphologized, occurring even when certain s-less mor-
phemes intervene between the nasal and the triggering s). Other unstressed vowels 
sometimes surface as [ə] or, especially after nonlabialized or labialized uvulars, as [a] or 
[o]. 
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b. Kal: i ɫl’áq’ ‘thin (of clothes, sheet, etc.)’
c. Sp: l’l’éč (l’l’áq) ‘it’s thin’; n-l’l’éč=leʔxʷ ‘thin bread’
d. CdA: l’ɪl’íč ‘half’
e. Cm: l’l’ák ‘thin’ (pl l’əkl’ák)
The Spokane alveopalatal variant is the only surviving relic of the original velar 
consonant in the dialect complex. Innovation of a root-final uvular can be posit-
ed for the parent of all three dialects, with analogic leveling in favor of the 
uvular variant completed everywhere except in Spokane. There is no visible 
context that might promote retraction of an original velar stop. Sound symbol-
ism is a reasonable explanation for this irregular change, given that the 
secondary glottalization of a resonant is often sound-symbolic in these lan-
guages.  
3.8 The root č’éxʷ ‘dry’ 
The initial consonant of this root is not problematic, but the final consonant may 
be. Cognates exist in most (possibly all) of the Interior Salishan languages and 
also in some of the coastal languages. (Kuipers connects this root with Proto-
Salish *k’ay’, *k’ay’-xʷ ‘dry out, wither’ (2002: 43–44), and he may well be 
right, but I won’t discuss the possible connection here.)  
(10) a. MSa: č’éxʷ-n ‘I dried it’ 
b. Sp: č’éxʷ-n ‘I dried it’ 
c. Cm: k’xʷ-íkn’ ‘thirsty, very dry’
d. Th: k’éx-m ‘dry something’; k’exʷ=úseʔ ‘dried berries’ (the 
lexical suffix means ‘berry’) 
e. Sh: k’ex-m ‘to dry meat’  
f. Li: k’ax ‘be dry’; k’ax-ləx ‘dry oneself’  
g. Squa: č’iʔxʷ, č’ixʷ- ‘dry’
h. Tw: č’iwʔəx ‘dry’
i. Chi: c’éyxʷ ‘dry’
Thompson and Thompson (1996: 102) say that the labialized variant of the 
Thompson root may be a back-formation from the pronunciation of the deriva-
tive with the u-initial lexical suffix for ‘berry’. If the variant k’éx is indeed the 
basic form of the Thompson root morpheme, then it is possible (though not cer-
tain) that the proto-language also had a final nonlabialized velar fricative; and if 
it did, then Montana Salish and Spokane have also labialized the final fricative – 
but everywhere, not just in a labializing context. Given the mix of labialized and 
nonlabialized root-final fricatives in the various languages, this issue can’t be 
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resolved, though of course the final consonant in Montana Salish could easily 
have occurred in labializing contexts from which an innovative labialized vari-
ant could have spread analogically to replace an original nonlabialized fricative.  
3.9 The root yšú ‘low; below’ 
This root has a labialized velar fricative in most Interior Salishan languages – at 
least in the Southern Interior languages Colville-Okanagan, Coeur d’Alene, and 
Columbian and the Northern Interior languages Shuswap and Lillooet – and in 
several Coast Salishan languages as well; Kuipers reconstructs the Proto-Salish 
root as *yəxʷ (with a variant *ləxʷ) ‘to descend, drop’ (2002: 133). By contrast, 
the Montana Salish-Spokane-Kalispel forms and that of the Northern Interior 
language Thompson instead seem to reflect an original nonlabialized velar frica-
tive:  
 
(10) a. MSa: kʷ’ɫ-išú-t  
under-low-STATV 
‘under, beneath’ 
n-išú-t ‘deep’ (n- ‘in’) 
iš-ílš-m  
low-MOTION-ANTIPASSIVE 
‘he lowered (something)’ 
n-iš-t=úlexʷ ‘underground’ (=úlexʷ ‘ground’)  
 b. Kal: ɫijšú ɫu cítxʷ  
it’s.low PARTICLE house 
‘the house is low’ 
č-ən-iš-t=úleʔxʷ  
‘inside of the earth, the underworld’ (č- ‘to’) 
 c. Sp: č’ɫ-išú-t ‘it’s under’; n-išú-t ‘it’s deep’; n-iš-t=úleʔxʷ 
‘basement’ 
 d. Cv: yáxʷ-t ‘dropped’; nixʷút ‘inside’; k’ɫ-ixʷ-út ‘what’s 
underground’; n-ixʷ-t=úlaʔxʷ ‘below the ground, pit’ 
 e. CdA: dexʷ ‘lower, descend, dismount’ 
 f. Th: zəx ‘go lower’; zix ‘go lower gradually’; zix-m ‘to lower 
(something) gradually’ 
 g. Sh: yuxʷ- ‘descend’ 
 
In the case of Colville-Okanagan, at least, the presence in several forms of a 
rounded vowel u after the fricative would make labialization of an original plain 
velar fricative a reasonable hypothesis (in which case the irregularity would be 
in the Colville-Okanagan development rather than in the nonlabialized velar 
reflexes). But the presence of x̫   in most of the other languages, where (at least 
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in the forms I have) there is no following rounded vowel, weakens any such 
hypothesis. The possibility that Montana Salish and its sister dialects delabial-
ized an original labialized fricative seems phonetically unmotivated – 
dissimilation before a rounded vowel is not reliably attested in any of these dia-
lects, as far as I know – but I can think of no other explanation for a delabializ-
delabializing change. In any case, Thompson would presumably have to have 
undergone delabialization of this root independently, and this makes delabiali-
zation even less appealing: two independent changes with no visible motivation 
are even less likely than a single unmotivated change.  
4 Conclusion 
No general conclusions about the developments discussed in this paper suggest 
themselves: all the changes are irregular, sometimes with and sometimes with-
out plausible conditioning factors present. Two points are worth mentioning, 
however. First, there are two morphemes in which Montana Salish and Kalispel 
are like each other and unlike Spokane (kʷ’ɫ vs. č’ɫ in §3.2 and l’áq vs. l’éč/l’áq 
in §3.7), and none in which Spokane groups with one of the other two dialects 
in opposition to the third. This is one of several pieces of evidence indicating a 
closer linkage between Montana Salish and Kalispel, with Spokane slightly 
more distant from both of them.  
Second, as noted above, irregular labialization of plain velars and ve-
lar/uvular mismatches are not unique to Montana Salish. Kuipers (2002), for 
instance, discusses examples of both types (pp. 7 and 6, respectively); as we 
saw in §2, velar/uvular alternations have, or had, sound-symbolic value in a 
number of Salishan languages.  
One possible case of labialized/nonlabialized velar variation arising al-
ready in Proto-Salish is the lexical suffix doublet =míš/=míxʷ ‘person’. As 
Kinkade observes (1993: 164), both forms must be reconstructed for Proto-
Salish, because a number of the modern languages have reflexes of both; typical 
examples are Montana Salish s-t’ič’=míš : Colville-Okanagan s-t’aʔk’=míx 
‘virgin’ and Montana Salish il=míxʷ-m : Colville-Okanagan ylmíxʷ-m ‘chief’ 
(Mattina analyzes míxʷ as part of the root, but Kinkade 1993 convincingly ana-
lyzes this word as having the suffix =míxʷ, at least etymologically). As with 
some of the examples discussed above, there is no visible reason why an origi-
nal *=míx should develop an allomorph *=míxʷ, with subsequent analogic 
spread of the new variant and then a morphological split into separate mor-
phemes, or vice versa. However, a word-final consonant will sometimes be 
followed by a rounded segment – for instance, in Montana Salish, the clause 
connector u ‘and, but’ – so that conditioning environments for labialization 
would certainly have been present in some utterances. I do not suggest that any 
such explanation for the existence of two separate suffixes with similar forms 
and identical meanings can be established, now or in the future. My point, ra-
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ther, is that the possibility should be considered in this and other cases of mor-
phemes that differ only in labialization; and, more generally, it is worth 
comparing cognates within Salishan to see just how widespread the phenomena 
of sporadic labialization and uvular/velar mismatches might be.  
From a broader historical perspective, paradoxically, the analysis of these 
irregular velar developments in Montana Salish and some of its sister languages 
may shed light on the nature of regular sound change. A crucial observation is 
that none of these irregularities involve uncompleted sound changes: there is no 
residue in Montana Salish of Proto-Salish nonlabialized velar obstruents. All the 
irregular developments resulted in sounds that already existed in both Proto-
Salish and Montana Salish. The irregularities are therefore invisible until rele-
vant MSa words are compared with cognates in closely-related languages. In 
some cases a plausible explanation for an irregular development can be suggest-
ed, but in no case can an explanation be established with any confidence.  
Abbreviations 
Languages (subclassification in parentheses): CdA = Coeur d’Alene (S. Interior), Chi = 
Chilliwack (Coast/Central), Cl = Clallam (Coast/Central), Cm = Columbian (S. Interior), 
Cv = Colville-Okanagan (S. Interior), Kal = Kalispel (S. Interior; dialect of the same 
language as MSa), MSa = Montana Salish (S. Interior), PIS = Proto-Interior Salish, PS = 
Proto-Salish, PSIS = Proto-Southern Interior Salish, Se = Sechelt (Coast/Central), Sh = 
Shuswap (N. Interior), Sp = Spokane (S. Interior; dialect of the same language as MSa), 
Squa = Squamish (Central/Coast), Th = Thompson River Salish (N. Interior), Tw = 
Twana (Coast/Central), UChe = Upper Chehalis (Tsamosan) 
Grammatical morphemes: CONT continuative, DER.TRANS derived transitive, FUT future, 
INTR intransitive, NOM nominalizer, pl plural, POSS = possessive, REDUP reduplicative, sg 
singular, STATV stative, SUBJ subject, TRANS transitive 
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1 Introduction 
everal scholars have argued for a causal relationship between large-scale 
adult second language acquisition and a ‘simplified’ or ‘creoloid’ language 
structure, which lacks many grammatical ‘extras’ like gender, agreement, and 
so on (McWhorter 2007, Trudgill 2009, among others). This idea has entered 
the Tibeto-Burman literature beginning with Burling (2007), who discussed 
cases in which creoloid languages are used as lingua francas in the Tibeto-
Burman area, and become reshaped as a result of this use. DeLancey later fo-
cused Burling’s argument on the process of state formation, arguing that the 
spread of lingua francas in the context of state formation in the Tibeto-Burman 
area led to the simplification of languages like Tibetan, Proto-Boro-Garo, and 
Old Chinese as these languages were acquired by adults in large subject popula-
tions. Meanwhile, a more archaic morphological type is retained by many hill 
languages such as Kiranti, rGyalrongic, Kuki-Chin and Tangsa, whose speakers 
remained basically independent of states until well into the modern era 
(DeLancey 2010, DeLancey 2011, DeLancey 2012, DeLancey 2013). These are 
compelling hypotheses, since they have the potential to explain structural dif-
ferences among Tibeto-Burman languages as resulting in part from the social 
histories of human populations.  
But there are also some problems. For example, the Tani languages, which 
are primarily spoken in a remote and mountainous section of the central Eastern 
Himalaya, mostly exhibit the same creoloid language profile that Boro-Garo 
and Tibetic languages have. According to Post (2015), the proto-language Pro-
to-Tani looks like it has an even more strongly creoloid profile, which closely 
resembles languages of the Jingpho group, discussed by Burling and DeLancey. 
However, there is no history of state formation in the Tani area, and in fact, 
S 
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there is very little evidence of even low-intensity state penetration into the Tani 
area until very recent times (Post 2011).1 
If that is the case, then what can explain the creoloid structure of Tani lan-
guages? This chapter will take some initial steps toward an explanation. In it, I 
will argue that an explanation can be found in the social organization of Tani 
groups. Specifically, I will argue that the segmentary lineage system, marriage 
practices, and agricultural system of Tani speakers conspired to create condi-
tions that enabled and encouraged Tani languages to spread, simplify, diversify, 
and converge. In §2, I will first discuss the expansion of Tani groups and lan-
guages in their area. §3 is the chapter’s main section, and discusses the adaptive 
social strategies of Tani groups in terms of social units (§1.1), extensions of 
social units (§2.1), the process of expansion (§3.1), agricultural practices (§4.1) 
and trading networks (§5.1). §4 discusses some linguistic consequences, and §5 
concludes the presentation. 
2 Tani expansion 
Geographically, the Tani speakers are spread across three main river valleys: the 
Kameng, the Subansiri and the Siang in the highlands of Arunachal Pradesh. In 
Assam, Tani speakers have followed the Siang and its tributaries and settled 
across a large swathe of the Brahmaputra floodplain. This spread forms a neat 
chain of dialects, forming a near-continuum in terms of mutual intelligibility. 
Very few Tani languages are mutually unintelligible with any other Tani lan-
guage. Apatani and Tangam are relatively difficult to understand for most 
speakers of other languages, although at least some levels of mutual intelligibil-
ity are generally achieved. Only Milang, which is not mutually intelligible with 
any other Tani language, seems to form an exception, which Post and Modi 
(2011) explained as possibly being due to a substrate of unknown origin.  
These similarities among the Tani languages, and their status as a dialect 
chain, have led Sun (1993) and Post (2012) to suppose that the time-depth of 
Proto-Tani is relatively shallow, and that the expansion of Tani languages in the 
Tani area has probably been relatively recent. In other words, the Tani lan-
guages constitute a small ‘spread zone’ in the sense of Nichols (1992). 
The settlement pattern of Tani villages varies somewhat, from the large 
and compact villages of large river valleys or plateau areas to smaller and more 
1 There are of course modern-day political claims that refer to historical claims of Tibet-
an suzerainty over the Tani area. Huber (2012) discusses historical interactions between 
Western Tani groups and Tibetans along the modern-day border, and makes it clear both 
that the interactions were not of a state-subject nature, and that the interactions were 
limited to the immediate border area. Speaking as a native of this area myself, and hav-
ing travelled widely in the Tani area and spoken to many elders, I can further assert with 
confidence that no cultural memories of significant state penetration of the Tani area 
exist until the arrival of the British in the 19th century. 
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dispersed settlements in the innumerable hills and cul-de-sacs interspersed 
among them. Some notable examples of large, compact villages in the Tani area 
include the Apatani valley of Ziro, where at least 800 houses were found in one 
village (Blackburn 2010: 24). Minyong settlements in the Siang and Siyom are-
as often contain between 250 and 450 houses, while around 300 and above 
houses are found in the Milang villages of Dalbuing and Milang (Holon), and in 
the Padam village of Damro (author’s field notes). It is of course possible to 
find much smaller villages of no more than ten or twenty households inter-
spersed throughout the Tani area in modern times, especially in the Nyishi-
dominated areas of the Kameng-Subansiri region. In general, however, the ten-
dency is for Tani groups to maximize the population potential of a given area, to 
the extent that this population can be supported by the area’s environment. 
This is not necessarily the case of all groups found in the broader Eastern 
Himalayan region in which the Tani are found. For example, in the Dibang river 
valley, to the immediate east of the Tani area, an Idu village with ‘a dozen 
houses is considered to be a large village’ (Bhattacharjee 1983: 34). Unlike the 
Tani, the Idu are widely dispersed and tend to live in small, scattered settle-
ments of only a few houses. Similar things can be said about the Puroik, to the 
immediate west of the Tani area, who traditionally live in small and dispersed 
settlements (Stonor 1952: 948). Further west, we find the Hruso and Miji who, 
while traditionally considered to be powerful groups (Mackenzie 1884), never-
theless are found in areas which are comparatively much more limited than the 
Tani area is. These differences in settlement patterns are not exclusively dictat-
ed by the environment. Although some river valleys or plateaus are certainly 
much larger than others are, and can potentially support a larger population, the 
areas immediately surrounding the Tani area are much more similar to the Tani 
area than they are in any way different. Furthermore, it should be noted that all 
of the groups discussed above – the Aka, Miji, Puroik, Tani-Milang, and Idu – 
have an approximately equivalent material culture, and no group traditionally 
had relatively more priveleged access to guns or other weapons, armies, or sig-
nificant alliances with large neighbouring states. Finally, as I will also discuss 
below, we should note that the productive strategies of these groups – shifting 
rice cultivation mixed with vegeculture, limited animal husbandry and hunting 
and foraging – are approximately equivalent. Certainly no group stands out as 
having had exclusive access to a particular productive technology in earlier 
times. 
If all of this is the case, then what is it about the Tani that is so unique in 
this area that their language was able to spread with such comparative speed and 
to such a comparatively great extent within their present area? Although this is a 
large question which implies a potentially complex answer, I will argue that at 
least one promising source of explanation can be found in the adaptive nature of 
Tani social organization.  
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3 Adaptive social strategies 
3.1 Social units 
All Tani groups exhibit segmentary lineage systems.2 The main organizing 
principle is that of a patrilineal line of descent. All Tani groups recognize a pat-
rilineal line of descent, and all Tani groups practice exogamy in relation to the 
patrilineal line of descent. Depending on the group, the precise details of organ-
ization will differ – often considerably – in terms of levels of organization and 
their social functions. However, the basic principle of exogamy in relation to a 
patrilineal line of descent is always maintained.  
Many (perhaps most) Tani groups recognize at least two ‘levels’ of social 
organization in terms of descent groups, which we will here call ‘clan’ and 
‘sept’. The clan is understood as a common patrilineal descent group, which 
shares a common ancestor. Marriage within groups which are recognized as 
clans is strictly forbidden perhaps throughout the Tani area. Clans in turn divide 
into septs, which in essence function as extended families. In modern Tani soci-
ety, individuals’ surnames are often derived from the name of their sept; 
however, this is far from universal.3 For example, most individuals in the Galo 
tribe have surnames which correspond to their sept name, such as Rɨbaa, Rɨnaa, 
Baasar, and so on. A sept such as Rɨbaa functions as an extended family, and 
while this particular sept is quite large – certainly numbering in the hundreds of 
individuals – Rɨbaa will unhesitatingly refer to one another as brothers, sisters, 
etc., support one another in disputes, and reciprocally perform a wide range of 
social and ritual functions. Although Rɨnaa are somewhat removed from the 
Rɨbaa in terms of strict family relations, by virtue of their assumed common 
descent within the same clan (in this case, sons of the legendary common 
ancestor Ato Karko), marriage between these septs is strictly prohibited (cf. 
Figure 1 in §3.2). 
Although the ethnographic sources on Tani groups are relatively meagre 
and sometimes of questionable accuracy, we can at least see that similar types 
of arrangements are found in most groups. For example, among the Apatani, 
‘the society as a whole is divided into clan (halu), sub-clans (tulu), constituting 
2 There is a considerable literature treating the nature and subclassification of segmentary 
lineage systems, which I am not in a position to review in its entirety here (a good gen-
eral account may be found in Barth 1973). A fully contextualized study of Tani lineage 
systems has yet to be conducted, and in fact awaits adequate ethnographic studies of the 
individual Tani groups. 
3 The practice of using fixed, permanent surnames, or ‘titles’, appears to be a recent in-
novation in the Tani area, and surnames can have many sources depending on the group, 
sub-group or area in question. Some surnames derive directly from a sept name, while 
others may derive from the name of an ancestor, a locality, or a clan grouping, and still 
others appear to have been deliberately constructed. A full study of Tani surnames, their 
motivations, structures and sources would be worth conducting, however it falls beyond 
the scope of this chapter. 
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ritual units and lineages (uru) whose members reckon their presumed or real 
kinship and common ancestry through the paternal line’ (Bouchery 2015ms: 2). 
Similarly, among the Bori, one of the Eastern Tani groups, halung refers to both 
clan and lineage (Kumar 1979: 114).  
It is common to find clan-based societies throughout the hill groups sur-
rounding the Tani area, including among non-Tani groups such as the Hruso, 
Idu, Bangru, Puroik, etc. However, the practice of tracing clan lineages becomes 
particularly pronounced among the Tani, who claim to have oral genealogical 
records which illustrate the emergence of every one of their septs as the off-
spring of a given ancestor. The genealogical records of the Tani function as a 
means of clan organization and serve to maintain social cohesion, especially 
given the relatively large size of most Tani groups. 
At the same time, it is clear that this system is subject to change and even 
deliberate manipulation. From time to time, it is noticed that the clan records or 
sept nomenclatures of one group do not correspond to the records recounted by 
another group, meaning that conflicts can naturally arise. Discussions, disputes, 
and even entire conferences are regularly held in the Tani area to attempt to 
resolve such conflicts, and large books and compendia of the results are regular-
ly published (Geiyi Ed. undated, All Modi Welfare Society 2006). Nevertheless, 
as a general framework, the genealogies of Tani groups serve as a collective 
source of social cohesion and are regularly referred-to when making group deci-
sions in daily life (for example, when maintaining common clan hunting and 
fishing grounds, and when establishing ownership over animals such as the 
semi-domesticated mithun [Bos frontalis]).  
However, Tani groups also recognize social units above the clan. This is 
the topic of the next section. 
3.2 Extensions of social units 
One very notable feature of Tani social organization is the tendency to form 
alliances, or groupings above the level of the clan. For example, among the 
Minyong, two macro-groupings are generally recognized, resembling a moiety 
system: the kuumɨŋ and the kuurɨ (Roy 1960: 210). Apatani society is reportedly 
also bifurcated into the Dübo asso and the Tin asso (von Fürer-Haimendorf 
1980: 78). To understand how these social units come about, it will be useful to 
understand the organization of Tani settlements. 
In traditional Tani societies, clan members lived together with other clan 
members in a cluster of houses, sharing the resources and labour responsibilities 
of their locality. Among most groups, such ‘clan neighbourhoods’ would also 
have at least one community structure of some kind, such as the Milang ŋaptək, 
Apatani lapaŋ, Padam Adi muusup or Minyong Adi and Galo dəərə, which 
were (depending on the group and the type of structure) often the traditional 
foci of ritual events and group meetings, and often also served as youth dormi-
tories. These clan neighborhoods were typically located in close proximity to 
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one another within a given area, such as a mountain hillside or plateau adjacent 
to water sources and croplands. Accordingly, such clusters of clan neighbour-
hoods give off the appearance of a single settlement, i.e. a ‘village’. And indeed, 
in the initially British and later Indian administrative contexts, they have been 
assigned labels as villages, and are treated as unitary settlements for the purpose 
of administration. However, it is often remarked that Tani speakers will lack a 
word to correspond to ‘village’ or other types of large scale social organisation. 
As Blackburn (2010: 27) writes, ‘in everyday conversation, people often refer to 
a clan neighbourhood rather than the composite village of which it is a part.’ 
However, there are terms to refer to clan neighbourhoods, such as Apatani lem-
ba or Milang yimbu, which is often and incorrectly translated as ‘village’ (for 
example in Post and Modi 2011).  
In terms of decision-making, each clan neighboorhood is effectively inde-
pendent. Thus there is no larger, hierarchical structure such as a ‘tribe’ or a 
corresponding ‘chief’ in traditional Tani societies, a fact which early British 
writers were struck by. Arthur Bentinck, in the introduction of his early 20th-
century travelogue ‘The Abor expedition’, reports his bewilderment about how 
each settlement seemed to function independently. He writes,  
though I have used the term Abors, it is name of which Abors themselves are 
ignorant and for which they have no equivalent. it covers a number of tribes, 
each of which is loosely coherent, generally by its connection with some par-
ent village, but not otherwise recognizing any community of interests or 
policy. The real unit, as the nature of the country requires, is the village, and 
each village acts independently. (Bentinck 1913: 100) 
Bentinck’s observation was only partially accurate, however. Decision-making 
at the level of the ‘village’ in Tani societies traditionally required negotiation 
among clan groups and alliances, and did not reflect the perceived authority of 
any village hierarchy or ‘headman’, such as those the British ultimately them-
selves installed for their own administrative purposes (i.e. the non-native ‘Gam 
bura’ system). An example of such clan solidarity during inter-group disputes is 
mentioned by von Fürer-Haimendorf:  
J. H. F. Williams mentions that in Riga, the largest Minyong village, political 
factions coincided with these two divisions [i.e., Kuumɨŋ and Kuurɨ] and that 
in their backing of the rival parties of the neighboring Karko tribe, the Min-
yongs were split according to their moieties (to which Williams refers as 
‘families’). (von Führer-Haimendorf 1954: 589) 
Critical to an understanding of Tani social organization is the concept of the 
‘clan alliance’. Clan alliances can be formed for several reasons and serve sev-
eral types of purpose, many of which are natural extensions of the functions of 
clans themselves. For example, clan groups can form an alliance to share re-
sponsibility over a community house, to share reciprocal labour obligations, and 
to share territories and resources such as hunting grounds and bamboo groves. 
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Most importantly however, clan alliances are formed for mutual defense against 
attacks and raids by hostile groups. As such, they are an absolutely critical as-
pect of group survival in the Tani area, and are valued correspondingly. 
For example, the Moodə of the Holon area of modern-day Milang village, 
although commonly referred to as a clan, is in fact an alliance of several clans, 
such as Kəəba, Kəətɨn, Maayom, etc. These clans are individually comprised of 
multiple exogamous septs, but share marriage relations among one another. 
However, Moodə functions in many ways like a clan does, for example in co-
habitating within a particular locality in Milang village, in sharing the responsi-
bility of defending one another in disputes, and in sharing several types of 
resource. In this way, we can see that the clan alliance functions for many prac-
tical purposes just like a clan does; however, it is not a clan in the strict sense of 
sharing common ancestry within a patrilinial lineage (Figure 1).  
FIGURE 1 – Tani social organization (example from Milang) 
Clan alliance 
Clan 
Moodə 
Kəəba Kəətɨn Maayom . . . 
Marriageable 
Baamuk Baapok Sept 
Non-marriageable 
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Furthermore, clan alliances can themselves form larger clan alliances further 
afield. For example, the Moodə clan alliance of the Milang people has alliances 
with the Boraŋ and Yɨɨraŋ clans of the neighbouring Padam group, as well as 
with the Saaro and Meeloŋ clans among the Minyong group, the Paadun, 
Paaɲaŋ and Tagi clans among the Panggi group, the Badu and Taaram clans of 
the Komkar group, the Təksəŋ clan among the Shimong group, and the Mooyoŋ 
and Aapum clans among the Paasi group. Individuals of each of these clans or 
clan groupings will refer to one another as anɨ-abɨŋ (in Adi), i.e. ‘siblings’, and 
will gain safe passage and protection when visiting one another’s areas, as well 
as mutual defense in times of conflict. Furthermore, such clan alliances will 
advocate for one another in cases of dispute, which was traditionally important 
to enable an individual to escape slavery or bondage. For example, a case of 
accidental murder in the Eastern Tani area would traditionally have been settled 
via a payment or compensation which was typically too high for most individu-
als (or even a single clan) to manage themselves. In such cases, the accused was 
required to enter a bondage relationship with the aggrieved party. However, a 
larger clan alliance could muster the resources to effect the payment, enabling 
individuals to escape the bonds of slavery. Such organization tended to push 
Tani groups to form larger and larger units, contributing to the overall elasticity 
of the Tani social system. Furthermore, it created opportunities for individuals 
to become mobile: to expand their territories of influence and relationships and 
to move and even migrate within them. Clan alliances take on the character of a 
social network – since every clan has the capacity to enter into an alliance with 
another clan, alliances which Clan A forms with Clan B, and which Clan B 
forms with Clan C, effectively link Clans A and C. This is not to say that Clans 
A and C themselves fall into alliance through this process; however, by virtue of 
the network that now connects them, events which affect Clan A may now have 
implications for Clan C and vice versa.  
3.3 Segmentation, assimilation and expansion 
As discussed in the preceding section, the formation of clan alliances has been 
an important feature of Tani social organization, both because it effectively en-
larges the population of a clan and increases the resources available to that clan, 
and because it creates possibilities for movement and interaction which would 
not otherwise be available. In this section, we will begin to outline some of the 
consequences of Tani social organization for the diachronic expansion of Tani 
groups. 
Let us first assume the existence of three clan neighbourhoods A, B and C, 
in different localities. We do not know the precise origin of the individuals liv-
ing in these clan neighbourhoods, but we assume that they have inhabited their 
corresponding areas for at least several generations, and constitute relatively 
close-knit communities speaking a relatively homogeneous variety of a single 
language. Through natural population increase and via exploitation of the sur-
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rounding resources, and assuming no major disturbances such as wars or natural 
catastrophes, the populations of clan neighbourhoods A, B and C will tend to 
grow to the extent that the area can support no further natural increase without 
conflict. Assuming a general desire to avoid conflict, another available solution 
is for some subset of a clan neighbourhood to leave the area. Here, there are 
basically two options: to forge into an uninhabited area as a settler population, 
or to join another existing population in some other locality, where there is a 
possibility of obtaining more resources.  
In the Eastern Himalayan region, it was traditionally extremely difficult 
for individuals, or even small groups, to forge into uninhabited territories un-
supported. The environment is harsh and rugged, the jungle is extremely thick, 
there are large numbers of deadly animals and plants, and activities such as 
building shelters, establishing agricultural fields, laying fencing, and so on are 
generally considered to be tasks that exceed the capacities of individuals and 
small groups. Accordingly, they are almost invariably performed by large clan-
based groups working together. This being the case, there was a strong motiva-
tion for a settler population to settle in a territory which was already inhabited 
by at least a few families, and where some of the basic nessessities of life had 
been provided for. Here, the importance of the clan alliance becomes clear: 
through formation of clan alliances, individuals and small groups from over-
populated and resource-stripped clan neighbourhood A (for example) could 
migrate to a relatively less populated and resource-rich clan neighbourhood 
established by outward migrants from clan neighbourhoods B and C. People in 
clan neighbourhood A benefit from this arrangement by lessening the pressure 
on the resources and other individuals in their clan neighbourhoods. At the same 
time, people in the offshoot of clan neighbourhood B also benefit by gaining 
additional labourers for community activities such as shelter and fence construc-
tions, field-clearing, and in particular, defense. Also importantly, settlers from 
clan neighbourhood A are potentially marriageable partners to individuals in 
clan neighbourhood B. Exchanging marriage partners through this process will, 
in turn, have the effect of further consolidating clan relationships. This process 
is schematized in Figure 2.  
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FIGURE 2 – Simplified Tani expansion schematic (differences in line strengths 
reflect differences in sizes of population transfers; solid lines indicate population 
movements, dotted lines indicate clan alliances) 
Here, note that clans A and B are in alliance, and B and C are in alliance. A, B 
and C have formed settlements A1, B1 and C1, which function as proper exten-
sions of clan neighbourhoods A, B and C. By virtue of their clan alliances, 
outmigrants from clan neighbourhood A can settle in B1 and vice versa, and B 
can settle in C1 and vice versa. In this way, even outmigrants from clan neigh-
bourhoods A and C can end up cohabitating in clan neighbourhood B1, despite 
that A and C never formally entered into an alliance. This fact illustrates the 
potential diversity of any given settlement in the Tani area, whose ancestors 
may in fact have arrived from any number of distant clan – and linguistic – ter-
ritories. This largely unknown historical diversity of origins is schematized in 
Figure 2 by question marks in the upper boxes. 
Several illustrative examples of this process can be adduced from recent 
times. For example, members of septs falling within the Moodə clan alliance 
can be found not only in Milang-speaking villages, but also in Shimong villag-
es. Similarly, members of the Minyong Tamut clan can by found in both 
Tangam and Shimong villages. Out of the 32 villages surveyed by Pertin (2009) 
in which clans traditionally recognized as falling within the Padam Adi subtribe 
now predominate, only the villages of Damro, Padu and Sili were listed as being 
exclusively comprised of traditionally Padam clans. The remaining 29 predomi-
nantly Padam villages, including Mebo, Bomjir, Dambuk and so on are settled 
by individuals with a wide range of clan origins. This is particularly true of vil-
lages found alongside the border of Arunachal Pradesh and Assam, which has 
been a prime target for settlers from upland Tani areas for several decades now 
at least. In a great many cases, individuals who are still alive today can recount 
with certainty the precise origin of their ancestors’ origins, movements, and 
circumstances of arrival, as their ancestors may have arrived only one or two 
A B C 
A1 B1 C1 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
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generations ago. And of course, many individuals alive today are themselves 
such migrants. 
Once this process is understood, it becomes clear that the traditional idea 
of ‘mass migrations’ is something of a distortion, at least where groups with 
segmentary systems such as the Tani are concerned. This idea – of a coherent 
‘tribe’ speaking a particular ‘language’, which ‘originates’ in a particular locale 
in prehistorical times and ‘migrates’ to another locale – can be found in both the 
vernacular and scholarly literatures on Tibeto-Burman-speaking groups; for 
example, in Nyori (1993) and in LaPolla (2001). However, the mass migration 
view is strongly criticized by Burling (2012), who argues that the movement of 
languages across space is not in fact typically associated with large-scale 
movements of populations across space. Certainly, such movements have oc-
curred, but more often what we find is that only a few people move, and often at 
very different times. Such ‘micro-migrations’ have also been discussed by Hu-
ber (2012).  
3.4 Agriculture 
In the preceding section, I argued that the segmentary lineage system of the 
Tani groups, together with the capacity to form clan alliances, naturally pro-
duced opportunities for group expansion and group admixture through micro-
migration to allied clan areas. Similar types of process have been described in 
relation to other groups with segmentary lineage systems, for example the Nuer 
in Africa (Sahlins 1961). In the next two sections, I discuss the additional fac-
tors of agriculture and trade. 
Tani cultures are generally identified with the practice of shifting (swid-
den, jhum, ‘slash-and-burn’) cultivation. Primary crops include a range of rice 
grains, as well as millets, maize and Job’s tear (Coix lachryma), and secondary 
crops include a range of legumes such as beans, pumpkins, taros, yams, egg-
plants, and a very wide range of leaves. However, Blench (2013) has argued 
that grain cultivation has come relatively recently to the Tani area, and that ear-
ly Tani groups must have balanced a more rudimentary vegeculture with the 
hunting and foraging strategies that they mostly retain to this day. Indeed, a 
great amount of evidence of such a rudimentary agricultural past can be found 
among Tani groups today. For example, although most hillside fields are devot-
ed to grain cultivation (see below), at least a few (called rɨktək in Adi) are 
devoted to semi-wild crops such as palms, ferns, amaranths, taros, yams and 
plantains – all crops which require relatively little attention by comparison with 
grains. Such techniques are even more prominent among groups peripheral to 
the Tani area such as the Idu, and the Puroik, who predominantly exploit the 
sago palm. If a predominantly vegecultural strategy can indeed be therefore 
attributed to early groups in the Tani area, then we must imagine these groups to 
have been much more thinly distributed on the ground than they are in modern 
times, as they would have had to exploit and travel across much larger areas. 
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This would mean that permanent settlement on a large scale would have been 
all but impossible. 
We do not yet know when or how grain agriculture would have spread 
through the Eastern Himalayan region, however we can note that agricultural 
techniques vary somewhat according to the group, and perhaps reflect an earlier 
or more complete adoption of settled agricultural techniques among these 
groups in early times. For example, while most Tani groups in the Siang River 
valley area cultivate permanent fields with anywhere from five to fifteen varie-
ties of wet and dry rices (in addition to Job’s tear, maize, millet and legumes), 
groups in the Subansiri and especially Kameng river areas seem in general to 
exploit fewer rice varieties, and seem to depend relatively less on rices than the 
Siang River groups do; for example, many Bangni groups to this day seem to 
favour sago palm over any type of grain, much like the neighbouring Puroik. 
Whatever the circumstances of the arrival of grain agriculture in the Tani 
area, we must assume that its arrival had at least two outcomes: one, settlements 
became more permanent; relatively few areas in the mountainous Eastern Hima-
layan region are even suitable for hillside cultivation, as a great many and 
perhaps most areas either too steep, or too high in elevation. Once a reasonably 
large area of land suitable for cultivation was found, settlers would have re-
mained there permanently. Accordingly, two, their populations and, in 
particular, the concentration of population in a given area, would have in-
creased.  
Tani oral histories are replete with accounts of overpopulation within a 
given area, and of the constant need for groups to locate and open up new lands 
for cultivation.4 To understand the dynamics of such movements, it will be use-
ful to understand the Tani grain cultivation system: 
The main traditional grain cultivation system in the Tani area is known as 
patat in Padam and Minyong Adi, patet in Kugɨŋ (Tangam), or pitat in Milang. 
This term basically refers to the practice of rotating a series of hillside patches 
over a period of several years. A similar term pataŋ is found in Apatani, 
although with the meaning ‘community labour’.5 
Patat cultivation involves first clearing a patch of a mountain hillside, fol-
lowed by burning away of the debris which has been left to dry. The ensuing 
rains thus enable fertilization of the field and replenishment of the soil’s nutri-
ents. These patches of land are then used for only two crop cycles.6 After that a 
new patch of hillslope is selected. In the Eastern Tani area at least, this pattern 
                                                                                                                       
4 Unfortunately, very few such histories have been made publicly available. 
5 It is likely that the Apatani term has specialized to refer to the process of organizing 
community labour – as is necessary to effectively clear and plant a hillside field, and 
perform associated and similarly large-scale tasks such as laying fencing to protect fields 
from animals. 
6 Some variation may occur according to the locality and group, however the point here 
is that the field will be used for a brief period, and then be left fallow for a much longer 
period. 
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seems to have developed into a permanent cycle in which the plot of the 
hillslope under cultivation began to literally form a circle. Using this technique, 
some of the Eastern Tani villages such as Riga, Damro, and Milang (Figure 3) 
came to sustain comparatively very large populations with up to 500 houses – in 
the thinly-populated Eastern Himalayan region, settlements of this size effec-
tively take on the appearance and character of large, cosmopolitan cities, and to 
this day, they have a somewhat commanding status.  
However, the expansion of a settlement such as Riga cannot possibly be 
infinite. There are limits to the distance that individuals can travel back and 
forth in a day to manage labour-intensive hillside fields, and there are limits to 
the suitability of land in a given area for cultivation. As population increases 
beyond the capacity of the land under cultivation, swidden cultivators have to 
constantly look for new areas for cultivation. Therefore, an extended family will 
eventually have to split. Examples of how this happens can be easily found by 
interviewing individuals who have undergone this process and are alive today. 
In a typical scenario, Brother A will remain in a village, and Brother B will 
leave for a new area. Depending on the group in question, Brother B may be the 
eldest, or the youngest, or it may be negotiated. Brother B will move into a new 
and more productive area, and once established he will try to grow and expand 
his own population base, both in the interests of increasing his group’s produc-
tivity and to increase his security. As we saw in the preceding section, the way 
he does this is by forming or exploiting alliances with various clans, some of 
which may be located in geographically distant regions with different linguistic 
profiles and tribal or sub-tribal characteristics. An interesting outcome of this is 
that while the environment of Brother A was relatively homogeneous in terms 
of clan and language profiles, Brother B now attracts a relatively diverse immi-
grant population to his area. Several concrete examples of this process can be 
identified, especially (though not exclusively) in the lowlands/Assam border 
areas. For example, among the three main traditional Milang villages of Milang, 
Dalbuing and Peki Modi, Milang is identifiable in terms of both clan and lan-
guage origins as the primary source of early migrants to both Dalbing and Peki 
Modi villages. This would have happened many generations ago, however the 
clan origins of individuals in these areas are easily traceable. More recently, 
settlements such as New Milang, located near Mariyang town, have sprung up. 
Aside from the obvious novelty of the English loanword in its name, the recen-
cy of New Milang can be seen in the heterogeneous nature of its inhabitants. 
For example, many traditionally Padam clans are found in this village, and lin-
guistically, this village is completely bilingual between Milang and Padam (in 
addition to showing multiple Milang dialects). Similarly, Goobuk and Koolung, 
which have sprung up in close proximity to Dalbuing village, has more people 
from Dalbuing than from Milang and Peki Modi, and they have in turn mixed 
with in-migrating clans from the Shimong area. 
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FIGURE 3 – Locations of Riga, Damro and Milang in relation to other villages in the 
Tani area 
To the west of the Tani area in the Apatani valley, Blackburn (2010) reports that 
only nine Apatani villages are recognised by Apatani as ‘original’. Several new 
settlements have formed during the past thirty years, however each of them ‘is 
treated as an extension of the original nine’ (Blackburn 2010: 24). Although I 
do not have data regarding the ethnolinguistic composition of these new Apa-
tani villages, it is widely known that Nyishi and Apatani mixed villages exist in 
at least some localities.  
Thus we can see that the Tani agricultural system, which fostered rapid 
population increase in areas with limited ability to support large populations, 
has operated as a ‘push factor’ to encourage outward migration from Tani vil-
lages. This fed directly into the Tani system of settlement by means of clan 
alliance, and has led to the repeated formation of settlements with mixed ethno-
linguistic origins. 
3.5 Trade networks 
The Eastern Himalayan region is very large in area for its population size, and 
some types of resources which are essential to survival are either scarce or non-
occurring. Chief among them are salt and iron, neither of which occur naturally 
in the Eastern Himalaya. Accordingly, trade with larger populations to the north 
and/or south of the Eastern Himalaya is and has always been a necessity. Since 
the Eastern Himalayan region was never incorporated into a kingdom or state 
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until the progressive British annexation of the region beginning in the late 19th 
century (Mackenzie 1884: 6), groups inhabiting the Tani area had no access to 
regular supply networks, and rivalries among tribes were not traditionally man-
aged or adjudicated by external forces. This fact, taken together with the 
difficult terrain of the Eastern Himalayan region, meant that travel to the north-
ern and southern trade frontiers was extremely dangerous, and could not easily 
be undertaken by individuals or small groups acting alone. Instead, groups with 
relatively privileged access to these plateau and plains areas acted as the prima-
ry trade intermediaries, while groups interspersed along the river valleys acted 
as middlemen. Although these traditional trade networks have mostly dissolved 
in modern times due to the easy access of factory-made goods from India and 
the closure of the de facto international border with Chinese-occupied Tibet, 
large numbers of individuals are still alive today who participated in these trade 
networks in various capacities, and I have interviewed several of them in the 
course of my fieldwork. 
Among the Eastern Tani groups, Bori and Bokar were geographically in a 
more advantageous position to access Tibetan goods (especially Himalayan 
salt), and also extended trade alliances with Bodic-speaking groups such as the 
Memba and Kamba. Towards the south, Minyong villages such as Kebang, 
which was formed as an extension of the more centrally-located Riga village, 
had almost a full monopoly over the southern trade route on the western bank of 
the Siang. Eventually, this trade monopoly went against Riga’s interests. Oral 
histories recounted by Kebang villagers describe the onset of tension between 
Kebang and its erstwhile ally Riga, and explain how they invited settlers from 
Panggi and Shimong areas in order to create a stronger population to control 
and defend their area.  
On the other side of the river Siang, large numbers of Padam villages have 
been established towards the plains. Padam settlers from Damro village suc-
ceeded in establishing a network of clans and clan alliances throughout the 
southern trade route, which placed the smaller groups to their north such as 
Milang, Panggi, and Komkar at a disadvantage. Accordingly, groups such as the 
Milang were obliged to form alliances with Padam clans and support them in 
wars against their enemies, and as a part of this process, large numbers of 
Milang left to settle in Padam areas. In modern times, several villages in the 
southeasterly eastern Siang and western Dibang valley areas such as Borguli 
and Dambuk are Padam-speaking, but have very large numbers of Milang 
clanspeople, in a few cases approaching the majority. Similar instances of alli-
ance-formation for security purposes have been noted among the Apatani and 
Nyishi groups in the Subansiri river valleys. And in the Mechuka area, the Tani-
speaking Ramo and the Bodic-speaking Memba now live in common settle-
ments due to their traditional alliances against their common Tani-speaking 
enemies to the west. Although the trade networks that in part motivated for-
mation of these alliances have nowadays collapsed, the alliances continue to 
influence daily events; for example, cases of murder and similar offenses 
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against a particular clan member are regularly responded to both by fellow 
clanspeople and by individuals who hold a traditional clan alliance with them. 
To summarize, in order to gain safe passage and access to goods in the 
Tani area, it was traditionally necessary to form clan alliances. In order to form 
an effective clan alliance, it was necessary to exchange populations. Further-
more, by moving a subset of clan’s population to a given strategic area, that clan 
was thereby able to extend its influence within that area, which in turn increased 
the likelihood of safe passage and access to goods via trade. As we can see from 
several concrete examples, both of these factors contributed to the ethnolinguis-
tic heterogeneity of villages in the Tani area. In a great many cases, such 
villages have been formed relatively recently, and the heterogeneous ethnolin-
guistic origins of their diverse residents can be easily traced. 
4 Linguistic consequences 
The preceding section §3 has outlined a set of factors which led to the formation 
of ethnolinguistically heterogeneous settlements in the Tani area. We will now 
consider some of the linguistic consequences. 
Referring back to Figure 2 (§3.3), let us assume that inhabitants of clan 
neighbourhoods A, B, and C speak noticeably different lects (whether ‘different 
languages’ or ‘different dialects’ of the same language – in the Tani area, this is 
a very difficult distinction to make). Now, settlements A1, B1, and C1 have set-
tlers with multiple ethnolinguistic origins; in particular, B1 has settlers from all 
three communities A, B and C. Almost everywhere in the world, where ethno-
linguistic heterogeneity exists in a given (internally peaceful, stable) locality, 
the tendency will be to homogenize over time. There are several ways that this 
could happen, at least linguistically. In the case of B1, settlers from A and C 
could abandon their lects and wholly adopt the lect originating from B. Or, 
community B1 could shift to the lect of a particularly populous and influential 
settler community from A or C. A third possibility – and probably a much more 
frequent scenario – is that at least some elements of A, B and/or C could be 
maintained in the common lect of B1. In other words, a sort of ‘compromise 
speech’ may emerge. Dozens of concrete examples of the emergence of such 
compromise features in modern Tani languages might be adduced, although we 
have very few published in-depth studies (two examples are Post 2013 and Post 
and Modi 2011). 
However, as McWhorter (2007) and DeLancey (2013) have argued, an ad-
ditional consequence of the admixture of lects in an adult acquisition scenario is 
that complex features of the compromise lect (i.e., the lingua franca) will tend to 
be simplified. Complex and difficult-to-learn phonological features such as tone 
will tend to be dropped, abstract grammatical structures such as person alterna-
tions will tend to be simplified or dropped, and large systems of abstract 
functors such as evidential particles will tend to be simplified or dropped. We 
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find two ways in which the Tani languages may have been shaped by such pro-
cesses:  
First, as mentioned in §1, the Tani languages in general (and to the extent 
that it can currently be reconstructed, the Proto-Tani ancestral language) have a 
relatively simple morphological profile by comparison with many other Tibeto-
Burman subgroups – for example, in lacking agreement or complex case alter-
nations such as are found in, for example, Kiranti or Tangsa, and in having a 
relatively simpler tone system than, for example, Lolo-Burmese. It is possible 
that simplification of the Proto-Tani lect or lects themselves was a result of the 
types of population admixture processes described in this chapter, coupled with 
the adoption of grain agriculture and the relatively sudden resulting population 
increase among settled Tani communities.  
However, this is somewhat speculative. What seems much clearer from 
our present perspective is that the Tani languages, in general, are simplest in 
areas with the highest amounts of traceable population admixture (perhaps im-
plying recent settlement), and most complex in areas with the most 
ethnolinguistically homogeneous composition (perhaps implying older settle-
ment). The clearest contrast that can be given is perhaps that of the Padam and 
Milang communities. The Padam are primarily concentrated nearby to an enor-
mous confluence basin, i.e. where the Siang, Sisar, Dibang and Lohit rivers join 
a number of smaller tributaries to form the Brahmaputra River in Upper Assam. 
This area has long been an ethnolinguistic contact zone and a major trading 
point, as has been recounted by dozens of early European visitors (for example 
Needham 1888). Accordingly, this was the site of the first semi-permanent man-
ifestation of state control in the area, when the British established an 
administrative outpost and school in Sadiya. And it is in this area that we find 
what may be the simplest form of Tani language – tones have been lost com-
pletely, there are few evidential particles, complex person-sensitive TAME 
systems (i.e. ‘conjunct-disjunct’ marking) are gone, and there are extremely few 
morphophonological alternations by comparison with the northern languages. 
On the other hand Milang, whose speakers have long inhabited a mountainous 
cul-de-sac on the northeastern extreme of the Tani area, has a complex tone + 
voice system, complex person-sensitive alternations, and an extremely large 
system of particles with an especially wide range of information-status func-
tions even by Tani standards. These differences in linguistic complexity 
correlate inversely with differences in the heterogeneity of the ethnolinguistic 
origins of these areas’ inhabitants.  
5 Conclusion 
The Tani languages are grammatically simpler than the languages of many other 
Tibeto-Burman subgroups, in terms of the types of ‘complexity’ parameters 
discussed by McWhorter (2007), DeLancey (2012) and others. However, 
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McWhorter’s and DeLancey’s explanations for the simplification of languages 
in terms of state formation and the spread of dominant lingua francas cannot be 
applied in the Tani area, which until very recently has never before experienced 
state control or the influence of any particular dominant population. In this 
chapter, I have argued that a range of factors may have conspired to give rise to 
the types of ethnolinguistic heterogeneity that fosters linguistic simplification as 
a result of adult language acquisition along the lines of McWhorter’s and 
DeLancey’s arguments. Specifically, the Tani segmentary lineage and clan alli-
ance systems have conspired together with the opportunities and challenges 
posed by a new type of grain agricultural system, on the one hand, and the ne-
cessities of forming trade networks, on the other, to repeatedly produce 
ethnolinguistically heterogeneous communities in the Tani area who were then 
motivated to homogenize their speech via compromise and simplification. If 
this thesis is accepted, it might simultaneously explain the linguistically simpler 
structure of the Tani languages, their status as a near-perfect dialect chain, and 
their comparatively sudden and rapid spread throughout their area. 
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erhaps no section of the Indian population has been a subject of as intense 
academic and administrative attention as the eight or so percent of India’s 
population that are termed ‘tribal’. Clearly this population does not fit into any 
neat natural category, nor does it fit into any general anthropological definition, 
nor do most of the criteria adopted by the Government of India from time to 
time for the purpose of enlisting various communities as Scheduled Tribes fit 
them. Attempts have been made to do away with the term ‘tribe’, considered as 
it is in some parts of the world to be pejorative, but no other word seems equally 
inclusive or even acceptable. Indic words such as janajati, adibasi, adimjati, 
vanajati and anuschitjati have proved to be poor substitutes for the word ‘tribe’. 
The draft National Tribal Policy of India (Government of India 2006) is the 
most comprehensive policy on tribal affairs in India drafted to date, but it leaves 
much to be desired. It does not address the underlying causes of sluggish devel-
opment in many tribal areas, and in the generally low ranking of tribals in the 
human development index in India. Inequities among the tribes, for example in 
payment or non-payment of income tax, also indicate that the National Tribal 
Policy has not addressed some major issues at the grassroots level.  
Despite that ‘tribal’ India is indeed mired with all kinds of issues and con-
tradictions, discussion and debate often take place without the knowledge – 
leave alone participation – of tribal people. I wonder how many tribal intellec-
tuals have access to the National Tribal Policy, and how many were consulted 
as it was drafted. The purpose of this chapter is to raise some of the major issues 
currently engaging tribal India, which government policy must address if it is to 
succeed.  
P 
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1 What is a ‘tribe?’ 
‘Tribe’ is one of the most widely used words in India, and yet the question of 
what a tribe is or is not has always eluded answers. One of the most common 
concomitants of this label is ‘social and economic backwardness.’1 Virginius 
Xaxa, a leading tribal scholar himself, argues that tribes have begun to see 
themselves as ‘dispossessed and deprived people of a region’ who do not claim 
aboriginality but do claim first-right to natural resources vis-à-vis outsiders or 
the dominant socio-economic groups of their area (Xaxa 2009). In certain places 
in the Northeast this claim for first-right might also be infused by larger ideas of 
self-determination and (earlier) non-identification with Indian nationalism in 
various forms. 
In many parts of India, attempts to define a tribe without reference to caste 
seem incomplete, although the differences between tribe and caste were seldom 
clear even to colonial administrators. A number of Indian sociologists and an-
thropologists, including G. S. Ghurye (1980 [1963]), André Béteille (1998), B. 
K. RoyBurman (1992) and P. K. Misra (1977), who argue that the members of 
these two categories have interacted with each other for so long in the country’s 
history that the distinction between the two is often of no significance. Some of 
them have also debated whether or not ‘tribes’ and ‘indigenous peoples’ can be 
treated synonymously. Skaria (1997) shows how the colonial agenda was re-
sponsible for the way tribes have been constructed as different from castes. 
Kapila (2008) shows the disjuncture between anthropological, official and 
popular understandings of ‘tribe’ in the context of the Gaddis, a pastoral tribe of 
northern India. I might also like to mention here my own attempt to define tribe 
as a reciprocal people (Subba 2009). 
There are many unanswered questions about what a tribe is or is not and 
these questions will continue to pose challenges in the future. This is because 
tribal identity has not followed any consistent criteria, and is therefore an inclu-
sive and heterogeneous category. The tribes in India actually represent a 
spectrum. There are tribes who number as few as 100 ranging to those who run 
into several million; tribes who are Hindus, Christians, Buddhists, Muslims and 
Animists; tribes whose members are mostly illiterate ranging to those with near-
ly 100 percent literacy; hunters and gatherers to the most advanced settled 
cultivators; nomads to city-dwellers; and so on. Indeed the internal variation 
within the category is mind-boggling, not only in respect of their various char-
acteristics but also in terms of the legal/constitutional protection/privileges 
extended to them. One may actually find the differences among groups classed 
as ‘tribes’ and ‘castes’ to be less overwhelming than the differences among 
groups classed as ‘tribes’. How does one define such a heterogeneous category? 
                                                                                                                       
1The Indigenous and Tribal Populations Convention (ILO 107) of 1957 quite clearly 
indicates this (RoyBurman 1992: 31), although the National Tribal Policy seeks to re-
place derogatory words like “primitive” and “backwardness” associated with tribes. 
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One might, for example, propose to keep ‘tribes’ and ‘castes’ at either end of a 
spectrum of ritual and hierarchical labour, but this is not easy either because 
there are numerous tribe-like castes and caste-like tribes in India. It may also be 
recalled that over two hundred ‘castes’ are waiting to be scheduled as ‘tribes’ in 
India. This is of course related to the fact that one’s ‘tribal’ status in India is not 
purely a matter of identity, community membership, land rights or traditional 
culture and values; it is also intimately bound up with the nature of one’s educa-
tional, employment, and other socio-economic opportunities. 
2 ‘Creamy layers’ 
Much of the debate over tribal status and identity revolves around the issue of 
the ‘creamy layers’. Coined in 1971 by the Sattanathan Commission, the term 
‘creamy layer’ was introduced for the purpose of restricting wealthier members 
of Other Backward Classes from availing various government reservations that 
were in principle available to them. Although the Supreme Court of India has 
made it very clear that this designation is relevant only in the context of the 
Other Backward Classes and does not apply to scheduled castes and scheduled 
tribes, the National Tribal Policy has this to say: 
Exclusion of the creamy layer among the Scheduled Tribes from the benefits 
of reservation has never been seriously considered. As we move towards, and 
try to ensure, greater social justice, it would be necessary to give this matter 
more attention and work out an acceptable system. (Government of India 
2006: 20.6) 
There seems to be a fair degree of consensus outside the world of ‘tribal’ India 
that the scheduled tribes in fact have such a ‘layer’ of relatively well-off fami-
lies and individuals, and that those belonging to such a layer should not 
continue to get the benefits of affirmative action. Over the past six decades or so 
of India’s affirmative action policies, socio-economic differentiation has clearly 
taken place in a large number of tribes, in not in all tribes, giving rise to what is 
perhaps a creamy layer in everything but the name (the Supreme Court’s ex-
emption notwithstanding). Needless to say, internal differentiation among the 
tribes themselves has emerged as a major challenge due to unequal resources, 
numbers, politico-legal and economic privileges enjoyed by various tribes or 
clans within them, etc. Cultural, linguistic and political marginalisation of 
smaller and weaker tribal groups by numerically and politically dominant tribal 
groups is another story that has not often been told in the context of tribal India, 
and it is virtually ignored by the National Tribal Policy. However, the issue of 
whether relatively well-off tribals should be subjected to ‘creamy layer’ exemp-
tions is not in fact a simple one: 
The individuals and families belonging to the creamy layer are actually a 
highly burdened group. They are expected to take care of the education and 
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employment of their close and distant relatives, help them financially when they 
are sick, and meet the expenses of their marriage and death rituals. If they do 
not fulfill these social obligations, they are ridiculed. However, if they do fulfill 
such expectations it is difficult to make any progress themselves. Some mem-
bers of various creamy layers have made huge personal sacrifices bringing up 
their siblings, cousins, nephews and nieces who live far away from their villages 
of origin. They can save very little, and cannot devote as much time and re-
sources as they need to grow in prosperity and ensure that their children 
continue to reside in the creamy layer. In fact, there are numerous examples of 
such families having slid down the socio-economic ladder during the past few 
decades. 
Any national policy on scheduled tribes should perhaps avoid actions that 
may result in the dismantling of creamy layers, because if that happens, the ef-
forts of the government over the past five decades or so to bring tribals and 
Other Backward Classes up to par with more developed communities would be 
judged as failures. Furthermore, the administrative costs towards identification 
of such individuals or families are likely to be more than the amount actually 
saved by delisting them, since the creamy layer criteria are economic rather than 
social and educational. Identification of individuals with more than 450,000 
rupees in annual income for inclusion in the creamy layer, as stipulated by the 
Supreme Court in the case of Other Backward Classes, is not difficult in the 
case of government servants and other public employees. However, it will not 
be easy in the case of many individuals in the private sector, such as lawyers, 
chartered accountants, private doctors, consultants, film artists and so on, as the 
real income of such individuals is seldom known. Individuals would have a 
tremendous incentive to be excluded from the creamy layer, so that their sons 
and daughters might continue to enjoy various constitutional privileges. This is 
also likely to encourage understatement of income by them in order to avoid 
being detected as one belonging to the creamy layer. With fierce competition 
for every medical or engineering seat, job and other opportunities, the politics of 
backwardness is only likely to be played out more intensely in future. 
3 Alienation from land and forest 
On the important issue of land rights and ownership (see Mishra, Ed. 1998), the 
National Tribal Policy has this to say: 
Ownership of land signifies livelihood, culture and identity in a tribal econ-
omy. The STs [Scheduled Tribes] usually possess lands which are infertile 
uplands. But even such as they are, these lands have also been going out of 
tribal possession on account of appropriation by exogenous forces. Poor land 
record systems in tribal areas couples with the illiteracy, poverty and igno-
rance of tribals and the greed of others have resulted in the continuous 
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transfer of resources from tribals to non-tribals for several decades. (Gov-
ernment of India 2006: 1.11) 
In a later section, the Policy declares: 
Due to the faulty processes of declaration of forests in the past, the rights of 
the tribals over their traditional land holdings in the forests have gradually 
been extinguished. Insecurity of tenure and fear of eviction from these lands 
have led the tribal communities to feel emotionally as well as physically al-
ienated from forests and forest lands. The condition of the tribals living in 
and around forests is becoming increasingly precarious and vulnerable day 
by day due to displacement threats arising out of various causes, such as in-
creasing emphasis on conservation of forests without human beings, etc. 
(Government of India 2006: 7.2) 
To address this situation, the Policy aims for ‘preventing alienation of land 
owned by STs [Scheduled Tribes] and restoring possession of wrongfully alien-
ated lands’ (Government of India 2006: 4.1), and protection of STs’ rights with 
respect to forests, including minor forest products, minerals and water bodies, 
through appropriate legislations.  
Since both forests and land fall within the jurisdictions of the states, it may 
be difficult to achieve the above objectives by simply exercising various legisla-
tive options open to the central government, which is itself responsible for 
appropriating enormous parcels of tribal land for defense and other purposes 
like railways and airports. There is also a need for engaging state governments 
politically, and for changing the mindset of the bureaucrats towards tribes; fail-
ing this, implementation of laws to stop further alienation of tribes from their 
lands and forests will remain incomplete or ineffectual. However, the draft Poli-
cy stops short of making any such proposals. 
Of late, there seems also to be a clear need to stop the tribal elite from al-
ienating the lands and forests of their fellow-villagers and community members, 
as Karlsson’s Unruly Hills shows (Karlsson 2011). If there is significant discus-
sion on the alienation of tribal lands by exogenous forces, this might, as a side-
effect, work to conceal – in line with Rata’s (2002) argument about alienation 
and rising forms of inequality within.  
4 Shifting cultivation 
Shifting cultivation is traditionally associated with tribes, be they in Africa, Lat-
in America, or South and Southeast Asia. This ancient form of domestication of 
crops, which has received tremendous technological input in some Southeast 
Asian countries in the recent past, is under attack in numerous nation-states that 
became independent in the 1940s and 1950s. The arguments against this mode 
of cultivation, which sustained human life for thousands of years and even gave 
rise to the Mayan civilization, are mainly three: low productivity, high soil ero-
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sion, and low sustainability. There are, of course, a number of counter-
arguments, which have been forcefully advanced in recent volumes edited by 
Malcolm Cairns (2007, 2015). My own arguments in favour of shifting cultiva-
tion are briefly as follows: 
First, concerning low productivity, it must first be pointed that there is a 
great variety of crops under shifting cultivation, and harvesting of such crops 
goes on daily or periodically for almost eight months in a year. It is therefore 
virtually impossible to keep an accurate account of the amount of each crop 
actually harvested over the course of a year. This is of course very different 
from mono-cropping, in which single-crop yields following the one or two year-
ly harvests are generally very clear. 
Second, regarding allegedly high soil erosion, the fault does not lie with 
the system of cultivation or its technology per se, but rather with its progressive-
ly shortening cycle. This, in turn, is due to various endogenous and exogenous 
factors. However, there is in fact no erosion of soil during the long fallow peri-
od, when shrubs and trees grow abundantly and prevent the wind and rain from 
eroding the soil. By contrast, the terraced and permanent cultivation areas that 
the government wants to see replacing shifting cultivation in most areas do not 
have even a few years’ respite from erosion, for such areas are permanently 
exposed to the two most important factors contributing to soil erosion: wind and 
rain.  
Third, as concerns the low sustainability of population in areas under shift-
ing cultivation, I would argue that hill agriculture cannot be as sustainable as 
plains agriculture under any circumstances due to the relatively low fertility of 
upland soil, relatively longer crop gestation periods, and the challenges posed 
by physical terrain. These factors will continue to constrain productivity and 
population sustainability no matter what is the technology of cultivation. 
History can also be brought to witness here. Had shifting cultivation in fact 
been detrimental to the environment in upland areas, as is so often argued, the 
region called Northeast India would presumably not figure in the world’s list of 
biodiversity hotspots – but, unlike the majority of lowland areas in India, it does 
(Mittermeier et al Eds. 2004). Instead of doing away with this form of cultiva-
tion, which takes care of the pH value when the land is set on fire, and 
accomplishes nitrogen fixation when legumes are grown, the state should per-
haps focus instead on population control, ban chemical insecticides and 
fertilizers, and stop bringing more and more areas under wildlife sanctuaries and 
biosphere parks, which further shorten the cycle of shifting cultivation and con-
tribute to its unsustainability. 
The forest department officials put the blame on shifting cultivation for 
almost anything bad that happens such as the floods and elephant attacks on 
human beings. This cannot be dismissed as the willful ignorance of a few offi-
cials, for they do influence government policies, which are already biased 
against this form of cultivation. For instance, the Draft Tribal Policy says: ‘Ef-
forts will be made to increase production through conversion to settled 
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agriculture, where possible, with linkage to easy credit and markets and assured 
irrigation’ (Government of India 2006: 9.15). The Nagaland Government, for 
example, has long sent out ambassadors of settled cultivation (mostly Angamis 
and Chakhesangs for whom settled cultivation is a tradition) to those tribes 
which practise slash-and-burn agriculture. Furthermore, in many places the 
tribes themselves are converting their lands into settled cultivation for growing 
orchards, tea, rubber or other such cash crops, which is not only leading to fast 
depletion of biodiversity but also resulting in a new class of landowners – be-
cause those who do so are given the incentive of having that plot of land 
registered in their own names. For instance, among the Chang Naga community, 
land is being increasingly privatized as a result of such state-subsidized farms. 
If this trend continues unabated, it could soon bring an end to the communal 
form of landownership that prevented landlessness for thousands of years.  
In fact, there is a powerful pro-environment argument in favour of shifting 
cultivation. First of all, a plot of land remains under some vegetal cover at least 
during the fallow period, which is now reduced to three years in many parts of 
the region, which prevents erosion of the soil for at least that period. Second, a 
hoe or dibbler used in shifting cultivation causes minimal disturbance to the 
topsoil, unlike ploughs or mechanized tilling tools. Third, because of multi-
cropping, the cultivated area remains under some kind of vegetal cover almost 
for eight out of twelve months in a year, which also reduces soil erosion. 
Fourth, cultivated areas provide at least some food throughout most of the year, 
not only to the cultivators, but also to wild birds and to animals belonging to the 
cultivator of the land. 
The government’s unhappiness with this form of cultivation may well be 
related to the fact that it cannot easily show in its annual reports how much food 
was produced in a given year in a given area in order to decide how much reve-
nue it should collect from the cultivators. At the same time, many shifting 
cultivators are also unhappy, as this form of cultivation is becoming increasing-
ly tedious with lower economic returns due to less time available for the land to 
recuperate its lost fertility and lack of manpower for cultivation. Instead of good 
harvests, many are facing more and more aggressive weeds. Above all, howev-
er, the younger generation is mostly uninterested in this form of cultivation. 
Even less educated youths with few economic prospects increasingly opt for 
wage labouring in many areas rather than toiling in their ancestors’ fields, and 
chasing away wild monkeys, bears and elephants almost daily. That said, there 
is also a notable counter-movement among educated Naga, who have begun to 
defend shifting cultivation as a symbol of their identity, and even romanticize 
living in the field houses constructed on trees.  
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5 Influx of outsiders 
The problem of outsider influx is an unavoidable feature of almost all tribal 
areas in India. Influx of outsiders began as early as the colonial days, and has 
increased rather than lessened in recent years. Many outsiders living in tribal 
areas cannot easily go back to the places they or their ancestors came from, be-
cause not only have they lost their moorings in their places of origin, but having 
lived where they do for the past several generations they have become culturally 
different from those in their places of origin and similar with those in their plac-
es of present habitat.  
The outsiders were actually welcomed in the beginning when there was 
plenty of land and there were few local people willing to work on construction 
of roads, or educated enough to teach in schools and serve in hospitals. Outsid-
ers control most of the trade and commerce in the region. Marriages between 
local women and outsider men have been quite common since the early days, 
and so were traditions of adopting outsiders as members of existing clans, or the 
creation of new clans to accommodate the outsiders within a community. Out-
siders often adopted the language and culture of the local people at the expense 
of their own. However it is only during the past four to five decades that the 
outsiders have started to become so numerous and entrenched that they have 
started to pose a threat to the cultural and political identities of local tribes, most 
of whom are numerically rather small. The two most notable examples are those 
of Tripura and Sikkim, in which the indigenous and previously dominant tribes 
have been transformed into insignificant minorities in their own homelands due 
to the influx of people from outside. Even large regional groups like the Mara-
this and the Assamese have reacted violently to outsiders, be it against the 
Nepalis and Bengalis in Assam in the early 1980s or the Biharis in Maharastra 
in 2008. 
This phenomenon cannot be simply wished away. The demands of global-
ised markets, skills distribution and development processes often result in 
redistribution of people across vast geographical areas whether or not this is 
favoured by the laws of the land. In general, if employment opportunities are 
poor, there is little or no immigration even if it is encouraged by the people or 
the state. But if employment opportunities exist, immigration takes place no 
matter how unwelcoming the people are about outsiders. Hence, population 
redistribution leading to heavy influx in some areas is perhaps inevitable and 
sometimes even consciously promoted by the state – as was the case as in Sik-
kim and Tripura. 
What is significant to observe in Northeast India recently is the out-
migration of youths belonging to both local and outsider communities, whether 
it is for better educational and employment opportunities, or due to some push 
factors in the region. The skilled and educated tribal as well as non-tribal youths 
are increasingly moving out of the region and thronging cities like Bangalore, 
Pune, Mumbai, Chandigarh, Hyderabad and New Delhi. Even the seasonal and 
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annual exodus of large numbers of unskilled labourers from tribal areas of cen-
tral India to India’s metropolises has not gone unnoticed. The ‘creamy layer’ of 
Northeast India is investing in real estate in cities like Delhi and Mumbai on the 
plea that many of their own traditional localities have become ‘dangerous’ are-
as, with no scope for the future and no peace for now. The usual refrain one 
hears from the youths is ‘there is no night life’, or ‘there is no scope for em-
ployment’, although the reasons that actually drive them out of the region are 
perhaps more complex than that. While the issue of large scale migration of 
non-tribal people to Northeast India is of serious concern, the Policy needs to 
confront the issue of migration of tribal people to various urban destinations 
within India, particularly in view of the ‘racial’ attacks on them. 
6 Tribes and territories 
The association between tribes and territories is pointed out in almost all im-
portant discussions on tribes. Members of every tribe are believed to have a 
sense of belonging to a particular territory whether that territory is mythical or 
real and whether or not such a territory is actually under their control and own-
ership. What is new about this association is the desire to redraw political and 
administrative boundaries along the cultural boundaries of a tribe, or conglom-
eration of tribes, such as the Naga, Bodo and Mizo.  
The desire for political unification of cultural areas is not new, but has 
been nourished by cultural groups such as the Germans, the Turks, the Swedes 
and the Han Chinese, among many others, for centuries. Tribal India is full of 
such aspirations. Some groups, such as the Naga, have been able to draw con-
siderable international attention, whereas others, like the Zomi Re-unification 
Organisation, are only now laying the groundwork for similar demands. 
It is often true that cultural boundaries are far older than political bounda-
ries, but what is ignored is the fact that while political boundaries tend to be 
rigid and resilient once they are drawn, cultural boundaries are always fluid due 
to both voluntary and involuntary migrations of people for various reasons like 
war, epidemics, employment, land for cultivation, trade and pastoralism. What 
is important to understand is why such aspirations exist and are nurtured across 
the globe. What purpose does it serve if, for instance, all Nagas live under one 
nation-state? Is that at all possible to attain? I for one would not think so. 
7 Tribes and identity 
Issues of identity are perhaps the most significant issues of tribal India. Many 
tribal people are nowadays dissatisfied with their traditional tribal identities, not 
only because of whatever objectionable features they may feel inhere in them, 
but also because significant social, economic, political, and even religious 
changes have taken place among many tribes. In many cases, traditional tribal 
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identities seem unable to adapt to such changes. Many also do not find that their 
tribal identities sufficiently address issues of advancement and development, 
and are therefore engaged in the construction of broader identities that can have 
a more significant political voice. Many tribes outside India’s Northeast have 
undergone sweeping acculturation or detribalization processes which have ren-
dered them indistinguishable from their non-tribal neighbours. There are others 
who are reinventing their language, culture and religion with the hope of being 
included as the Scheduled Tribes of India. There are still others who have 
moved away from their cultural milieu due to religious conversion. They are at 
the same time reinventing their traditions and adopting them as true markers of 
their identity.  
Such issues of identity are not of course unique to tribes. The issue of trib-
al identity, or the consequences of its loss of identity, becomes more important 
if tribes are seen as segmentary societies and castes as organic. That tribes are 
often seen as an organic part of caste societies, as they are often absorbed at the 
bottom of caste hierarchy and/or are often considerably ‘Hinduised’, perhaps 
makes the issue of tribal identity a lot more complex than that of caste identity. 
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1 Introduction 
ery little is known about the linguistic history of the Eastern Himalayas. 
Bhutan, in particular, has been mostly absent from academic enquiry. The 
only prehistoric archaeological study in Bhutan was Meyer et al. (2009), who 
found that by circa 4280 ± 130 cal BP there was human inhabitation in north-
western Bhutan, as evidenced by the presence of cereals (barley) and over-
grazing and trampling, which would be evidence of yak pastoralism. Meyer et 
al. speculate that those prehistoric inhabitants migrated south from Tibet, but it 
is not yet clear whether or not there are any modern remnants of that culture in 
Bhutan. Ongoing genetic research suggests that Bhutan has been continually 
inhabited for at least the past 10,000–20,000 years, if not longer (Peter deKnijf, 
in personal communication). Historical reports begin only in the past fifteen 
hundred years, with Tibetan chronicles detailing the invasion of Tibetans into 
Bhutan, coercing the indigenous people there to become Buddhists (Hoffman 
1975). We are still very far from knowing what effects this and the remaining 
unknown past has had on shaping the current ethnolinguistic picture. 
                                                                                                                       
1 Some of the ideas in this chapter have been presented at the 22nd International Confer-
ence on Historical Linguistics, the 48th International Conference on Sino-Tibetan 
Languages and Linguistics, and the second meeting of the International Consortium for 
Eastern Himalayan Ethnolinguistic Prehistory and I am grateful to the participants there 
for their comments, especially Mark W. Post, George van Driem, and Karma Tshering. I 
would like to acknowledge the assistance of Nathan Hill and Stephen Morey, who of-
fered valuable comments on a previous draft of this paper. I am also indebted to Karma 
Tshering, André Bosch, Sarah Plane, Kuenga Lhendup and Gonpo Tenzin for assistance 
with data collection. This work has been generously funded by a Discovery Project 
award from the Australian Research Council. Of course, I alone am responsible for the 
content in this chapter.  
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One line of inquiry into the past is through linguistic archaeology. 
Southworth (1974) appears to be the first use of the term ‘linguistic archaeolo-
gy’, which he further elaborates upon in Southworth (2005). This 
interdisciplinary sub-field endeavours to reconstruct a socio-linguistic context 
for the ancient linguistic forms reconstructed based on data present in daughter 
languages. Linguistic archaeology draws on five subfields in linguistics: histori-
cal-comparative linguistics, linguistic palaeontology, sociolinguistics, 
glottochronology/lexicostatistics, and philology. Central to the endeavours of 
linguistic archaeology is the assumption that words and their forms can be re-
constructed, and that direct inferences can be made with regard to the nature of 
the proto speech community. For example, Mallory (1991) demonstrates that we 
can attribute stockbreeding to the proto Indo-European community based in part 
on the fact that forms for ‘sheep’, ‘cattle’, ‘goat’ and ‘pig’ can be reconstructed 
to the proto language. The aim of this paper is to use linguistic archaeological 
methods in order to make inferences regarding the past culture of people who 
spoke an older form of East Bodish. 
Linguistic archaeology has been particularly successful in providing in-
sights into the Proto Austronesian-speaking culture’s natural world and material 
culture (including crops and domesticated animals, metals, clothing, cultural 
practices, etc.) based on lexical reconstructions. For example, Blust (1995) re-
constructs words for ‘typhoon’ and ‘snow; ice; frost’ for Proto Austronesian, 
suggesting that the people who spoke the proto language lived in an environ-
ment where there were typhoons and snow, ice or frost (fitting the picture for 
Taiwan). Based on faunal terms that reconstruct, Blust (1995) shows that Proto 
Austronesian speakers were familiar with monkeys, squirrels, pangolins and 
sharks. A considerable amount can also be inferred about Proto Austronesian 
speakers’ economy. Blust (1995) shows that this culture was familiar with rice 
agriculture, based on reconstructible words for ‘paddy’, ‘harvested rice’ and 
‘cooked rice’. In addition, they also exploited several millet species. Blust 
(1995) goes on to identify root crops (such as wild taro), tree crops, domesticat-
ed animals, means by which animals were captured (hunting and fishing), food 
preparation, tools and implements, settlements and housing, clothing, music, 
social organisation, disease and death, and the spirit world. 
Another well-known study examined 77 lexical items from close to 200 
Native American languages in order to make inferences about the cultural im-
pact of European contact (Brown 1999). Rather than look to reconstructions, 
this study looked at words for items which were know to come through Europe-
an contact (such as ‘rice’, ‘chicken’, ‘soap’, ‘Saturday’) and examined how the 
languages acculturated the item lexically. The conclusions included the observa-
tion that different sociolinguistic patters led to different acculturation patterns. 
In the case of both Blust (1995)’s and Brown (1999)’s study, a language’s lexi-
con led to inferences about a culture’s past social history. 
Linguistic archaeology has been put to some use in the Tibeto-Burman 
language family. Bradley (1997a), for example, compares crop terms in the 
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Burmic subgroup (Lisu, Sani, Lahu, Nosu, Akha, Burmese), specifically identi-
fying terms for ‘grain’ (as a general term), ‘rice’, ‘millet (Setaria and 
Panicum)’, ‘sorghum’, ‘buckwheat’, ‘barley’, ‘wheat’, ‘Job’s tears’, and 
‘maize’. Of these, Bradley (1997a) proposes that ‘rice’, ‘Setaria millet’, and 
‘sorghum’ can be confidently reconstructed to Proto Burmic and therefore used 
by speakers of the proto language.  
The aims of this paper are most similar to those in Mallory (1991), Blust 
(1995) and Bradley (1997a). The focus here will be on the East Bodish (a sub-
branch of Tibeto-Burman) economy lexicon; we will go through a small subset 
of comparative East Bodish data as a means to ascertain what words reconstruct 
to Proto East Bodish and as such what can be inferred about the cultural practic-
es of the people who spoke the proto language, with a focus on grain and dairy 
terms. The East Bodish languages will be introduced in §2; §3 presents the 
comparative data and proposes reconstructions; and §4 summarises the findings 
and offers some conclusions. 
2 Background 
2.1 East Bodish languages 
Of the nineteen languages in Bhutan, seven belong to the ‘East Bodish’ family 
of the larger Tibeto-Burman family. The term ‘East Bodish’ was first used by 
Shafer (1954) to identify a cluster of languages which appeared to be closely 
related to Tibetan, but were not Tibetic languages, or direct descendants from 
Old Tibetan. As shown in Hyslop (2013), the East Bodish languages are lexical-
ly united by a set of numerals and a few other core vocabulary items. East 
Bodish languages are spoken in Central and Eastern Bhutan (e.g. Bumthap, 
Kurtöp, etc.), the adjacent region in Tibet (e.g. Dzala) and some languages in 
Arunachal Pradesh (e.g. Dakpa). The general understanding in the field has 
been that the parent of East Bodish languages would have been a sister language 
to Classical Tibetan, making the modern day East Bodish languages ‘cousins’ to 
the Tibetic language, including Dzongkha (e.g. Bradley 1997b). Of course, it is 
also possible that the apparent similarity between East Bodish and Tibetic lan-
guages could be attributed to language contact. The exact placement of East 
Bodish within Tibeto-Burman remains unknown, a fact which is compounded 
by the dearth of published research on East Bodish languages. 
The East Bodish language group comprises seven languages which are 
spoken in an area that ranges from the shared Indian-Bhutan border, just north 
of the point where the Brahmaputra river turns south into Bangladesh, as far 
east as the Indian state of Arunachal Pradesh, and north into Tibet. This region 
spans elevations of as low as 300m in the south, and upward of 7,000m in the 
North. Inhabited areas range from 300m to approximately 4,000m (see Figure 
1).  
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FIGURE 1 – Approximate location of East Bodish languages2 
Beginning in the southern region of Bhutan, Khengkha is spoken by approxi-
mately 40,000 speakers. Chamberlain (2004) presents a phonological analysis 
and proposed an orthography but otherwise very few Khengkha data have been 
published. Adjacent to the Khengkha’s northwestern region is the Hengke lan-
guage, spoken by approximately 15,000 speakers. There is considerable 
diversity within this group, such that people from some regions may not neces-
sarily understand each other. However, in the absence of detailed descriptive 
work form several villages, it is not possible to coherently argue in favour of or 
against the varieties spoken in this region to be best grouped as one or more 
languages. Aside from data presented here and in Hyslop (2013, 2014), Hengke 
data have only appeared in Nishida (2009). Immediately east of the Hengke 
region is Bumthap, a language with approximately 30,000 speakers. A gram-
matical sketch of Bumthap has recently been made available in English (van 
Driem 2015). Kurtöp has received the most attention, with several articles and 
theses, including a full reference grammar (Hyslop to appear). Dakpa and Dzala 
are spoken on the eastern edge of the East Bodish region. Dakpa has perhaps 
50,000 speakers spread across Bhutan, Tibet, and Arunachal Pradesh while 
Dzala has perhaps 40,000 speakers, primarily in Bhutan and Tibet. Hyslop and 
Tshering (2010) offer some data and analysis on Dakpa and van Driem (2007) 
                                                                                                                       
2 Elevation data were obtained from Jarvis et al. (2008) and synthesized by Joseph 
Lehner. 
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presents data for both and offers the observation that the two seem to form a 
subgroup within East Bodish (a claim also substantiated in Hyslop 2013). The 
smallest language in the family is Chali, with around 1,000 speakers. Other than 
the few lexical items presented in Hyslop (2013, 2014), Chali is completely 
undescribed. Obviously, there is still little work on the subfamily as a whole, 
but Hyslop (2013) does provide evidence that links the languages together into 
one family. 
Despite the paucity of data, some observations regarding the phonology of 
Proto East Bodish can be offered. All of the synchronic languages have a robust 
three-way voicing (voiceless unaspirated, voiceless aspirated, voiced) contrast 
at labial, dental, and velar places of articulation3. All languages also have palatal 
stops but it is clear with comparative evidence that at least some of those stops 
are recent innovations from velar or labial plus palatal glide combinations in 
syllable onset position. Several but not all varieties of East Bodish languages 
also have retroflex stops. As such, it should be possible to reconstruct a three-
way voicing contrast at minimally labial, dental, and velar places of articulation; 
whether or not palatal stops will reconstruct is a matter of ongoing research; 
retroflex stops do not reconstruct to Proto East Bodish. Dental affricates, dental 
fricatives, and palatal fricatives are also found in all languages and as thus prob-
ably reconstruct as well. To date, one language (Bumthap) also has retroflex 
fricatives, the origin of which is still unclear. All East Bodish languages have a 
voiced rhotic and lateral and four voiced nasals (labial, dental, palatal, velar) as 
well as a voiceless lateral. Some of the varieties also have a voiceless rhotic and 
voiceless sonorants, though in these cases the diachronic development via son-
orant-obstruent consonant clusters is usually obvious.  
In terms of vowels and suprasegmental features, we can propose a tenta-
tive five vowel inventory for Proto East Bodish: /i, e, a, o, u/. Khengkha and 
some varieties of Kurtöp have retained this while other languages have more 
complex systems. The variety of Hengke spoken in Phobjikha, for example, has 
these five cardinal vowels plus /y, ø, ɔ, æ/. Some of East Bodish languages have 
contrastive vowel length (open syllables only) and some also have nasalisation. 
It is clear the vowel length has recently developed via loss of a coda consonant 
while nasalisation has recently developed via loss of a nasal coda or a borrow-
ing from Dzongkha. All of the languages have contrastive tone following 
sonorant consonants. It is not yet clear if this is to be reconstructed to the parent 
                                                                                                                       
3 In this way the East Bodish languages look very similar to Tibetic languages. Differ-
ences in the phonology are found elsewhere, however. A systematic comparison of Proto 
East Bodish phonology with that of Tibetic or other languages that have been called 
“Bodish” is beyond the scope of this article, but one difference between, say Central 
Tibetan or Dzongkha and the East Bodish languages is in the tone system. Whereas for 
East Bodish languages tone is predictable following (most) obstruents (see Hyslop 2009) 
the situation for Central Tibetan and Dzongkha is more complicated (see, for example, 
Caplow 2009 for some discussion). 
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language or if all the daughter languages have undergone the same tonogenetic 
developments; this is a matter of ongoing research.  
There has not been enough detailed grammatical analysis of enough East 
Bodish languages to say much about aspects of grammar that reconstruct to the 
parent language. Preliminary observations show that the grammatical forms are 
substantially different across the different languages and not as easily recon-
structible. Much more research is needed in this domain.  
2.2 Sound changes 
Despite the paucity of available data, there has been some work identifying 
sound changes which can be used to reconstruct Proto East Bodish. Hyslop 
(2013) proposes a few sound changes used to put forth a tentative phylogeny of 
East Bodish. Slightly updated versions of these sound changes and some newly 
identified sound changes are shown in Table 1.  
TABLE 1 – Sound changes within East Bodish4 
Sound change Conditioning 
environment 
Da Dz Ku Bu Kh Ch He 
l > j all/unknown   x x x   
a > e unknown x x      
e > i unknown x x      
e > i preceding coronals       x 
a > æ preceding coronals       x 
o > ø preceding coronals       x 
u > y preceding coronals       x 
khw> ɸ Syllable onset     x   
kr, khr, gr > ʈ, ʈh, ɖ Syllable 
onset/unknown 
 x x     
krV, kwV > rV+H, 
wV+H  
Syllable 
onset/unknown 
x x x - - x x 
gj > j Syllable 
onset/unknown 
x x      
kj, khj, gj > c, ch, ɟ Syllable onset   x x x   
kjV, khjV, gjV > 
kjV+front, khjV+front, 
gjV+front 
Syllable onset       x 
u > o unknown x x      
 
The above table represents the current state of the art with regard to East Bodish 
sound changes. In many cases we have found exceptions to these sound changes 
and as such more work is still needed to refine the conditioning environment 
                                                                                                                       
4 An ‘x’ indicates we have evidence that the sound change has happened in the language 
while an ‘-‘indicates we have evidence that the sound change has not happened in the 
language. If a cell is left empty that indicates we are lacking the necessary data to know 
one way or the other.  
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and be able to account for borrowings. For example, both kr > ʈ and krV > rV+H 
are easily seen in Kurtöp, as in Kurtöp ʈoŋ ‘village’ and rá ‘hair’ versus 
Bumthap kroŋ and kra. We may eventually find out that the sound changes ac-
tually characterise different stages of the language; for example, perhaps the 
sound change krV > rV+H happened first but then Kurtöp borrowed a Tibetic 
word for ‘village’ and later the sound change kr > ʈ happened.  
Despite the uncertainties, the above observations offer some help as we 
move forward into reconstructing some aspects of Proto East Bodish. See 
Hyslop (2013) for more details and examples of some of the above. 
3 Data and reconstructions 
With the relevant background information in place we can turn to the data and 
examine what reconstructs to Proto East Bodish, lexically. Table 2 shows syn-
chronic East Bodish grain terms in all seven languages, represented using IPA. 
If a cell is left blank it is because we have not been able to confirm presence or 
absence of the grain in the speech community. Use of ‘N/A’ indicates we con-
firmed the speech community does not use the grain. For example, in the case of 
Bumthap, we were able to confirm that Broomcorn millet is not used; as such 
‘N/A’ is written in the cell. However, we are still researching use of the grain 
within the Kurtöp speech community and so that particular cell is left blank. 
TABLE 2 – Grain terms in East Bodish languages 
Gloss Da Dz Ku Bu Kh Ch He 
‘maize’ uʃom aʃam bakchukpa ɐʃɐm ɐʃɐm ahamar geza 
‘paddy’ dep dep mras mras;  
mrat 
mras t͜ ɕaŋbu sem 
‘husked rice’ depzi depzi cʰuŋ ʈʰuŋ ʈʰuŋ tɕʰuŋza tɕʰum 
‘cooked rice’ to to ipa zama  to zumala to 
‘broomcorn 
millet’ 
choŋ choŋ  N/A jon jon  
‘finger millet’ khre khre ʈʰe koŋbo koŋko koŋpu t̠͜ ɹ̝ʰe 
‘foxtail 
millet’ 
món món ran N/A ran ran  
‘wheat’ ko ko go go kar kar kar; zẽ 
‘barley’ ná ~ ne na nas nat na: nâ nɛs 
‘bitter 
buckwheat’ 
brem bremo brama branma brama brama brɛm 
‘sweet 
buckwheat’ 
kjabre kjabre cara carae cere tɕara gere 
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Beginning with terms for ‘maize’, we see at least three roots used within the 
languages and it is not possible to reconstruct a term to Proto East Bodish. 
Dzala, Bumthap, and Khengkha all use the term aʃam and the Dakpa term uʃom 
term is clearly derived from the same root. Note that aʃam is also the Tshangla5 
form for ‘maize’. The Chali form ahamar may also be related to this root but 
there is not enough data from Chali in order to ascertain whether or there are 
regular correspondences between the sounds in the Chali word and the reflex in 
other East Bodish languages. Kurtöp is the only language to make use of the 
term bakchukpa; it is not known where this term originates from. Hengke geza 
is borrowed from Dzongkha geza. The fact that a term for ‘maize’ does not re-
construct is not surprising as maize is a new world crop, only brought to Bhutan 
within the past 500 years. It is hypothesised that Proto East Bodish was spoken 
at least one millennium prior to this. The other grains, however, presumably 
were in use in Asia at the time Proto East Bodish was spoken. 
We also see several roots when looking at the terms pertaining to rice. 
Within the East Bodish languages we can identify terms for ‘paddy’ versus 
‘husked rice’ versus ‘cooked rice’ even if for some languages ‘paddy’ and 
‘husked rice’ are homonymous. The form mras is found in Kurtöp, Bumthap 
and Khengkha, perhaps borrowed from an older form of Tibetan (cf. Written 
Tibetan ḥbras6). Dakpa and Dzala have a different root, dep, which also occurs 
in their word for ‘husked rice’. The origin for dep, along with Chali t ͜ɕaŋbu and 
Hengke sem is unknown. Terms for ‘husked rice’ also vary, involving both the 
root dep and a form with a voiceless palatal or retroflex initial, followed by a 
high back vowel and velar nasal. Note that the Bumthap and Khengkha forms 
are probably borrowed as there is no evidence for native retroflexes in either 
language.  
 The Bumthap and Chali forms for ‘cooked rice’ are nominalisations of the 
verb zu ‘to eat’. Dakpa, Dzala, Khengkha and Hengke to is probably a borrow-
ing from Dzongkha to. Kurtöp ipa is of unknown origin.  
Millet terms also show remarkable variation within the family. Broomcorn 
millet (Panicum miliaceum) is not used by all communities who speak East 
Bodish languages; it is not grown in the Bumthang region and its status in the 
Kurtöp region is unknown. In the Hengke-speaking region there is variation; for 
example, millets are not used in Phobjikha but are in regions of lower elevation, 
such as Tshangkha. Even there, though, the presence or absence of Broomcorn 
millet has not yet ben confirmed. Dakpa and Dzala communities use the term 
choŋ while in Khengkha and Chali the form jon is used. Foxtail millet (Setaria 
Italica) is also absent in the Bumthap-speaking region and in Phobjikha. For 
Dakpa and Dzala speakers this grain is referred to as món while in Kurtöp, 
                                                                                                                       
5 Tshangla is Bhutan’s second largest language in terms of speakers and the lingua fran-
ca of eastern Bhutan (van Driem 1998). 
6 See Sagart (2003), who first posits a form *mras for ‘paddy’ and Hill (2011) who 
shows how the Tibetan form has developed from older *mras. 
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Khengkha and Chali Foxtail millet is ran. Finger millet (Eleusine coracana) is 
the only millet for which all East Bodish languages have a term. We see two 
different roots in the languages. The Kurtöp and Hengke terms are retroflexed 
version of Dakpa and Dzala khre while Bumthap, Khengkha and Chali all have 
forms with a root koŋ. 
East Bodish terms for ‘wheat’ seem to reflect three different roots. Kurtöp 
and Bumthap go and Dakpa and Dzala ko are perhaps related to Written Tibetan 
gro. A form kar is used in Khengkha, Chali, and some varieties of Hengke, like-
ly borrowed from Dzongkha7. The Tshangkha variety of Hengke uses the word 
zẽ, for which no source is currently known.  
The lack of common roots for ‘maize’, ‘rice’, and millet terms makes re-
construction impossible, suggesting that these crops were not used by speakers 
of Proto East Bodish. Instead, after the breakup of the family, different language 
groups adapted new terminology as they acquired the grain8.  
While it is not possible to reconstruct maize, rice and millets to Proto East 
Bodish, we do see evidence in favour of reconstructing ‘barley’, ‘bitter buck-
wheat (Fagopyrum tataricum)’ and ‘sweet buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculentum). 
For ‘barley’, all East Bodish languages have a monosyllabic form beginning 
with n. The following vowel is low in all languages except for Hengke and 
some varieties of Dakpa, for which is it is e. The sound change a > ɛ when pre-
ceding a coronal is typical for Hengke and so nɛs is a regular reflex. Likewise, s 
> t in coda position is a sound change in some varieties of Bumthap and Kurtöp 
and as such the form nat in Bumthap is predictable. Not enough is known about 
the sound changes in the other languages to be certain that the reflexes are pre-
dictable but nonetheless we can confidently see that the forms are all derived 
from the same root, which we tentatively reconstruct as *nas.  
We can more confidently reconstruct both ‘bitter buckwheat’ and ‘sweet 
buckwheat’ to Proto East Bodish. *branma remains as branma in Bumthap but 
coda n is dropped in the other languages. The sound change a > ɛ is again re-
flected in the Hengke form brɛm and the loss of the final vowel is also a regular 
sound change. The change a > e is also reported in Dakpa and Dzala, and as 
such it is not surprising to see to see forms with e in place of a. It should be 
highlighted however, that the Dzala form has a final o in place of a. This is like-
ly the result of influence from Written Tibetan brabo. Sweet buckwheat 
reconstructs as *kjabre, with all languages showing a reflex except Hengke, 
which has replaced the native term with the Dzongkha term. kj- palatalises in all 
East Bodish languages except Dakpa and Dzala. The first vowel fronts in 
Khengkha and diphthongises in Bumthap; the motivation for these changes re-
                                                                                                                       
7 The synchronic Dzongkha form for ‘wheat’ is ka:. However, the coda -r is recon-
structible based on the spelling in ’Ucen: དཀར་ <dkar>. 
8 Note that being able to identify the source of all the disparate terms, and an understand-
ing of how their history reflected adoption of the new grain technology, in each 
language, would offer considerable support to this hypothesis. However, in most cases 
this is not known and remains a matter of ongoing work. 
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mains unknown. As mentioned above, a > e is a common sound change in 
Dakpa and Dzala and is reflected in the second syllable of the reflex. The lack 
of fronting of the first vowel in the Dakpa and Dzala reflexes is probably due to 
conditioning environment of the a > e sound change, which is still a matter of 
research. 
While it is not yet possible to understand all the detailed sound changes 
which have given rise to the modern East Bodish reflexes for ‘barley’, ‘sweet 
buckwheat’ and ‘bitter buckwheat’, we can reconstruct a term for the three 
grains to the parent language shared by modern East Bodish languages with 
some confidence. Ultimately, of course, we will need to explain all the sound 
changes in the modern languages, in addition to the replacement of the Hengke 
reflex for ‘sweet buckwheat’ by the Dzongkha equivalent. This is certainly a 
different picture than that for the other grains. 
All modern East Bodish-speaking populations also rely heavily on dairy 
production for their livelihoods. Table 3 presents dairy terms in the modern East 
Bodish languages.  
TABLE 3 – Dairy terms in East Bodish languages 
Gloss Da Dz Ku Bu Kh Ch He 
‘milk’ jo jo ɟu dʒu dʒu dʝu gy 
‘buttermilk’ tarba tarwa tarwa tarpa       t̪arwa t̪arwa dau 
‘cheese’ tʃhur; 
phrom; 
phrum 
phrom phrum phrum phrum phrum phrum; 
d̥atshi 
‘whey’ tarchu; 
churgu 
churbu churkhu ʈʰakhuk tɕʰorko tɕʰurkʰu daːtʃʰu 
 
We easily see more similarity in dairy terms across the languages than we saw 
with most of the grain terms. Words for ‘milk’, ‘buttermilk’ and ‘cheese’ appear 
to readily reconstruct to Proto East Bodish. We confidently reconstruct ‘milk’ as 
*gju. The initial consonant is lost in Dakpa and Dzala and the vowel is lowered. 
Again, both these sound changes are seen elsewhere in the language though 
further data is needed to understand the precise conditioning environment. All 
of the other languages, except for Hengke, show palatalisation of the onset clus-
ter. Hengke keeps the velar initial but fronts the vowel, another sound change 
which is found in the language elsewhere. Reflexes for ‘buttermilk’ are almost 
identical in all the languages; we reconstruct a form with -pa as the second syl-
lable, based on the Bumthap form and that we have seen pa > ba > wa 
elsewhere. We three roots for ‘cheese’. Kurtöp, Bumthap, Khengkha and Chali 
all have phrum and Dzala similarly has phrom. Some varieties of Hengke makes 
use of the East Bodish form phrum while others have borrowed Dzongkha 
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d ̥atshi. Dakpa also has East Bodish phrom and phrum in addition to Tibetan 
tʃhur. We reconstruct *phrum to Proto East Bodish, noting that Dakpa and 
Dzala have lowered u to o, as has been seen elsewhere. It is worth noting that 
this root is not unique to East Bodish as it is found in Archaic Tibetan as well to 
mean yoghurt and buttermilk.9 We assume the sound change u>o has resulted in 
the Dzala and Dakpa reflex phrom, noting that some varieties of Dzala have 
borrowed the form with the high vowel, probably from neighbouring Kurtöp.  
Finally, looking at the different words for ‘whey’, we see a different pic-
ture. In Chali, Khengkha, Kurtöp and some varieties of Dakpa we see a form 
which probably reconstructs as *churkhu, and is etymologically cheese-water 
(cf. PEB *khwe). However, the root for ‘cheese’ is the Tibetan word for ‘cheese’ 
and thus probably a borrowing into these languages and not reconstructible to 
Proto East Bodish. The Tibetic root for ‘cheese’ is also present in the Dzala 
form churbu. Hengke daːtʃʰu is a borrowing from Dzongkha. Bumthap has a 
unique first syllable in ʈʰakhuk; the etymology for this remain unknown though 
we suspect it is borrowed as there is currently no evidence for Bumthap to have 
retroflexes in native words. 
The grain and dairy terms which we can reconstruct to Proto East Bodish 
are summarised in Table 4. Because we can reconstruct the grains ‘bitter buck-
wheat’, ‘sweet buckwheat’, and ‘barley’, we can assume the people who spoke 
Proto East Bodish were familiar with these crops and made use of them. We 
have also reconstructed a term for ‘milk’, which should not be surprising as any 
culture would be expected to have a word for milk. We have tentatively recon-
structed a word for ‘buttermilk’ and ‘cheese’, milk products which would 
suggesting that the people who spoke Proto East Bodish were milking cows or 
yaks and producing cheese.  
TABLE 4 – Reconstructed East Bodish grain and dairy terms 
Gloss *Proto East Bodish 
‘milk’ *gju 
‘buttermilk’ *tarpa 
‘cheese’ *phrum 
‘barley’ *nas 
‘Bitter buckwheat’ *branma 
‘Sweet buckwheat’ *kyabra 
 
                                                                                                                       
9 I am grateful to Nathan Hill for consulting Bstan lha’s dictionary of archaic terminolo-
gy in order to ascertain this for my benefit.  
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4 Summary and conclusions 
The East Bodish language group remains one of the least described sub-families 
within Tibeto-Burman yet is important for our understanding of the cultural 
history of the Eastern Himalayas. We have tried in this paper to make some 
contribution by looking at terms for grains and dairy products from a historical 
perspective. We saw that most of the grains did not reconstruct to Proto East 
Bodish. In other words, we do not think that the people who spoke Proto East 
Bodish used rice, millets, or wheat. We also offered lexical evidence against the 
reconstruction of a term for ‘maize’, which we already knew was not used in the 
eastern Himalayas at the time when Proto East Bodish would have been spoken.  
Lexical evidence, however, does favour the reconstruction of ‘barley’, ‘bit-
ter buckwheat’, ‘sweet buckwheat’, ‘cheese’ and ‘buttermilk’. We can therefore 
put forth the hypothesis that speakers of Proto East Bodish cultivated these 
crops and were dairy farmers. However, it should also be pointed out that we 
have not ruled out the possibility that similar terms for these grains and dairy 
products have been borrowed into the different East Bodish languages inde-
pendently. For example, it could be the case that these grains and dairy 
technology were introduced into East Bodish speaking communities after the 
breakup of the family10. However, unlike for the other crops, where different 
language groups show evidence of borrowings from disparate languages, the 
East Bodish speaking communities were all exposed to the same source. If this 
turns out to be the case, it would still be worth noting that there appeared to be 
only one source for ‘buttermilk’, ‘cheese’, ‘barley’, ‘bitter buckwheat’ and 
‘sweet buckwheat’. That is, regardless of whether or not we state Proto East 
Bodish had words for ‘buttermilk’, ‘cheese’, ‘barley’, ‘bitter buckwheat’ and 
‘sweet buckwheat’ but not for rice, millets, or wheat, the lexical evidence do 
suggest that the former group were somehow different than the latter group 
when it comes to how East Bodish speakers interacted with these. 
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1 Introduction 
raditional narratives provide reliable data on clause structure, vocabulary, 
and morphology and thus documenting verbal artistry has increasingly be-
come a standard language documentation best practice. But verbal artistry also 
re-forms language for its own artistic purposes. Robbins Burling recognized this 
in his analysis of the ‘humble’ nursery rhyme, where across several languages 
he finds a repeated pattern of 16-beat verses. He says, ‘If these patterns should 
prove to be universal, I can see no explanation except that of our common hu-
manity. We may simply be the kind of animal that is predestined not only to 
speak, but also, on certain occasions, to force our language into a recurrent pat-
tern of beats and lines.’ (1966: 1435).  
The analysis of a Meitei traditional narrative provided in this article demon-
strates one way in which humans force language into recurrent patterns for 
rhetorical effect. Third person narratives share organizing principles that appear to 
be universal. These principles are based on intonation and pauses (Tedlock 1977, 
1983, Sherzer 1982, and McLendon 1982), lexical repetition (Halliday and Hassan 
1976) and syntactic constituency (Hymes 1981). These organizing principles create 
constituents, e.g., pause phrases, intonational phrases, and familiar syntactic and 
                                                                                                                       
1 To Robbins Burling, thanks for many conversations at conferences from Assam to Ari-
zona and for everything you’ve done for the support of language and culture in Northeast 
India. The following Meitei speakers gave generously of their time and expertise in tran-
scribing and translating the narrative discussed in this article: Radhe Sham Singh for 
introducing me to the narrator, Harimohon Thounaojam Singh for his excellent ear and 
help with transcription, and Somi Roy for his elegant translations. Thanks to Tony 
Woodbury for teaching me how to appreciate poetics. This work was supported by a 
Junior Fellowship from The American Institute of Indian Studies (1989–1990) and Re-
search Initiative Grants from the University of North Texas (1996–2000), and a Charn 
Uswachoke International Development Fund award (2006–2007). 
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morphological constituents such as clauses, phrases, and words. Woodbury (1985, 
1987) demonstrates an overarching organizational principle of narrative that con-
spires to create what he calls ‘rhetorical structure’. In the default, independent 
organizational ‘components’ correspond in their chunking of narrative. To signal 
special meaning such as suspense or heightened emotion, however, expected corre-
spondences can be skewed. This paper investigates the implications of rhetorical 
structure for language documentation. In particular, grammar presented in narra-
tives should be analyzed keeping in mind that overall narrative organization can 
modify sounds, morphology, and syntax for artistic effect. This paper is organized 
as follows: §2 demonstrates the rhetorical structure of a narrative from the Tibeto-
Burman language Meitei showing the default overlaps between prosodic, syntactic, 
and lexical organization; §3 points to unusual grammatical facts due to rhetorical 
structuring. Following the conclusion in §4, I provide in §5 a detailed rhetorical 
structure transcription of the narrative under consideration following in general the 
conventions of Woodbury (1987). 
2 Rhetorical structure of a Meitei narrative 
This section illustrates the rhetorical structure, created through the default and 
skewed alignments of different phrasings, of a traditional narrative from the 
Tibeto-Burman language Meitei. Meitei (also known as Manipuri, Meiteilon) is 
a Tibeto-Burman language spoken by approximately 1.2 million people primari-
ly in the Imphal valley of Manipur, a northeast Indian state.  
Meitei exhibits typical features for Tibeto-Burman languages of the region 
including verb final clause structure, unique differential A and P marking (Chel-
liah 2016), clause chaining, high agglutination and low synthesis, and small 
tone inventory. Details on Manipuri grammar can be found in Chelliah (1997). 
Meitei is a high vitality language; not only do children speak the language in 
most functional domains, they can tell stories from the canon of Meitei 
folktales. Core stories from the canon, including the one discussed here, can be 
found with sound files, interlinear analysis and cultural notes in Chelliah (forth-
coming). 
The narrative discussed in this article, Hənúba Hənúbí Pán Thabə Wári 
(The story of the planting of Pan by Old Man and Old Woman) (HHPT), was rec-
orded in the course of fieldwork towards language description conducted by me 
in Manipur in 1986. The narrator is a native Meitei speaker and professional 
storyteller, Mr. L. Kalachand Singh of Imphal, Manipur. The narrative was tran-
scribed and translated with the assistance of my consultant, Mr. Ningomba 
Mangla, also of Imphal, Manipur. Translations and transcription were later re-
fined through discussion with Dr. Harimohon Thounaojam and Mr. Somi Roy. 
The genre title in Meitei is puŋga wári, ‘fireside story’ (Soibam 1987). The lan-
guage used in these stories is colloquial as opposed to the literary style used for 
the narration of religious epics. Meiteis are well acquainted with the characters 
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in these stories. Plots may vary slightly with each telling depending on the audi-
ence and the narrator. As with most traditional Meitei fireside stories, HHPT 
contains multiple episodes with main and sideline plots. These are summarized in 
(Table 1) which is divided roughly into episodes and categorized loosely using 
Labovian episodic analysis (Labov 1972): 
TABLE 1 – Summary of HHPT using Labovian episodic analysis 
Abstract (formulaic beginning, summarize the narrative)  
A long time ago, there lived a married couple. 
Orientation (scene setting, background information) 
They decide to plant a vegetable garden, specifically to plant taro. 
Complicating Action (move action forward) 
A monkey chief tricks the old man into planting cooked taro. The monkeys steal 
the taro. The couple is duped. The couple takes revenge.  
Evaluation and Resolution (states why the story is worth telling) 
The monkeys are fooled and chased away. Humans are more clever than 
monkeys.  
Coda (formulaic ending) 
‘That is where I’ll end for today.’ 
 
At this point, the reader may wish to turn to §5 to read a translation of the story 
in full. This section also includes a transcription of the rhetorical structure of the 
narrative HHPT. 
2.1 Prosodic phrasing 
To study the prosodic organization of HHPT I created a transcription of the au-
dio file and divided the transcript into ‘lines’ (Tedlock 1977, Woodbury 1987). 
Lines are composed of a single word or string of words which end with a clearly 
discernible terminal pitch which in the default is followed by a short pause. In 
the transcription, lines are numbered on the left; lines which follow without 
separation of pause are preceded by a (%). Flushed to the right hand margin is 
an indication of the terminal pitch of the line. Possible terminal pitch sequences 
are listed in Table 2.  
TABLE 2 – Line terminal pitch values 
H signifies rising pitch  
L signifies falling pitch  
H+ signifies emphatically high pitch, characterized by a strained voice quality, 
falsetto and a clipped (shortened) vowel  
L+ signifies emphatically low pitch, characterized by a guttural voice quality 
and softness  
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!H signifies membership in a sequence of H, where lines echo each other in 
rhythm.  
!L signifies membership in a sequence of L, where lines echo each other in 
rhythm.  
!L+ signifies !L with emphatic low pitch  
 
The unit higher than the line is the group which is a collection of lines. Groups 
are indicated and numbered in the transcription where they begin, at the left 
hand margin, as G followed by the group number. A taxonomy of group types is 
given in Figure 1.  
 
  
FIGURE 1 – Prosodic group types in HHPT  
There are two basic group types: the DEFAULT and the HIGH. In most languages 
of the world, a non-falling intonation indicates that the speaker has more to say 
whereas a falling intonation indicates that nothing more need follow.2 In keep-
ing with this, a default group follows a H...L schema, that is a series of lines 
with an H (Hn) terminal pitch, where the last line of the group has L (Ln), where 
n=any number. In the DEFAULT SEQUENTIAL group H is rewritten as 
(H)!H(H)(!H) and L is rewritten as ((!)L)(!)L+, where the parentheses signify 
optionality. The L group is a series of !L followed by !L+. Default groups end 
with an L that is characteristically L+ or !L+. 
There are two types of HIGH groups. The terminal pitch sequences of such 
groups form an obvious unit because of their characteristic H+ endings, often ac-
companied by emphatic intonation and loudness. In addition final lines of such 
groups can exhibit a marked lack of expected pause. High groups follow a Hn... H+ 
schema. High complex groups exhibit the following schema: {(!Ln) 
(Hn)}(!Hn)}L2...(H)H+, where the raised 2 indicates any number up to two.3 The 
                                                                                                                       
2 This should not be taken to mean that illocutionary types model similarly in Meitei: 
declaratives typically have a phrase final falling intonation but interrogatives have a 
typically phrase rising-falling intonation. The effect of tone and pragmatics on speech 
acts and intonation needs to be studied further. 
3 There is no instantiation of !LnHn!HnLn, thus the necessity for bracket notation. 
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internal L of the high complex group does not exhibit the characteristics of a de-
fault group final L. Additionally, it interacts in an interesting fashion with other 
prosodic features within a group; typically it appears before a group ending with an 
H+ where the final line has a marked suppression of pause. Its function seems to be 
to act as a ‘false ending’ to a group, creating a sub-group within group, adding 
dramatic effect to the final H+ that is to come. Table 3 gives an exhaustive listing 
of groups along with a specification of group type, line terminal pitch sequences 
within the group and the characteristics of group terminal pitch transcribe by ear 
and confirmed by instrumentally. 
An example of a Default H group is given in (1). This is group (16), which 
consists of lines 49–54. The number of seconds at the end of a line is indicated 
in angled brackets if that pause is notably longer than other pauses in the narra-
tive, e.g., line 49 ends with 1:08 second pause. There is a marked suppression of 
pause between (51) and (52) and this is indicated by the %. A sudden fall in 
pitch is indicated by the asterisk. 
 
(1) (G16) 
49. háydə́nə, magi núpí ə́sínə <1:08>  (H)  
 so.saying his woman this.one 
 
50. mukhí pán    (H)  
 best.variety arum 
 
51. phəzəkhərə́bə nóy-nóy   (H) 
 being.beautiful very.plump  
 
52. %(hék)    (H) 
 just.now  
 
53. *lə́wbədu    (L) 
 taking.that.out 
 
54. laytə́ŋ ə́mə  puthorəkʔí (.) <1:27> (L+) 
 basket one brought.out  
 
Table 3 should be read as follows: Column A indicates the group number; Col-
umn B lists the lines which belong to this group; Column C indicates the group 
type (D = default group; DS = default sequential; LG = low group; HG = high 
group; HC = high complex); Column D indicates line terminal pitch sequences 
within the group (numerals indicate number of instantiations); and Column E 
indicates the characteristics of group terminal pitch; V^ = strained vowel; and [] 
= line with marked suppression of pause, 
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TABLE 3 – Taxonomy of group types 
A B C D E 
G1 1-2 D HL+  
G2 3 LG L+  
G3 4-5 HG  HH+ V^ 
G4 6-7 HG HH+ V^ 
G5a 8-10 HC H2L  
G5b 11-12 HC HH+ V^,strained ,[]  
G6 13-16 DS !H3L+ V^ 
G7 17-19 D HLL+ soft 
G8a 20-26 HC !L3H3L  
G8b 27 HC H+  V^,[] 
G9 28-30 D HL+  [] 
G10 31-33 D H2L+  
G11 34-35 D HL+ [],soft 
G12 36-39 LG !L3L+ soft 
G13 40-43 D H5H+ V^ 
G14 44-45 D HL+  
G15 46-48 D H2L+  
G16 49-54 D H4L2+  
G17 55-57 HG H2H+ [],V^ 
G18 58-63 D H4L+  
G19 64-65 D HL+ [],soft 
G20 66-68 D H2L+  
G21 69-71 D H2L+ soft 
G22 72-74 LG !L2L+  
G23 75-76 D HL+  
G24  77-82 DS H!L4L+ soft 
G25 87-90 D  H7L+ [],soft 
G26 91 LG  L+ [],soft 
G27  92-100 DS H4!L4L+  
G28 101-102 D  H2L2+  [] 
G29 107-108 D H3L+  
G30  109-112 D H2!H2L+  
G31 114-117 DS  H!2HH2L+  
G32 119 D HL+  
G33 120-127 DS H2!H5L+  
G34 128-129 D  HL+  soft 
G35 130-142 DS  !H5H6LL+ soft 
G36 143-145 HG H4+  [],strained 
G37 146-147 D HL+  
G38 148-159 DS H!H4H5L+  
G39 160-162 LG !L2L+  
G40 163-174 DS H!H4H5L+   
G41 175-179 D  H4L+   
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A B C D E 
G42 180 D  HL+ [] 
G43 182-184 HG  (HL)HH+ [],strained 
G44 186-187 D H2L(HL)L+ soft 
G45 192 LG L+  
G46 193-198 D H5L+  
G47 199-200 D HL+  
G48 201-203 D  H2L+  
G49 204-209 D H5L+  
G50 210-213 D H3L+   
G51 218-219 D H6L+  
G52 221-229 DS H5!H3HL+  
G53a 230-232 HC H4L  
G53b 233-234 HC H+ V^ 
G54 235-236 D HL+ V^ 
G55 237-240 D H3L+ [] 
G56 241-244 D H3L+  
G57 245-254 D H8LL+ [],soft 
G58 255 LG L+ [],soft 
G59 256-258 D H3L+   
G60 259 LG  L+ soft 
G61 260-272 D H5(HL)H2L+ soft 
G62 273-275 D H2L+  
G63 273-281 D H5L+  
G64 282-287 D H4L+  
G65 288 HG HH+ [],strained 
G66a 290-295 HC H!H3L2  
G66b 296 HC H+ V^ 
G67 297-300 D H4L+  soft 
G68 301-307 DS H!H2H4!H4!L3!L+  
G69 308-316 DS  H2!H2H7L+  
G70 317-328 DS  H5!H3H!H3L+  
G71 329-341 H H2H+ V^ 
G72 342-344 D H2L+  
G73 345-346 HG LH+ V^ 
G74 348 DS  !H6L+  
G75 350-354 D H4L+  
G76 355-356 D HL+   
G77 357-358 D  HL+   
G78 362 D H8L+  
G79 363-373 D H8L+  
G80 374-382 D H8L+  
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An example of a default Sequential Group, Group 6, is given in (2). Here we 
find a sequence of three metrically similar lines, all with final H high pitch and 
culminating with a line with emphatic low pitch.  
 
(2) (G6) 
13. ə́sum háynə: (!H)  
 thus that.way  
 
14. ə́ní ə́sí:  (!H) 
 two this   
 
15. čannə-čínnənə: (!H) 
 with closeness 
 
16. palləbə(.) < :80> (L+) 
 living 
 
The narrative is not a collection of loosely juxtaposed prosodic groups. Instead, 
cohesive devices work to provide a unified texture to the narrative (Halliday and 
Hasan's 1976). Sentence internal cohesion is obtained through the use of adver-
bials as those listed in (3). These connectives occur within and across clauses. 
Interestingly, they occur regularly at the boundaries of prosodic groups where 
they serve to establish cohesive semantic relations, e.g., causal (G5–6, 69–70, 
78–79); temporal (G8–9, 34–35, 39–40, 45–46 51–52), referential (G12–13, 32–
33, 52–53a), adversative (G10–11), and additive (G31). A morphological analy-
sis for each of these forms is given in Chelliah (1997). 
 
(3) a. ə́du ‘this’  
 b. ə́dudə ‘at that, and, but’ 
 c. ə́dugi ‘of that, for that’ 
 d. ə́dugumbə ‘like that’ 
 e. ə́dunə ‘then, therefore, thus, that’ 
 f. ə́dunidənə ‘in that way’ 
 g. ə́sum ‘thus’ 
 h. mə́dudi ‘that’  
 i. mə́sidə ‘in this’  
  
Consider now the relationship between prosodic groups, syntactic constituents, 
and pauses. There are default interactions between the edges of groups listed in 
Table 3 and lines as constituted by the occurrence of pauses: out of 79 groups, 
66 end with notably long pauses. The length of pause is indicated in angled 
brackets < >. The lack of pause at the end of group clearly feels like a suppres-
sion of a natural prosodic break. This suppression is used for special effect such 
as the rapid back and forth of conversation between the old man and monkey 
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chief; a quick sequence of actions; or a tight link with a following group indi-
cated by a well-placed connective, i.e., adverbials or quotatives at the edge of 
the Group. In fact, there is a repeated and therefore expected association be-
tween clauses, prosodically defined groups and connectives. For the most part, 
the ends of clauses coincide with ends of prosodically defined groups. This is 
true for 73 syntactic units; for example, in G4, G7, G20, G24 there is one 
clause per prosodic group and in G25, G29, G35, G37, G38 there is more than 
one clause per prosodic group. But in exceptional cases clauses can be spread 
out between two or more groups. In these instances, an adverbial or quotative 
occurs at a group boundary. An example is provided in (4). 
 
(4) (G15) 
46.  O! <1:26> H 
 O! 
 
47.  pu-puthorəkʔu H 
 bring-carry.out  
 
48.  ə́y tharəge <1:20> L+ 
 I will.plant 
 
 (G16)  
49.  háydə́nə, magi núpí ə́sínə <1:08> H 
 so.saying his wife this 
 
50.  mukhí pán H  
 best.variety taro  
 
51. phəzəkhərə́bə nóy-nóy H 
 being.beautiful plump.plump 
 
52.  %hek H 
 just 
 
53. * lə́wbədu L 
 which is 
 
54.  laytə́ŋ ə́mə puthorəkʔí. <1:27> L 
 basket one brought.out 
 
Line (49) ends a Group and coincides with a long pause but line (50), the begin-
ning of a new Group, begins with a quotative that refers back to line (49). In this 
way, the mismatched overlay of syntactic constituents on prosodic groups caus-
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es an underlying raggedness which is mitigated through the use of the connec-
tives and quotatives. 
2.2 Lexical cohesion 
Lexical cohesion is obtained through repetition of a phrase or word or a part of 
a phrase or word. This repetition, or what Halliday and Hasan call ‘reiteration’, 
allows for the identification of a previously introduced concept in a new frame 
of reference. Repetition within prosodic groups is frequent: G30 (lines 109–
110); G40 (lines 171–172); G41 (lines 178–179); G46 (lines 195/196–198); 
G48 (lines 204–205); G56 (lines 244–245). An example is provided in (5) with 
the repeated portions bolded. 
 
(5) (G41) 
176. túren khoŋbándə hə́wbə, H 
 stream at.the.canal growing 
  
(G42) 
177. khoŋbándə hə́wbə lə́mbán ə́čəwbədu purəkʔə́gə, 
 at.the.canal growing plant that.big.one after.bringing 
 loynə thazəlləmme.  H 
 all planted.over.there 
 
Often, cohesion through repetition is accomplished through the head-tail linking 
construction (Thurman 1975) where the final content of a clause is repeated as a 
converb at the beginning of an adjacent clause as in (6). 
 
(6) (G30)  
109. [khétle háyrə́gə, čə́phú ə́mədə 
 scrape having.done pot in.a 
 
 phəǰənə ŋanthokpiro] <1:00> H 
 beautiful steam 
 
110. ŋanthokʔe háyrə́gə, lá-látóndo H  
 steam,won’t,you having.done top.of.banana.leaf 
 
Tail-head linkage across prosodic group boundaries is especially effective in 
tying together the narrative. See (7) and (8). Here, at the end of the prosodic 
group, we see the line end (pause), and syntactic boundary coincide to form a 
hard break in the flow of the narrative. The repetition at the beginning of new 
prosodic group, line, and syntactic unit, reinitiates narrative flow. 
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(7) (G62) 
275 khə́rúŋ ə́čəwbə ə́mədə hápčəllu.<1:18> H 
 pot big one.in put 
 
 (G63) 
276. hápčillerə́gə, <1:02> H 
 putting.in.when 
 
(8) (G9) 
30. thə́bə́k khə́rədi təwbə čummína. <0:95> L+ 
 work some do is.desirable 
 
 (G10) 
31. čummídá íbémmá H 
 it.is.desirable dear.woman 
 
Other examples of repetition across prosodic groups are in G9–10 (lines 29–30); 
G50–51 (lines 214–216); G53a–53b (lines 238–239); G62–63 (lines 276–277) ; 
G66b–67 (lines 297–298) ; G70–71 (lines 331, 329–330) ; G75-76 (lines 356–
357, 358). 
Finally, interjections, indicated in the transcription through underlining and 
bold font, are also repeated for rhetorical purposes. Interjections interact with pro-
sodic phrasing in that they occur line initially. Increased amplitude and higher pitch 
bring interjections in sharp focus. They function to introduce the speech of charac-
ters as in G13-15 and G35-36, where the old man and woman converse and in 
G26-34 where the old man and the monkey chief converse. Repetition of the inter-
jections functions to match up adjacency pairs especially when there is a verbal 
duel taking place between characters. Predictably, adjacency pairs begin with dif-
ferent, non-repeated, interjections when signifying the close of conversational 
exchanges, as in the beginnings of G13-15, 33-34. Following a similar pattern, 
interjections mark off sections of the monologue delivered by the old man as he 
complains about the effects of the curry on his body. In the first two sections, 
marked by ‘Eh!,’ he identifies his problem and states his symptoms. In the con-
cluding section, which begins with the same interjection he blames his wife for his 
condition.  
3 Grammar, pronunciation, and rhetorical structure 
Clause chaining, intonational and pause structuring, and lexical repetition create 
strong cohesive bonding between these episodes. It is important for the lan-
guage documenter to recognize that grammar can be bent to these rhetorical 
needs. For instance, in order to get an equivalent number of syllables in 36–38, 
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the narrator breaks a morphological word (37 and 38 together would constitute 
that word) into two, i.e., lines 37 and 38. See (9) for this example. 
 
(9) (G12) 
36. mə́sídə !L 
 regarding this 
 
37. phəgədə !L 
 good. 
 
38. bəsidi !L 
 that is 
 
Note that phəgədəbəsidi is usually pronounced with low initial pitch and rising 
pitch through the word. Here it is broken into two so that pitch is reset for each 
portion. In addition, instead of ending with high pitch, it ends in low. Other ex-
amples of morphological words broken between lines are in 197–198 and 308–
316. 
Both vowel length and vowel clipping (extreme shortening) are used for 
rhetorical purposes. In lines 13–15 for example, final vowels are all lengthened 
and then the Group final line, line 16, appear with L final pitch and clipped 
vowel with heavy stress. This is not ‘normal’ pronunciation and should not be 
used for phonemic analysis. 
 
(10) (G6) 
13. ə́sum háynə: !H 
 thus that 
 
14. ə́ní ə́sí: !H 
 two this 
 
15. čannə-čínnənə: !H 
 with closeness 
 
16. palləbə,^ <0:80> L+ 
 lived 
 
Word order can be highly stylized and is not reflective of core syntax. In (11) 
for example the agent final order is highly unusual; in fact, in conversation, 
agents, as is common for this area, first person agents, are rarely expressed. 
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(11) (G37) 
146. ‘héy! núpí mə́wá lə́wde ə́y. H 
 What! wife your word don't take I 
 
These are a few examples of how verbal artistry reshapes language for artistic 
purposes. While language documentation and preservation must include data 
from traditional narratives, the documenter/descriptivist must understand both 
grammar and rhetorical structure to appropriately separate form from artistic 
function. 
4 Discussion and conclusion  
In a recent plenary address, Anthony Woodbury stated that 
Documenting verbal artistry . . . promotes grammatical and lexical investiga-
tion both by necessity—so we can access the material at a basic level—but 
also encourages deep inquiry to the nature and plasticity of speakers’ 
knowledge of grammar and lexicon . . . [because] verbal art mobilizes the au-
thentic structures, categories, and processes of grammar (Woodbury 2015).  
There is no argument that the documentation of verbal art is of the utmost value 
to the language documentation process and to the revitalization of language and 
cultural practices such as storytelling. Documenting Meitei puŋga wári provides 
an excellent complement to grammatically focused documentation because data 
from these stories yields expressive language rarely seen in data garnered 
through introspection, elicitation, or experimentation. But additionally, it is 
clear from this Meitei example, that narrators create an extra layer of structure, 
i.e., rhetorical structure. This structure must be fully understood in utilizing nar-
rative data for phonemic, morphological, and syntactic analysis.  
5 Rhetorical structure transcription of HHPT 
The following is a rhetorical structure transcription of Hənúba Hənúbí Pán 
Thabə Wári ‘The Story of Old Man and Old Woman Planting Taro’. The fol-
lowing conventions have been used to try to bring to life the prosodic and other 
phrasing organization: adverbials: underlined and italic; falsetto: bold italic; 
interjections: underlined and bold; loud, emphatic: bold; marked suppression of 
pause: []; no pause preceding phrase: %; soft: italic strained voice quality: ^; 
sudden fall or rise in pitch *; by way of clarification: <>; group number 
(Gnumber ); line number Arabic numerals followed by period; pause in seconds 
<>; line terminal pitch (H), (L), (H+), (L+), (!H), (!L), (!L+). 
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1. tháyna (H) 
 long 
 
2. tháyna mə́maŋŋəydə (L+,G1) <1:43>  
 long during 
 
3. mígə láygə səmnəriŋəydə 
 man and god and during the joining together 
 
 kal ə́dudə (L+,G2) <1:48> 
 time at that 
 
4. hənúbə hənúbí: (H) 5. palləmmi.^ (H+,G3) <3:36> 
 old man old woman  lived 
 ‘A long long time ago, in the era when the gods and man lived together, 
there lived an old man and woman.’  
 
6. ə́ní ə́sí ə́súkki-mə́tík (H) 7. nuŋšinə́y^ (H+,G4) <1:85> 
 two these completely compatible  love each other 
 ‘These two were very much in love with each other.’ 
 
8. mə́púróybəgi: (H) 9. yathəŋ mə́túŋ innə: (H) 
 her husband’s  command behind following 
 
10. mági núpí ə́dúnə (L,G5a) 
 his wife that 
 
11. tálóy ə́dúnə čə́tli,^ (H) 
 wife that followed 
 
12. [tálóy ə́dúnə háybə wádo mə́púróybədunə 
 wife that that word her husband that one 
 
 yámnə niŋthinə illí.^] (H+,G5b) <1:80>  
 a lot nicely follows 
 ‘The wife followed her husband's instructions and the man followed his 
wife’s instructions to the letter.’ 
 
13. ə́sum háynə: (!H) 14. ə́ní ə́sí: (!H) 
 thus that way  two this 
 
15. čannə-čínnənə: (!H) 16. palləbə,^ (L+,G6) <0:80> 
 with closeness  living 
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17. tháynə mə́maŋŋəygi (H) 
 long of before 
 
18. *mə́təmgi (L) <1:21> 19. nípí-nípánido. (L+,G7) <2:00> 
 of the past  that man and woman were 
 ‘Thus did the two live together in harmony with closeness and intimacy. 
After all they were a man and woman of those ancient times.’ 
 
20. noŋmədi (!L) 21. kəmdəwri, (!L) 
 one day  it so happened 
 
22. hənúbíduna (!L) 23. máy núpádudə háyrəkʔe, (H) 
 the old woman  her to her man said to 
 
24. “íbúŋŋo: (H) 25. ə́ykhóybu: (H) 
 dear one  to us 
 
26. yúmbanlón ə́sidə ónthoknə wáredə́, (L,G8a) 
 household that extreme amount be only grief  
 ‘One day, as it so happened, the old woman said to her husband, “Dear 
one, the way we are running our household is difficult, I’m not happy with 
this.”’ 
 
27. [kə́ytheldəgi póttə́ lə́ydúnə sum čábəsi 
 from the market things buying continuing for eating 
 
 nuŋŋaytəre;^] (H+,G8b) <1:05> 
 not pleasing 
 ‘It is not satisfactory that we buy things from the market this way’. 
 
28. ə́dúnə, (H) 29. [ə́ŋəmbə iŋkhol kóybəgi(H) 
 then   much as possible vegetable garden gardening 
 
30. thə́bə́k khə́rədi təwbə čummína”]. (L+,G9) <0:95> 
 work some effort is correct 
 ‘So, as much as possible it would be right to put our best effort towards 
vegetable gardening.”’ 
 
31. “čummídá íbémmá: (H) 
 correct my mistress 
 
32. mə́čutaydə́ nə́ŋ ə́sé, (H)   
 good judgment you this 
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33. ə́dúnidə́nə yúmbanbáydudi, (L+,G10) <0:99> 
 that is how running a household  
 
34. ə́də́ (H) 35. [iŋkholnedə́nə təwribsinə 
 well   saying about gardening by doing that 
 
 ə́təy yénšaŋ thabədi íphə́t-phə́tʔedo,] (L+,G11) <0:80> 
 other vegetables that planting not at all good 
 ‘<The husband replied>, “My mistress, how right you are. You show 
excellent judgement. Now that is what we call good housekeeping. Well, 
because of the condition this garden is in, it will not be desirable to plant 
just any vegetable.’  
 
36. mə́sídə (!L) 37. phəgədə (!L) 38. -bəsidi (!L) 
 regarding this  good  that is 
  
39. pángə tharəbədi yamnə phənihé.” (L+,G12) <1:20> 
 taro if we plant a lot it will be good, I say 
 ‘In view of this it would be very good if we planted taro.”’ 
 
40. “éʔ! ə́dúy wá oyrə́boyrədi, (H) 
 Great! that idea if that is it 
 
41. ə́ynə nəhál ə́do, (H) 
 I other day that 
 
42. pán írónbə4 čáge háydə́nə (H) 
 taro curry intend to eat after saying 
 
43. pándu laytə́ŋ ə́mə hék lə́yrəkpəni^ (H+,G13) <2:01> 
 taro basket measure one just bought 
 
44. ə́dúnə^ (H) 45. tharəbədi ónthoknə 
 so then  if we plant extreme amount 
 
 phəkhərənidə́.” (L+,G14) <0:92> 
 going to be perfect  
 ‘<The wife said>, “O.K.!, That would be good. Just the other day I bought 
a basket measure of taro for making ironba. If we planted taro it would be 
very suitable to our needs.”’  
 
                                                                                                                       
4 Spicy mashed taro with chilies and dried fish. It can be made with a variety of addi-
tional vegetables. 
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46. “óʔ! (H) <1:26> 47. pu-puthorəkʔu, (H)  
 Good!  bring it out 
 
48. ə́y tharəge,” (L+,G15) <1:20> 
 I want to plant 
 
49. háydə́nə, mági núpí ə́sínə (H) <1:08> 
 after saying his woman this 
 
50. mukhí pán (H) 51. phəzəkhərə́bə nóy-nóy (H) 
 best variety taro  being beautiful very plump 
 
52. %hék (H) 53. *lə́wrəbədu, (L) 
 just  that which is 
 
54. laytə́ŋ ə́mə puthorəkʔí. (L+,G16) <1:27> 
 basket measure one brought out  
 ‘“Good, bring it out”, I’ll plant it”, and so, the wife brought out a basket 
full of plump, healthy looking taro of the best variety.’ 
 
55. hənúbəsinə (H) <0:84> 
 this old man 
 
56. pán laytə́ŋdumə purə́gə, (H) 
 taro a basket after taking 
 
57. [mági iŋkhol phəǰənə^ tə́wrə́bədu, káŋkhún ə́sí 
 his garden beautifully prepared hole this 
 
 phəzənə hə́ndúnə thəmmə́bə,^] (H+,G17) <1:08> 
 beautifully planting putting 
 
58. ə́də́, “pán ə́sí thage,” háydə́nə, (H) <0:90> 
 then taro this intend to plant after saying 
 
59. hék (H) <1:10> 60. káŋkhúl ə́dúdə(H) 
 just  hole in that 
 
61. pán mə́nawsi (H) 
 taro this young one 
 
62. hék (H) <0:75> 63. phumbədudə, (L+,G18) 
 just  when covering 
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64. garden that 
 iŋkhol ə́dúdə (H)  
 
65. [ə́kóybə lə́m ə́dúdə ləybə yoŋǰaw khulákpə 
 tilled land that to be big monkey chief 
 
 háybə, mígə čə́p-mánnə síŋbə 
 that man and exactly-like being wise 
 
 yoŋ ə́mə ləyye.^] (L+,G19) <1:50> 
 monkey a was 
 ‘This old man, carrying the basket of taro, after hoeing the garden well, 
after making perfect holes, wanting to plant the taro, placed the new taro in 
each hole and covered each hole with earth; now, at that time in the 
surrounding land, there was a monkey known as the big monkey chief, 
who was just as smart as man.’ 
 
66. yoŋ ə́sínə (H) 67. phə́n (H) 
 monkey this  sound made when jumping 
 
68. čoŋthorəkʔə́gə, (L+,G20) <0:99> 
 after jumping out  
 
69. “ipú:! (H) 70. ípú!” (H) 71. háynə (L+,G21) <0:99> 
 ipu!  my grandfather  that said 
 ‘This monkey jumped out and having jumped out said, “Yoohoo! 
grandpa”.’  
 
72. hənúbədú (!L) 73. kidə́nə (!L) 74. yeŋŋí. (L+,G22) 
 that old man  fearfully  looked 
 ‘The old man looked up in fright.’  
 
75. %“ipú:! ípú,” (H) 76. háynə háy. (L+,G23) 
 ipu! my grandfather  that said  
 ‘“Itu! Grandfather!,” <the monkey> said.’ 
  
77. %“kəyno háy, (H) <0:77> 78. nə́ŋnə (!L) 79. ə́yŋóndə, (!L) 
 what’s up you   to me 
 
80. “itúhu! (!L) 81. ípú,” (!L) 82. háybədi?” (L+,G24) <1:00> 
 uhoo  my grandfather  saying that 
 ‘<The old man said>, “What is it, why do you keep calling 
out,‘Grandfather!’, to me?”’ 
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83. “ipúnə pán tharibədu lallene.” (H) 
 by my grandfather taro planting is wrong 
 ‘“Grandfather, your method of planting taro is not correct.”’ 
 
 84. “kə́rəm-háynə lallibə?” (H) 
 how is that being wrong 
 ‘“Why do you say that I am wrong,” <the old man replied>.’ 
 
85. “čawrəroy mə́dúdi, (H) 86. yam kuynə hə́wroy. (H) 
<1:75> 
 won't get big that  lot length won't start to grow 
 ‘<The money said>, “It will not be big, it will not grow for a long time.”’ 
 
87. ə́ydi (H) 88. ípúnə khə́ŋdrə́bənəni, (H) 
 it is I  my grandfather is not knowing 
 
89. ípúdəgi pháwbə, (H)<1:20> 
 from my grandfather to divert into 
 
90. [iŋkhol kóybədə  
 two garden at that gardening 
 
ə́y yamnə həybə ǰatni.”] (L+,G25) <0:95> 
 I a lot proficient type 
 ‘<The monkey said>, “Grandpa doesn’t know this but even more than 
grandfather I am really good at gardening.”’ 
 
91. [“é! nə́ŋgumbə yoŋnəbu mídəy 
 Hey! like you just a monkey from man  
 
 hennə síŋbə hə́wnəbrəne.”^] (L+,G26) <1:25> 
 more clever is it possible 
 ‘<The old man said>, “Oh yeah? How can a monkey like you be cleverer 
than man?”’ 
 
92. “é! “mí: yoŋ (H) 93. hənúbədi (H) 
 well man monkey  old men 
 
94. yoŋ malli:,” (H) 95. háybə wá ləy, (H) 
 monkey be like  that word  so be 
  
96. hənúbəgi (!L) 97. mə́təwdi (!L) 98. yoŋ ə́ykhóygi (!L) <1:00> 
 of old men  behaviour  monkey our 
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99. mə́təw (!L) 100. təmbəninə, (L+,G27)  
 trait  learnt 
 ‘<The monkey replied>, “Hey! There is a saying that men are monkeys are 
alike; you only imitate our behavior.’ 
 
101. tházədrə yeŋbiyu. (H) 
 don't believe please look 
‘If you have no confidence in me, just watch.’ 
 
102. ə́y tákčəge. (H) 
 I want to teach 
 ‘May I teach you.’ 
 
103. həyeŋdu léphéktə́ thumgədəbəni. (L+) 
 tomorrow as high as (a man) will certainly cover 
 ‘Tomorrow <the taro> will grow as tall as a man tomorrow.’ 
 
104. %[ŋə́si thabəna həyeŋse pán lép 
 this day as planting tomorrow taro height  
 
 yəwgədəbni waŋbədə].” (L+,G28) <0:94> 
 will certainly reach at that height 
‘The taro you plant today will certainly grow to be your height by tomor-
row.”’ 
 
105. “ya nə́činthídə́ yoŋsimə.” (H) <0:99> 
 Sure! just your lies this monkey 
 ‘<The old man replied>, “Sure! Telling lies, that what this monkey is 
doing.”’ 
 
106. ‘é! “yoŋ yoŋ,” 
 Come on! monkey monkey 
 
 háynə háybinu. ípú, (H) 
 say that please do not say my grandfather 
 ‘<The monkey replies>, “Come on! My grandfather, please don't keep 
calling me a monkey.’ 
 
107. se, (H) 108. pándu phəzənəne khétpiro. (L+,G29) <1:40> 
 here  this taro beautifully scrape, won't you please 
 ‘Are you ready, please scrape that taro well.’ 
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109. [khétle háyrə́gə, čə́phú ə́mədə 
 scrape after doing pot in one 
 
 phəǰənə ŋanthokpiro]. (H) <1:00> 
 beautifully steam 
 ‘After having scraped the taro, steam it well in a pot.’ 
 
110. ŋanthokʔe háyrə́gə, lá-látóndo (H) 111. ə́dúnə (!H) 
steamed well after doing top of banana leaves  then 
 
112. phəǰənə (!H) 113. mə́yóm-mə́yóm yómbiro. 
(L+,G30)beautifully  wrap make a packet, won't you 
 
114. %pán (H) 115. % ə́ní-ə́ní (!H) 116. ə́hum-ə́hum(!H) 
 taro  two by two  three by three  
 
117. ə́dúgə (H) 118. káŋkhún ə́dúdə thabirəmmo. (L+,G31) 
 then  hole in those please plant  
 ‘After having steamed the taro, nicely make packets of two or three pieces 
of taro in banana leaves and put a packet in each hole.’ 
 
119. %[həyeŋ noŋŋalləkpədədi khwáŋmúk 
 tomorrow when dawn has broken about waist 
 
 wáŋgədəbənine.”] (L+,G32) <1:03> 
 is certainly going to be high, you know 
 ‘By tomorrow morning they will as high as your waist.”’  
 
120. “í! (H) mə́dúdi phənəbu, natəy-čáyhé,” háydə́nə (H) <0:80> 
 Really! that is good fitting after saying 
 
121. pə́ŋtə́ktəwrə́bə ə́hən (!H) 122. ə́sínə, (!H) <0:85> 
 dimwitted elder  this 
 
123. “phəre! (!H) 124. ə́dúdi (!H) 125. həyeŋ yeŋnəni. (H) <0:90> 
 that's good  at that  tomorrow we will see 
 
126. sóybə tarəbədi nə́ŋ (H) 127. phúbə taydo.” (L+,G33) 
 mistaken if it falls out you   beating will fall out 
 ‘“That sounds wonderful, how fitting,” thus saying, this somewhat 
dimwitted elder, “O.K., let's see <what happens> tomorrow; if it turns out 
that there is some mistake, I'll surely beat you.”’ 
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128. %“hé! phúbiyu ipú,” (H) <0:80> 129. háynə. (L+,G34) <1:70> 
 Sure please beat grandfather  said that  
 ‘“Sure, please beat me grandfather”, said <the monkey>.’ 
 
130. mə́sídəgi (!H) 131. hənúbəsinə (!H) 132. čə́ŋŋədə́nə (!H) 
 then  this old man  on entering 
 
133. máy núpídə háyre, (!H) 134. % “háy! (H) 
 his woman said   Hey! 
 
135. [pán thabəga həyrə́bə yoŋ khulákpəmə 
 taro of planting proficient monkey a chief 
 
 theŋnəre yoŋǰaw khulákpə ə́mə.] (H)  
 met big monkey being chief one 
 ‘Then, on entering <his house>, the old man said to his wife, “Heh! I've 
met a monkey who is well trained in the art of planting taro.’ 
 
136. mánə háybəbu, (H) 137. “phə́ǰənə (H) 138. khétokʔə́gə (H) 
 he according to  beautifully  after scraping 
well 
 
139. ŋallə́gə (L) 140. mə́yóm-mə́yóm thaw, (L) 
 after steaming  wrapping plant! 
 ‘According to him by planting the taro after scraping and steaming well.’ 
 
141. həyeŋ khwáŋmúk waŋni,” háyrine, (L) 
 tomorrow around waist will be tall that was said 
 
142. % íbémmá.” (L+,G35) <1:29> 
 my dear woman 
 ‘Tomorrow it will be about waist high, he said, my dear madam.”’ 
 
143. “é! íbúŋŋo mə́dú natəy-ə́mə-čádedə́. 
 Hey! dear one that a crazy thing 
 ‘<The old woman says>, “Oh, dear one, that is not possible.’ 
 
144. mə́dú ə́y tháǰədedə́. (H) 
 that I do not believe 
 ‘I do not believe that.’ 
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145. [‘núpí-lə́wsiŋni,’ háydə́nə íbúŋŋo 
 woman’s wisdom after saying dear sir 
 
 lə́wbiroydəbəra?”] (H+,G36) <1:09> 
 won't you please take 
 ‘Won't you please listen to this woman's wisdom?”’ 
 
146. ‘héy! núpí mə́wá lə́wde ə́y. (H) 
 What! woman word don't take I 
 ‘<The old man replied> “What! I do not take advice from a woman.’ 
 
147. “ə́ynə háyrisidə təw. (L+,G37) <0:75> 
 I that was said do! 
 ‘Do as I tell you,” <he said>’. 
 
148. phútlu,” (H) <0:90> 149. háydə́nə, (!H) 
 boil!  after saying 
 
150. pán ə́sí (!H) 151. phəzənə (!H) 
 taro this  beautifully 
 
152. phúttə́nə, (!H) 153. mə́ku khókle háyrə́gə, (H) 
 boiling  skin peeled after doing 
 
154. %lá-látóndunə (H) 
 tops of those banana leaves 
 
156. yómmə-yómmə́gə (H) 157. káŋkhúl (H) 
 after packing  hole 
 
158. káŋkhúldudə (H) 159. *thare. (L+,G38) <1:04> 
 in each hole  planted 
 ‘Steam it,” he said, then after it was steamed, peeled and wrapped in 
banana leaves in individual packets they were planted in the holes’. 
 
160. phəzənə (!L) 161. kúpsəllə́gə (L!) 
 beautifully  after covering 
 
162. thəmməmmí. (L+,G39) <1:78> 
 kept there 
 ‘They left the packets buried in the earth beautifully.’ 
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163. [nuŋdaŋ ə́dúdə móynə túmdúnə ləyriŋŋəy kandudə,  
 night at that they while sleeping being at that time  
 yoŋǰaw khullákpədunə yoŋ mə́yam purəktə́nə,] (H) 
 big monkey that chief monkey many bringing from there 
 
164. káŋkhúl ə́məgə (!H) 165. yoŋ ə́məgə (!H) 
 hole within each  monkey within each 
 
166. káŋkhúl ə́məgə (!H) 167. yoŋ ə́məgə, (!H) 
 hole within each  monkey with one 
  
168. loynə (H) <0:69> 169. pán ə́dú haydoktə́nə, (H) 
 all  taro that uncovering  
  
170. mə́khum haŋdoktə́nə (H) 171. lə́ykhómsú (H) 
 packet opening  also dirt 
 
172. tə́ydre. (H) 173. hawre:, mónmón (H) 
 not smeared  were tasty softly 
 
174. lə́y čáthokkhəre. (L+,G40) <0:99> 
 were ate up all  
 ‘That night while they were sleeping, the monkey chief came bringing a 
large number of monkeys, there was one monkey for each hole <who> 
uncovering all the taro plants, opening up the packets, <finding them> 
with not soil on them, so soft, and so tasty, ate them all up.’  
 
175. čénkhidúnə, (H) 176. túren khoŋbándə hə́wbə, (H) 
 ran away  river bank grow 
 
177. khoŋbándə hə́wbə lə́mbá:n5 ə́čəwbədu purəkʔə́gə, (H) 
 bank to to grow wild arum that big carrying  
 
178. loynə (H) 179. thazəlləmme. (L,G41) <1:10> 
 all  planted  
 ‘They ran down to the river bank where the big wild arum grew, brought 
back <the wild arum> and planted all of it <in place of the real taro 
plants>.’ 
 
180. ə́hən ə́sínə (H) 
old man this 
 
                                                                                                                       
 5 Ləmbal is a type of inedible wild arum found in meadows and near ditches. 
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181. [noŋŋallə́gə thórəkpə kandədi, pánsi 
 after daybreak to come out at that time this taro 
 
 ge-ge-ge-ge 
 sound of freshness 
 
 láwnə khwáŋ-khwáŋmúk waŋ-ləyrəmmedo]. (L+,G42) <1:45> 
 soft each about waist those had become high 
 ‘And this old man, when day broke and he came out in the morning, the 
arum was waist high and was so succulent, swaying with sound of 
freshness!!’  
 
182. “íš! nuŋšidə́, (H) 183. yoŋ háysidi (L) 
 Wonders! What joy  monkey as said 
 
184. budhí ləydə́nə,” (H) 185. [háynə mági núpígə 
 wisdom having   say that his woman of  
 
 mə́tə́y-mə́naw ə́níse hə́rəwnəre ^]. (H+,G43) <0:94> 
 husband and wife these two were joyful  
 ‘“Wonderful! Oh, how sweet! This monkey is really smart”, and saying 
this, with his wife, the two of them, the couple were both happy.’ 
 
186. “ə́dúdi íbémmá (H) 187. pán ə́sídi (H) 
 so my dear madam  taro this 
 
188. čawgə-čawre. ŋə́simək irón čábə yáy. (L) 
 gotten very big this day curry to eat is able 
 ‘<The old man said>, “Well, my lady, this taro is already big, so we can 
mash them for ironba this very day.’ 
 
189. laydə mə́ka ə́mə kə́tsi. (H)  
 god to a portion one let's offer 
 
190. mə́ka ə́mənə ə́ykhóy írón čási,” (L) 
 portion one we curry eat 
 
191. háyye (L+,G44) 
 said 
 ‘Let us offer a stalk <of a taro plant> to the gods and eat one stalk in a 
curry, <he> said.’ 
 
192. *“yé! phəy phəy.” (L+,G45) <1:35> 
  Oh! is good is good  
 “Oh, good idea, “ <the old woman said>. 
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193. ə́dúdi, (H) 194. “mə́ka hékʔo,” háydə́nə, (H) 
 then  portion pluck, okay! after saying 
 
195. ŋəsáygi (H) 
 previously 
  
196. lə́mbál ə́dúgi mə́kadu hékʔədə́nə, (H) 
 wild arum for that that stalk pick then  
  
197. laygi khə́rə thəmme, mə́khóy írónnə́bə soy- (H)  
 god’s some shared they for ironba cut 
  
198. də́nə thə́mme. (L+,G46) <1:00> 
 having shared 
‘And so, “Harvest the stalk,” he said, and so this stalk mentioned a while 
ago was picked then shared: one stalk with the gods and some sliced up in 
small pieces for ironba.’  
 
199. írónbəysidi mə́ytəy ə́ykhóygi čə́tnəbídə (H) 
 for this curry Meitei our in custom 
 
200. hénták nəttrə́gə ŋárí čə́ŋŋido. (L+,G47) < :80> 
 dried fish or seasoned dried fish needed  
 ‘According to our Meitei custom, the ironba requires the use of dried fish 
or seasoned dry fish.’6 
 
201. tháynə mə́maŋŋəydədi (H) 202. hénták čə́tnərəmmí, (H)  
 long during  dried fish customary  
 
203. ŋárí čə́tnərəmde. (L+,G48) <1:28> 
 seasoned dried fish did not use 
 ‘In olden days, dried fish was used; seasoned dry fish was not used.’  
 
204. hénták kə́mdəwnə sémmí: (H) <:90> 
 dried fish how prepared 
 
205. ŋákhási kəŋhəllerə́gə, 
 the small bitter fish after drying 
 
 kúpnə sugayre, háyrə́gə, (H) 
 finely pounded after doing 
                                                                                                                       
6Hentak and ŋari are fermented fish preparations used as seasoning agents in Meitei 
dishes such as ironbə. 
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206. utoŋdə nə́mdə́nə (H) 
 in bamboo cylinder by force 
 
207. čə́phúdə nə́mme, háyrə́gə, (H) (L+,G49) 
 in clay pot pressed after doing 
  
208. sémbə, (H) 209. hénták kəwwído.  
 preparing  seasoned dried fish that is called 
 ‘How is dried fish prepared: first, the small fish are dried, then pounded 
finely <into a powder>, then <the fish powder is> pressed into bamboo 
cylinders or an earthen pot. Seasoned dry fish is made this way.’ 
 
210. ə́dúgumbə hénták ə́sé (H) 211. mə́sí móygidi 
 being that dried fish   this their 
 
 ləyrəmdədə́nə, (H) 212. mə́naw núpígidə (H) 
 not having  at little sister's 
 
213. lə́wbə čə́tli. (L+,G50) <1:40> 
 to take went 
 ‘That being said, finding that they did not have this kind of dried fish, (the 
woman) went to her younger sister to get some.’ 
 
214. mə́naw núpígidə (H) 215. hénták (H) 
 at little sister's  dried fish 
 
216. káŋdrúm mə́čá^(H) 
 hockey puck small 
 
217. písə́k ə́mə khítʔəŋ^ pírəkʔí. (H) 
 a little a very little gave 
 ‘From her little sister's house she got a very tiny, small hockey-puck size 
piece of dried fish.’ 
 
218. máy núpísinə páynə lakpədə, wákhóŋ (H) 
 his this woman holding while coming bamboo grove 
 
219. %ə́dúdə (H) 220. nánthoktə́nə takhre. (L+,G51) <1:10> 
 at that  by slipping fell 
‘His wife (on her way home), holding (that piece of dried fish) slipped and 
it fell at the foot of the bamboo grove.’ 
  
221. ədə́gi (H) 222. thibəm khə́ŋdrə́bdudə, (H) 
 then  searching place did not know where to look 
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223. mə́dúgi mə́ʔóŋmanbə, (H) <1:35> 
 so smell alike 
 
224. [tháŋgəyséŋbə héntákti nə́ttəbə, 
 found that dried fish not 
 
 mə́sə́k-mə́təwdi manbə,] 225. ə́dúgə (H) 
 appearance being similar  that 
  
226. mə́nəm mə́hádi (!H) 227. ludrə́bə (!H) 
 smell bad  unknown smell 
 
228. tháŋgəyséŋbə (!H) héntákti nə́ttəbə, (H) 
 found that dried fish not 
  
229. %kərigumbə pót ə́məkhə́k phəŋŋe. (L+,G52) <1:20> 
 something thing one found 
‘Since she did not know where to look for it, she found something that 
looked like the dried fish but truly not the dried fish, it was alike in every 
way (with the dried fish) but had additionally an unknown strong smell 
that was truly not that of dried fish.’ 
 
230. pót ə́dú púrəkʔə́gə, (H) <1:39> 231. čə́phú čə́máydə 
 thing that after bringing  pot on surface 
 
 ŋa:lle háyrə́gə, (H) 232. ŋəsáygi lə́mbál ə́dúga (H,G53a) 
 steamed after doing  earlier wild arum and 
 
233. íróndudədi (L) 234. hénták mə́nəm nəmdəre. (H+,G53b) <1:12> 
 this ironba  dried fish smell not smell good 
 ‘Having brought the thing, they steamed it <by putting it in the pot in 
which something was cooking, the resulting ironba of the wild arum about 
which we heard of some time ago did not have the smell of dried fish.’ 
 
235. mə́nəm nuŋšidəbə, (H) 
 smell not pleasant  
 ‘The smell was not pleasant.’ 
 
236. nəmthíbə pót ə́mə nəmme. (L+,G54) < :85> 
 bad smelling thing one smelt 
 ‘They smelt something bad.’ 
 
237. “é! kəyno nəmthíkhredə́! (H) 
 Oh! what is it smells just terrible 
 ‘<The man said>, “Oh what is going on? The smell is terrible!’ 
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238. sídi (H) < :96> 239. héntáknə phə́təbəne (H) <1:30> 
 this  dried fish it is bad, you see 
‘This dried fish is bad, it seems . . .’ 
 
240. [háybədudə pán ə́dúnədi lə́mbánninə léŋŋedo.] (L+,G55) <1:15> 
 then taro that  by wild arum irritate 
 ‘It is because of the wild arum that <my stomach> is irritated.’ 
 
241. é! léŋbənə yadrenehé. (H) 
 Oh! irritation is unbearable 
 
242. čábə yadrenehé! (H) 
 to eat am unable 
 ‘Oh! I cannot bear the irritation. It cannot be eaten, I tell you!’ 
 
243. hénták hénták hénták hénták,” (H) 
 dried fish dried fish dried fish dried fish  
 
244. háynə ə́múksú láwwí. (L+,G56) 
 say that once again shouted 
 ‘I need some dried fish right now!” he shouted.’ 
 
245. [ŋəsáy phəttəbə pótnə tádúnə tarə́gə sáribədo] (H) 
 previous wrong thing being ball shaped eating 
 
246. ə́dúsú ə́múk hék (H) 247. % čárure. (H) 
 that too once just  ate there, I hear 
 ‘Remember that bad thing that was made into a ball? The old man ate of it 
at this point.’ 
 
248. “ə́múk hennə nəmthíkhəre! (H) 
 again from first such a bad smell  
 ‘<It> smells worse than before.’ 
 
249. tukkəčəkhəre! (H) 250. óniŋkhəre! (H) 
 there was hatred within  desired to vomit 
 This disgusts me.  I feel like vomiting.  
 
251. é! máŋŋenə təwrisidi, (H) < :80> 
 oh no! all lost is happening 
 ‘Oh no! I am undone by what is happening.’ 
 
252. kədaydenohé (H) 
 from where 
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253. papi mə́čə́y níŋŋol ə́sídi, (L) 
 sinner child woman this 
 
254. [ə́dúgumbə héntákpu purəkpə hə́wnəbəro,”] (L+,G57) 
 like that dried fish having brought made possible 
  
255. [háynə mə́tə́y-mə́naw ə́sí pə́ŋkhə́t-khə́tnəre.] (L+,G58) 
 said that husband and wife this argue crazily 
 ‘From what evil sister did you have to bring dried fish,” and saying this, 
the husband and wife argued like crazy.’ 
 
256. ədə́y konthə́ŋdə budhí ləybə ə́hən ə́sínə (H) 
 from at the door intelligence to be elder this  
 
257. háy, (H) 258. “túminləyro! (L+,G59) <1:10> 
 say  quiet together 
 
259. yoŋ phúdrədi yarəroy. (L+,G60) < :96> 
 monkey if not beat not be agreeable 
 ‘Then at last this sensible old man said, “Keep quiet, it won’t do if we do 
not beat the monkeys.’ 
 
260. móy ə́ybu həŋbə šóydənə lakkəni. (H) 
 they of me to ask certainly will come 
 ‘They will surely come to ask how I am’. 
  
261. ə́y násinnərəge (H) <1:05> 262. kó. (H) <1:00>  
 I pretend to be sick,  do you agree 
 ‘I shall pretend to be sick.’  ‘All right?’ 
  
263. ə́dúnə, (H) 264. nasinnəregəne, (H) 
then  when I pretend to be sick 
 
265. “nə́ŋ nə́púse”, (H) <1:15>  266. nə́ŋ kə́ppune. (L) 
 you your grandfather  you pretend to cry 
 
267. kəri háynə (H) 268. kə́pkədəge: háybu, < :99> (H) 
 what say that  will you cry  thus 
 
269. “aaa pán čádúnə sikhibə 
 aaa taro by eating has died 
 
 máyren čádúnə həlləkʔu::,”(H) 270. háynə, (!L) 
 pumpkin by eating return  say that 
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271. kə́psənnəw (!L) 272. íbémmá.” (L+,G61) < :85> 
 pretend to cry!  my dear madam  
‘When I pretend to be ill, you should pretend to cry so, “You died by 
eating taro, return to life by eating pumpkin.”’7 
 
273. ə́dúgə (H) 274. ə́y ə́šé (H) 
 and then  I as for me 
 
275. khə́rúŋ ə́čəwbə ə́mədə hápčəllu. (L+,G62) <1:18>  
 pot big in one put in  
‘And then put me in a big earthen pot.’ 
 
276. hápčillerə́gə, <1:02> (H) 277. “nə́púse (H) 
 having put in  this grandfather 
 
278. sirə́bəni. (H) 279. nóy čə́tlo, (H) 
 has dead  you won't you go 
 
280. phummučo,” (H) 
go and bury, O.K. 
 
281. háynə háyyu. (L+,G63) 
 say that say 
 ‘After putting me in the pot you should say to them, “Your grandfather is 
dead so go and bury him.’ 
  
282. %[móynə khə́rúŋ ə́sí páydə́nə 
 they pot this holding 
 
 ə́ybu phumməni, háydə́nə] (H) 
 of me will bury after saying 
 
283. thaŋdorəkpədudə, (H) 284. konthóŋ (H) ə́khúbədudə 
 lifting out  gate at the narrow 
 
 čoŋthokʔə́gə, (H) 285. čə́ynə phúthədə́nə (H) 
 having jumped out  with stick by beating down 
 
286. mə́sí (H) 287. héktə́ loysillə́gə loyre.” (L+,G64) < :74> 
 this  just after doing is finished 
 ‘They will carry the pot out to bury me, then I will jump out when they 
cross the narrow gate and I will beat those monkeys with a stick and just 
then, it will be best if I finish off those monkeys right then and there.”’  
                                                                                                                       
 7 Mayren is a type of pumpkin that the Meiteis believe has restorative power.  
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288. ə́dúnə, “phəre,” háydə́nə (H) 289. [háyribə (H) 
 then that's good after saying  which saying 
 
 núpísigə móy ə́ní tánəre.] (H+,G65) <3:82> 
 with his wife they two discussing 
 ‘“O.K., that's good”, <the old woman said> then with his wife the two 
discussed <the plan>.’ 
 
290. mə́thə́ŋgi numít ə́dúdədi, (H) <1:30> 
 of the next day that very 
 
291. hənúbəsi (!H) < :90> 292. narədə́nə (!H) 
 this old man  being sick 
 
293. ŋəsáygi khə́rúŋ mə́nuŋdudə mə́sí (!H) 
 previously pot inside this 
 
294. čə́ŋdə́nə ləyre, (L) 295. širə́bəni háysinnədúnə (L,G66a) 
 entered was there  being dead by pretending that 
 
296. máy núpísinə phi ə́mə kúpsəlle, 
 his this woman cloth a covered 
 
 háyrə́gə kə́ppí. (H+,G66b) <1:60> 
 after doing cried  
 ‘The next day: the old man, pretending to have been sick and then dead, 
hid in the aforementioned pot and was in there and then his wife covered 
the pot with a cloth and cried.’ 
 
297. kə́rəm-háynə kə́ppí: (H) 298. ŋəsáy háykhibə  
 how said that cried  mentioned thus 
 
 ə́dum háynə, (H) <1:95> 
 say that 
 
299. “pán čádə́nə šikhibə aaaummm 
 taro eating to have died <vocalizing> 
 
 máyren čádúnə həlləkʔu,” (H) 300. háyye. (L+,G67) <:97>  
 pumpkin eaten return  that 
 
301. ə́dum háynə kə́ppədudə yoŋ mə́yamse lakʔe. (H) 
 thus say that then crying monkey many came 
 ‘In what way did she cry out: As she was told to before, “By eating taro 
you died, come back to life by eating pumpkin,” and when she cried like 
this many monkeys came.’ 
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302. “íbén (!H) 303. kəydəwre?” (!H) 
 my grandmother  what happened 
 ‘<The monkeys said>, “What’s the matter, Granny?”’  
 
304. “é! (H) 305. nə́púsi  sirenehé. (H) < :90> 
 oh  your grandfather has died 
 ‘<She said >, “Oh! See, your grandfather is dead!’ 
 
306. kənasú ləytrene, mə́sígi (H) 307.  phumbinə́bə.” (H+,G68) <1:10> 
 nobody is there of his  in order to bury 
 ‘There is nobody to bury him, you see.”’ 
 
308. tháynə mə́maŋŋəydə (H) <1:10> 309. lidə́ (!H) 
 long at that time  most ancient 
 
310. -libə (!H) 311. mə́təm(!H) 
 being  times 
 
312. -də, (!H) 313. míóybə- (!L) 
 at  man that was 
 
314. -se  lə́y (!L) 315. -núŋdə (!L) 
 this ground  under  
 
316. phumləmmí. (!L+,G69) < :88>  
 buried 
 ‘A long time ago, in very ancient times, it was that men were buried 
underground.’ 
 
317. ə́dúgi mə́təwgumdə́nə, (H) 318. lə́ynuŋdə 
 then doing in the same way  underground 
 
 phumnənə́bəgi (H) <1:00> 319. səŋskar-təwbə, (!H) 
 in order to bury  final rites-do 
  
320. həwǰíkki mə́róndə (!H) 
 today's in language 
 
321. seŋdoknə́bəgidəməktə, “puro: (H) 
 for purification Bring! 
 
322. nóy mə́yam čə́ŋdúnə,” (H) 323. háydə́nə (H) 
 you many entering  after saying 
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324. yoŋyam ə́dúnə (H) <1:18> 325. ŋəsáygi (H) 
 many monkey then  previously 
 
326. khə́rúŋ ə́dú (H) 327. páydə́nə (H) 
 that pot  carrying 
 
328. thaŋdorəkʔí. (L+,G70) <1:00> 
 carried out 
 ‘In order to bury <the old man> underground accordingly, in the manner 
mentioned (for what is nowadays called the final rites with cremation), for 
the purpose of purification, she said <to the monkeys>, “You all come in 
and carry him,” and all the monkeys holding, carried out the earthen pot of 
which we heard a while ago.’ 
 
329. páydə́nə thaŋdorəkpədudə, (H) 
 holding when that carrying out 
 
330. [konthóŋgi ə́khúbədudə, móy mə́yam líthokʔə-lítsinga 
 of the gate at the narrow they many going in and out 
 
 hótnəriŋəydudə, ŋəsáygi] (H) 331. ípú (H) 
 when that trying previously  grandfather  
  
332. phə́n (H) 333. čoŋthoktə́nə, (H) 
 sound made when jumping out  by jumping out 
 
334. gadánə (!H)  335. phúdə́nə, (!H) 
 with a club  by beating 
 
336. čə́y:nə (!H) 337. phúdə́nə, (H) 
 with a stick  by beating 
  
338. yoŋ mə́kók káybə yáwre, (!H) 
 monkey their head breaking accomplished 
  
339. mə́na tə́tpə yáwre, (!H) 
 his ear breaking accomplished 
  
340. yoŋ mə́čá sibə yáwre. (!H) 
 monkey small to die accomplished 
 
341. ə́dum háynə yoŋ mə́yam tanthokkhəre. (L+,G71) <1:55> 
 thus say that monkey many drove out  
 ‘At the time they were lifting up the pot and carrying it out of the narrow 
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gate and then when they were trying to come out of the gate, some in the 
front, some in back, at that moment the old man of whom we heard about 
some time ago, jumped out and beat the monkeys with a club, and with a 
stick by which some monkeys’ heads were broken, some ears were torn 
and some small monkeys were killed and thus many monkeys were driven 
out.’ 
 
342. mə́sídəydi (H) 343. nuŋŋaytədə́nə (H) 
 because of just this  not being happy 
 
344. yoŋ mə́yamsi káynə čénkhəre. (H+,G72) 
 monkey many disbanded ran away 
 ‘Then the monkeys were unhappy and so scattered and ran away.’ 
 
345. [numídaŋdə mə́pú-mə́bén ə́nínə 
 that night old man and woman those two 
  
 túmmiŋəydə yoŋ mə́yamnə háyre,] (H) 
 when sleeping monkey many said 
 
346. “ŋə́sidi (H) 
 this day 
 
347. ípúíbénsi hátpə tare,”. (L+,G73) <1:50> 
 old man and woman kill will fall out 
 
348. háydə́nə (L) 349. čə́ŋŋəkʔí. (L+,G74) <1:68> 
 after saying  then entered 
 ‘That night when the grandmother and the grandfather were sleeping, the 
monkeys said, “We must kill the old man and woman,” and so they 
entered <the house>.’ 
 
350. hənúbəgi (!H) 351. lə́wsiŋnə (!H) 352. yoŋsiŋdo (!H) 
 of old man  being wise  those monkeys 
 
353. čə́ŋŋəkpədə, (!H) <1:54> 354. hənúbənə (!H,G75)  
 at entering  old man 
  
355. phə́yšúp mə́nuŋdə (!H) 356. híptə́nə ləybə, (L+) <1:00> 
 blanket inside  sleeping was 
  
357. phə́yšúp mə́nuŋdə híptúnə ləybədudə, (H) 
 blanket inside while resting to be 
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358. yoŋ mə́yam lakpədudə, (H) <1:15> 
monkey many coming 
359. hék khəŋdúnə, phə́yšúptu (H) 
quick being startled the blanket 
360. sər (H) 361. háydokpədudə, (L+,G77) 
sound of taking off cloth when taking off 
362. mə́nəm ə́mə phə́r! (H) 
smell one sound of smell emanating 
363. lakʔi háybə, (L+,G78) 
coming that 
364. [mə́nəm ə́dú yoŋgi mə́natondə 
smell that monkey to their noses 
thə́k-hék yə́ybədudə,] (H) 
immediately striking 
365. mə́nəmdu kəya (H) 366. mə́nəm nuŋšidəbə ǰatni. (H)
smell how many smell not good type is 
‘The old man was sleeping inside covered by a blanket, aware of the fact 
that many monkeys had come in, so he was sleeping with a blanket 
covering his face and at that time when he was sleeping with a blanket 
covering his face and when the monkeys had come into the room he 
<acted as if he > was startled and threw off the blanket and immediately a 
smell came out and hit their noses and that smell that was not of the good 
sort.’ 
367. nəmthíbə mə́nəmdo (H) 368. ə́dúnə (H)
that which is bad smelling then 
369. yoŋgi (H) 
monkey's 
370. mə́natondudə thə́k hék yə́ybədudə, (H) 
to their noses that immediately striking that 
371. “mə́púsi pumme,” (H) 372. háydə́nə, (H) 
grandfather is rotten after saying 
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373. yoŋ mə́yam káydúnə čénkhre. (L+,G79) <1:00> 
 monkey many disbanding ran away 
 ‘Just when this bad smell reached the monkeys noses, they said, “The old 
man has decomposed,” and they ran away.’ 
 
374. ə́sum háynə (H) 
 thus that 
 
375. yoŋ mə́yambu máythíbə píbə, (H) < :80> 
 monkey of all defeat giving 
  
376. ə́dúgə (H) 
 additionally 
 
377. tháynəgi hənúbə hənúbígi (H) 
 of long ago old man old woman 
 
378. lə́wsiŋnə (H) < :91>   
possessing cleverness 
 
379. yoŋsi máythíbə píkhí (H) 
 this monkey defeat give 
 
380. háybə (H) 381. phuŋgá wárí ləy. (H) 
 that  fireside folktales be 
 ‘Like this many monkeys were defeated, the old man and old woman of 
long ago with their cleverness managed to defeat the monkeys and so there 
is a folktale like this about it.’ 
 
382. mə́taŋ ə́sídə ŋə́sigidi ə́sum loysəlle. (L+,G80) 
 chapter this of today thus is finished 
‘With this episode, the story for today is done.’ 
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ymbiosis is a widespread phenomenon in the living world that has been rec-
ognised for about as long as natural selection has been. Most multicellular 
life forms arose ontogenetically as symbiomes. Language too is an organism 
which arose as a semiotic symbiont within the hominid brain. The etymology of 
the term meme and a number of competing definitions thereof as the unit of 
selection in cultural evolution are explained. A concise exposition of Symbio-
sism and Symbiomism is provided, distilled from previous writings. The perils 
of memetic management are discussed, and the desirability and necessity of 
memetic management are called into question. 
1 Evolution and symbiosis 
Evolution as a phenomenon in the natural world resulting from cumulative 
changes in heritable traits from one generation to the next looms large in the 
writings of Pierre-Louis Moreau de Maupertuis (1698–1759), Georges-Louis 
Leclerc, Comte de Buffon (1707–1788), Jean-Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Monet, 
Chevalier de Lamarck (1744–1829) and Thomas Robert Malthus (1766–1834). 
Inspired by the writings of Malthus, the naturalist Alfred Russel Wallace con-
ceived of natural selection as the key mechanism that drove evolution, and in 
1856 at the age of thirty-three Wallace seeded the brain of Charles Darwin, then 
aged fourty-seven, with this seminal idea in a letter which he wrote from the 
Indonesian archipelago. Darwin eagerly incorporated Wallace’s ideas into his 
own writings and propagated natural selection as the principal mechanism driv-
ing evolutionary change. 
Generations of biologists have heaped obloquy onto Lamarck and his con-
ception of evolution, for it is too easily forgotten that Darwin too was a 
Lamarckian. Not only were Wallace and Darwin both deeply influenced by the 
1844 English popularisation of Lamarck’s work, entitled Vestiges of the Natural 
S 
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History of Creation, Darwin explicitly counted ‘the inherited effects of use and 
disuse’ as being amongst the ‘general causes’ and ‘general laws’ which govern 
whether or not variations are transmitted to offspring (1871, I: 9). Darwin’s 
views are clearly spelt out in the Descent of Man (e.g. 1871, I: 116-121). He 
conceived of ‘natural selection’ as ‘the chief agent of change, though largely 
aided by the inherited effects of habit, and slightly by the direct action of the 
surrounding conditions’ (1871, I: 152-153). 
With respect to the inheritance of characteristics acquired during the life-
time of an organism, Darwin was just as much a Lamarckian as Lamarck. As 
the celebrated linguist Friedrich Max Müller pointed out, ‘Darwin’s real merit 
consisted, not in discovering evolution, but in suggesting new explanations of 
evolution, such as natural selection, survival of the fittest, influence of environ-
ment, sexual selection, etc.’ (1889: 273). Meanwhile, in light of the promis-
cuous intricacies of molecular genetics, the old polemic about Lamarckian vs. 
Darwinian evolution will have come to strike readers today as a trifle dated, for 
our understanding of evolutionary dynamics has progressed well beyond such a 
simplistic confrontation of dogmas. 
In the same period that natural selection came to be understood as a pivotal 
mechanism operative in evolution, the role of symbiosis in evolution began 
likewise to be understood. Pierre Joseph van Beneden, professor at the Catholic 
University at Leuven, adopted the term mutuellisme, brandished by the French 
social reformer Pierre-Joseph Proudhon for his ostensibly benign variety of 
communism, to apply to mutually beneficial relationships between species. The 
Flemish marine biologist later popularised the idea in his 1876 book Les com-
mensaux et les parasites, which also appeared in German and English trans-
lations that same year. He distinguished various types of symbiotic relationship, 
i.e. parasite, free-living commensal, resident or obligate commensal and mutual-
ist. 
In the natural world van Beneden observed that beneficial reciprocity was 
as prevalent as commensalism. He described in detail how commensalism and 
mutualism contrasted strongly with the deleterious effects of parasitism, and he 
likewise carefully distinguished between various forms of commensalism and 
the intimate and reciprocally beneficial interdependency which characterised 
mutualism. The most far-reaching form of symbiosis is a relationship in which 
both organisms can no longer live without the other and so in time effectively 
become as one life form. It is understood today that most life forms on the plan-
et originated as symbiotic relationships. 
The influential work of van Beneden inspired the German botanist Hein-
rich Anton de Bary, who in 1879 popularised the word Symbiose ‘symbiosis’. 
He used this already extant term of Greek origin in a public address to German 
biologists and physicians at Cassel as a cover term to designate all forms of 
‘Zusammenleben ungleichnamiger Organismen’, i.e. the living together of or-
ganisms with different names, viz. belonging to differently named taxa. 
Symbiosis included ‘der vollständige Parasitismus’ (viz. full-fledged parasit-
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ism, which de Bary for some reason considered to be the ‘most exquisite’ form 
of symbiosis), various types of commensals, and what de Bary called ‘van Be-
neden’s Mutualisten’, which were neither parasitic nor commensal. Anton de 
Bary’s most fascinating examples were lichens. All lichens are symbiomes of 
fungi of the phylum ascomycetes with either algae or cyanobacteria. His de-
scription of these fascinating symbiomes made lichens into the emblematic 
classroom example of symbiosis.  
Friedrich Schmitz, professor of botany in Bonn, observed that the chloro-
plasts of eukaryotic algae, along with their associated starch-accumulating 
structures called pyrenoids, were not fabricated anew in the cytoplasm, but re-
produced independently by division within individual cells (1882). Schmitz first 
made this observation in 1880 ‘für eine Anzahl von Algen . . .  während eines 
Aufenthaltes an der Zoologischen Station zu Neapel’, but within two years he 
had established that the independent reproduction of Chromatophoren or chlo-
roplasts was a feature of all eukaryotic algae. 
This observation regarding the autonomous nature of chloroplasts in eu-
karyotic algae inspired botanist Andreas Schimper, who in 1883 showed that 
Chlorophyllkörner or chloroplasts in green plants too ‘nicht durch Neubildung 
aus dem Zellplasma, sondern durch Theilung aus einander entstehen’ (1883: 
106). This discovery led Schimper to venture that all green plants had originated 
through an original symbiotic association of two unlike organisms: ‘Möglich-
erweise verdanken die grünen Pflanzen wirklich einer Vereinigung eines farb-
losen Organismus mit einem mit Chlorophyll gleichmäßig tingierten ihren 
Ursprung’. In a similar vein, the botanist Albert Bernard Frank (1885) after-
wards recognised mycorrhiza too to be a symbiotic relationship between 
terrestrial plants and subterranean fungi which subsist on their roots and provide 
these plants with essential nitrogen and minerals. 
In Russia, Constantin Mereschkowksy made the same observation in 1905 
that Schmitz had made in 1880 and Schimper in 1883, namely that chloroplasts 
are not assembled from scratch in the cytoplasm, but are cytoplasmically inher-
ited and replicate themselves autonomously within the host cell. However, 
Mereschkowksy went a step further than Schmitz and Schimper in claiming that 
chloroplasts remained genetically independent of the nucleus. Mereschkowksy 
also argued that ‘Cyanophyceae’ or cyanobacteria, which until relatively recent-
ly used to be called blue-green algae, were basically free living chloroplasts that 
had not entered into the cytoplasma of a host cell, where they had taken up a 
reduced symbiotic existence and rendered the host cell autotrophic. For the gen-
esis of a new life form through symbiosis, Mereschkowsky coined the term 
symbiogenesis in 1909. 
Mereschkowksy had drawn inspiration from the work of Andrej Sergeevič 
Famintsyn, who studied the ontogeny of chloroplasts in green plants (1889, 
1893, 1907). In Famintsyn’s writings, the term symbiosis began to acquire a 
new anodyne flavour because he reserved the term symbiosis for relationships 
that were mutually beneficial in the sense of van Beneden’s mutualism rather 
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than in the broader sense of de Bary’s symbiosis. Since then a spectrum of sym-
biotic relationships has been identified, ranging from inquilinism, parasymbio-
sis, social parasymbiosis, phoresy to symbiotrophism. One of the most striking 
example of symbiosis is fundamental to our own existence as a life form and to 
that of most aerobic life forms on the planet. 
Mitochondria are organelles in the cells of aerobic life forms which as-
semble and metabolise the energy-rich molecule adenosine triphosphate (ATP). 
Richard Altmann first discovered what he called Bioblasten within cells using a 
new staining technique at Leipzig, and he published his results in Die Elemen-
tarorganismen in 1890. Altmann speculated that bioblasts replicated them-
selves. Carl Benda renamed these organelles Mitochondrien or Fadenkörnchen 
‘thread granules’ in 1898. The French marine biologist Paul Jules Portier of the 
Institut Océanographique de Monaco argued that symbiosis was a widespread 
process in the evolution of complex life and in 1918 hypothesised that even 
mitochondria had originated as symbiotes. Portier’s once daring hypothesis has 
become today’s biological orthodoxy. 
The first step in the emergence of aerobic eukaryotic life took place about 
1,800 million years ago when a protist organism incorporated a free swimming, 
facultatively oxygen breathing α-protœobacterium very much like the purple 
bacteria of the genera Bdellovibrio or Paracoccus. Mitochondria are the oxygen 
respiring descendants of this bacterium. After these bacteria had taken up resi-
dence within the host organism, the original number of mitochondrial genes was 
reduced from probably well over a thousand to a baker’s dozen because, as en-
dosymbionts, our ancestral mitochondria were compelled to enjoy the luxury of 
relinquishing central control to the nucleus, whither much of their genes were 
transferred in the course of time. 
Endosymbiosis resulting from the entry of prokaryotes and archaea into 
the cytoplasm of eukaryotes, whether by ingestion or intrusion, thus led to trans-
fer and incorporation of endosymbiont genes into the host cell nucleus, indelibly 
altering the genetic composition of the host genome (Ku et al. 2015). Yet the 
DNA of chloroplasts and mitochondria still retains its original circular shape, 
reminiscent of the bacterial genophore, and mitochondria and chloroplasts have 
kept their own machinery for protein synthesis, including their own ribosomes.  
1.1 The semiotic symbiont and the history of the meme 
Language is an organism that lives within us. Language exhibits the essential 
traits of a life form. Languages and language-borne units can reproduce them-
selves, and languages and language-borne units can die and go extinct. 
Language can grow and change, and language exhibits a panoply of functional 
activities that other living organisms display. The idea that language is a life 
form in its own right was already popular amongst linguists in Germany in the 
early 19th century. Friedrich von Schlegel described language as ‘ein lebendi-
ges Gewebe’ (1808: 64), and Wilhelm von Humboldt spoke of the ‘Organismus 
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der Sprache’ (1812: 8). Yet language differs from all other known organisms. 
As distinct from other life forms, language is a semiotic organism. Unlike other 
symbionts, language first arose and then evolved within its host rather than in-
vading the host’s brain and colonising the host organism from outside. 
The high-fidelity replicators of which language consists are fecund and 
possess considerable longevity. For a unit of natural selection in cultural evolu-
tion the term meme was proposed in 1976, though the preceding etymological 
history of this word is not widely known and the competing definitions for the 
term which have arisen since then are not generally appreciated. Of greater an-
tiquity than the term meme itself is the historically widely propounded view, 
espoused by various lineages of linguists and semioticians, that words or lin-
guistic signs are the replicators which sustain language as an organism. 
An idea often takes shape in more than just one human brain. Sometimes 
the same idea occurs independently to the minds of different individuals at very 
different times or even recurrently to various people throughout history. Alter-
natively, the cultural environment may be ripe for an idea which occurs 
independently to the minds of different individuals at roughly the same time in 
history. Yet scholars seldom recount the course of events in precisely that way, 
and the history of ideas is usually told as a tale that does not reflect this more 
complex reality. The view of culture as a dynamic evolving process in which 
words and ideas act as the transmitted units of evolution is in fact a rather obvi-
ous way of looking at human culture, and so this conception of culture has 
occurred to many people. For those well versed in his writings, it is obvious that 
Victor Hugo was not just toying with a metaphor when he wrote ‘le mot, qu’on 
le sache, est un Être vivant’ (1856, I: ℓ. 675). 
Darwin’s On the Origin of Species was published on the 24th of Novem-
ber 1859. The German translation by the palaeontologist Heinrich Georg Bronn 
appeared in 1860 as Über die Entstehung der Arten. The maverick German bi-
ologist Ernst Haeckel sent a copy of the German translation to his friend, the 
linguist August Schleicher. Inspired by this work, Schleicher adopted the view 
of individual languages as species, which compete against each other ‘im 
Kampfe ums Dasein’ (1863). 
By contrast, Friedrich Max Müller conceived language as such to be an 
organism. On the 6th of January 1870, in the very first issue of the journal Na-
ture, Müller took issue with Schleicher’s idea of the survival of languages in 
terms of ‘die Erhaltung der höher entwickelten Organismen’ and instead argued 
that language evolution was a more complex issue. 
Although this struggle for life among separate languages exhibits some anal-
ogy with the struggle for life among the more or less favoured species in the 
animal and vegetable kingdoms, there is this important difference that the de-
fect and the gradual extinction of languages depend frequently on external 
causes, i.e. not on the weaknesses of the languages themselves, but on the 
weakness, physical, moral or political, of those who speak them. A much 
more striking analogy, therefore, than the struggle for life among separate 
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languages, is the struggle for life among words and grammatical forms which 
is constantly going on in each language. Here the better, the shorter, the easi-
er forms are constantly gaining the upper hand, and they really owe their 
success to their inherent virtue. (1870: 257) 
It is moot whether we should consider these two contrasting approaches, i.e. 
language as an organism vs. individual languages as species, as representing 
opposing or complementary conceptions of language evolution. Until recently, I 
was less receptive to the latter of the two approaches (van Driem 2015). 
Müller was a vocal proponent of evolution by natural selection and applied 
the theory not just to language, but also to religion and cultural evolution. In his 
Descent of Man, Darwin cites Müller and explicitly adopts his conception of 
language evolution, saying ‘The survival or preservation of certain favoured 
words in the struggle for existence is natural selection’ (1871, I: 60-61). Darwin 
ventured to add ‘novelty’ to Müller’s repertoire of traits that might enhance the 
appeal and thus survival potential of a word. In the same vein, Gottlob Adolf 
Krause wrote: ‘Für mich ist jedes Wort ein sprechendes Lebewesen, das seine 
Geschichte erzählt, sobald ich es kennengelernt habe. Ich sehe die Zeit kommen 
wo man von einer etymologischen Biologie sprechen wird’ (1885: 257). So, 
already in the nineteenth century, words and grammatical forms were conceived 
as the living units of cultural evolution by Hugo, Müller, Darwin and Krause. 
In a related but different vein, a zoologist in Germany began to contem-
plate the notion of transmissible neural entities. It was Richard Wolfgang 
Semon who coined the term Mneme. Semon was born on the 22nd of August 
1859 in Berlin. He became Ernst Haeckel’s favourite student at Jena, conducted 
zoological expeditions to Africa and Australia, produced a number of zoological 
studies, converted from Judaism to Protestantism in 1885, and later became a 
Monist, all before he developed his mneme theory. Semon published the book 
Die Mneme als erhaltendes Prinzip im Wechsel des organischen Geschehens in 
Leipzig in 1904, two revised editions of which appeared in 1908 and in 1911. A 
first sequel to Die Mneme appeared in 1909 entitled Die mnemischen Empfin-
dungen. Yet Semon never completed the second sequel about ‘die Pathologie 
der Mneme’. Unable to reconcile himself with the defeat of Germany at the end 
of the First World War, he shot himself through the head on the 27th of Decem-
ber 1918. His lifeless body was found the following day sprawled out on the old 
black, white and red German tricolour. 
Imbued with the work of Darwin and Haeckel, Semon’s conception of the 
mneme was an idea which biological theoreticians would later brand as La-
marckian. Semon developed an epigenetic theory of memory based on the 
notion of the Engramm, a modification in the neural tissues corresponding to a 
memory triggered by a Reiz ‘stimulus’. Semon conceived of the mneme as the 
collective set of Engrammata or neural memory traces, whether conscious or 
subconscious, that he believed were inherited genetically. Semon described the 
Mneme as ‘das für die organische Entwicklung unumgänglich notwendige er-
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haltende Prinzip, das die Umbildungen bewahrt, welche die Außenwelt fort und 
fort schafft’ (1911: 407). Largely forgotten today, Semon’s ideas were quite 
influential in the first half of the twentieth century, and some of his other coin-
ages such as Engramm, Engraphie and Ekphorie have likewise taken up lives of 
their own, both in the scientific literature as well as in the genre of science fic-
tion. 
The term Mneme was adopted as mnème by the Belgian entomologist, poet 
and playwright Maurice Maeterlinck, whose work was preoccupied with sym-
bolism and who won the Nobel prize for literature in 1911. His entomological 
works La vie des abeilles, first published in 1901, and La vie des termites, first 
published in 1926, were translated as The Life of the Bee and The Soul of the 
White Ant respectively. Both books went into numerous printings in English in 
the first half of the twentieth century. Maeterlinck invoked Semon’s Lamarcki-
an heresy, whereby ‘la plupart des instincts ont à l’origine un acte raisonné et 
conscient’, to explain hereditary patterns of complex behaviour in termites, bees 
and ants in terms of ‘des engrammes de la mnème collective, comprenant aussi 
leurs ecphories’ (1928: 202). Only much later was it noticed that, with the ex-
ception of his incorporation of Semon’s concepts, Maeterlink’s book had been 
largely plagiarised from the beautiful Afrikaans original Die Siel van die Mier 
by the South African naturalist and literary figure Eugène Marais. 
After the discovery of the double helical structure of deoxyribose nucleic 
acid (DNA) and the chemical identity of genes in the Cavendish lab in Cam-
bridge by Francis Crick, James Watson and Rosalind Franklin in 1953, Müller’s 
view of language evolution being driven by natural selection operating on 
‘words and grammatical forms’, which had resonated so well with Darwin, was 
rapidly and widely succeeded by a more general public awareness that there 
existed units of cultural replication analogous to the gene. 
Leslie White came up with the term symbolate for ‘something that results 
from the action or process of symboling’, coarsely conceived as encompassing 
all ‘phenomena dependent upon symboling’ (1959: 231, 246). The term symbo-
late had been used already by Lady Victoria Welby much earlier in the sense of 
‘thing symbolised’ (1896: 196). For White, however, symbolates were observa-
ble not only as acts and external events, but, in keeping with his neoevolutionist 
definition of culture, symbolates also included ‘concepts, beliefs, emotions, 
attitudes’ within the human brain and acts and events mediated by ‘symboling’ 
and all external objects and events which are cultural artefacts or in some way 
the result of human intervention (1959: 235). 
An awareness of cultural evolution as a Darwinian process prompted Hud-
son Hoagland in 1962 to state an idea that had surely long occurred to many 
people when he proposed that ideas are the units of selection and that ‘ideas 
may be considered to social evolution what genes are to biological evolution’ 
(Huxley 1962: 203). For Hoagland competing ideas were units of ‘psychosocial 
selection’. In 1964, Henry A. Murray coined the term idene as an analogue in 
social evolution to the gene in biological evolution (Hoagland 1964: 111). In 
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1963, inspired by the works of Semon and Maeterlinck, Harold Blum coined the 
term mnemotype for a unit of ‘information determining the cultural pattern of a 
society’ residing ‘in the brains of its members where it is stored as personal sets 
of memory images’. Blum envisaged the cultural evolution of a society in terms 
of ‘changes in the collective mnemotype’, and that these innovations were pre-
cipitated by ‘changes in the individual mnemotypes which compose it’ (1963: 
39). 
Ralph Burhoe coined the term culturetype for assemblages of cultural and 
linguistic information. He saw this as a new type of information in evolution 
representing a relatively stable, transmissible ‘heritage’ largely independent of 
the genotype, but just as subject to natural selection (1967: 83). Carl Swanson 
(1973: 313) proposed the term socio-genes for the ideas or cultural molecules as 
units of selection in a process of cultural evolution governed by the principles of 
Darwin and Mendel. Cloak wrote of the ‘natural selection of cultural things’, 
such as behavioural instructions which he termed tuitions and defined as ‘the 
programming of an instruction upon one’s hearing a linguistic analogue of that 
instruction uttered by a conspecific’, a process which ‘is almost surely unique to 
humans’ (1975: 167). Cloak described tuitions as ‘corpuscules of culture’ resid-
ing in the central nervous system. 
It was amidst this flurry of activity to devise neologisms for the widely as-
sumed units of cultural selection that Richard Dawkins coined the term meme in 
1976. Laurent (1999) identified Maeterlink’s mnème as the direct source of 
Dawkins’ coinage, just as mnème had earlier spawned Blum’s mnemotype. Yet 
in terms of substance, the Oxford zoologist departed from all earlier definitions 
of cultural replicators for which various labels had previously been proposed 
such as words, symbolates, ideas, mnemotypes, idenes, culturetypes, socio-
genes and tuition. Whereas the putative units of cultural selection had all previ-
ously been conceived as linguistic or language-mediated entities, Dawkins 
defined his meme as ‘a unit of imitation’, with the italics supplied by himself 
(1976: 206). 
As opposed to earlier views of the unit of cultural selection, Dawkins’ 
meme was inspired as much by the mindless mimicry observed in the patterns 
on butterfly wings or actual learnt behaviours such as some types of bird song 
as it was by human culture. With its single-minded focus on imitation, a deafen-
ing silence reigned about the crucial role of language. In contrast to earlier 
conceptions of the units of selection in cultural evolution, the meme in Daw-
kins’ conception was therefore actually a substantive step backward. Several 
years later, he brought his definition of the meme slightly more into line with 
the earlier conceptions of a unit of cultural selection by adding that a meme was 
‘a unit of information residing in the brain’ (1982). This later modification 
clearly establishes that Dawkins had essentially done no more than to anglicise 
Semon’s original term, just as Maeterlink before him had rendered the term into 
French. Accordingly, Dawkins’ meme remained fundamentally a ‘unit of imita-
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tion’, and therefore something neither specifically human nor necessarily lin-
guistic. 
This definition found its way into the Oxford English Dictionary as ‘an el-
ement of a culture that may be considered to be passed on by non-genetic 
means, esp. imitation’. The Oxonian meme is not essentially a semiotic con-
struct. Blackmore, an ardent proponent of Dawkins’ view of the meme, envis-
envisaged ‘spoken grammatical language’ as resulting from ‘the success of 
copyable sounds’ and, rather astonishingly, explicitly denied the relevance of 
the meanings borne by linguistic signs (1999). The inadequacy of the Oxonian 
meme underlay Kortlandt’s choice not to use the term in the early 1980s in his 
treatment of the replicating units of language, viz. linguistic signs whose mean-
ings exhibit the propensities of non-constructible sets in the constructivist 
mathematical sense. 
Pursuant to the discovery of the double helical structure of DNA in 1953, 
the coinage gene, by truncation from genetic, aided and abetted the popularisa-
tion of the term that was anglicised as meme in 1976 so that the label meme 
soon outcompeted all other coinages. The inadequacy of the Oxonian concep-
tion of this unit of selection, however, necessitated either the redefinition or 
replacement of the term. The term’s popularity and its largely unknown but in-
teresting etymological lineage, traceable directly back to Semon, made it more 
expedient to redefine the term in 2001 rather than to coin yet another neologism. 
The Leiden definition brought the term back into line with the conception of 
earlier thinkers by redefining the meme as a neuroanatomical unit correspond-
ing to a sign in the Saussurean sense. 
A meme sensu Lugdunensi is a meaning together with its associated pho-
nological form and grammatical ramifications. Each linguistic sign has a 
practically isofunctional but speaker-specific neuroanatomical manifestation in 
the brains of the individual speakers within the same speech community. By 
contrast, a meme sensu Oxoniensi is a unit of imitation, whereas in Leiden a 
unit of imitation was termed a mime. In contrast to a meme, a mime fails to 
meet the criteria of fecundity, high-fidelity replication and longevity which 
could qualify it as a successful life-sustaining replicator. Amongst memes the 
competition between observable populations of patterns is more fierce than in 
the case of mimes. 
Meaning and language account for the difference between the behaviour of 
pre-linguistic mimes, such as the rice washing of Japanese macaques or the 
elaborate songs of whales, as opposed to the comportment of post-linguistic 
mimes, such as music, clothing fashions, dancing styles. In ethology, the term 
culture has come to apply to complex learnt behaviours transmitted between 
conspecifics in numerous species other than just our own. This usage is apt, but 
an essential difference persists between the semiotically enriched culture of our 
species and the mimetic culture of other species, whose brains have not come to 
be inhabited by a language organism. Other species lack memes in the Leiden 
sense of a Saussurean sign.  
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Mimes behave differently once they have come to find themselves awash 
in a sea of linguistic meanings with their multitudinous neuronal associations 
and interconnections. Our patterns of imitation as humans are more elaborate 
because our mimetic culture has been semiotically enriched and enmeshed with 
our inordinately more complex language-mediated or memetic culture. Yet the 
melodic themes of Johann Pachelbel’s canon in D major or Anthony Holborne’s 
Muy Linda are none the less mimes, not memes. Music is a paralinguistic phe-
nomenon that is causally intimately connected with the evolutionary emergence 
of language, but music is not language, and music may, in part, actually serve to 
drown out the memetic din and temporarily to assuage the relentless tides and 
untamed randomness of language-mediated thoughts. 
The Leiden redefinition of the meme as a linguistic sign would have ren-
dered the term superfluous, except that meanings characteristically travel in 
packs within which a hierarchical structure obtains. In popular usage, the term 
meme has evolved to denote a plethora of phenomena such as internet messages, 
video clips and digital posters which ‘go viral’ for some fleeting episode of 
time. As explained in previous writings, natural selection operates at various 
semiotic levels. The random example which I adduced in Prague in 2003 was 
that the idea that ‘America is one nation, under God, with liberty and justice for 
all’ is not a linguistic sign. Independent of the truth value of this statement and 
any of its component assertions and in-built assumptions, this sentence is a syn-
tactically articulate idea composed of a number of constituent lexical and 
grammatical linguistic signs. 
Both this idea as well as its various constituent parts are subject to natural 
selection. The decomposability of units of function, such as words, phrases, 
sentences and narrative, is a central feature of linguistic phenomena and under-
scores the need for analysis to be conducted at the different levels of granularity 
traditionally distinguished in linguistics. The smallest structural units in lan-
guage, viz. phonemes, tend usually to be smaller than the smallest semiotic 
units, viz. single morphemes and monomorphemic words, though on occasion a 
phoneme does of course incidentally happen to be equal in size to a word or a 
morpheme. 
Expositions of the Leiden model of language evolution with its multi-
tiered ramifications for the dynamics of linguistic replicators by natural selec-
tion have been available for some time in the writings of Kortlandt, Salverda, 
Wiedenhof and myself. Recently, Hadikin (2015) has come around to embrac-
ing view that ‘words’ and ‘extended lexical units’ are replicators. However, 
Hadikin erroneously traces this notion of the linguistic replicator to Dawkins. 
As we have seen, the Oxonian definition actually represented a deviation from 
the linguistically informed conception of semiotic units subject to natural selec-
tion which had preceded it. The linguistic view was rendered explicit by Müller, 
whose insights were appreciatively adopted by Darwin, and this conception of 
language evolution has been espoused by many linguists ever since, and it is to 
this older view that Hadikin has now essentially returned. 
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Meanings that have colonised a human brain seek to reproduce through 
meaningful contacts. Just as an ant or termite that has strayed far afield may 
discover a new source of food, so too meanings find new conceptual havens 
from which to proliferate. The dynamics of this process yields vast repertoires 
of linguistics meanings. During reproduction in the process of transfer from one 
host to another, a meaning is reduced and, as it were, stripped of its connota-
tions and associations, which are constructed anew in the brain of the new host. 
Just as a human is reduced to a haploid sperm cell in the process of reproduc-
tion, the isofunctional set of neuronal configurations constructed in the brain of 
a new host is unique and microanatomically specific to that individual. Just as 
the needs and prerogatives of an ant colony supersede those of the individual 
ant, language and linguistically mediated thought shape human societies and 
may supersede the interests of the individual. 
2 The first utterance, Symbiosism and Symbiomism 
The expositions of Wiedenhof (1996) and Kortlandt (1985, 1998, 2003) attempt 
to explain how syntax arose from meaning and argue that naming and syntax 
are two faces of the same phenomenon. The first primaeval holistic utterances 
with a meaning in the linguistic sense inherently constituted projections of reali-
ty with a temporal dimension. First-order predication arose when such a holistic 
utterance was split. This point of view was already put forward by Pierre de 
Maupertuis (1756, III: 444) and Hugo Schuchardt (1919a, 1919b) and contrasts 
with the naïve view that syntax arose from the concatenation of labels or names. 
The splitting of a signal for something like ‘The baby has fallen out of the tree’ 
could have yielded meanings such as ‘That which has fallen out of the tree is 
our baby’ and ‘What the baby has done is to fall out of the tree’. Mária Ujhelyi 
(1998) has considered long-call structures in apes in this regard, and recently 
Wray (2000) too has begun to champion the idea of an original holistic utter-
ance. 
The empirical basis for the Leiden conception of language is language’s 
own lingering and tangible evolutionary legacy in the shape of the semiotic 
workings of meaning. The arbitrary nature of the linguistic sign is a perennial 
theme which goes back at least to Plato’s Cratylus. Ferdinand de Saussure cau-
tioned his students vigilantly to distinguish, however, between the meaning of a 
linguistic sign and its reference in extra-linguistic reality. It is the relationship 
between the phonological form of a sign and the associated meaning which is 
arbitrary. On the other hand, the relationship between the meaning of a linguis-
tic sign and its reference has presented a conundrum to philosophers, who have 
often failed to distinguish between the two. Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, alias 
Lewis Carroll, spoke through the voice of Humpty Dumpty to express his de-
light at the apparent quandary: 
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‘When I use a word,’ Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, ‘it 
means just what I choose it to mean — neither more nor less.’ ‘The question 
is,’ said Alice, ‘whether you can make words mean so many different 
things.’ ‘The question is,’ said Humpty Dumpty, ‘which is to be master — 
that’s all.’ (Caroll 1872: 124) 
The problem is elucidated by Kortlandt, who wrote that ‘a linguistic meaning 
thrives by virtue of its applications, which cannot be deduced from its implica-
tions. The latter must be derived from its applicability, rather than the other way 
around. Thus, a linguistic meaning has the properties of a non-constructible set’ 
(1985: 480). 
This insight led Kortlandt, rather morosely, to view language as a parasite: 
‘The view of language as a tool of the human species is less well-founded than 
its converse’ (1985: 478). The fact that language has augmented our reproduc-
tive fitness to the detriment of countless other species and is also likely to have 
contributed to the extinction of several hominid species which whom our ances-
tors stood in direct competition would instead indicate that language is a 
mutualist symbiont. Our language-driven pre-eminence has made us the blight 
of the biosphere. I call this opposing model Symbiosism, and this model has 
been explained in greater detail on previous occasions (van Driem 2001b, 2003, 
2004, 2005, 2008a, 2008b, 2015). 
Language is part of us, and we are not fully human without it, as shown by 
the sad example of feral children (Ball 1880, Burnett 1784, de la Condamine 
1755, Dresserus 1577, Itard 1801, 1894, Mason 1942, Rauber 1885, Singh and 
Zingg 1942, Sleeman 1858, Squires 1927). We humans are not just flesh and 
blood, for we are also what we think and believe. We are symbiomes of body 
and soul, whereby the soul is not to be construed as some metaphysical entity 
but instead as a semiotic one, subsisting on the neuronal substrate of a hominid 
brain. From this particular physicalist perspective, we may reinterpret Helen 
Keller’s use of the word soul when she described as her ‘soul’s sudden awa-
kening’ the moment on the 5th of April 1887, when suddenly and heart-
rendingly ‘the mystery of language was revealed to’ her (1905: 23). As a spe-
cies, we are incomplete without language or, as Wilhelm von Humboldt put it, 
‘Der Mensch ist nur Mensch durch Sprache’ (1822: 244). 
Our species is a unique type of symbiome in the natural world. A human 
being is the symbiotic relationship of the hominid body of a particular variety of 
great ape with all of its inherited primate social and physiological propensities 
and a semiotic symbiont lodged in its brain, which has grown bloated in the 
long course of the human host’s coevolution with the language organism which 
has arisen within it. Our soul is this semiotic organism residing within our skull 
along with everything else inside our brain that happens to be mediated by lan-
guage. The whole panoply of language-mediated thought, conceptions and 
sensibilities make up our human soul.  
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Our brain houses a consciousness which sustains the illusion of a thinking 
self with a free will. In reality, our feelings, thoughts, yearnings and behaviour 
are the outcome of the jostle and interplay of the biological propensities and lust 
for creature comforts of the human host in symbiotic association with a capri-
cious linguistic symbiont which serves as the vehicle for the ideas waging war 
within us. So when we speak, who is doing the talking? As individuals we are 
both body and soul, and human behaviour and health can best be understood in 
terms of the complex anatomy of this relationship. The key to good health and 
contentment is keeping both components of the symbiome happy, healthy and in 
some kind of harmonious equilibrium. This guideline embodies the essence of 
Symbiomism, the practical philosophy entailed by Symbiosism. 
3 The perils of memetic management 
In my previous writings, I have qualified religion as a disease of language and 
contended that many characteristically human behaviours must be understood as 
language-mediated psychopathologies (2008: 394). These ideas are not entirely 
original. Friedrich Max Müller called mythology ‘an affection, or even as a dis-
ease, of language’ (1889), and his understanding of mythology was quite 
comprehensive, although he was prudent enough to phrase his insights gingerly. 
In North America, we have recently seen proponents of secularism combat the 
teaching of intelligent design and creationism in schools, where creationists 
present the theory of evolution as if it were merely some alternative opinion. 
The atheist fervour of Richard Dawkins and Bobby Henderson is admirable, but 
it may prove to be an exercise in futility to strive to eradicate empirically un-
supported belief systems from our culture entirely. 
We humans are inoculated with language at birth, and language infests our 
brain and stays with us until we are entirely brain-dead. Müller forecast: 
Mythology is inevitable, it is natural, it is an inherent necessity of language, 
if we recognise in language the outward form and manifestation of thought: it 
is, in fact, the dark shadow which language throws on thought, and which 
can never disappear till language becomes altogether commensurate with 
thought, which it never will. Mythology, no doubt, breaks out more fiercely 
during the early periods of the history of human thought, but it never disap-
pears altogether. Depend upon it, there is mythology now as there was in the 
time of Homer, only we do not perceive it, because we ourselves live in the 
very shadow of it, and because we all shrink from the full meridian light of 
truth. (1881 [1871]: 590, 1895: 168) 
Our brains teem with linguistic signs, and each time a linguistic form with its 
associated meaning is activated in our brain, a Darwinian generation time elaps-
es in terms of the neuronal group selection which characterises the rapid life 
cycle of linguistic signs. A passage in the writings of Douglas Adams captures 
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with appropriate levity the mental predicament which afflicted our ancestors 
once language had taken root in our brains. 
They knew that when the rains came, it was a sign. 
When the rains departed, it was a sign. 
When the winds rose, it was a sign. 
When the winds fell, it was a sign. 
When in the land there was born at the midnight of a full moon a goat with 
three heads, that was a sign. 
When in the land there was born at some time in the afternoon a perfectly 
normal cat or pig with no birth complications, or even just a child with a re-
troussé nose, that, too, would often be taken as a sign. (1996: 466) 
Symbiosism predicts rites and rituals, ideologies, suicide, hypocrisy, sports, 
theatre, the belief in gods or a God, the supernatural, crusades and jihads and 
numerous other cultural and psychological phenomena, both delightful and 
baneful, that result from language and make us uniquely human, marking our 
species as an anomaly in the biological world. 
If it feels good to live in a linguistically constructed reality, can this delu-
sion really be so bad for us? In those cases where we are driven to immolate 
ourselves for some abstract ideal, or to kill ourselves and murder others for the 
sake of some tenet or belief, then the answer to this question might strike us as 
obvious. Perhaps it is misguided, however, to fight against belief systems such 
as astrology, as Dawkins has done with religious zeal, since the scientifically 
untrained and the intellectually challenged may perhaps always require a modi-
cum of mythology, and a bit of make-belief and self-delusion may even provide 
some comfort and solace to intellectual giants. Not all empirically unsupported 
belief systems are obviously deleterious, and the feel-good quality and non-
hostile doctrine of popular astrology, for example, renders this belief system 
perhaps no more than a harmless distraction which an omniscient physician 
might even choose to prescribe as a suitable opium for the people. 
Memetic management or thought control is a reality which has been with 
us or a long time. The thought police of the past burnt heretics, blasphemers and 
homosexuals, with the auto-da-fé providing an abject form of community enter-
tainment, of which we still see many perverse forms in different parts of the 
world today. Today’s mainstream Western corporate news media tend to exhibit 
such a blatant bias that collusion with government is as obvious as it was in the 
erstwhile Soviet press. Fashions of political correctness can at times be socially 
enforced with as much intolerance today as they were in the historical past. The 
internet offers hope, yet the internet has from the outset been both conspicuous-
ly as well as surreptitiously managed. Certain content is restricted, monitored 
and flagged. Eric Arthur Blair, alias George Orwell (1949), predicted that gov-
ernmental infringements upon privacy and personal freedom would lead to a 
dystopian surveillance state, and the internet has provided a powerful tool to 
those who work towards effectuating a form of totalitarianism thinly veiled. 
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Today’s corporate and governmental memetic manipulators and both the covert 
and unabashedly outspoken enemies of privacy master and zealously practise 
the arts of newspeak and doublethink described by Orwell. 
In November 2003, the social website face-pic already had more than one 
million users worldwide (http://web.archive.org/web/20031124030457/ 
http://face-pic.com/). By the autumn of 2004, the site enjoyed considerable 
popularity amongst young users in Europe, India and the rest of the world. The 
Wikipedia article about face-pic has been suppressed since 2008, perhaps be-
cause the holders of certain vested interests have sought to squelch historical 
evidence that might indicate that the originators of Facebook may directly have 
copied the idea from a then already thriving social website. Facemash opened as 
a social website for Harvard university students in October 2003. In 2004, 
Zuckerberg was accused of stealing ideas from his fellow Harvard students, and 
a settlement was reached, ultimately awarding his victims assets worth $300 
million. That same year, the company was renamed Facebook and moved to 
Palo Alto, California. In September 2005, Facebook experimentally opened its 
site to secondary school students. In 2006, Facebook expanded membership 
eligibility to the employees of Apple and Microsoft. Only in September 2006 
did Facebook open membership to everyone aged 13 years or older with a valid 
email address (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook, accessed 23 August 
2014). 
According to disclosures in the European press, Facebook entered into 
partnership with the NSA and FBI some time between 2006 and 2009, spying on 
its customers and passing on their private data. In chronological order, Mi-
crosoft, Yahoo, Google, PalTalk, YouTube, Skype, AOL and Apple also 
reportedly each entered into the PRISM spying programme between 2007 and 
2012, and their complicity sometimes extends to the pre-installation in citizens’ 
devices of malware sensu Stallmann (2015). In sequel to these revelations in the 
press, Max Schrems filed a class action lawsuit against Facebook on the 1st of 
August 2014. On the 6th of October 2015, the Court of Justice of the European 
Union in Luxembourg declared the European Data Protection Commission’s 
U.S. Safe Harbour Decision invalid because the persistent and pervasive prying 
into people’s privacy perpetrated by the National Security Agency, often in col-
lusion with private corporations, as exposed by whistleblower Edward Snow-
den, ‘enables interference, by United States public authorities, with the funda-
mental rights of persons’ (Judgment in Case C-362/14). 
In the wake of Brezhnev’s invasion of Afghanistan, certain Western actors 
made a very unwise choice to fan the flames of militant Islam as a tool against 
the Soviet occupation. Close reading of the Qurʻān and the Ḥadīth would have 
enabled memetic content assessors to realise that they were letting a genie out 
of a bottle. The ongoing situation in the Near East in combination with the 
plight of the dissident Edward Snowden, who was compelled to seek asylum in 
what used to be the Soviet Union, appear to indicate that today’s thought police 
are neither necessarily competent nor altogether benign. We are urged to dis-
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miss as conspiracy theories any of the ubiquitous indicators that an actual ma-
lignancy may have taken hold in the halls of power. 
The late George Carlin pointed out that the act of entertaining hypotheses 
such as ‘that powerful people would get together and plan for certain out-
comes’, that ‘powerful interests would operate outside of the law and maybe 
even kill people’ or that ‘secret government agencies might feel the need to as-
sassinate a person and cover it up’ renders a person prone to being considered a 
‘kook’ or discredited as a ‘conspiracy buff’. Linguistic signs such as character 
assassination, set up, patsy, identity theft and false flag no doubt very much 
have real-world referents, and the phenomena denoted by such lexical items 
highlight the vulnerability of all citizens in a surveillance state, and not just 
those who would have the temerity to question the established order.  
The exploitation of highly volatile belief systems does not offer a benevo-
lent, safe or prudent strategy for securing access to oil supplies, effectuating the 
compliance of client states or toppling the regime of a rival’s client state. Me-
metic management, if exercised at all, should ideally be minimalist, never 
meddlesome. Those who strive to control, censor or suppress information con-
tent ought to ponder whether a natural ecology of freely circulating ideas might 
perhaps just yield the optimal equilibrium. Non-intervention and relinquishing 
the reins might be the best policy, but such advice is liable to fall on deaf ears. 
Surveillance and the policing of content are sadly likely to grow ever more in-
trusive and oppressive, not just because proponents of memetic management 
will act on the knowledge that some language-borne packages of ideas can ei-
ther be beneficial or demonstrably deleterious to the individual human host and 
to society at large, but probably more so due to the circumstance that particular 
established actors will continue to exercise a prerogative to defend their vested 
interests by whatever means. 
Bridling the open exchange of information and suppressing free speech is 
directly hostile to democracy, but many in the West who adopt the politically 
expedient posture of paying lip service to democracy may very well privately 
not believe in the desirability or even the feasibility of attempting ultimately to 
realise this ideal. Predictably, the gradual introduction of increasingly decentral-
ised democracy in Bhutan, where this process was driven from the very centre 
of power by the highly enlightened fourth hereditary king, has at the local level 
in some places led to compromises mitigating the country’s otherwise stringent 
policy of nature conservancy. Given the country’s population growth, though at 
present this is still modest, the immediate needs of local people have at times 
predictably begun to prevail above their ideological attachment to preserving 
their natural environment against man-made encroachments. Ironically, this 
process of democratisation was first set into motion by the third hereditary king, 
who was both an autocrat and very much a nature conservationist avant la let-
tre. 
The new situation in Bhutan has already held for quite some time on a 
global scale. In the context of habitat destruction, anthropogenic climate change 
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and the general ecological degradation of the planet, Nico Stehr (2015) strives 
to retain an optimistic attitude towards democracy whilst he reiterates Friedrich 
Hayek’s pessimistic admonition regarding the inexorable conflict between the 
ecologist and conservationist interests of the scientifically well-informed and 
the democratic tendency to appease the immediate needs of a relentlessly bur-
geoning and not uniformly well-informed human population, the indulging of 
whose wants may often be at variance with the well-being of the planet as a 
whole. Yet Stehr’s discussion begs the question inasmuch as a government by a 
scientific élite has not yet ever been attempted, although Aldous Huxley (1932) 
did once ponder one conceivable scenario in which such an arrangement might 
culminate. Instead, throughout history the services of scientists and scholars 
have hitherto been customarily recruited by extant power brokers, whilst those 
scientists and scholars whose services cannot be bought are on occasion liable 
to be perceived as a threat. 
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Kman ethno-ophresiology: Characterising taste 
and smell in a language of Arunachal Pradesh1 
ROGER BLENCH 
University of Cambridge 
1 Introduction: The lexicon of taste and smell 
he notion that traditional societies have a rich lexicon applied to taste, smell 
(and texture in the mouth) goes back more than a century in the psycholog-
ical literature (Chamberlain 1903; Myers 1904). Various anthropologists have 
tried to uncover universals in sensory terms (Dupire 1987) but the variety of 
documented ethnographic examples remains stubbornly small (Howes 1991). 
The study of taste, smell and texture terms has sometimes been called ‘ophre-
siology’ and this term is retained here, although it technically applies to smells. 
Taste and smell are often partly polysemous in many languages, while sensa-
tions of texture in the mouth clearly form part of the eating experience. Thus, 
English has specific words like ‘crunchy’ and ‘chewy’ which only apply to edi-
ble things, while more general terms, such as ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ can be 
transferred to foods. The worldwide literature on the vocabulary of taste, smell 
and is not extensive and much of it seems to focus on Africa (e.g. Van Beek 
1992; Hombert 1992; Blench and Longtau 1995; Nakagawa 2012; Storch 2014). 
For SE Asia, Kuipers (1993) describes Weyewa, a Sumbanese language, while 
Enfield (2011) compares the taste and flavour vocabulary in the unrelated Lao 
and Kri languages in Laos, which show a remarkable conceptual convergence. 
The Aslian languages of the Malay Peninsula have had considerable attention, 
for example in Tufvesson (2011) Burenhult and Majid (2011) and Wnuk and 
Majid (2014). An interesting early analysis of a South Asian language is Rivers 
(1905) who discusses Toda sense vocabulary from the point of view of psychol-
1 This paper could not have been prepared without the assistance of Mr. Sokhep Kri, 
whose kind hospitality and assistance in Tezu in February-March 2015 made work on 
Kman go very smoothly. I would like to acknowledge the careful work of an anonymous 
reviewer whose comments have sharpened up the argument of the paper and significant-
ly expanded the review of the comparative literature. 
T 
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ogy. Japanese is a rich field for the lexical field of taste, and indeed has been the 
source of the claim that there is a fifth ‘taste primitive’, umami, the delicious 
taste of monosodium glutamate (Backhouse 1994). The taste terminology of the 
Kilivila language of the Trobriands is described in Senft (2012). The oral socie-
ties of the New World might be expected to yield of a rich harvest of ophresio-
ophresiological terms, but the literature is quite restricted. Aschmann (1946) is 
an early discussion of odour terms among the Totonac, while Shephard (2004) 
provides an account of two Amazonian societies in relation to their medicinal 
plants. The broad hypothesis is that oral societies in a strong dependency rela-
tionship with the natural environment tend to have a more complex and elabo-
elaborate aroma and taste terminology than communities with connections to a 
wider pluralistic world. Given the complexity of food culture in hierarchical 
societies with nation states and literacy, this is not necessarily what would be 
expected. Colour terminology, for example, tends to become more elaborate in 
such societies. 
An aspect of taste research which has occupied the attention of many re-
searchers is the synaesthesia with other sensory modes, both between taste and 
smell, but in a more extreme case, between phonology and taste. Ward & Sim-
ner (2003) describe an individual with what they call ‘Lexical-gustatory 
synaesthesia’, who experienced tastes in relation to specific phonological con-
junctions. Ideophones may not be completely arbitrary, with their sounds 
somehow relating to deep aspects of brain function. Several of the chapters in 
Hinton et al. (2006) discuss the role of sound symbolism in ethnozoological 
vocabulary or the non-arbitrary relationship between vowel quality and size. 
Taste and smell words may be similarly linked, but as this vocabulary is much 
less well-documented, generalisation is more problematic. In the case of odour 
terminology, it has been shown that in Africa sensory words form a lexical class 
distinct from mainstream ideophones (Hombert 1992; Blench and Longtau 
1995). They typically fit into a stereotyped syntactic frame and do not show the 
properties of reduplication and iconic phonology characteristic of ideophones. 
However, this may not be the case globally, or indeed across other sense modal-
ities. 
There is no precise term covering this whole semantic area. The term 
ophresiology (used in Blench and Longtau 1995) goes back to the Parisian anat-
omist, Hippolyte Cloquet (1784–1840) who introduced it in 1821, but which 
appeared in print in German translation (Cloquet 1824). Technically speaking, 
this refers to the sense of smell (Greek  ophresio-, ophresi- ‘to smell’) but is 
extended to ‘the senses’ (e.g. Jütte 2005). Even in this expanded definition, 
there is little or no literature on sensory vocabulary in languages of the Himala-
yas. Indeed, the regional literature on ethnolinguistics in general is best 
described as ‘thin’; most linguists working in the area have been concerned with 
phonology and syntax. Comprehensive dictionaries are rare, especially in Aru-
nachal Pradesh, where only the Tani languages have any coverage (e.g. Post 
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2011; Mara 2012). This is not a reflection of the properties of the languages 
themselves which are rich in parallel lexicons and have a wide variety of terms 
reflecting experiential sensations. As a by-product of a project to create a dic-
tionary and grammar of Kman, a variety of terms were collected describing 
taste and smell, together with information about the foods or substances they 
normally qualify. This paper describes those terms together with whatever con-
textual material is available. As there is no reliable published phonology of 
Kman, this is outlined in a preliminary section. The conclusion discusses the 
range of substances associated with sensory words, with some discussion of 
regional comparisons. 
2 The Kman and the ‘Mishmi’ 
The Kman (Kaman, Geman, Miju) are usually categorised in Arunachal Pradesh 
as ‘Mishmi’. The term ‘Mishmi’ is used in the travel literature as far back as the 
early nineteenth century to refer to three distinct peoples, the Kman, Tawra and 
the Idu. While Idu and Tawra are undoubtedly related, Kman is not part of the 
same linguistic group. Nonetheless, culturally speaking, the Tawra have been 
historically grouped with the Kman. The Kman people are commonly known in 
India as Miju, a term found in the early colonial literature (e.g. Robinson 1856). 
Miju is not used in the vernacular (e.g. Boro 1978 for the Indian side and Li 
2003 for the Chinese communities) and local publications have switched to a 
form of Kman (e.g. Tawsik 2014). Kman is listed as ‘Miju-Mishmi’ [mxj] in the 
Ethnologue (17th edition) and it is said to have 18,000 speakers on the Indian 
side and 200 on the Chinese side. This is almost certainly a considerable exag-
geration. Even accounting for individuals claiming Kman ethnicity but not 
proficient in the language, it is unlikely there are more than 3000–4000 speak-
ers. The core area of Kman villages is in Lohit district, Arunachal Pradesh, and 
its effective capital is Tezu, where the Kman and Tawra are intermixed with 
settlers from Assam and other regions of India. 
Kman has been little described. The first record appears to be Robinson 
(1856) which is quite accurate for the period, and his transcriptions are recog-
nisable today. Additional Kman materials are cited in Campbell (1874). The 
only anthropological sketch appears to be Mills (1952) which discusses all three 
‘Mishmi’ peoples in rather general terms. Needham (1886) is the first specific 
vocabulary of Kman (under Miju) and the first to compare it with Tawra. The 
only modern publications on the language from the Indian side are Das Gupta 
(1977) and Boro (1978). These were said to be ‘practical’ guides and the tran-
scription of Kman is highly inaccurate by current standards. Tawsik (2014) is a 
comparative wordlist of Tawra and Kman, which uses an idiosyncratic tran-
scription but includes much useful cultural information. Despite the small 
number of speakers on the Chinese side of the border, there have been several 
publications on ‘Geman’, the Chinese version of the name. These include Sun 
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(1991, 1999) and most importantly, Li (2003) which is a full-length description 
of the language. Kman is usually considered a Tibeto-Burman language, part of 
the ‘North Assam’ group, a characterisation which goes back to Konow (1902). 
However, there is no published argument defending this classification and 
Blench and Post (2013) consider it equally likely to be a language isolate. 
All the work reported here was conducted in the field in Tezu, the centre 
and nearby settlements in February–March 2015 and the original field record-
ings related to all the examples will be archived and should be freely available 
in due course. 
3 Phonology and transcription 
Kman consonants are shown in TABLE 1. 
TABLE 1 – Kman consonants 
 Bila-bial Labio- 
dental 
Alve-
olar 
Retro- 
 flex 
Palato- 
alveolar 
Palatal Velar Glottal 
Plosive  p, pʰ    b  t, tʰ  d    k,kʰ g  ʔ 
Fricative  f      v s      z  ʃ   hʰ   h 
Affricate    ts       dz  ʧ, ʧʰ  ʤ    
Nasal m  n   ɲ ŋ  
Flapped    r      
Lateral   l ɭ     
Approximant  w ʋ  ɽ           y    
 
Kman permits a wide range of consonant prosodies, which can be combined 
with both the aspirated and non-aspirated series. These include labialisation, 
palatalisation, lateralisation and rhoticisation. 
Table 2 presents the vowels of Kman. 
TABLE 2 – Kman vowels 
Vowels Front Central Back 
Close i ɨ u 
Close-Mid   o 
Open-Mid ɛ ə ʌ      ɔ 
Open  a  
 
Despite claims to the contrary in previous publications, there are no long vowels 
and no nasalised vowels in Kman. Like most regional languages, Kman has a 
relatively simple tone-system. There are two level tones, High (ˊ) and Low (ˋ), a 
rising (ˇ) and a rare falling (ˆ) tone. Glide tones also arise from VV sequences, 
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but the complex tones given in Li (2003) do not seem to be present in the 
speech of the Tezu area. Either the tones are a product of the author’s training in 
Sinitic languages or represent a dialect under local influence from Tibetan. 
4 Experiencing sensation 
Kman has a generic verb, m!̀n, which expresses the meaning associated with the 
experiential verbs, such as ‘taste’, ‘smell’, ‘feel’. It is combined with words 
such as cold (kraŋ) or fearful (ʤʰil), in the sense of ‘to feel’. However, its wid-
est application is in the domain of smells and tastes. These are not easily 
mapped against English sensation words, which have a rather limited range. 
There is clearly also an element of texture in sensation words. For example, 
mushrooms, cìnúŋ, are compared to watery foods, not because of their flavour 
but because they are easily bitten into and digested. I have translated this by the 
rather clumsy formulae ‘is experienced as’ or ‘to feel in the mouth’, since Eng-
lish does not really have a concise way of expressing the sensation of oral 
texture. English speakers can ‘feel in the mouth’ using specialised words 
‘chewy’ and ‘crunchy’ as well adopted descriptive terms such as ‘gooey’ and 
‘crispy’ (Lawless, Vanne and Tuorila 1997). 
Importantly, Kman sensory terms are not applicable generically; you can-
not use the term khá ‘bitter’ for a previously unknown taste. Bitter (and indeed 
sweet) objects are thus in a culturally sanctified list. In practice, these lists 
evolve, since there is a term for ‘pungent’ (shyá), applied to the chili, which is 
an introduction from the New World, as well as the even more recent apple.  
The typical formulation of these expressions is standardised. The object 
tasted is the headword, followed by the sensation word, which could be consid-
ered an adjective, and then the verb m!̀n. The sensation words in context 
sometimes undergo unexplained tonal changes in relation to the form cited in 
isolation, but elsewhere the tone remains static. The sensory word is thus intran-
sitive and is preceded by a qualifier, as in example (1); 
(1) áŋá hlèy kʰá m!̀n 
 fish stomach bitter taste 
‘fish stomachs taste bitter’ 
This is quite distinct from constructions which describe how a protagonist 
smells a named object. Kman has a noun/verb, cʰiŋ, which is both ‘aroma, fla-
vour’ and also ‘to smell’. Thus in the example (2) an SVO structure is used. 
(2) ki cʰiŋ kwì 
I smell dog 
‘I can smell a dog’ 
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This allows speakers to answer open-ended questions or make statements about 
smells, and is a distinct linguistic sphere compared with the closed set of senso-
ry words. 
5 Tastes, smells, experiences 
5.1 Taste 
This section lists all the sensation words so far recorded, covering taste, texture 
and smell, together with a list of the foods or plants to which they apply. 
5.1.1 tím ‘sweet, salty’ 
tím is in some ways an archetypical taste sensation, since it applies to two tastes 
which would be sharply differentiated in the Euro-American lexicon, salty and 
sweet. The strong similarity to the word for ‘salt’, t!́mìn, makes it possible that 
this underlies its etymology. Examples of the term in use are given in (3) and 
(4): 
 
(3) t!́mìn tǐm m!̀n 
 salt salty tastes 
 ‘salt tastes salty’ 
 
(4) shùníŋ tǐm m!̀n 
 sugar sweet tastes 
 ‘sugar tastes sweet’ 
5.1.2 khá ‘bitter’ 
This term is applied to a rather specific range of plants as well as the stomachs 
of fish, as listed in Table 3. The scientific names of the plants are given in the 
second column.  
TABLE 3 – Items described as khá ‘bitter’ 
bitter gourd Momordica charantia kɛrɛla 
Mishmi tita Coptis tita páwá 
fish stomach  áŋŋá hlèy 
 
This is exemplified in (5): 
 
(5) páwá khá m!̀n 
 Mishmi tita bitter tastes 
 ‘Mishmi tita tastes bitter.’ 
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Mishmi tita is a well-known medicinal plant, gathered wild in the mountains 
and exported to Tibet. 
 (6) áŋá hlèy khá m!̀n 
fish stomach bitter tastes 
‘fish stomach tastes bitter’ 
5.1.3 shyá ‘pungent, sharp’ 
This term applies to chili and other peppery plants, as in (7). 
(7) bícì shyà m!̀n 
chili pungent tastes 
‘chili tastes pungent’ 
An equivalent term is bǎt, exemplified in (8) 
(8) bícì bǎt m!̀n 
chili pungent tastes 
‘chili tastes pungent’ 
5.1.4 sál ‘fruity, sour’ 
Items that are described as sál are listed in Table 4, and exemplified in (9). 
TABLE 4 – Items described as sál ‘fruity, sour’ 
tomato shòwsál 
green oranges téŋá kámbròŋ 
bamboo shoots t.wóŋ
(9) shòwsál sál m!̀n 
tomato fruity tastes 
‘tomato tastes fruity’ 
5.1.5 kráp ‘sharp, unripe’ 
Items that are described as kráp are listed in Table 5, and the exemplified in 
(10). 
TABLE 5 – Items described as kráp ‘sharp, unripe’ 
green apple ápél k.tí 
betel nut támùl 
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(10) ápél k.tí kráp m!̀n 
 green apple sharp tastes 
 ‘green apple tastes sharp’ 
 
Interestingly, both of the items these tastes apply to are relatively recent intro-
ductions. Apples were introduced by the British, as the name suggests, and betel 
nut is from Indian (‘mainland’) culture and also borrowed. A different term, sál, 
is used for green oranges, indicating that unripeness is not in itself a defining 
character. 
5.1.6 s!̀ŋ ‘pungent, spicy’ 
This term is applied to spices and fried food such as those listed in Table (6). 
TABLE 6 – Items described as s!̀ŋ ‘pungent, spicy’ 
garlic p.lǔw 
ginger dìʔíŋ 
 
An example in (11): 
 
(11) p.lǔw s!̀ŋ m!̀n 
 garlic pungent smells 
 ‘garlic smells pungent’ 
5.1.7 sɔ́ʔ ‘alkaline’ 
This word is only applied to uncooked taro (n.gál); as exemplified in (12): 
 
(12) n.gál sɔ̌ʔ m!̀n 
 raw taro alkaline tastes 
 ‘raw taro tastes alkaline’ 
 
Taro, Colocasia esculenta, is a tuber crop which must formerly have been of 
considerable importance, but which is being displaced by rice and other cereals. 
Fresh or poorly cooked taro is extremely alkaline and can irritate the throat. 
Bartoshuk (1978) proposed that there were four ‘basic’ taste qualities, ‘bit-
ter, sweet, sour, salty’, and the basic Kman taste terms fall into these categories, 
with the other terms recorded here applying to recent introductions and thus 
outside the traditionally defined categories. 
5.2 Texture in the mouth 
The following terms are recorded for textures in the mouth. 
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5.2.1 l!́bˋ.n ‘soft-textured, watery’ 
Applied to any food which is soft, pounded and watery, such as kedgery or dal, 
as well as mushrooms, cìnúŋ, as exemplified in (13): 
(13) cìnúŋ l!́bˋ.n m!̀n 
mushroom soft feels in mouth 
‘mushrooms feel soft in the mouth’ 
5.2.2 hʌ̀mʌ́kh ‘soft but with consistent texture’ 
Applied to solid food, particularly staple starches, as those listed in Table 7: 
TABLE 7 – Items described as hʌ̀mʌ́kh ‘soft but with consistent texture’ 
cooked rice haku 
potato alu 
An example is (14): 
(14) haku hʌ̀mʌ́kh m!̀n 
cooked rice soft feels in mouth 
‘cooked rice feels soft in the mouth’ 
5.2.3 címíl ‘crunchy’ 
Applied to foods that come in small hard pieces, such as those listed in Table 8: 
TABLE 8 – Items described as címíl ‘crunchy’ 
peanuts àyàyà sít 
popcorn2 bǒ phúm 
An example is (15): 
 (15) àyàyà sít címíl m!̀n 
peanuts crunchy feels in mouth 
‘peanuts feels crunchy in the mouth’ 
5.3 Smells 
The smells that have a distinctive term in Kman are restricted to urine and fae-
ces.  
2 Popcorn might not immediately seem to be hard like peanuts, as prepared in Europe or 
America. However, local popcorn is significantly more difficult to bite into. 
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5.3.1 nyǐŋ ‘smell of urine’ 
This is exemplifed in (16): 
(16) t.shít nyǐŋ m!̀n 
urine uric smells 
‘urine smells like piss’ 
5.3.2 nyǎm ‘smell of dung, faeces’ 
This word is applied to the smell of human excrement and animal dung, as ex-
emplified in (17): 
(17) mántsú t.khrì nyǎm m!̀n 
cow dung faecal smells 
‘cow dung smells of shit’ 
6 Conclusion: Sensation and the cultural mindset 
The application of the Kman sensory terms is constrained, and they cannot be 
applied to tastes other than those culturally prescribed. Nonetheless, this vocab-
ulary does evolve, as witness their application to recently introduced plants. 
There is another remarkable feature of these terms in Kman, that smells and 
tastes seem to be constrained by the domestic world, with cooked foods and 
cultivated plants predominant. This is surprising because the Kman, like most 
peoples of Arunachal Pradesh, strongly favour wild foods, of both plant and 
animal origin, and furthermore are great collectors of medicinal plants. When 
characterising wild plants and animals, they do not refer to their smells using a 
specialised lexicon. This is in contrast to the situation in the Amazon, described 
in Shephard (2004), where a rich vocabulary has developed for predominantly 
wild, medicinal plants. In the African literature, animals play a much greater 
role, both as meat (‘the smell of fresh dogmeat’ – in the Kuteb language, or the 
‘smell of snakes’ – in the Tarok language). None of the sensory terms identified 
have any obvious etymologies, although it is not impossible these are loans, 
since neighbouring languages are almost unknown. The emphasis on the domes-
tic and cultivated plants makes it possible that this lexicon might be relatively 
recent, evolving at the time when a gradual switch from predominantly foraging 
to agricultural subsistence was taking place. This would be difficult to prove, 
but if it can be established that the pattern is similar among neighbouring peo-
ples, such as the Tawra and Idu, then the likelihood would increase. Under all 
circumstances, this type of lexicon is woefully under-documented in the Hima-
layan region, but absence of evidence is not evidence of absence and this may 
yet be another field for researchers that is so far barely exploited. 
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